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Executive Summary 

The e-SENS project - Electronic Simple European Networked Services - focuses on strengthening the 
Single Market by facilitating public services across borders. The previous and on-going Large Scale 
Pilots (LSPs), STORK, PEPPOL, e-CODEX, SPOCS, epSOS, have already proven that the provision of 
electronic cross-border services is achievable and feasible. In numerous domains, technical building 
blocks have been developed and piloted, which enable seamless cross-border services respecting all 
the various challenges and requirements that were faced. e-SENS aims at consolidating and 
extending the work done by the previous Large Scale Pilots, industrialising the solutions and 
extending their potential to new domains.  

 

e-SENS WP6 Building Block Provision aims to provide consolidated re-usable building blocks for the 
implementation of digital services in Europe supporting the overall goal of e-SENS.  

 

The objective of this document is to present the result of stocktaking of contributions from previous 
LSPs related to provision of building blocks including methodology, specifications and 
implementations. It forms the architectural baseline for e-SENS with focus on High Level Building 
Blocks e.g.: 

 

 e-Delivery, e-Interaction 

 e-Documents, Semantic mapping 

 e-ID, e-Signatures, Trust and Security 

 Conformance and Tests 

All Large Scale Pilots have provided methodologies and building blocks that fulfil significant 
requirements and support various use cases for cross-border digital services. In addition to the 
contributions from LSPs, building blocks from other sources such as national solution and other 
European projects are included. 

 

Consolidation of architectures and proposed use of building blocks have been included in this 
deliverable. The architectural baseline will be the foundation to develop this work further into 
consolidated ICT architectures. The next steps will be based on Pilot use case requirements and lead 
to the elaboration of common methodology, cross-domain reusable High Level Building Blocks and 
implementations. 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Scope and Objective of Deliverable 
 

The objective of this deliverable is to: 

 Create a foundation for continued work on consolidating and create generic Building Blocks 

for mulitidomain purposes. 

By  

 Creating an overview of Building Blocks and solutions available in e-SENS. 

 Setting a baseline for discussions and consensus building towards architectures in different 

areas.  

 Mapping Building Blocks into a development cycle and plan for further work with 

consolidation, elaboration and extension of methodologies to generalize and raise the 

maturity level of building blocks. 

The ICT Baseline Architecture is essential in stocktaking of Building Blocks that are relevant for the 
future work in e-SENS and especially WP6. It is documented through a preliminary template for 
describing Building Blocks in an abstract way and with a semi-structured classification.  

 

The content and results of this Deliverable will be incorporated into the e-SENS European 
Interoperability Architecture i.e. Deliverable 6.2 and 6.3. This means that additional Building Blocks 
can be added in order to give a more complete picture of the Building Block landscape.   

 

2.2 WP6 General Objectives and Vision 
As stated in the technical annex, the goals of WP6 are: 

 To facilitate the project goals of creating consolidated and extended solutions for cross-

border and cross-domain Pilot applications, by taking existing solutions and components 

from the participating LSPs and other relevant sources in order to create coherent, 

generalized and open components and specifications for solution implementation.  

 To provide building blocks according to the functional requirements of WP5 and to support 

their deployment in the WP5 pilots.  

 To move forward with the development of a sustainable European Interoperability 

Architecture for cross-sector services, by providing of a set of building blocks and their 

underlying technical specifications that will act as its foundation.  

The work package will focus on providing architecture driven solutions and building blocks, which 
fulfil the pilot requirements in the target domains with state of the art technologies and engage 
closely with pilot domains, with the aim of creating general purpose components that can be 
extended to other pilot scenarios in the target domains as well as new domains. 

The work will include areas of infrastructure, semantics, interoperability, security and reach to 
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stakeholders, including public sector, ICT industry and private sector, recognizing needs from SMEs, 
cooperates and citizen requirements for e-interaction and service utilization. 

The approach will maintain a balance in fulfilling pilot requirements by consolidating and extending 
available components, including specifications, software components and services, with focus on the 
openness of architecture, standards and governance. 

 

2.3 Methodology of Work 
 

WP6 is divided into Sub Group Compentency Clusters (SGCC): 

 

• SGCC 6.1: e-Delivery and e-Interaction 

• SGCC 6.2: Semantics, Processes and Documents  

• SGCC 6.3: ID, Security and Trust 

• SGCC 6.4: Conformance and Test 

Each SGCC have engaged with representatives from LSPs, user communities and Members States to 
make a stock taking of Building Blocks. The Building Blocks and solutions are described with their 
capabilities and architectures in the context of the e-SENS project and its objectives. These 
contributions have been described under the framework and structure of this deliverable with focus 
on specific properties including but not limited to: 

 

 Architectural view 

 Generic vs Domain specific i.e. usable in one or many domains 

 Standards based i.e. backed by a standardization organisation 

 Context and relationship i.e. relationsships to other Building Blocks 

 In-use status i.e. used in test or production 

 Maturity i.e. how much needs to be done to get to a production ready in-use status 

Some initial recommendations for consolidation have been included, but in general prioritizing and 
consolidation will follow and be aligned with Pilot Requirement presented by WP5.  

 

The workplan for this deliverable, reaching into the next deliverable (D6.2 – e-SENS European 
Interoperability Architecture) is further detailed in section 2.7. 

 

2.4 Relations to Internal e-SENS Environment 
 

This deliverable forms the baseline for collaboration within WP6 on consolidating and maturing 
Building Blocks into coherent Architectures. It will also be used with other WPs including Pilot 
requirement mapping (WP5), Maturity assessment of selected Building Blocks and sustainability 
efforts (WP3) and consultation of some legal aspects (WP4).  
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2.5 Relations to External e-SENS Environment 
 

This deliverable is intended for stakeholders with a technical and ICT architectural background, which 
includes part of the European Commission (DG DIGIT, DG CONNECT), ICT projects ICT industry and 
standardization organisations. 

 

2.6 Quality Management  
 

Category Remarks Checked by 

Conformance to e-
SENS template 

 Review 

Language & Spelling  QA Manager 

Delivered on time The deliverable turned into a 
document that became more than the 
original idea i.e. a stock taking, namely 
a document that was the political 
foundation on what was in and what 
was out of scope for e-SENS WP6. 

WP6 Manager 

Each technology 
description contains 
the correct elements 

 SGCC leaders 

Consistency with 
description in the TA 
and in other e-SENS 
deliverables 

 Architectural leader 

Contents is fit for 
purpose 

Content has already shown  expected 
value in the SGCCs 

Architectural leader 

WP6 Manager 

Contents is fit for use Content has already shown  expected 
value in the SGCCs 

Architectural leader 

WP6 Manager 

Commitment within 
WP 

 

 Architectural leader 

WP6 Manager 

SGCC leaders 

Table 2: Quality Checklist 
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2.7 Risk Management 
 

Description Probability Impact Priority Response Owner 

Lack of consensus 
of Target 
Architectures 

2 3 1 Having open 
discussions, set 
deadlines for 
agreements. 

Architectural 
leader 

WP6 
Manager 

SGCC 
leaders 

Lack of consensus 
of work priorities 

2 3 2 Follow pilot 
intensions i.e. 
can set the 
goals that 
defines the 
priorities. 

Architectural 
leader 

WP6 
Manager 

SGCC 
leaders 

Lack of clear goals 
on Building Block 
provision i.e. 
none or few 
committed pilots, 
where work and 
discussions 
becomes 
“academic” 

2 2 3 Frequently 
state in the 
different 
forums that 
this is Design 
and 
Deployment, 
not R&D. 

Architectural 
leader 

WP6 
Manager 

SGCC 
leaders 

Table 3: Risks 

2.8 Legal Issues 
 

The main legal issues to be assessed include liability and legal requirements with specific use cases of 
e-Delivery. The topics of license regimes and IPR will also be considered and assessed within this 
deliverable. 
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2.9 Structure of the document 
 

This deliverable is essentially a stocktaking of Building Blocks for the purpose of giving WP6 and other 
stakeholders a foundation for continued consolidation of Building Blocks into mature ICT 
Architectures. Therefore this document is not meant to be read as a report to be read from start to 
end, but as a source for quick reference in discussions and consensus building.  

Following an introductory part describing used Models and Architectural definitions, the main part of 
the deliverable describes the Building Blocks divided into the High-level areas i.e. Sub Group 
Compentency Clusters (SGCC): 

 

• SGCC 6.1: e-Delivery and e-Interaction 

• SGCC 6.2: Semantics, Processes and Documents  

• SGCC 6.3: ID, Security and Trust 

• SGCC 6.4: Conformance and Test 

Each SGCC having its own chapter. 

 

Each chapter section describes methodologies and basic concepts followed by structured collection 
of the Building Blocks described through the predefined set of attributes. 
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3 Models 

3.1 Basic Definition 
 

The definitions of ICT architectural terms and concepts in e-SENS are based on the following: 

 

ICT Baseline Architecture: essentially a stocktaking of Building Blocks that has relevance for the 
future work in e-SENS and especially WP6. It is documented through a preliminary template for 
describing Building Blocks in an abstract way and with a semi-structured classification.  

 

TOGAF9: is an Enterprise Architecture Framework that is produced by openGroup and is considered 
a defacto EA framework in Europe. http://www.opengroup.org/togaf/ and its glossary 
http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf9-doc/arch/chap03.html 

 

European Interoperability Architecture (EIA): is an Architecture Framework, create by EC (ISA) to 
facilitate interoperability and re-use when developing cross-border public services. It is based on the 
TOGAF9 framework. http://ec.europa.eu/isa/actions/02-interoperability-architecture/2-
1action_en.htm  

 

ADMS: The Asset Description Metadata Schema (ADMS) is a vocabulary to describe interoperability 
assets making it possible for ICT developers to explore and search for interoperability assets. 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/adms/home  

 

“Deloitte Study”: Study conducted by Deloitte on behalf of the EC: “The feasibility and scenarios for 
the long-term sustainability of the Large Scale Pilots, including 'ex-ante' evaluation". (SMART 
2012/0059). http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/news/final-report-study-feasibility-and-
scenarios-long-term-sustainability-large-scale-pilots. 

 

3.2 Architecture terms and concepts 
 

Each definition consists of the term, semantic definition and the origin of the definition in brackets. 
In some cases, examples from the different domains and/or technology clusters are added. 

 

http://www.opengroup.org/togaf/
http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf9-doc/arch/chap03.html
http://ec.europa.eu/isa/actions/02-interoperability-architecture/2-1action_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/isa/actions/02-interoperability-architecture/2-1action_en.htm
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/adms/home
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/news/final-report-study-feasibility-and-scenarios-long-term-sustainability-large-scale-pilots
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/news/final-report-study-feasibility-and-scenarios-long-term-sustainability-large-scale-pilots
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Figure 1: e-SENS architectural concepts 

 

3.2.1 Asset 
e-SENS uses the definition of an Artifact from TOGAF9 i.e. Asset = Artifact (e-SENS). 
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Artifact 

An architectural work product that describes an aspect of the architecture (TOGAF9).  

Types of e-SENS relevant assets/artifacts are: 

 Methodologies 

 Requirements 

 Standards (specifications) 

 Specifications 

 Specification guidelines 

 Conformance guidelines 

 Designs 

 Design guidelines 

 Implementation guidelines 

 Software 

 Test guidelines 

 Deployment guidelines 

 Conformance guidelines 

 Operational guidelines 

 

3.2.2 Building Block (BB) 
Represents a (potentially re-usable) component of business, IT, or architectural capability that can be 
combined with other building blocks to deliver architectures and solutions (TOGAF9).  

Building blocks have generic characteristics as follows (TOGAF9 refined by e-SENS): 

 A building block is a package of functionality defined to meet the business needs across a 
domain. 

 A building block has a defined boundary and offers services that are generally recognizable 
by domain experts. 

 A building block may interoperate with other, inter-dependent building blocks. 

 A good building block has the following characteristics:  

o It considers implementation and usage, and evolves to exploit technology and 
standards. 

o It may be assembled from other building blocks. 

o It may be a subassembly of other building blocks. 

o Ideally a building block is re-usable and replaceable, and well specified. 

A Building Block can be one of three types: 

 Architectural Building Block (TOGAF9) 

 Solution Building Block (TOGAF9) 

 High Level Building Block (e-SENS)  
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3.2.3 Architectural Building Block (ABB) 
 Specifications and Standards (specifications) of Building Blocks (e-SENS)  

Types of e-SENS relevant ABBs are (e-SENS): 

 Standards (specifications) 
 Specifications 

Related assets/artifacts (e-SENS): 

 Requirements 

 Specification guidelines 

 Methodologies 

 Conformance guidelines 

 

 

3.2.4 ABB relationships 

The following apply to relationships of ABBs: 

 An ABB can be an aggregate of other ABBs 

 An ABB can be a profile of another ABB i.e. specialize to be useful in e-SENS 

Example of an eProcurement aggregation is: 

 ABB specification: PEPPOL BIS – 4a Basic Invoice, specifies the processes, semantics and 
syntax of a simple eInvoice transaction 

Is an aggregation of 

 ABB standard: CEN BII Profile 4 – Basic Invoice - specifies process and semantics  

and 

 ABB standard: UBL standard – specifies XML language i.e syntax 

 

Figure 2: An ABB can be Generic, Domain Specific or Profiled 
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 A Generic ABB can be used in many domains 

 A Domain Specific ABB can only be used in a specific Domain 

 A Profiled ABB is profiled from a generic ABB to a more specific ABB for e-SENS use or 
Domain use.  

Example of Generic ABB 

 WP 6.3: e-Signature validation 

Example of Domain Specific ABBs is: 

 WP 6.2: PEPPOL BIS 4a – Basic Invoice 

Examples of Domain Specific ABBs are: 

 eProcurement: CEN BII Profiles 

 eHealth: HL7 Profiles 

Example of profiled ABBs are: 

 e-Justice: e-Delivery Architecture profiled into e-Justice e.g. meeting the requirements on 
technical non-repudiation. 

eProcurement complex example: 

 ABB specification: PEPPOL BIS – 4a Basic Invoice, specifies the processes, semantics and 
syntax of a simple eInvoice transaction 

it is a profile of  

 ABB standard: CEN BII Profile 4 – Basic Invoice (process and semantics)  

and profile of 

 ABB standard: UBL standard – specifies XML language (syntax) 

by the use of a  

 Guideline: CEN BII architecture methodology 
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3.2.5 Solution Building Block (SBB) 
Sample Design and/or Software Component that is an implementation of (part of) an Architectural 
Building Block. A sample Design and/or Software Component is conformant to (part of) the ABB 
specification. (e-SENS) 

 

Types of e-SENS relevant SBBs (e-SENS): 

 Designs 
 Software 

Related assets/artifacts (e-SENS): 

 Design guidelines 

 Implementation guidelines 

 Test guidelines and results 

 Deployment guidelines 

 Operational guidelines 

 

3.2.6 High Level Building Blocks (HBB) 
 

Generic building blocks, their inter-relationships with other building blocks, combined with the 
principles and guidelines that provide a foundation on which more specific architectures can be built. 
(TOGAF9 definition of “Foundation Architecture”). A High Level Building Block is an aggregate of ABBs 
and related Assets/Artifacts.  

 

The High Level Building Blocks are aggregations of ABBs, where some are mandatory Building Blocks 
in the HBB Foundation Architecture and others are Optional Building Blocks i.e. dependent on the 
requirements in the implementation domain. Also, a High Level Building Block can contain another 
High Level Building Block as part of its Foundation Architecture.  
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Figure 3: “Deloitte model” in WP6 perspective - 1 

 

High Level Building Blocks can offer the following types services for implementation in a Domain: 

 Generic services  

 Domain profiled services 

 Domain specific services 

(See later for explanation) 

 

Examples of High Level Building Blocks are: 

 e-Delivery 

 e-Document 

 e-ID 

 e-Signature 
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3.2.7 Deloitte Study relationships 
 

Related to the Deloitte study the following relationships apply: 

  

Figure 4: “Deloitte model” in WP6 perspective - 2 

 

3.3 Solution Implementation 

3.3.1 Core Service Platform 
The implementation of HBBs into a domain specific (virtual) interoperability platform that gives cross 
border business value in a domain (e-SENS). 

3.3.2 Generic services 
The HBB distributed services implemented by the MS and other stakeholders to enable connection to 
the Core service Platform (e-SENS). 

3.4 HBB Service Types 
 

From the description of High Level Building Blocks, a High Level Building Block can offer the following 
types services for implementation in a Domain: 

 Generic services  

 Domain profiled services 

 Domain specific services 
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Generic Services 

• Central Service implemented once, used as-is in all domains 

• Decentralized Services implemented and used as-is in all domains 

• One Virtual Community covering several domains 

 

Example of Generic Service is: 

 e-Signature 

 

 

Figure 5: “Deloitte model” in WP6 perspective - 3 

 

Domain Profiled Services 

• Profiled Central Service implemented for each Domain 

• Profiled Decentralized Services implemented for each Domain 

• Virtual Domain Communities 

 

Example of Domain Profiled service is: 

 e-Delivery 
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Figure 6: “Deloitte model” in WP6 perspective - 4 

 

Domain Dependent services 

• Only usable in one domain 

 

Example of Domain Dependent service is: 

 e-Document “Patiant Summary” (example of an e-Document in e-Health) 

 

 

Figure 7: “Deloitte model” in WP6 perspective - 5 
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3.5 ADMS 
 

The Asset Description Metadata Schema (ADMS) is a vocabulary to describe interoperability assets 
making it possible for ICT developers to explore and search for interoperability assets.  

ADMS allows public administrations, businesses, standardisation bodies and academia to: 

 Describe semantic assets in a common way so that they can be seamlessly cross-queried and 
discovered by ICT developers from a single access point, such as Joinup; 

 Search, identify, retrieve, compare semantic assets to be reused avoiding duplication and 
expensive design work through a single point of access; 

 Keep their own system for documenting and storing semantic assets; 

 Improve indexing and visibility of their own assets; 

 Link semantic assets to one another in cross-border and cross-sector settings. 

(https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/adms/description) 

 

e-SENS will use ADMS to facilitate assets in a common way and help searching of assets to facilitate 
reuse and a wider deployment. 

3.6 European Interoperability Architecture  
The overall goal of the European Interoperability Architecture (EIA) is to improve the efficient and 
effective delivery of cross-border and cross-sector electronic public services. In order to achieve this 
goal, an important objective is to improve the understanding by public administrations of the 
architecture and necessary building blocks for the establishment of electronic cross-border public 
services. The development of conceptual reference architectures and implementation guidelines for 
cross-border interoperability projects were identified as specific actions for reaching this objective: 

 

 Conceptual Architectures for the European Interoperability Architecture (EIA) 

 Cartography for the European Interoperability Architecture 

 

3.7 Methodology 
 

From Technical Annex: 

 

1. Taking Stock: 

 Create an ICT Architectural Baseline for e-SENS. A draft of an Architectural Framework, 
that can be used as a foundation for planning the work in WP3, 5 and 6 

2.  Collect: 

 Collect descriptions of potential building blocks for the Architectural Baseline from CIP A 
LSP projects 

 Collect descriptions of potential building blocks for the Architectural Baseline from other 
EC projects e.g. CIP B projects 

 Collect descriptions of potential building blocks for the Architectural Baseline from MS 
solutions 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/category/glossary/semantic-interoperability-asset
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/catalogue/all?current_checkbox=1
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/adms/description
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3. Classify: 

 Classify the building blocks according to the European Interoperability Framework and 
European Interoperability Architecture 

 Classify Generic level (domain specific – multi domain – generic) 

 Classify the building blocks according to the technical maturity levels in the maturity 
model 

 State Building Block relationships 

4. Life Cycle Management relationships 

 With WP3, state Standards organisations involved in the Life Cycle Management of the 

building blocks 

 With WP3, state LSPs or other projects involved in the Life Cycle Management of the 
building blocks 

 With WP3, state MS involved in the Life Cycle Management of the building blocks 

 With WP3, draft the Life Cycle Management of the building blocks in relation to long 
term sustainability 

5. Business relationships (in deliverable 6.3 – e-SENS European Interoperability Architecture) 

 With WP4 and WP5, state Legal and Business Requirements of the Building Blocks 

 With WP4 and WP5, relate the Building Blocks to Pilot Requirements 

6. Prioritise (in deliverable 6.3 – e-SENS European Interoperability Architecture) 

 With WP5, prioritise building blocks to be used in e-SENS pilots 

 With WP3, prioritise building blocks with high political or business value 

7. Model and Plan ((in deliverable 6.3 – e-SENS European Interoperability Architecture) 

 Place the building block in the UP development cycle 

 Plan for work on moving the building block from domain specific towards generic 

 Plan for work on moving the building block to higher technical maturity level 

 Plan cooperation with standardisation groups, LSPs and other projects 

 

3.8 Building Block Evaluation Model 
Step 1-6 in the Methodology. 

A Building Block will be described using the following information and criterias: 

 

 Name 

 Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (in cooperation with WP3) 

 Requirements (in cooperation with WP5) 

 Type 

 Generic/Specific 

 Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 Standards 

 Open Source  

 Relationship and Couplings 
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 Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 Ownership 

 Life Cycle Management 

 In use?  

 Technical Maturity  

 Business Maturity (WP5) 

 Market Maturity (WP3) 

 Evaluation 

 

3.8.1 Name 

 Name of Building Block (qualify with e.g. ownership if not a unique name) 
 Building Block History. 
 Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation and/or MS, where it was developed. 

3.8.2 Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS  
In Cooperation with WP3. 

3.8.3 Requirements  
In Cooperation with WP5. 

Waiting for Requirement model, but classify Requirements according to: 

 Legal requirements 
 Business requirements 
 Technical Functional requirements 
 Technical Cross-cutting requirements (non-functional) 

3.8.4 Type 

 Architecture Framework or Component 
 Architecture Building Block or Solution Building Block 

3.8.5 Generic/Specific 
Evaluate if this Building Block can be considered as Generic (No or weak Domain Coupling and high 
Autonomy), Multi Domain specific or Domain specific (state Domain(s)). 

3.8.6 Architecture Framework/Component Specifications 

 If Building Block is an Architecture Framework, then show blueprint of the Framework and state 
the ideas behind. Reference the origin of the Framework. 

 If Building Block is a Component in the Architecture Framework, then reference the Framework 
and state the placement. Reference the specifications for the Building Block. 
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3.8.7 Standards 
Reference the Standard Organisations and define their role in the Building Block provision. 

An evaluation of Standard Organisations will be performed by WP3. 

3.8.8 Open Source 
State which parts of a Building Block are Open Source and which are not, and if any Coupling is made 
to non Open Source Components including potential bindings to non Open Source Platforms. 

 

3.8.9 Relationships and Couplings  
 

To other Generic / Domain specific Building Blocks 

If the Building Block is coupled to other Building Blocks, reference Framework Architecture or explain 
and reference the Building Blocks. 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components 

If the Building Block is made up of other Building Blocks e.g. if it is an Architecture Framework, 
reference the Building Blocks. 

3.8.10 Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 
 Reference Guidelines, Sample/Reference Designs, Sample/Reference Software 

 Reference Solution Building blocks 

3.8.11   Ownership 
Who owns the Building Block? 

3.8.12 Life Cycle Management 
Who performs Life Cycle Management (and for how long) e.g. Owners, Standard organisations? 

3.8.13 In use 
State if the Building Block is in use using these criteria: 

 PoC – Artificial ICT setup. Objective is showing the technical feasibility of the building block. 
(See also PoC, Test pilot, Production Pilot and Production) 

 Test Pilot – Real ICT setup, but with no Business impact. Objective is technical testing of the 
building block. (See also PoC, Test pilot, Production Pilot and Production)  

 Production Pilot – Real ICT setup, with Business impact, but in low scale environment. 
Objective is business testing the Building Block in real Business processes. (See also PoC, Test 
pilot, Production Pilot and Production)  

 Production – Real ICT setup, with Business impact, but in full scale environment. Objective is 
supporting Business processes. (See also PoC, Test pilot, Production Pilot and Production) 

3.8.14 Technical Maturity 
Technical Annex (with small changes): 

Architecture Building Block has been through reviews and quality assurance. 
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Solution Architecture has the following maturity levels: 

T1: Technical: Has successfully been through a documented testing procedure e.g. V-testing 

T2: Integration: Has successfully been through a PoC and documented intergration testing 
with other Building blocks 

T3: Usability: Has successfully been through a Test Pilot 

T4: Reliability: Has successfully been through a Production Pilot 

T5: Scalability: Is in Production 

3.8.15 Business Maturity 
Done by WP5. 

From Technical Annex: 

B1: Awareness of Solution 

B2: Recruitment of Solution Users 

B3: Adoption of Solution 

B4: Satisfaction with Solution 

3.8.16 Market Maturity 
Done by WP3. 

From Technical Annex: 

M1: Market Penetration 

M2: Impact on Competiveness and Innovation 

 

3.8.17 Evaluation 
Evaluation on how to use this Building Block in the future technical work. 
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4 Building Blocks - 6.1 e-Delivery & e-Interaction  
 

4.1 e-Delivery High Level Building Block 
 

For CC6.1, this deliverable covers a single high level building block and the architectural building 
blocks that may be combined to deliver its functionality: e-Delivery. Most preceding LSPs provided 
architectures and solutions for e-Delivery, which include functionality for subsets of the following 
architecture building blocks: 

 

 Secure and reliable transport of documents and data  

 Service Metadata Location and Discovery 

 End-to-end services 

 Addressing of End Entities 

 Security and Trust 

 Message Wrapping and Metadata.  

 

The different approaches adopted in previous LSPs also reflect different domain requirements. 
Therefore the concept of e-Delivery has been interpreted in different ways. Section 4.1.1 provides a 
definition of e-Delivery for the use in e-SENS and explains how this definition relates to other 
definitions. It should be noted that there is not a single LSP that uses all of the ABBs as in practice it 
has always been the case that the requirements underlying some ABB are not present in the domain.  

Subsections of this chapter will discuss the ABBs mentioned and take stock of existing solutions. The 
e-Delivery architectures of the various LSPs (combining various ABBs) are discussed first. Like them, 
e-Delivery will be a High Level Building Block. For each of the ABBs we provide recommendations, 
and these recommendations include an initial selection of ABBs to focus on, and an indication 
whether the ABB is a core ABB of the e-Delivery architecture we intend to develop in e-SENS.  

This deliverable is focused on e-Delivery. Future versions of this specification may define other High 
Level Building Blocks. A candidate already identified to be covered in the future is e-Interaction. But 
other HBBs may need to be explored too, e.g. in response to emerging requirements from piloting. 

4.1.1 Definition 
In the convergence scope of e-SENS, e-Delivery denotes the process to take (store) and hand over 
(route and forward) business data and evidence asynchronously, securely and reliably:  

 

 To and from existing national and/or private ICT transport infrastructures  

 Interconnected by applying the four-corner model network arrangement  

 To form a Pan-European Registered e-Delivery ICT Transport Infrastructure 

 

The main objective of the e-SENS e-Delivery infrastructure is the interoperable, secure and reliable 
exchange of structured, non-structured and/or binary data within (at least) asynchronous 
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communication scenarios. As most preceding LSPs, the e-SENS common e-Delivery infrastructure 
aims to interconnect transparently existing electronic delivery communities: 

 As set up by the MS for general e-Government purposes  

 Or sector oriented ones like e.g. for e-Procurement, e-Health or e-Justice.  

An e-Delivery sending message gateway should employ store-and-forward to handle situations 
where it cannot establish a message channel to a (temporarily unavailable or busy) e-Delivery 
receiving gateway.  

An e-Delivery receiving message gateway should also provide a store in case the receiving end entity 
is a polling consumer that initiates the transfer of messages from the receiving gateway. In such 
cases, the receiving gateway does not control the timing of delivery and there will be a delay before 
the message is forwarded. As a consequence, e-Delivery is not suited to situations that require fast 
exchanges of requests and responses, such as interactive applications. 

The e-SENS definition of e-Delivery is less restrictive than the definition in the Proposal for a 
Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on Electronic Identification and Trust 
Services for Electronic Transactions in the Internal Market, Chapter 1, Article 3, Definition 28, which 
states: 

“Electronic Delivery Service” means a service that makes it possible to transmit data by electronic 
means and provides evidence relating to the handling of the transmitted data, including proof of 
sending or receiving the data, and which protects transmitted data against the risk of loss, theft, 
damage or any unauthorised alterations. 

The e-SENS e-Delivery concept does not require the provision of evidence relating to the handing of 
messages (though this functionality is optionally available, see section 4.1.3.4), as some applications 
either do not have the requirement or address the requirement at a different level. For example, in 
some domains standard response business document types are defined that provide domain-specific, 
fine-grained response information and obviate the need for generic evidence messages. In this 
document and future deliverables, we will refer to the definition of e-Delivery of the proposed 
regulation as Registered e-Delivery. The draft regulation also defines an even more constrained type 
of e-Delivery referred to as Qualified e-Delivery (see section 4.1.3.6 for discussion). 

 

4.1.2 Scope 
In e-SENS, e-Delivery is constrained to operate in a four-corner model. A four-corner model is a 
network arrangement to facilitate End Entity interconnection by using gateways in a scalable way. 
Networks using four-corner models usually share these characteristics 

 End Entities may choose any Gateway connected to the network. 

 The Gateways are using pre-agreed transport protocols. 

 The Exchange Format of payloads/messages used between the Gateways MAY be pre-agreed 

(but not always as in the case of payload agnostic Gateways). 

 The Gateways are acting on behalf of the End Entities. 

 Each End Entity only needs to enter into a contractual agreement with its selected Gateway. 

 Gateways may transform to/from the agreed Exchange Format before sending or after 

receiving depending of the End Entity’s preferences. The creation of the business document, 

in its Exchange Format, can happen either in the issuer´s own systems or it may be translated 

from an In-house Format to the Exchange Format by the Gateway. 
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 The Gateway often offers more added value services to the End Entity (such as archiving, 

syntax validation, and syntax transformation). 

 

In some e-SENS domains, a Member State is expected to provide a single national gateway that acts 
as a Messaging Bridge between the national transport infrastructure and the interoperability 
infrastructure. In other domains, end entities may have a choice of gateways and/or gateways may 
not be limited to a single Member State. Some entities may connect directly at the interoperability 
layer. The following diagram from PEPPOL provides an illustration of the four corner model and some 
of these options. 

 

Figure 8: High level view of e-Delivery 

4.1.3 Requirements 
This section provides an overview of requirements that are to be addressed by the Architectural 
Building Blocks that support e-Delivery.  

4.1.3.1 Common Requirements 
 

Business Requirements 

 Based on open standard with multiple interoperable implementations in off-the-shelf 
communication products and/or middleware (closed source or open source, free or 
commercial)  

 Technology that is neither experimental nor at the end of its lifecycle and (about to be) 
made obsolete by newer technology 

 Vendor support and/or community support  
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4.1.3.2 Transport Requirements 
 

Business Requirements 

 Robust, scalable, secure, reliable, interoperable, protocol to exchange documents and 
attachments in any format 

 Support for monitoring and routing based on business message metadata (identifiers, 
correlation, business process information and/or other) 

 

Technical Functional  

Messaging functionality: 

 Secure Messaging (see section 4.1.3.6) 

 Reliable Messaging: once-and-only-once guaranteed delivery (retries, receipts, duplicate 
elimination) 

 Support for non-repudiation of origin and receipt (gateway to gateway) 

 Support for XML and non-XML payloads 

 Support for business documents and attachments in a single message 

 Support for large messages 

 Support for structured and unstructured payload 

 

Four-corner specific requirements: 

 Ability to encode identities of all four corner parties (initial sender, sending gateway, 
receiving gateway, receiving end entity) 

 Ability to authenticate sending and receiving gateway 

 Ability to authenticate the original sender 

 Support for asynchronous store-and-forward messaging 

 Availability of product implementations that can interface to national infrastructures 
using common backend integration protocols; including support for polling consumers 
using a standard interface 

 

Technical Cross-Cutting  

 Use a standardized protocol between gateways, without changes to the systems 
connected behind these gateways  

 Ability to leverage common implementations of lower-level standards (e.g. Web Services 
stacks, security libraries etc.) 

 Support for high volume exchanges 
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4.1.3.3 Service Metadata Location and Discovery Requirements 
 

Business Requirements 

 Obtain information to route messages to end entities in a four corner topology 

 Decoupled from transport protocols, security models it is used in conjunction with 

 Ability to switch service providers and have the associated metadata updated at the right 
point in time 

 

Technical Functional  

Main requirements 

 Discover the location of a metadata service for an identified entity 

 Retrieve service metadata for an identified entity from a discovered service location in a 
machine-readable format 

 

Requirements on service metadata exposed: 

 Express supported business processes (role, action/document, send or receive) 

 Express delegation (from an end entity to a third party that acts on its behalf) 

 Express communication protocol information (messaging protocol used, endpoint address, 
protocol-specific parameter values) 

 Express security information (security tokens used, trusted authorities, trusted identity 
providers) 

 

Other requirements 

 Ability for an entity to control the visibility of its metadata 

 Ability to parameterize location and metadata for separate environments (production, test) 

 Ability to partition metadata and location information across communities (with community-
specific terms and conditions, governance models etc.) 

 Ability to verify authenticity and validity of metadata 

 

Advanced requirements 

 Ability to locate service metadata for an entity using search criteria other than identifier 

 Express any required prior registration (or agreement formation) to use with a particular 
entity or service 

 Express requirements/capabilities respective transport evidences 

 

Technical Cross-Cutting  

 Ability to do highly distributed implementations 

 

NB! Not all requirements apply to all use cases or communities; some requirements need more 
analysis. 
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4.1.3.4  End-To-End Requirements 
 

Business Requirements 

 Ability of national infrastructures to deliver evidence of message handling 

 

Technical Functional 

 Strong fairness (consistent message delivery and evidence, no missing or false evidence) 

 Timestamps (to support signed proof on satisfied deadlines) 

 Timeliness (message transmission and evidence delivery in a certain but not necessarily 
known timeframe) 

 

Technical Cross-Cutting 

 Transferable non-repudiation of origin (NRO) evidence 

 Transferable non-repudiation of submission (NRS) and delivery (NRD), and receipt (NRR) 
including proof of what has been received 

 

4.1.3.5 Addressing of End-Entities Requirements 
 

Business Requirements 

 Ability to identify private and public sector legal entities in Europe and internationally 

 Ability to identify end entities that are natural persons 

 

Technical Functional  

 Ability to support existing (standardized) identification schemes and scheme registries 

 Standardized and machine-processable format 

 Ability to encode sending and receiving end entity identifiers consistently and 
unambiguously, independently from business process or payload 

 

Technical Cross-Cutting  

 Decoupled from transport protocol or discovery  

 

4.1.3.6  Security and Trust Requirements 
 

Business Requirements 

Requirements supplementing a reliable and trustworthy transport infrastructure: 

 Secure message delivery (authentication, integrity, confidentiality, signature, signed receipt, 
authorization, secure timestamp) 

 Reliable (once-and-only-once) message delivery  
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 Traceability 

 Interoperability with the existing national solutions 

 It is assumed that the operation of e-SENS services has to follow a well-defined security 
policy, which service providers must fulfil according to governance regulations (where 
applicable) 

 

Regulatory Requirements: 

The EC proposal for a “Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on electronic 
identification and trust services for electronic transactions in the internal market” (COM (2012) 
238/21) defines e-Delivery in article 3 (28) as: 

“ ‘electronic delivery service’ means a service that makes it possible to transmit data by electronic 
means and provides evidence relating to the handling of the transmitted data, including proof of 
sending or receiving the data, and which protects transmitted data against the risk of loss, theft, 
damage or any unauthorised alterations;”. 

Article 36 in addition lists “Requirements for qualified electronic delivery services“: 

 they must be provided by one or more qualified trust service provider(s); 

 they must allow the unambiguous identification of the sender and if appropriate, the 
addressee; 

 the process of sending or receiving of data must be secured by an advanced electronic 
signature or an advanced electronic seal of qualified trust service provider in such a manner 
as to preclude the possibility of the data being changed undetectably; 

 any change of the data needed for the purpose of sending or receiving the data must be 
clearly indicated to the sender and addressee of the data; 

 the date of sending, receipt and any change of data must be indicated by a qualified 
electronic time stamp;  

 in the event of the data being transferred between two or more qualified trust service 
providers, the requirements in points (a) to (e) shall apply to all the qualified trust service 
providers. 

  

Thus, mandatory fulfilment of requirements as listed in general for ”qualified” e-Delivery must be set 
in relation to the specific scenario needs.  

 

Technical Functional 

 

General security requirements 

 Transport-level protection of integrity and confidentiality 

 Provision and protection of authenticity of end entities exchanging data 

 Accountability 

                                                           
1
 http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/policy/e-Signature/docs/regulation/com_2012_2038_en.pdf 

http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/policy/esignature/docs/regulation/com_2012_2038_en.pdf
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 Provision of (mutual) authentication of transport nodes/services (infrastructure trust 
establishment, based on trust tokens) 

 

Specific communication scenarios may require one or more additional security mechanisms: 

 

 End-to-end protection of confidentiality 

 Non-repudiation 

 Provision of evidence about message delivery status, suitable for traceability or even as proof 
in case of disputes (i.e. logging module that updates a database in order to facilitate auditing 
tasks) 

 Provision of attested actual rating of trust of e-Delivery service providers acting in the 
network.  

 

4.1.3.7  Message Wrapping and Metadata Requirements 
 

Business Requirements 

 Ability to efficiently transport business transactions across a variety of transport 
infrastructures without having to carry the transport and routing related information within 
the business document itself. 

 Possibility for gateways to route messages without accessing the content of the business 
document. 

 

Technical Functional 

 Provide a common way of identifying the sender and receiver of the envelope. 

 No knowledge of business document namespace or version should be necessary for routing 
services (that is – if routing information (sender/receiver) is collected from the business 
document, the routing service must have knowledge of all syntaxes, namespaces, xpaths for 
all types of messages being routed). Beneficial if location and identification of 
sender/receiver and document type is always the same. 

 An envelope must be able to carry sufficient information about its included payload allowing 
the recipient to decide the appropriate processing of the payload. 

 An envelope must be able to carry sufficient information about its included payload allowing 
the gateway to identify the appropriate end point services in a registry. 

 

Technical Cross-Cutting 

 The envelope should be transport protocol independent and should not replace the 
transport layer envelope. 
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4.1.4 Background Foundation Architectures 
 

Some Building Blocks have been developed in the context of specific projects or other initiatives and 
are designed to complement each other with the architecture of the specific project as part of a 
framework. The individual Architectural Building Blocks in those frameworks will be described in 
thematic building block areas. This section provides additional background and context information 
related to these frameworks.  

4.1.4.1  PEPPOL Busdox 
Name  PEPPOL Busdox (business document exchange) 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type HBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic  

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Busdox 1.0 is the PEPPOL transport infrastructure framework. A core concept of Busdox is the four-
corner model, previously discussed and defined in section 4.1.2). Busdox consists of a number of 
specifications, the main ones are: 

 SML and SMP (Service Metadata Location and Publishing): A specification for a robust, 
secure, federated and lightweight addressing mechanism. SMLP is a mix of information about 
end entities (receiving business capabilities and delegations to service providers) and about 
gateways (technical capabilities, including the transport protocol used and some transport 
parameters like gateway URI). 

 START (Secure Trusted Asynchronous Reliable Transport): A profile of secure, trusted, 
asynchronous and reliable messaging. START is intended to be used as the interoperability 
protocol to exchange documents between service providers. (Recently, PEPPOL started 
supporting AS2). 

 LIME (Lightweight Message Exchange): A profile of a secure and reliable, lightweight 
messaging protocol. LIME was conceived as a standard protocol for end entities to connect 
to their service providers and can be thought of as a Web Services mailbox protocol, similar 
to ebMS 3.0 Pull mode or to e.g. the OSCI protocol, XVergabe and many other Web Services 
based solutions. 

 Identifiers schemes and formats 

 Identifier policies 

While the specifications can (and will be, in thematic Building Block areas) considered individually, 
the specifications are closely linked to the overall PEPPOL model and requirements. For instance, 
SMP and START strongly depend on PEPPOL's dedicated CA PKI concept and not easily reused in 
other architectures not based on this concept. 

 

Standards The various PEPPOL specifications are discussed and referenced in the relevant 
thematic Building Block areas. PEPPOL specifications are being standardized in the 
OASIS BDXR TC, https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/bdxr/.  

 

Open Source See thematic areas. 

https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/bdxr/
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Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 Converged e-Delivery Scenario (4.1.4.3) 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

START (4.1.5.1) 

SML/SMP (4.1.6.1, 4.1.6.2) 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership OpenPEPPOL LCM OpenPEPPOL 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

 T5: Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

Done by WP5 Market 
Maturity 

Done by WP3 

Evaluation 

PEPPOL, and the e-procurement domain generally, differs from other LSPs in that there is a large and 
dynamic community of end entities and that end entities do not communicate via a single national 
gateway (access point, contact point). Instead, there is a competitive environment where service 
providers offer connectivity services and end entities are free to select one, and can switch to 
another service provider if they choose to do so. Busdox is optimized to support this requirement 
and provides an automated way to publish and retrieve routing information.  

PEPPOL has submitted its infrastructure specifications to the OASIS BDXR technical specification for 
further development and standardization. This work is ongoing and some drafts are available. In 
particular, there is a BDXR Service Location specification that is a next generation SML. 

PEPPOL has participated in the e-Delivery convergence work as described in the following section 
3.1.4.3. In the context of that work, PEPPOL has submitted its discovery technology and concepts. 
These allow the users of the converged scenario to benefit from dynamic discovery of routing 
information. The converged framework also uses technology/standards not currently used by 
PEPPOL, in particular ebMS 3.0 as transport protocol and REM evidences as end-to-end services.  

4.1.4.2  SPOCS 
Name SPOCS e-Delivery 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

SPOCS e-Delivery addresses requirements as given in article 36 of EC draft “Regulation of the 
European Parliament and of the Council on electronic identification and trust services for electronic 
transactions in the internal market”2 (COM (2012) 238/2), quoted in section 4.1.3.6. 

Type HBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

                                                           
2
 http://eur-

lex.europa.eu/Notice.do?checktexts=checkbox&val=679649%3Acs&pos=1&page=1&lang=en&pgs=10&nbl=1&l
ist=679649%3Acs%2C&hwords=&action=GO&visu=%23texte 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/Notice.do?checktexts=checkbox&val=679649%3Acs&pos=1&page=1&lang=en&pgs=10&nbl=1&list=679649%3Acs%2C&hwords=&action=GO&visu=%23texte
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/Notice.do?checktexts=checkbox&val=679649%3Acs&pos=1&page=1&lang=en&pgs=10&nbl=1&list=679649%3Acs%2C&hwords=&action=GO&visu=%23texte
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/Notice.do?checktexts=checkbox&val=679649%3Acs&pos=1&page=1&lang=en&pgs=10&nbl=1&list=679649%3Acs%2C&hwords=&action=GO&visu=%23texte
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SPOCS e-Delivery is an interoperability layer based on the four-corner model, using gateways for 
connecting established secure and trustworthy e-Delivery realms in the European Union Member 
States. These solutions are for general purpose secure and authentic data exchange, in most cases 
not bound to specific business scenarios and deducible message exchange patterns. 

Solutions connected must provide means to fulfill specific requirements defined for SPOCS e-Delivery. 
All end entities of the network shall also be able to use their national e-Delivery infrastructure (user 
agents, user applications) for cross-border/cross-solution communication.  

Thus, one focus of SPOCS e-Delivery is the establishment of interoperability of: 
(1) domestic message formats and packaging 
(2) end entity address formats 
(3) evidence of the delivery route 
(4) tokens for identification of sender and addressee. 

Cross-solution message exchange is based on a 1:n communication and uses a unique “Interconnect 
Protocol” between generic gateways as provided by SPOCS e-Delivery. To connect to a generic 
gateway, national solutions have to implement an adapter, responsible for the mapping of items (1) 
to (4) above from/to their respective domestic format. 
During the SPOCS project phase, the “Interconnect Protocol” was standardized as ETSI TS 102 640 
“REM SOAP Binding Profile”. For transport between gateways, following standard bricks of the WS-* 
protocol stack are used: SOAP 1.2, WS-Addressing, WS-Security, WS-ReliableMessaging are used. 
The gateway trust circle is established by a Trust List containing entries for all gateways in the 
network. Trust establishment inside realms connected is assumed to be given by domestic means, 
according to respective national regulations/law. 
Cross-solution addressing/routing is based on a domain-model, e-Delivery domains/realms are bound 
to a specific gateway instance.  
End entity address resolution (local part of an e-address) is left to the respective inbound message 
processing of a national adapter. Foreign access to and lookup of domestic e-Delivery participant 
directories is in most cases prohibited by national regulations due to privacy or data protection 
considerations. 
Like most of the interconnected solutions, for message dispatching SPOCS e-Delivery uses an 
asynchronous store and forward message exchange pattern. The evidence generated and exchanged 
by the gateways follow the ETSI TS 102 640 (“REM”, or "Registered Electronic Mail") specification, 
which include a SAML 2.0 token for authentication of sender and recipient. Evidence may be 
delivered in the network backchannel of a SOAP request.  
Following picture gives a general message flow overview: 
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Figure 9: SPOCS e-Delivery message flow overview 

 
Detailed sequence of cross-solution dispatch and evidence delivery:
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Figure 10: SPOCS e-Delivery dispatch and evidence delivery sequence 

 

For details of the SPOCS e-Delivery BB see:  

SPOCS D3.2 Specification for interoperable access to e-Delivery and eSafe systems V2.0, December 
2012; http://www.eu-SPOCS-starterkit.eu/images/files/D3.2_AccessTo_e-
Delivery_and_eSafe_Specifications.pdf  

SPOCS D3.2.3 Appendix 3: e-Delivery Interconnect Protocol and Gateway detailed Specification 
V2.0.1, December 2012;  

http://www.eu-SPOCS-starterkit.eu/images/files/D3.2.3_Appendix3_e-
Delivery_Interconnect_Protocol.pdf  

SPOCS D3.3 Technical Overview of WP3 Interoperability Framework V2.0, December 2012;  
http://www.eu-SPOCS-starterkit.eu/images/files/D3.3_e-
Delivery_eSafe_Framework_TechnicalOverview.pdf  
 

Standards ETSI TS 102 640, TS 102 231 

SOAP 1.2, WS-Addressing, WS-Security, WS-ReliableMessaging, SSL/TLS  

Open 
Source  

EUPL . Software available at: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/SPOCS/e-Delivery/tags/E-

Delivery-1.3.1/E-Delivery-Gateway/ 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

Converged e-Delivery Scenario (4.1.4.3) 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

SPOCS e-Delivery (4.1.5.2) 

ETSI REM (4.1.7.3.2) 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

BB SPOCS TL 

Ownership EC LCM Actually on request and on voluntary 
basis of former SPOCS consortium 
members 

In Use Production pilot (Real ICT setup, 
with business impact but low 
scale environment). 

Technical 
Maturity 

T4 Reliability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

Connecting eight different domestic e-Delivery-solutions during project lifetime, SPOCS e-Delivery has 
proven its potential to serve as an interoperability layer to connect such type of general-purpose 

http://www.eu-spocs-starterkit.eu/images/files/D3.2_AccessTo_eDelivery_and_eSafe_Specifications.pdf
http://www.eu-spocs-starterkit.eu/images/files/D3.2_AccessTo_eDelivery_and_eSafe_Specifications.pdf
http://www.eu-spocs-starterkit.eu/images/files/D3.3_eDelivery_eSafe_Framework_TechnicalOverview.pdf
http://www.eu-spocs-starterkit.eu/images/files/D3.3_eDelivery_eSafe_Framework_TechnicalOverview.pdf
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/spocs/eDelivery/tags/EDelivery-1.3.1/EDelivery-Gateway/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/spocs/eDelivery/tags/EDelivery-1.3.1/EDelivery-Gateway/
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trustworthy data-exchange infrastructures. 

Advantages of the 1:n topology using the TS 102 640 REM-Dispatch, REM-Evidence and SAML 
formats: 

1. It minimizes the complexity of the conversion from domestic to interconnect protocol (and 

vice versa). 

2. No centralized EU wide service instance needed and no point of single failure if the SPOCS-TL 

is replicated to local instances. 

3. Local changes only affect the locally used gateway. 

Scalability / minimal impact on the existing interconnect infrastructure when a new MD (e-Delivery 
Management Domain) specific e-Delivery is added. The effort to connect domestic solutions to 
generic SPOCS-Gateways has proven to be rather low (around 1-2 PM, depending on flexibility and 
underlying technology of domestic solution). 

Restriction to just a few standard WS-*-bricks on the gateway-to-gateway transport route opens the 
opportunity to use different available WS-* implementations, many on them being OSS. SPOCS e-
Delivery uses custom SOAP headers. 

Known Issues:  

 SPOCS used its Trusted List (TL) for exposure and maintenance of some services metadata as 
well, by using the TL extensibility. These extensions must be eliminated in this TL; to be 
shifted to according service metadata directories. This affects both TL Editor and TL Handler 
provided by SPOCS. 

 SPOCS e-Delivery specifications foresee different types of end entity address formats. 
Actually, only the RFC 5322 (e-Mail) type is implemented as logical address type on the 
interoperability layer.  

 Interoperability problems when using different implementations of WS ReliableMessaging  

 

4.1.4.3  Converged e-Delivery Framework 
Name  Converged e-Delivery Framework 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type HBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic  

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

In 2011, the Large Scale Pilots (LSPs) SPOCS and PEPPOL had each developed their own transport 
infrastructures and the more recent e-CODEX project started addressing its transport requirements. 
The European Commission as well as these projects themselves have emphasised the benefits of 
reuse, and it was stipulated that the e-Delivery solutions of the LSPs PEPPOL, SPOCS and e-CODEX 
should “converge” over time towards a common standard to be used by all three of these projects 
and future European initiatives.  

This converged solution should incorporate some key results from PEPPOL and SPOCS, and it was 
considered beneficial to also build upon an established and widely used B2B communication 
standard which has already gained some industry acceptance. 

To reach the above goals a group of technical experts (from the LSPs and other projects and also 
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standardization organisations) created a scenario for a common transport solution, which was 
subsequently presented to the European Commission and agreed upon by the LSPs as the way to 
move forward in a cooperation towards a European e-Delivery platform.  

The scenario specifies a unified framework based on the following standards/specifications: 

 Web Services technology according to the ebMS 3.0 and AS4 B2B Web Services standards 

 Additional ebMS 3.0 profiling for four-corner aspects (a.o. encoding party identifier of the 
four entities involved in a message exchange) 

 SOAP 1.2, WS-Security 1.1 and WS-ReliableMessaging 1.1. (In e-CODEX, the latter is being 
replaced by AS4, see section 4.1.4.4) 

 ETSI TS 102 640 REM evidences for non-repudiation of origin and receipt 

 SML/SMP based discovery (routing) 

 SAML tokens for sending end entity authentication 

It is defined in the following specification: 

e-CODEX D5.2 Annex I Scenario for the Convergence of LSP e-Delivery solutions v1. August 2011 
(updated in 2011-12-02). 

http://www.e-CODEX.eu/news-and-media/media/deliverables.html?e-ID=dam_frontend_push&docID=125  

The framework is modular as not all its candidate users need all features. For example, REM evidence 
is not needed if the business process is defined so that for every document there is a corresponding 
response document. Dynamic discovery is not needed in small and/or largely static communities. 

Participants from the LSPs e-CODEX, PEPPOL, SPOCS, from standardization bodies (ETSI, OASIS), the 
European Commission and other projects formed the „European e-Delivery Task Force” that came 
together to start the standardization activities and to define and set up the process (e.g. some of 
them participate in the OASIS BDX TC) as well as involve all the relevant stakeholders.  

Standards More information on supported standards is provided in the descriptions of the 
thematic BB areas. 

Open Source N/A 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership The converged scenario is 
published as part of an e-CODEX 
deliverable. 

LCM  E-Delivery Convergence 
Task Force 

 OASIS BDXR TC. 

In Use See below, e-CODEX Technical 
Maturity 

 See below, e-CODEX 

Business 
Maturity 

Done by WP5 Market 
Maturity 

Done by WP3 

Evaluation 

 E-CODEX has used the converged e-Delivery scenario as starting point for its transport solution (see 
below), which has validated the core concepts and has also led to further refinements and 
enhancements.  

http://www.e-codex.eu/news-and-media/media/deliverables.html?eID=dam_frontend_push&docID=125
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The "E-Delivery Convergence Task Force" is an informal group with representatives of multiple LSPs 
and other organizations (standardization bodies, other cross-border e-government projects). Its 
status needs to be reviewed now that e-SENS has started. 

The OASIS BDXR Technical Committee is standardizing several relevant specifications, including some 
based on PEPPOL specifications submitted to the TC. 

4.1.4.4  e-CODEX 
Name  e-CODEX  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type HBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic  

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The e-CODEX e-Delivery framework is based on the converged e-Delivery scenario and has therefore 
adopted the Building Blocks identified in that scenario as the basis for its transport solution. As the 
first community to adopt the scenario in practice, e-CODEX has evolved the concept in a number of 
ways: 

 The converged scenario states that WS-ReliableMessaging is to be used for message 
reliability. This has been replaced by AS4 reliability, for interoperability reasons. 

 REM evidence is used differently from SPOCS and some issues have been found; suggestions 
for improvements will be submitted to ETSI. 

 e-CODEX uses ebMS 3.0 processing modes for gateway configuration. Work is in progress on 
a model that combines SMP or other metadata formats as a registry of information relating 
end entity recipients to their gateways only. SMP is not sufficient to generate a complete P-
Mode information set. The approach taken is that SMP solves the four-corner issue of 
relating end entities to gateways, but that the distribution of gateway configuration 
information (which is needed in any messaging application) should use the mechanisms of 
the transport protocol used. 

 WS-Security based on SAML token is not implemented yet.  

Member States and Associated Countries in e-CODEX are free to use open source software 
developed and/or enhanced in the project or other interoperable (e.g. commercial) software. The 
framework is defined in e-CODEX D5.3 Concept of Implementation v1. 

http://www.e-CODEX.eu/news-and-media/media/deliverables.html?e-ID=dam_frontend_push&docID=142  

A more recent update of this deliverable exists as D5.9 but is not yet uploaded to the e-CODEX site. 

Standards Detailed information on standards used and contributed to is included in thematic 
sections. 

Open 
Source  

An implementation of the e-CODEX framework is available and will be released as open 
source. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

Converged e-Delivery Scenario (section 4.1.4.3) 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

ebMS 3.0 (section 4.1.5.5) 

REM (section 4.1.7.3.2) 

SML/SMP (section 4.1.6.1) 

http://www.e-codex.eu/news-and-media/media/deliverables.html?eID=dam_frontend_push&docID=142
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Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership e-CODEX consortium LCM e-CODEX LSP (sustainability 
work in progress) 

In Use Production Pilot Technical 
Maturity 

 T4 Production Pilot 

Business 
Maturity 

Done by WP5 Market 
Maturity 

Done by WP3 

Evaluation 

With respect to the use of SAML tokens, e-CODEX has noted related work in the OASIS ebXML 
Messaging Services TC on an ebMS 3.0 conformance clause for the WS-Security SAML token profile 
based on requirements from the Australian government. See also section 4.1.8.3. 

The e-CODEX project has conducted a proof-of-concept using discovery technology including a 
variety of standards, protocols and formats. This proof-of-concept has also been presented to the 
OASIS BDXR TC. Current work is looking at integrating these concepts with the e-CODEX connector, 
which is a thin layer extending the functionality of an off-the-shelf ebMS 3.0 messaging product. 

 

4.1.4.5  epSOS 
Name  epSOS e-Delivery 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type HBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic  

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

epSOS uses an end-to-end interaction pattern. No delivery agents are defined inside the transaction. 

The epSOS layered architecture with an end-to-end semantic framework on top of a content-
agnostic, NCP-to-NCP platform perfectly matches with the design pattern of a service facade. With 
this pattern the functional and semantic diversity of different services is hidden behind a simple and 
generic interface. 

epSOS makes use of this pattern in a way that the NCP-terminated document sharing platform acts 
as a facade to the epSOS business services which are bound to different semantic signifiers. By these 
services which implement e.g. the semantic signifiers “ePrescription” and “Patient Summary” can be 
reached by a common interface while nevertheless allowing for a specific handling of requests 
according to the specific semantics of the semantic signifier. E.g. a data request for an ePrescription 
can be implemented as “provide me with all active prescriptions of the patient” while a data request 
for a patient summary can be implemented as “provide me with the currently valid patient summary 
of the patient”. In this example the different end-to-end agreed semantics of “active” and “valid” are 
implemented by services which can be reached through a common interface at the NCP facade. 

 

Standards   

Open Source  

Relationship and Couplings 
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To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership epSOS and IHE LCM epSOS PD4 

In Use Production/Production Pilit Technical 
Maturity 

T5 Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

Done by WP5 Market 
Maturity 

Done by WP3 

Evaluation 

epSOS Basic Interaction Patterns 

 

Figure 11: epSOS Application Architecture 

 

As shown in the figure above the epSOS Application Architecture solely defines the patterns for NCP-

to-NCP communication. These modular patterns encapsulate all flows of control and data among 

NCPs which are needed to implement the NCP-to-NCP portion of end-to-end, cross-country 

interaction among HPs and other business entities. The connectivity from such business entities to 

NCPs is within national concern  

The epSOS Application Architecture Specification defines the logical perspective onto cross-border 

data sharing. It is fully content-agnostic and therefore its design can be re-used for any existing and 

future epSOS information dimension specification.  

The normative parts of the epSOS Application Architecture Specification are located in the 

computational dimension which is rather streamlined: 

- the Service Architecture Definition provides the logical specification on how epSOS core 

patterns and principles are mapped on the architecture design 
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- epSOS Communication Pattern specifies the logical flow of control and data among NCPs 

(dynamic model) 

- epSOS Service Contract Specifications specify the logical interfaces of epSOS services that 

face into the epSOS domain (static model) 

Actors and Roles 
The country-B-data-consumer is acting from within country B. This role MUST be taken by a 
healthcare professional at a point of care in country-B. The request for patient-A data is processed by 
a country-A-data-controller in country A on behalf of the patient (epSOS does not impose any 
constraints on the actor who takes this role in country-A). 

  

Applying Security 
 

Security and legal domains constrained the epSOS Architecture. Within epSOS, the local HP-B is 
unknown to the systems of Country-A and the patient is unknown to any local system of Country-B. 
Both NCPs are the only mutual known trust anchors for all subsequent systems regardless of whether 
those are located in Country-A or Country-B. However, while NCP-B as a trust anchor for Country-B 
may well vouch for its known HP’s, no such warranties may be made for a patient who is located in 
Country-B. Therefore an additional safeguard needs to be implemented within Country-B to assert 
the correct identification and the establishment of a treatment relationship between the HP and the 
patient. 

Consequently, epSOS is operating a Treatment Relationship Confirmation for capturing and asserting: 

• the correct correlation between a patient and patient ID. 

• the proper establishment of a treatment relationship between a specific patient and HP 
(context): 

o the HP vouches for the correct identity and authentication of the patient 

o the HP asserts that the specific patient is present and seeks treatment at this PoC 

o the HP vouches for having a valid specific patient consent available 

o the HP vouches for having delivered the proper PIN 

This information is communicated along with all higher epSOS business functionality (except patient 
identification workflows) and is used as primary source of treatment context information in the 
access control systems of Country-A. 

AuthN and AuthZ Interaction Patterns 

The following diagram illustrates the interplay and dependencies between AuthN and AuthZ as well 
as their specific communication and area of applicability within the epSOS system. 
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Figure 12: AuthN and AuthZ Interaction Patterns 

 

4.1.4.6  MADES 
Name  MADES (MArket Data Exchange Standard) 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

MADES (MArket Data Exchange Standard) is a specification for an information exchange platform 
developed by the electronic data exchange working group of the European Network of Transmission 
System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E). The framework covers a broad range of data exchange 
functionalities. MADES aims to support electricity data exchange but its functionality is not tied to 
this domain or community.  

MADES has not been considered in previous convergence discussions and to participants in e-SENS it 
is less well-known than other e-Delivery solutions and standards. This document discusses the main 
features of MADES to the extent that they are likely to be of interest to e-SENS e-Delivery and e-
Interaction, i.e. features that are similar to features available in solutions developed or adopted in 
previous LSPs or that are candidate functional enhancements.  

The overall operation of MADES is asynchronous messaging and does not aim to support low latency 
("synchronous") exchanges. MADES uses store-and-collect intermediaries, i.e. intermediaries that 
provide temporary storage and that allow recipients to control the timing of data transfer. The 
components in a MADES network, using italic fonts to highlight MADES terminology, are the 
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following:  

 MADES Endpoints are components that a Business Application of a party in a MADES network 
implements to send and receive documents to and from other parties.3 MADES defines a file 
system-based interface to communicate with endpoints.  

 MADES Gateways are similar to B2B4 gateways. They connect Endpoints to Nodes. It is also 
possible to combine Endpoint and Gateway functionality in a single component. Each 
Endpoint is registered with a designated "home" Node. Gateways can send messages to any 
Node, but only retrieve messages from their home Node.5 The association between 
Endpoints and Nodes is shared using MADES registry functions. 

 MADES Nodes are store-and-collect hubs that provide temporary storage of message data for 
recipients similar to the mailbox functionality offered by traditional EDI VANs and by 
intermediary functionality as defined in SOAP-based protocols like OSCI and ebMS 3.0. They 
also provide message status information. 

In comparison to four-corner topologies as adopted in SPOCS, PEPPOL and e-CODEX, the following 
observations can be made: 

 MADES Endpoints relate to enterprise integration rather than to B2B communication and 
would be considered out of scope for B2B. Many organizations would interconnect business 
applications and B2B gateways using ESB or other technologies.  

 MADES Gateways are associated with end entities. When sending messages, there is no role 
for Corner 2 nodes. Instead, Corner 1 nodes (Gateways) directly send messages to Corner 3 
nodes (Nodes), from which Corner 4 nodes download messages. Any reply from Corner 4 
intended for Corner 1 would similarly be sent directly to Corner 2, bypassing Corner 3. 

This is visualized in the following figure from the MADES specification: 

 

Figure 13: MADES e-Delivery 

A summary of the main features of MADES: 

 Transport based on SOAP 1.2 Web Services. There is a download/upload service to exchange 
documents between components similar to ebMS 3.0 Pull, OSCI or PEPPOL LIME. 

 A single payload can be exchanged, in Base64 format. There is no support for attachments. 

 There is a proprietary SAML-/WS-Trust like security token feature. 

                                                           
3
 MADES also refers to these Endpoints as Access Points. We will not use this term to avoid confusion as the 

MADES term has the opposite meaning of Access Points in e.g. PEPPOL. 
4
 In this document, the abbreviation "B2B" will be used generically for cross-enterprise communication 

between any type of legal entity (public administration, private company), thus also covering B2G, G2G and 
G2B communication. 
5
 The MADES term Gateway differs from the SPOCS term Gateway, which is more similar to MADES Nodes but 

is also used to send messages (rather than just for receiving) for end entities. 
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 There is a proprietary message signing and receipt signing feature to support non-
repudiation of origin and receipt. 

 There is proprietary receipt/error notification, a retry mechanism and a status request 
service for reliability. 

 There is a connectivity test similar to ebMS 2.0 Ping and related features in ebMS 3.0 and 
other protocols. 

 SOAP header extensions can encode message identifier and message type. 

 While in MADES Sender's Home Node is not involved in the exchange of messages from 
Sender's Gateway to Receiver's Home Node, it does play a role in the exchange as Sender's 
Gateway obtains routing information from his Home Node to determine Receiver's Home 
Node and certificate information. Nodes synchronize directory content using a proprietary 
synchronization protocol. 

 

Type HBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic  

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The current version of the MADES specification is the 1.0 version which was approved on 2012-01-18 
and can be downloaded from https://www.entsoe.eu/publications/electronic-data-interchange-edi-library/ 

Standards MADES uses Web Service standards but is largely a proprietary framework. 

Open 
Source  

Unknown 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership ENTSO-E LCM MADES aims to support 
electricity data exchange but its 
functionality is not tied to this 
domain or community. Further 
maintenance of the framework 
remains with ENTSO-E.  

In Use Production  Technical 
Maturity 

 T5 Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

Done by WP5 Market 
Maturity 

Done by WP3 

Evaluation 

MADES has not been adopted outside the electricity domain and is not used by all electricity TSOs. 
Other messaging protocols used in the electricity domain include ebMS 2.0 (used by EFET, the 
European Federation of Energy Traders) and AS2 (used in some Member States). ENTSO-G, an 
organization similar to ENTSO-E but for the gas market and serving a similar role towards European 
legislators and regulators, recently did not include MADES in its short list of messaging protocols 
considered in drafts for upcoming regulation on data exchange in that sector. A deciding factor was 
that the MADES governance structure is tied to the electricity community. The current draft 

https://www.entsoe.eu/publications/electronic-data-interchange-edi-library/
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specification of ENTSOG references the AS4 profile of ebMS 3.0. 

While MADES uses some existing standards and communication infrastructures, it defines a wide 
range of custom features on top of those standards and infrastructures, for which other higher-level 
specifications have been defined and standardized. As such, MADES is an alternative to other B2B or 
general data exchange frameworks rather than a profile or solution built on top of standards. Any 
community considering MADES would need to support the specific MADES service interfaces. This is 
likely to require bespoke software development as MADES is not a widely adopted standard. MADES 
takes the concept of integration deep into the enterprise, defining an application interface that 
business applications are to implement for functionality such as non-repudiation receipts. More 
typically, the boundary for B2B integration is the B2B gateway. 

Some functionality that is provided by MADES but not by LSP solutions submitted to e-SENS is of 
more general interest. This includes the use of registries to exchange certificates, end-to-end signing 
and encryption and the use of a token service, though established standards-based alternatives may 
be of more interest than the custom solutions developed and adopted in MADES. 

 

4.1.4.7 ENED Framework 
 

Name Netc@rds  eConfirmation framework (now ENED) 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type HL BB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Netc@rds uses an architecture of a consumer and provider application per member state. The 
consumer application is a portal solution that connects to the provider using web services. The 
current solution doesn’t have a brokering application in between.  

The provider provides the confirmation service based on a request from the consumer.  

Every request and response is registered for traceability and identified by a transaction Id. 

Standards SOAP 1.2, SSL/TLS 

Open 
Source  

N.A. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership EC LCM  

In Use Production pilot (Real ICT setup, with 
business impact but low scale 
environment). 

Technical 
Maturity 

T4: Reliability 

Business B1: Awareness of Solution Market M1: Market Penetration 
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Maturity Maturity 

Evaluation 

The current NETC@RDS solution doesn't meet the vision and requirements of the ENED-partners. 
The business vision of the ENED-partners is of a scenario where EU/EEA citizens can use various 
portable documents (such as passport) for identification purposes in the cross border health care 
domain. Health Insurance Organizations (HIO) should be able to provide digitally an insurance 
confirmation that has the same legal status as the current European health Insurance card. 

Architecture vision 

Health Care Providers (HCP) must be able to use a member state portal or integrate eConfirmation in 
their own solution. The architecture must provide a solution for multiple health insurance 
organizations in a member state. 

 

 
The vision consists of a domain message broker per member state connecting health insurance 
organizations and health care providers. The message broker is responsible to route requests to the 
right country and return responses to the originating health care provider. The message broker can 
also transform ENED confirmation requests to local standards. By using the four corner model, 
European and local standards and infrastructure are decoupled. 

The HCP submits the request to the local message broker. The messages have high end-to-end 
performance requirements (<=5 seconds). The HIO returns the response. If a message broker is not 
able to route the request, a fault is returned. 

End-to-end signing 

To support the business vision to make the electronic confirmation equivalent to the European 
health insurance card, that guarantees the costs reimbursement (as far as healthcare treatment is 
provided according to the regulation), the confirmation needs to be signed by the health insurance 
company. This message signing is end-to-end.  

Traceability 

A guarantee for reimbursement, actually a payment guarantee, also needs to be traceable for the 
health insurance organization (HIO). The HIO needs to know the health care provider and patient to 
whom the confirmation applied when the invoice is submitted. This trace should also lead to the 
person who initiated the request at the health care provider premises. The trace is realized by 
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logging identifiers for the request, the member state the request originates for, and the healthcare 
provider. The message brokers play an important role controlling the identity of health care 
providers. 
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4.1.5 Transport 

4.1.5.1 START 
 

Name Name: START 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: PEPPOL 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic  

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

BusDoX Framework 

PEPPOL Transport Infrastructure Secure Trusted Asynchronous Reliable Transport (START), version 
1.01 

Standards Part of the BusDoX framework that is an input for standardization in OASIS BDX 

Open 
Source  

Yes, http://www.PEPPOL.eu/PEPPOL_components/PEPPOL-eia/eia#ict-architecture/transport-
infrastructure/models 

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

WS-* 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

Multiple including CIPA e-Delivery https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/cipae-Delivery/description  

 PEPPOL LCM OpenPEPPOL 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T4-Reliability 

Business 
Maturity 

{B3-Adoption} Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration, M2-
Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation} 

Evaluation 

The START protocol has shown weaknesses in communication between .NET and Metro-Java Access 
Point implementations due to different interpretations of WS-ReliableMessaging in Metro and .NET. 

For these reasons, PEPPOL decided to replace the START protocol by AS2, START is therefore not a 
candidate for the future work, but the domain requirements behind the protocol remain and have 
been taken into account e.g. in the e-Delivery convergence work (see section 4.1.4.3).  

 

4.1.5.2  SPOCS e-Delivery 
Name Name: SPOCS e-Delivery 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: SPOCS 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

http://www.peppol.eu/peppol_components/peppol-eia/eia#ict-architecture/transport-infrastructure/models
http://www.peppol.eu/peppol_components/peppol-eia/eia#ict-architecture/transport-infrastructure/models
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/cipaedelivery/description
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Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

SPOCS D3.2 Specification for interoperable access to e-Delivery and eSafe systems V2.0, December 
2012; http://www.eu-SPOCS-starterkit.eu/images/files/D3.2_AccessTo_e-

Delivery_and_eSafe_Specifications.pdf 

SPOCS D3.2.3 Appendix 3: e-Delivery Interconnect Protocol and Gateway detailed Specification 
V2.0.1, December 2012; http://www.eu-SPOCS-starterkit.eu/images/files/D3.2.3_Appendix3_e-

Delivery_Interconnect_Protocol.pdf  

Standards ETSI TS 102 640-6-3, Version 1.1.1, Electronic Signatures and Infrastructures (ESI); 
Registered Electronic Mail (REM); Part-6: Interoperability profiles; Sub-part 3: REM-MD 
SOAP Binding Profile, September 2011 

Open 
Source  

SPOCS e-Delivery  

http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/SPOCS/release/release-1 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM ETSI  

In Use Production pilot Technical 
Maturity 

{T1-Technical, T2-Integration, 
T3-Usability, T4-Reliability, T5-
Scalability} 

Business 
Maturity 

{B1-Awareness, B2-Recruitment, B3-
Adoption, B4-Satisfaction} 

Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration, M2-
Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation} 

Evaluation 

SPOCS e-Delivery is an interoperability layer based on the four-corner model, using gateways for 
connecting established secure and trustworthy e-Delivery realms in the EUROPEAN UNION MEMBER 
STATUS. 

Gateway to gateway transport uses standard protocols without specific extensions: 

SOAP 1.2, WS-Addressing, WS-Security, WS-ReliableMessaging, SSL/TLS. 

WS-ReliableMessaging assures the delivery based on the “exactly once” pattern. 

According to ETSI TS 102 640-6-3, a standard SOAP body is defined, carrying business level payload as 
well as transport relevant meta data. These structures are mapped from/to the transport 
mechanisms and message formats of the domestic solutions by dedicated adapters, amending 
generic gateways establishing the SPOCS e-Delivery network. Gateways provide generic mapping 
mechanisms from/to SOAP 1.2, WS-Addressing, WS-Security; thus the inter-gateway transport 
protocol details are fully transparent to domestic solutions. 

SPOCS e-Delivery supports one-way/Push exchange pattern. It also mainly uses asynchronous Store 
and Forward pattern. 
SPOCS e-Delivery supports SOAP messages serialized in MIME Multipart/Related Message for 
structured content as well as SOAP Message Transmission Optimization Mechanism (MTOM) and 
XML Binary Optimized Packaging (XOP) for the handling & optimized transport of attachment, for 

http://www.eu-spocs-starterkit.eu/images/files/D3.2_AccessTo_eDelivery_and_eSafe_Specifications.pdf
http://www.eu-spocs-starterkit.eu/images/files/D3.2_AccessTo_eDelivery_and_eSafe_Specifications.pdf
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unstructured content. 
An overview of the SPOCS framework is given in section 4.1.4.2. 

 

4.1.5.3  MADES 
Name Name: MADES (Market Data Exchange Standard) 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: ENTSO-E 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

MADES Communication Standard - version 1.0 approved on 2012-01-18 –ENTSO-E 

https://www.entsoe.eu/publications/edi-library/  

Standards MADES is a general communication standard. 

Open 
Source  

MADES communication Standard is free to access. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership ENTSO-E LCM ENTSO-E Electronic Data 
Interchange (EDI) Working 
group (WG) 

In Use Only adopted in the electricity 
domain and not by all electricity 
TSOs. 

Technical 
Maturity 

{T1-Technical, T2-Integration, 
T3-Usability, T4-Reliability, T5-
Scalability} 

Business 
Maturity 

{B1-Awareness, B2-Recruitment, B3-
Adoption, B4-Satisfaction} 

Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration, M2-
Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation} 

Evaluation 

MADES is a general communication standard that is based on a variation of the four-corner model 
(gateways only operate for receiving, not for sending). 

MADES specifications are based on SOAP Web Service, SOAP 1.1 and SOAP 1.2 using XML. The 
components interfaces are defined as a generic WSDL with no constrain of content, while a file 
system based interface is defined for the exchange of documents as files. Messages are always sent 
asynchronously using a push and pull exchange mechanism. 

MADES specifies MTOM to handle binary data in SOAP messages and optimize the size of messages 
sent. The binary data in the SOAP message is encoded as text because SOAP uses XML. Therefore, 
documents can be any text or binary data. If a destination component receives an already existing 
message, it logs the duplicate transfer event. If there is no proprietary acceptance or error 
notification there will be retries and if a communication does not reach the end-point, the status will 

https://www.entsoe.eu/publications/edi-library/
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change into fail. 

“In MADES, the Nodes are key components and thus require high availability. Availability techniques 
may vary, and redundancy or switch-over mechanism may not be seamless to other components.” 

The current draft specification of ENTSO-G (equivalent of ENTSO-E but for the gas industry) 
references the AS4 profile of ebMS3.0 

 

4.1.5.4  EDIINT 
Name Name: AS1, AS2, AS3 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: AS2 used by PEPPOL 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

AS1: http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3335.txt  

AS2: http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4130.txt  

AS3: http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4823.txt 

Standards IETF 

Open 
Source  

Several OS implementations available, see e.g. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AS2  

IETF specifications are available free of charge. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership IETF IPR policy. 

According to http://www.ietf.org/ipr/, 
no IPR disclosures for AS1/AS2/AS3. 

LCM Internet Engineering Task Force 
(IETF ) organization 

In Use AS1: outdated 

AS2: Production  

AS3: not much used  

Technical 
Maturity 

T5 Scalability (AS2) 

Business 
Maturity 

B4 Market 
Maturity 

M3 

Evaluation 

The EDIINT Working Group (WG) developed RFC standards for secure transport over SMTP (AS1), 
HTTP (AS2) and FTP (AS3). Because AS1 is outdated, AS3 is not really used and AS2 has a strong 
adoption across industries and sectors, this evaluation will focus on AS2. 

AS2 is the transport protocol specification that PEPPOL has adopted for its transport solution as part 
of the four-corner model. AS2 supports synchronous and asynchronous message exchange using a 
one way PUSH mode. It is payload agnostic. The structured business data can be in any type of 

http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3335.txt
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4130.txt
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4823.txt
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AS2
http://www.ietf.org/ipr/
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format. It can encode files as attachment using S/MIME. 

 

4.1.5.5  ebXML Messaging 
 

Name Name: OASIS ebXML Messaging Services (ebMS) 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organization:  

ebMS 2.0. used by the private sector and e-Government, e-Procurement and e-Health 
in the Netherlands (Digikoppeling), UK, Sweden and other countries. 

ebMS 3.0: endorsed in converged e-Delivery framework and used in production pilot by 
e-CODEX. 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

In 2003, a study Evaluation of XML Frameworks for the European Commission's IDA Programme 
concluded that ebXML is suitable for highly regulated B2B exchange in line with EDI.  

http://ec.europa.eu/idabc/servlets/Doca0c2.pdf?id=1876  

AS4 is proposed by ENTSOG (the European Network of Transmission System Operators for Gas) as 
communication protocol in a draft network code developed in the context of REGULATION (EC) No 
715/2009 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 13 July 2009 on conditions for 
access to the natural gas transmission networks and repealing Regulation (EC) No 1775/2005 
European Gas Regulation (EC) 715/2009. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2009:211:0036:0054:EN:PDF  

In Japan, the Japanese electronics industry is using ebMS 3.0 in a system supporting the European 
Community Regulation on chemicals and their safe use (EC 1907/2006). 
http://ec.jeita.or.jp/jp/modules/news/article.php?storyid=32  

In Australia, ebMS 3.0 and AS4-based profiles are transport protocols supporting Standard Business 
Reporting (SBR), involving large scale production exchange of XBRL documents in the context of 
SuperAnnuation.  

http://www.ato.gov.au/Super/Data-standards/In-detail/Legal-framework/Legislative-
instrument/Superannuation-data-and-payment-standards-and-associated-schedules/  

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The OASIS ebXML Messaging Services (ebMS) specification was conceived as part of the ebXML 
framework for electronic business. The version 2.0 specification is widely used in production 
including in e-Government, e-Procurement and e-Health in the UK, the Netherlands, Sweden, 
Norway and other countries. 

The more recent version 3.0 of ebMS provides full convergence with Web Services and reuses the 
SOAP 1.2, WS-Security 1.1, and SOAP-with-attachments specifications. It complies with the WS-I 
Basic Profile and Basic Security profile and provides additional features of particular relevance to 
small and medium-size enterprise, in particular message pulling. 

The recent AS4 profile of ebMS 3.0 simplifies the use of Web Services for document exchange and 
provides an interoperability solution. In particular, it dropped the use of WS-Reliability and WS-
ReliableMessaging for specification complexity and interoperability reasons and reverts to a simpler 
reliable messaging mechanism similar to the one used in ebMS 2.0, which has no known 
interoperability issues. It also provides all mapping of EDIINT requirements, including Non-

http://ec.europa.eu/idabc/servlets/Doca0c2.pdf?id=1876
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2009:211:0036:0054:EN:PDF
http://ec.jeita.or.jp/jp/modules/news/article.php?storyid=32
http://www.ato.gov.au/Super/Data-standards/In-detail/Legal-framework/Legislative-instrument/Superannuation-data-and-payment-standards-and-associated-schedules/
http://www.ato.gov.au/Super/Data-standards/In-detail/Legal-framework/Legislative-instrument/Superannuation-data-and-payment-standards-and-associated-schedules/
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Repudiation of Receipt (NRR) and payload compression, to Web Services. 

Like other OASIS ebXML standards, ebMS 2.0 was submitted to and endorsed by ISO as ISO/TS 
15000-2.  

The newer version 3.0 OASIS Standard and the AS4 profiles are currently in the process of being 
submitted to ISO. 

Standards ISO/TS 15000-2:2004 Electronic business eXtensible Markup Language (ebXML) -- Part 
2: Message service specification (ebMS) 

http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=39973  

OASIS ebXML Messaging Services Version 3.0: Part 1, Core Features. OASIS Standard, 1 
October 2007 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebxml-msg/ebms/v3.0/core/os/ebms_core-3.0-spec-os.pdf  

AS4 Profile of ebMS 3.0 Version 1.0. OASIS Standard, 23 January 2013 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebxml-msg/ebms/v3.0/profiles/AS4-profile/v1.0/os/AS4-profile-v1.0-
os.odt  

Open 
Source 
and IPR 

OASIS specifications are available free of charge. 

The OASIS ebXML Messaging TC operates under the RF on Limited Terms Mode of the 
OASIS IPR Policy. 

Open source implementations exist of the version 2.0 and version 3.0 standards. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

ebMS 3.0 is transport protocol in the Converged 
e-Delivery Framework and within the e-CODEX 
Framework 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership OASIS owns the copyright to 
OASIS standards but is not the 
owner of the intellectual 
property underlying the 
submitted specifications. OASIS 
standards are subject to OASIS 
IPR policies in effect for the TC 
that that creates the 
specification. 

LCM OASIS ebXML Messaging 
Services Technical Committee 

In Use ebMS2: production 

ebM3/AS4: production / 
production pilot 

Technical 
Maturity 

ebMS2: T5 

ebMS3/AS4: T4/5 

Business 
Maturity 

B4 Market 
Maturity 

M2 

Evaluation 

The ebMS 2.0 standard is a very mature standard, is used in production and has a range of product 
implementations. The more recent ebMS 3.0 OASIS Standard aligns ebMS with the more modern 
specifications and supports new EDIINT and SME requirements.  

http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=39973
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebxml-msg/ebms/v3.0/core/os/ebms_core-3.0-spec-os.pdf
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebxml-msg/ebms/v3.0/profiles/AS4-profile/v1.0/os/AS4-profile-v1.0-os.odt
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebxml-msg/ebms/v3.0/profiles/AS4-profile/v1.0/os/AS4-profile-v1.0-os.odt
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Adoption of ebMS 3.0 has been slow but has recently accelerated significantly: 

 AS4 and ebMS 3.0 are mandated for large deployments, in particular the Australian 
SuperAnnuation data exchange which, when complete, will cover B2B interactions between 
employers (800,000) and funds (~4000), as well as fund-to-fund interactions for rollovers. In 
addition, it involves B2G reporting from funds to government: Standard Business Reporting 
(SBR), which is based on XBRL.  

 AS4 has been used in production by Cisco, one of the world's largest providers of networking 
equipment, for use with its B2B trading partners for some years. 

 AS4 is the proposed transport protocol in Europe for the completion and functioning of the 
internal market and cross-border trade for gas and to ensure the optimal management, 
coordinated operation and sound technical evolution of the European natural gas 
transmission network. 

 AS4 is supported, or support for AS4 is announced, by providers of B2B integration products 
including Axway, Fujitsu, IBM, Oracle and Tibco and several others.  

 ebMS 3.0 was endorsed in the converged e-Delivery framework jointly developed by e-
CODEX, SPOCS and PEPPOL and is currently used in production pilot by e-CODEX. 

 Drummond Group, a commercial testing and certification body, is conducting interoperability 
tests of AS4 product implementations. Information on these tests is under non-disclosure 
until publication of the test results. 

 

Issue related to ebMS 3.0 implementations that need to be addressed: 

 Products implementating of ebMS 3.0 have only recently started to emerge, so there is 
limited implementation experience. 

 Only two free/open source implementations of ebMS 3.0 exist, Holodeck (http://holodeck-

b2b.sourceforge.net/docs/index.html), used in production by e-CODEX, and the JEITA EDI client 
(http://ec.jeita.or.jp/kyoutuu_client/edi_client.html).  

 As ebMS 3.0 is based on Web Services, implementations of ebMS 3.0 may inherit 
interoperability issues of Web Service libraries. The AS4 profile mitigates this risk by 
providing a simpler reliability mechanism. 

 

The ebMS3.0 proposes both push and pull mechanisms and can support synchronous as well as 
asynchronous communications. 

The AS4 Conformance Profile of ebMS 3.0 supports two reply patterns, response and call-back.  

o If using the “Response” reply pattern, the receiving MSH sends receipts on the back-
channel of a connection (synchronous communication). 

o If using the “Callback” reply pattern, the receiving MSH establishes a new connection 
for each receipt. The receiving MSH needs to know the endpoint address of the MSH 
to send receipts to. 

The AS4 Profile does not require the use of the Reliable Messaging Module using either WS-
ReliableMessaging or WS-Reliability. It relies instead on eb:Receipts for supporting a light reliability 
feature called “Reception Awareness”. Reception Awareness, defined as the ability for a Sending 
ebHandler to notify its application (message Producer) of lack of reception of an eb:Receipt related 
to a sent message, MUST be supported. This implies support for: 

- Correlating eb:Receipt elements with previously sent User messages, based on the ebMS message 

http://holodeck-b2b.sourceforge.net/docs/index.html
http://holodeck-b2b.sourceforge.net/docs/index.html
http://ec.jeita.or.jp/kyoutuu_client/edi_client.html
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ID 

- Detection of a missing eb:Receipt for a sent message 

- Ability to report an error to the message Producer in case no eb:Receipt has been received for a 
sent message. 

The semantics for sending back an eb:Receipt message is as follows: a well-formed ebMS user 
message has been received and the MSH is taking responsibility for its processing (additional 
application-level delivery semantics, and payload validation semantics are not relevant. 

The ebXML message structure supports the delivery of messages, within a MIME multipart to allow 
payloads or attachments to be included, but also packaged as a plain SOAP message.  
 

 

4.1.5.6  Xvergabe 
Name Name: XVergabe  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

eTendering specific 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Background 

The adoption of electronic tendering within the European Union is with approx. 13% compared to 
the targeted 50% within the year 2010 still very low. A research paper from the Deutsche Bank 
beginning in 2011 comes to the conclusion that between € 50 bn. and € 70 bn. could be saved within 
the EU each year if there was a full transition to eProcurement. A full transition to eTendering needs 
to address interoperability as there are already more than 330 platforms spread over Europe. While 
for contracting authorities (CAs) this is not a problem as they use only one platform an economic 
operator (EO) must learn to use all those 330 platforms to participate in all call for tenders. 

The project XVergabe 

The goal of XVergabe is to create a sustainable basis for electronic interoperability between EOs and 
CAs. The result of the project makes it possible that from one bid client an EO can access all 
compatible eTendering platforms. Instead of learning 330 platforms the EO has to learn only one. 
This will lead to a much higher satisfaction on the EO side, as well as on the buyer's side. 

Overview 

The project hast two main targets to achieve this interoperability. The first one is to provide an 
interface for exchanging notices and the second one is the communication between a bid client and 
an eTendering platform. The following figure 1 depicts how the two targets play together. 
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Figure 14: Overview of the Interfaces provided by XVergabe 

The figure shows that an EO uses only one client to access all the platforms. In order to find all 
opportunities an XVergabe proxy is important. The proxy translates notices between two formats. In 
this example it retrieves it in the XVergabe format and translates it to the TED format. It can be 
accessed by all eTendering platforms. The notice interface has all relevant technical information to 
identify the procedure on a certain eTendering platform. The bidder interface covers all necessary 
process steps to enable full electronic communication. From subscription (eSubscription) of a certain 
procedure, downloading tender documents (eAccess), making question and answers (eEnquiry), 
submitting bids (eSubmission) up to awarding (eAwarding) are possible (see Figure 2). 

  

Figure 15: Tendering Processes covered 

• eNotice: Notice Interface 

• eSubscription: Bidder Interface 

• eAccess: Bidder Interface 

• eEnquiry: Bidder Interface 

• eSubmission: Bidder Interface 

• eAward: Bidder Interface 

XVergabe Bidder Interface 

The XVergabe Bidder Interface defines a set of operations for end-to-end communication that are 
provided by a tendering platform and invoked by a bid client. Additionally, the interface defines a set 
of messages that can be exchanged between bidder client and the platform through these 
operations. 

Technically, the Bidder Interface is specified as a SOAP web service (see Figure 3). SOAP defines the 
protocol of the message exchange between bidder client and tendering platform. To define the 
structure of the exchanged messages, XSD (XML Schema Definition) is used. The exchanged messages 
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themselves are represented in XML that meets the requirements of the XSD schema. 

 

Figure 16: Technical implementation of the XVergabe Bidder Interface as SOAP web service. 

The interface is implemented on both sides by solution providers: the bid client (active) and the 
tendering platform (passive). Communication between client and platform is always initiated by the 
client. The client uses one of the provided web service operations to send messages to the platform. 
The platform processes these messages and creates responses directed to the client. Since the 
communication is unidirectional, the client has to retrieve the messages directed to it, similar to 
using a mail client to retrieve mail from mail server. For security of the SOAP communication WS-
Security is used. 

Web-Services provided 

Operation  Description 

subscribe  By calling this operation, a bidder can subscribe a tendering procedure. After 
subscription, he is able to retrieve messages concerning the procedure by 
calling getMessages. 

sendMessage  By calling this operation, a bidder can send messages to the platform. Such 
messages include offers and inquiries (see Table 2). 

getMessages  By calling this operation, a bidder can retrieve all messages from the platform 
directed at him concerning a specified tendering procedure. A message may 
contain a reference to a document file that the bidder can download via 
getDocument.  

getDocument  Only by calling this operation, a bidder can download binary documents from 
the platform (tendering documents, answers to inquiries, etc.)  

getTenderIDs  Returns a list of the IDs of all tendering procedures the bidder has subscribed 
for. These IDs are needed to call the other operations. 

 

Service Discovery 

The bidder interface does not provide an automatic service discovery. The endpoint must be known. 
The natural registry for endpoints is a publication service like TED (Tender Electronic Daily).  

Security 

The bidder interface uses standard web service security. Credentials are defined through the 
UsernameToken-Policy. 

 

Standards  

Open 
Source  

Information: http://www.xvergabe.org/confluence/display/xv/XVergabe+Whitepaper 

WSDL/XSD: https://bitbucket.org/xvergabe/xvergabe-client-interface 

 

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

http://www.xvergabe.org/confluence/display/xv/XVergabe+Whitepaper
https://bitbucket.org/xvergabe/xvergabe-client-interface
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- - 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

To be converged in CEN/BII 3 

Ownership BeschA BMI LCM XVergabe Community 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5: Production 

Business 
Maturity 

B3: Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M2: Impact on Competiveness 
and Innovation 

Evaluation 

 

 

4.1.5.7   
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4.1.5.8 Evaluation 
 

The following table matches transport protocols against some requirements. 

 

 Reliability – 
Scalability 

Payload 
agnostic 

4 
Corner 
Model 

Reliable 
Messaging 

Interoperabilit
y of 
technology 
stacks with 
interface 

Standard 
Message 
Exchange 
Mechanism 

Exchange 
Pattern 
(a)synchronous 

START n.c. 6 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. 

SPOCS e-
Delivery 

/ Yes 
MIME, 
MTOM, 
XOP and 
attachem
ents 

yes Exactly 
once 

Web Service 
(SOAP 1.2) 

One-
way/Push 

Mainly 
asynchronous. 

AS1, AS2, 
AS3 

AS2 high, 
AS1 and 
AS3 low 

Yes 
(MIME) 

Yes  A least 
once 

Can exchange 
any data 
formats 

One-way 
/push 

Synchronous and 
asynchronous 

ebXML 
Messagin
g AS4 

High for 
ebMS2, 
emerging 
for ebMS3 

XML 
structure
d 
payload 

Yes Exactly 
once 

Web Service 
(SOAP 1.1) 

Push / pull Supports both 
sync and async 

 
XVergabe 

 XML 
structure
d 
payload 

No  SOAP Push / pull Asynchronous 

MADES  
Only 
adopted in 
the 
electricity 
domain and 
not by all 
electricity 
TSOs 

XML 
structure
d 
payload 

no At Most 
once 

Web service, 
SOAP 1.1 and 
1.2, WSDL and 
File system 
based 
interface.  

Push/pull Asynchronous 
only 

Table 4: Transport protocol comparison 

 

4.1.5.9  Recommendations 
 

The consensus view of the members of CC6.1 is that the transport protocol to select for e-SENS e-
Delivery should be ebMS 3.0. This recommendation follows the earlier work on e-Delivery 
convergence and its further development in e-CODEX and the main lesson of previous LSPs that 

                                                           
6
 Not considered further in the evaluation. 
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European Large Scale Pilots should not attempt to define new protocols if only because such 
protocols have proven to result in sustainability issues. The ebMS 3.0 protocol is a state-of-the-art 
B2B protocol with an increasing adoption among end users and vendors internationally. It is in 
production use in e-CODEX. 

CC6.1 is very much aware of issues affecting ebMS 3.0, such as interoperability issues of 
implementations of Web Services protocols, on which ebMS 3.0 is based, the number of existing 
implementations and their maturity. These issues will have to be addressed in the upcoming phase. 
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4.1.6 Service Metadata Location and Discovery  
 

4.1.6.1  BDX Metadata Service Location 
 

Name BDX Metadata Service Location  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic  

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The BDX Metadata Service Location is being developed in the OASIS Business Document Exchange 
(BDXR) Technical Committee (TC) as a functional successor to the PEPPOL SML (Service Metadata 
Locator, Busdox SML version 1.0. https://www.oasis-

open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=47488&wg_abbrev=bdxr).  

The Building Block supports dynamic discovery of the location of the metadata service provider for 
identified entities in a community. Multiple types of metadata services (e.g. SMP or other) can be 
supported along each other.  

The BDX Metadata Service Location supports PEPPOL functionality but also other deployment 
scenarios and requirements.  

Standards OASIS BDX Location version 1.0. Working Draft. https://www.oasis-

open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=47815&wg_abbrev=bdxr  

IETF RFC 4848 Domain-Based Application Service Location Using URIs and the 
Dynamic Delegation Discovery Service (DDDS) http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2915  

 

Open Source 
and IPR  

The OASIS BDXR TC operates under the Non-Assertion Mode of the OASIS IPR Policy.  

OASIS specifications are available free of charge. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

Metadata Service 

Message Wrapping / Metadata 

Addressing of End Entities 

Transport Protocols 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership OASIS owns the copyright to OASIS 
standards but is not the owner of the 
intellectual property underlying the 
submitted specifications. OASIS 
standards are subject to OASIS IPR 
policies in effect for the TC that that 
creates the specification.  

LCM OASIS BDXR Technical 
Committee 

In Use BDX Metadata Location has been Technical BDX Location: T1 

https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=47488&wg_abbrev=bdxr
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=47488&wg_abbrev=bdxr
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=47815&wg_abbrev=bdxr
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=47815&wg_abbrev=bdxr
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2915
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used in multiple proof-of-concepts 

SML is used by PEPPOL. 

Maturity  

Business 
Maturity 

Done by WP5 Market 
Maturity 

Done by WP3 

Evaluation 

 Like SML, the BDX Metadata Service Location is based on the mature underlying DNS infrastructure 
(the Internet Domain Name Service) but it uses a different DNS record type (NAPTR-U as opposed to 
CNAME).  

Both SML and BDX Metadata Service Location are DNSSEC compatible but do not support access 
control and client authentication.  

4.1.6.2  Service Metadata Publisher 
Name Service Metadata Publisher (SMP)  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic  

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The BusDox 1.0 Service Metadata Publisher (SMP) specification defines 

 an XML schema for service metadata  

 an HTTP GET metadata service protocol binding 

SMP is technology developed within the PEPPOL LSP where it was designed to be used with SML and 
START. BusDox SMP version 1.0. https://www.oasis-

open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=47489&wg_abbrev=bdxr (PEPPOL specification 
submitted to OASIS BDXR TC) 

Standards SMP has been submitted to OASIS for further standardization. 

Open Source 
and IPR  

The OASIS BDXR TC operates under the Non-Assertion Mode of the OASIS IPR Policy. 

OASIS specifications are available free of charge. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

Metadata Service Location 

Message Wrapping / Metadata 

Transport Protocols 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership OASIS owns the copyright to OASIS 
standards but is not the owner of 
the intellectual property underlying 
the submitted specifications. OASIS 
standards are subject to OASIS IPR 
policies in effect for the TC that 
that creates the specification. 

LCM OASIS BDXR Technical 
Committee 

https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=47489&wg_abbrev=bdxr
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=47489&wg_abbrev=bdxr
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In Use SMP is used by PEPPOL. Technical 
Maturity 

T5 Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

Done by WP5 Market 
Maturity 

Done by WP3 

Evaluation 

The main purpose of SMP in PEPPOL is to route messages. End entities are free to select (and switch) 
service providers, therefore senders need a mechanism to obtain communication parameters 
(including the endpoint URI) for the receiving gateway. SMP provides this information. 

Known issues with SMP: 

 SMP data model is very “hardcoded” to PEPPOL’s needs and requirements. 

 SMP does not support security – all information in the SMP is always publicly displayed.  

 

4.1.6.3  Collaboration Protocol Profiles and Agreements (CPP/A) 
Name Collaboration Protocol Profile and Agreements (CPP/A)  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ Specific Generic  

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Collaboration Protocol Profile and Agreements (CPP/A) is technology developed and standardized 
within OASIS in the context of the ebXML B2B framework. 

 CPP is an XML document that describes an entity's business capabilities and delivery 
channels binding options for business actions. 

 CPA is an XML document that pairs two CPP-like structures (with selected bindings) for two 
entities into a bilaterally agreed and identified configuration.  

CPP/A only defines an XML metadata schema. It does not define a protocol binding such as the HTTP 
REST binding of SMP, though such a binding could be used with CPP in the same way, and both could 
be discovered using the BDX metadata location service. 

Standards ebXML CPP/CPA version 3.0. https://www.oasis-

open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=49199&wg_abbrev=ebcore-cppa (Working 
Draft of OASIS ebCore Technical Committee) 

ebXML CPP/CPA version 2.0 OASIS Standard. http://www.oasis-

open.org/committees/ebxml-cppa/documents/ebcpp-2.0.pdf  

ISO/TS 15000-1:2004. Electronic business eXtensible Markup Language (ebXML) -- Part 
1: Collaboration-protocol profile and agreement specification (ebCPP)  

http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=39972  

Open 
Source 
and IPR  

The OASIS ebCore TC operates under the RF on Limited Terms Mode of the OASIS IPR 
Policy. 

OASIS specifications are available free of charge. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

Metadata Service Location 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=49199&wg_abbrev=ebcore-cppa
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=49199&wg_abbrev=ebcore-cppa
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/ebxml-cppa/documents/ebcpp-2.0.pdf
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/ebxml-cppa/documents/ebcpp-2.0.pdf
http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=39972
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Message Wrapping / Metadata 

Transport Protocols 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership OASIS owns the copyright to 
OASIS standards but is not the 
owner of the intellectual 
property underlying the 
submitted specifications. OASIS 
standards are subject to OASIS 
IPR policies in effect for the TC 
that that creates the 
specification. 

LCM OASIS ebCore Technical 
Committee 

In Use Version 2.0: Production (e.g. in 
Norway, UK, Netherlands and 
other countries where ebMS 2.0 
is used) 

Version 3.0: Test Pilot (Italy) 

Technical 
Maturity 

Version 2.0: T5 

Version 3.0: T1 

Business 
Maturity 

Done by WP5 Market Maturity Done by WP3 

Evaluation 

Historically, CPP/A is technology to support ebMS, and all production deployments of CPP/A 2.0 are 
supporting communities using ebMS 2.0 as a transport protocol. The draft version 3.0 of CPP/A 
provides support for alternative protocols including EDIINT (AS2) and ebMS 3.0, covering the full set 
of processing mode parameters in the ebMS 3.0 Core, Part 2 and AS4 specification including full 
configuration of security parameters such as certificates and trust anchors. As in these protocols the 
concept of agreements is not required (but still an option), the role of CPP is more prominent 
compared to version 2.0 of the ebXML standards where CPPs were mainly viewed as input to CPA 
formation, for which CPA templates were a simpler alternative. CPP supports more discovery use 
cases than SMP, but a known issue regarding CPP/A is that version 2.0 only supports ebMS 2.0 and 
that the development of version 3.0 needs to be restarted after a long period in which its editors and 
reviewers were focused on finishing ebMS 3.0 part 2 and AS4.  

 

4.1.6.4  MADES Registry 
Name MADES Registry  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

MADES plays an important role in the completion of the European internal energy market. 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic  

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

MADES (MArket Data Exchange Standard) was introduced in section 4.1.4.6. MADES includes registry 
functionality to: 

 Provide information to route messages to the receiver's home Node. 
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 Exchange certificate information (sender's signing certificate, recipient's encryption 
certificate) 

Standards  

Open Source 
and IPR  

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

Metadata Service Location 

Message Wrapping / Metadata 

Transport Protocols 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership ENTSO-E LCM MADES aims to support 
electricity data exchange but 
its functionality is not tied to 
this domain or community. 
Further maintenance of the 
framework remains with 
ENTSO-E.  

In Use  Technical 
Maturity 

 

Business 
Maturity 

Done by WP5 Market 
Maturity 

Done by WP3 

Evaluation 

In MADES, a Sender's Home Node is not involved in the exchange of messages from Sender's 
Gateway to Receiver's Home Node, but it does play a role in the exchange as Sender's Gateway 
determines Receiver's Home Node using routing information from its Home Node. Unlike SML and 
BDX metadata location, the mechanism to share registry information is not DNS-based. Instead, 
Nodes share information among themselves using a proprietary synchronization protocol, somewhat 
similar to ebXML RegRep and UDDI. Each MADES Node synchronizes information for which it serves 
as Home Node with other nodes. Registered endpoints can query their Home Node for information 
and gateways and nodes are assumed to cache results.  

An advantage compared to SML/SMP is that this mechanism allows for access control to information 
in the registry. Unlike SMP, MADES registries do not publish business capabilities though they do 
publish information on supported versions of the MADES protocols. 

Apart from routing, MADES registries also serve as certificate registries. All certificates needed to 
validate signatures or encrypt content can be obtained from MADES directory services. A recipient 
Endpoint can obtain the signing certificate of a sender Endpoint to validate a signature. A sender can 
obtain the encryption certificate of the recipient to send encryption content. This is functionality 
provided in other protocols including W3C XKMS or IETF CEM. SML/SMP is used for routing only and 
does not support certificate exchange. 

For more general discussion of MADES, see section 4.1.4.6. 
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4.1.6.5  ebXML RegRep 
Name ebXML Registry and Repository (RegRep) 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ Specific Generic (but in practice 
mostly used in highly specific 
domains) 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

RegRep is part of the ebXML Framework of standards, and supports both service-oriented registry 
(metadata) and repository (storage and retrieval) functionality. RegRep is based on XML and XML 
schema and consists of two separate parts:  

 Registry Information Model (RIM) defines information models for registry objects, 
associations, classifications, provenance, services, queries, events, federation and access 
control. 

 Registry Services (RS) defines protocols for queries, lifecycle management, versioning, 
validation, cataloging, subscriptions, notifications, multi-server, governance, security, native 
language support and REST and SOAP bindings. 

An ebXML registry can be used to publish, discover, manage and govern services, to manage 
(cataloged, validated, version-controlled) content, and to classify and associate content using 
taxonomies. RegRep has a federated architecture and supports federated queries. Registries in a 
federation can synchronize content by scheduled replication and redirect queries. RegRep is secure 
and provides role-based access control and audit trails. It provides event-based notification and 
subscription mechanisms. Additional profiles exist that specify how RegRep can be used with 
specification types of content, such as WSDLs, XSDs or OWL content.  

The most widely used version of RegRep is the version 3.0. Among the user communities are: 

 e-Health applications based on IHE (Integrating the Health Enterprise) XDS (Cross-Enterprise 
Document Sharing). 

 Geospatial information applications based on OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium). 

E-government metadata registry for semantic interoperability (e.g. the EU Commission's semic.eu, 
Germany's XRepository, US DoD DSE are all based on RegRep). 

Standards OASIS ebXML Registry Information Model (ebRIM) and Registry Services (ebRS) Version 
3.0. May 2005. http://docs.oasis-open.org/regrep/v3.0/  

OASIS ebXML RegRep version 4.0. January 2012. http://docs.oasis-open.org/regrep/regrep-

core/v4.0/os/  

An earlier version of RegRep was approved in 2004 as ISO 15000 parts 3 and 4. 

ISO/TS 15000-3:2004 Electronic business eXtensible Markup Language (ebXML) -- Part 
3: Registry information model specification (ebRIM)  

http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=39974 

ISO/TS 15000-4:2004 Electronic business eXtensible Markup Language (ebXML) -- Part 
4: Registry services specification (ebRS) 

http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=39975  

Related: ISO/IEC 11179, an international standard for representing metadata for an 
organization in a metadata registry.  

Open The OASIS ebXML Registry TC operates under the RF on Limited Terms Mode of the 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/regrep/v3.0/
http://docs.oasis-open.org/regrep/regrep-core/v4.0/os/
http://docs.oasis-open.org/regrep/regrep-core/v4.0/os/
http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=39974
http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=39975
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Source 
and IPR  

OASIS IPR Policy. 

An open source implementation exists of the version 3.0 standards. 

OASIS specifications are available free of charge. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

Metadata Service 

Addressing of End Entities 

Transport Protocols 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership OASIS owns the copyright to 
OASIS standards but is not the 
owner of the intellectual 
property underlying the 
submitted specifications. OASIS 
standards are subject to OASIS 
IPR policies in effect for the TC 
that that creates the 
specification. 

LCM OASIS ebXML Registry 
Technical Committee  

In Use Version 3.0: Production  

Version 4.0: Production Pilot  

Technical 
Maturity 

Version 3.0: T5 Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

Done by WP5 Market Maturity Done by WP3 

Evaluation 

Today, RegRep is in large scale production use in specific application domains like e-Health (IHE) and 
geospatial information (OGC), which do not require use of other ebXML standards such as ebMS. 
RegRep does not appear to be used much to support the original ebXML purpose of discovery of 
partner profiles, which arguably and in retrospect was too much ahead of its time. 

Of all the registry/repository standards discussed in this section, the ebXML RegRep standards are 
the most flexible ones and provide the richest and most extensible feature set. RegRep support 
service metadata via specialized objects, and can support metadata discovery using its query 
mechanisms. It would support queries generically, allowing other types of queries and other 
scenarios than the single routing query scenario hard-wired in SML/SMP. 

RegRep even has all the primitives to model a Court Atlas and to support the advanced discovery 
requirements of e-CODEX: courts would be modeled as registry objects, which could be classified 
based on location, legal domain and relevant fees. The extensible query mechanism could be used to 
select a court based on case-based parameters, as a profiling of the base RegRep features. 

Like MADES and UDDI, RegRep supports registry federation. In the hypothetical Court Atlas 
applications, countries or regions/municipalities in countries could manage their own regional Court 
Atlas, yet each registry would be able to respond to any query using the delegation/replication 
mechanisms. To obtain SML-like scale, the REST binding of RegRep could be used in conjunction with 
the BDX Metadata Location, as a NAPTR-U record can store an REST (HTTP GET URI) encoding of a 
RegRep query like it can store any URI.  

The corollary of RegRep being a more general purpose specification is that RegRep is a much larger 
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specification than dedicated, ad hoc specifications e.g. the SML/ SMP. The main production version is 
the 3.0 version. It is unclear if/when existing user communities will migrate to the newer 4.0 
standard, only some implementations of which are known. The OASIS ebXML Registry TC is operating 
but is likely to merge with the ebCore TC which maintains OASIS ebXML standards. 

 

4.1.6.6  UDDI 
Name Universal Description, Dicovery and Integration (UDDI) 

 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ Specific Generic  

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

UDDI was one of the core modules in the early development stages of Web Services specifications 
and has been standardized in the OASIS UDDI Specification TC. The UDDI information model 
distinguishes business entities, services, bindings, "tModels", publisher assertions and subscriptions. 
UDDI defines APIs for UDDI nodes and for clients. A UDDI registry may consist of multiple nodes with 
replicated data. Registries may affiliate with others that share a common namespace set of data. 
UDDI has mechanisms to catalog, classify, search and manage service data and metadata, as 
previously described for ebXML Registry.  

Standards UDDI v3.02. OASIS Standard, February 2005.  

https://www.oasis-open.org/standards#uddiv3.0.2  

US National Health Information Network (NHIN) Web Services Registry 

http://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/hie-interoperability/nhin-web-services-registry-
production-specification-v2%200.pdf  

IHE System Directory for Document Sharing (SDDS) profile proposal: 

ftp://ftp.ihe.net/IT_Infrastructure/iheitiyr9-2011-
2012/Planning_Cmte/BriefProfileProposals/ITI_Profile_Proposal_Directory_Services_Oct_2010.p
pt  

Open 
Source 
and IPR  

IPR information on UDDI is available at https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/uddi-

spec/ipr.php.  

OASIS specifications are available free of charge. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

Metadata Service 

Addressing of End Entities 

Transport Protocols 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownershi
p 

OASIS owns the copyright to 
OASIS standards but is not the 
owner of the intellectual property 
underlying the submitted 

LCM UDDI is frozen and is not 
actively maintained. The 
OASIS UDDI Specification 
Technical Committee closed 

https://www.oasis-open.org/standards#uddiv3.0.2
http://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/hie-interoperability/nhin-web-services-registry-production-specification-v2%200.pdf
http://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/hie-interoperability/nhin-web-services-registry-production-specification-v2%200.pdf
ftp://ftp.ihe.net/IT_Infrastructure/iheitiyr9-2011-2012/Planning_Cmte/BriefProfileProposals/ITI_Profile_Proposal_Directory_Services_Oct_2010.ppt
ftp://ftp.ihe.net/IT_Infrastructure/iheitiyr9-2011-2012/Planning_Cmte/BriefProfileProposals/ITI_Profile_Proposal_Directory_Services_Oct_2010.ppt
ftp://ftp.ihe.net/IT_Infrastructure/iheitiyr9-2011-2012/Planning_Cmte/BriefProfileProposals/ITI_Profile_Proposal_Directory_Services_Oct_2010.ppt
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/uddi-spec/ipr.php
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/uddi-spec/ipr.php
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specifications. OASIS standards 
are subject to OASIS IPR policies 
in effect for the TC that that 
creates the specification. 

in 2007. 

In Use In production use in enterprise 
applications and implemented in 
products; used in Danish national 
infrastructure.  

Technical Maturity Version 3.0: T5 Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

Done by WP5 Market Maturity Done by WP3 

Evaluation 

UDDI is used within enterprise boundaries but failed to take off on the public Internet. The public 
UDDI registries that were created at the start of the UDDI initiative are no longer being operated 
today. UDDI is supported by some registry product vendors. The OASIS UDDI Specification TC closed 
and no versions of the specification have been created since 2005. The UDDI specification is very 
large (over twice the size of the RegRep and S-RAMP specifications). Unlike RegRep and S-RAMP, 
UDDI is only a metadata registry and provides no document repository functionality. UDDI has also 
been criticized for not offering a REST interface.  

UDDI has been used as a service registry in the Danish national infrastructure.  

The eHealth Exchange initiative in the United States created a working group with the aim to 
introduce the usage of UDDI and LDAP for service discovery. The eHealth Exchange is an initiative 
aiming at creating a continental network to exchange patient data across borders. Healtheway is the 
Non-Profit Organization chartered to support the eHealth Exchange and focused on cross-industry 
collaboration to advance HIE implementation. 

The estimated number of participants in the nationwide exchange is anticipated to be very large, 
thus making necessary the adoption of an UDDI registry for participant’s endpoints. Such endpoints 
include (but they are not limited to) statewide HIEs, local organizations or “beacon” communities.  

eHealth Exchange is an initiative of the Office of the National Coordinator (ONC). 

The ONC is proposing a compilation of baseline standards (from OASIS, HL7, etc.) that are verified for 
applicability and fitness for use by NIST and other stakeholders and subsequently approved for use 
within other initiatives of the S&I framework. In particular, there is also a working group to define an 
LDAP-based directory for providing metadata discovery for Health Professionals, DIRECT X.509 
certificates, and organization’s (WS) end points. 

 

4.1.6.7  S-RAMP 
Name SOA Repository Artifact Model and Protocol (S-RAMP) 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic  

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

S-RAMP is presented as providing SOA lifecycle management applications with a standardized 
information model and interaction protocol, for which a binding to the Atom Publishing Protocol is 
provided. 
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Standards S-RAMP Version 1.0 Part 1: Foundation. OASIS Committee Specification Draft / 
Public Review Draft 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/s-ramp/s-ramp/v1.0/s-ramp-v1.0-part1-foundation.pdf  

S-RAMP Version 1.0 Part 2: Atom Binding. OASIS Committee Specification Draft / 
Public Review Draft 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/s-ramp/s-ramp/v1.0/s-ramp-v1.0-part2-atom-binding.pdf  

Open Source 
and IPR 

The OASIS S-RAMP TC operates under the RF on Limited Terms Mode of the OASIS 
IPR Policy. 

OASIS specifications are available free of charge. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

Metadata Service 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership OASIS owns the copyright to OASIS 
standards but is not the owner of 
the intellectual property 
underlying the submitted 
specifications. OASIS standards are 
subject to OASIS IPR policies in 
effect for the TC that that creates 
the specification. 

LCM S-RAMP is under development 
in the OASIS S-RAMP Technical 
Committee. 

In Use S-RAMP is the newest of the 
metadata registry/repository 
specifications discussed in this 
section. The first release of the 
specifications is currently in public 
review. 

Technical 
Maturity 

T1 Technical 

Business 
Maturity 

Done by WP5 Market 
Maturity 

Done by WP3 

Evaluation 

S-RAMP is positioned as focusing on publication and query of documents based on their content and 
metadata, whereas UDDI describes how to store and access service metadata in a registry. UDDI 
does not provide any protocol support for storage and access of physical documents. S-RAMP also 
overlaps with ebXML Registry functionality.  

 

4.1.6.8  ETSI TSL 
Name ETSI TSL (Trust-service Status List) 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ Specific Multi Domain 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/s-ramp/s-ramp/v1.0/s-ramp-v1.0-part1-foundation.pdf
http://docs.oasis-open.org/s-ramp/s-ramp/v1.0/s-ramp-v1.0-part2-atom-binding.pdf
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The purpose of a Trust-service Status List (TSL) is to provide a harmonized way in which assessment 
schemes having an oversight role with regards to trust services and their providers. Trust service 
providers (TSPs) can publish information about the services and TSPs which they currently oversee, 
or indeed (through the provision of historical information) have overseen.  

In this section we consider TSL only as a mechanism to support e-Delivery infrastructures. The 
concept has a general role for (cross-border) trust establishment of any kind of e-services to be rated 
trusted.  

Standards  ETSI TS 102 231 V3.1.2 (2009-12). Electronic Signatures and Infrastructures (ESI); 
Provision of harmonized Trust-service status information, recently updated to ETSI TS 
119 612 v1.1.1; Trusted Lists. This version will be the basis for future European Norm EN 
319 612 and will be the one referenced by future amendment of CD 2009/767/EC (Q4 
2013). 

http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/119600_119699/119612/01.01.01_60/ts_119612v010101p.
pdf 

Open 
Source  

Standard itself is freely available. In addition, a TLManager is available, open source 
software for creating, editing and signing European Union Member State TLs: 

http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/tlmanager/description  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use {PoC, Test pilot, Production 
Pilot, Production} 

Technical 
Maturity 

{T1-Technical, T2-Integration, 
T3-Usability, T4-Reliability, T5-
Scalability} 

Business 
Maturity 

{B1-Awareness, B2-
Recruitment, B3-Adoption, B4-
Satisfaction} 

Market Maturity {M1-Market Penetration, M2-
Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation} 

Evaluation 

To support e-Delivery infrastructures, Trusted Lists (TLs) can be used as a configuration document 
that specifies a list of (national) messaging realms and/or gateways; the “ServiceSupplyPoint” 
element outlines their server addresses. TL entries could be document respository services, too, as 
well as services/directories used for service discovery. TLs are used in the SPOCS and epSOS LSPs for 
trust establishment to gateways and document repository service instances. The TSL concept suits 
the needs of these projects as they have a small and largely static number of gateways. TSL would be 
less suited to domains with large numbers of gateways and/or domains in which gateway 
configurations are more dynamic. 

TLs are not intended to be general service meta data repositories. Basically, they only cover trust 
related information for different types of services and their providers (trust status rating, digital 
identity (in general, certificate used for signing data produced by these services and e-address of 
service instances (ServiceSupplyPoint mentioned above))). 

 

http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/119600_119699/119612/01.01.01_60/ts_119612v010101p.pdf
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/119600_119699/119612/01.01.01_60/ts_119612v010101p.pdf
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/tlmanager/description
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4.1.6.9  Processing Modes 
Name Processing Modes 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB  Generic/ 
Specific 

Multi Domain 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

An ebMS 3.0 is operating – either for sending or receiving messages – with knowledge of some 
contextual information that controls the way messages are processed. This contextual information 
that governs the processing of a particular message is called Processing Mode (or P-Mode). Because 
different messages may be subject to different types of processing, an MSH generally supports 
several P-Modes. A P-Mode represents some MSH input data that typically is not provided on a per-
message basis, but that is common to a set of messages exchanged between or among parties. To 
this extent, the P-Mode may be interpreted as configuration data for a deployed MSH. On a sending 
MSH, together with the information provided by the application layer for each submitted message, 
the P-Mode fully determines the content of the message header and the security, reliability and 
SOAP processing. A P-Mode constrains the values of certain processing mode parameters. When 
using the X.509 token profile of WS-Security, a P-Mode also specifies any certificates used for signing 
or encryption.  

The ebMS 3.0 Core Standard defines the concept of processing modes and a set of processing mode 
parameters for functionality defined in ebMS 3.0. The ebMS 3.0 Part 2 specification provides 
additional parameters for the advanced features defined in that standard. The AS4 profile constrains 
values for many parameters and adds some for the AS4-specific features. Compared to other 
protocols and profiles, ebMS 3.0 and AS4 provide many configuration options. 

None of these specifications define an interchange syntax for P-Modes. Products provide their 
proprietary mechanisms to specify P-Modes (e.g. the Holodeck product has an XML syntax). The draft 
CPP/A 3.0 was extended to be able to express all ebMS 3.0 P-Mode parameters. BusDox SMP 1.0 
covers a subset of these parameters. None of the specifications defines a distribution mechanism for 
P-Modes.  

Standards OASIS ebXML Messaging Services Version 3.0: Part 1, Core Features. OASIS Standard. 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebxml-msg/ebms/v3.0/core/ebms_core-3.0-spec.pdf  

OASIS ebXML Messaging Services Version 3.0: Part 2, Advanced Features 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebxml-msg/ebms/v3.0/part2/201004/ebms-v3-part2.pdf  

AS4 Profile of ebMS 3.0 Version 1.0. OASIS Standard 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebxml-msg/ebms/v3.0/profiles/AS4-profile/v1.0/AS4-profile-
v1.0.pdf  

Open Source 
and IPR  

OASIS specifications are available free of charge. 

The OASIS ebXML Messaging Services TC operates under the RF on Limited Terms 
Mode of the OASIS IPR Policy. 

Holodeck P-Mode 

http://holodeck-b2b.sourceforge.net/docs/P-Modes.html 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebxml-msg/ebms/v3.0/core/ebms_core-3.0-spec.pdf
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebxml-msg/ebms/v3.0/part2/201004/ebms-v3-part2.pdf
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebxml-msg/ebms/v3.0/profiles/AS4-profile/v1.0/AS4-profile-v1.0.pdf
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebxml-msg/ebms/v3.0/profiles/AS4-profile/v1.0/AS4-profile-v1.0.pdf
http://holodeck-b2b.sourceforge.net/docs/pmodes.html
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Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership OASIS owns the copyright to OASIS 
standards but is not the owner of 
the intellectual property underlying 
the submitted specifications. OASIS 
standards are subject to OASIS IPR 
policies in effect for the TC that 
that creates the specification. 

LCM OASIS ebMS TC 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5 Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

{B1-Awareness, B2-Recruitment, 
B3-Adoption, B4-Satisfaction} 

Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration, M2-
Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation} 

Evaluation 

The adoption of P-Modes is directly linked to the adoption of ebMS 3.0 as a transport protocol; see 
the transport protocol BB Area for discussion of that.  

The e-CODEX project is using ebMS 3.0 as transport protocol. Several consortium members are using 
a Holodeck derivative as gateway software and are therefore configuring their systems using the 
Holodeck XML configurations. The e-CODEX project has developed tooling to manage P-Mode 
configurations under full version control. These configurations are distributed via the regular 
software distribution mechanisms used in the project.  

Like TSL, P-Mode XML configurations are appropriate for communities with lower numbers of 
gateways and limited dynamic reconfiguration. This applies to European cross-border exchanges 
where typically there is one gateway per Member State, or where there are a limited number of 
service providers servicing a large number of end entities. Hybrid models, where gateways (corners 
two and three) are static but the community of end entities and their associated gateways, could be 
addressed using a combination of static gateway configurations and dynamic end entity-gateway 
relations. This is one model currently being evaluated in the e-CODEX project.  

 

4.1.6.10 Recommendations 
The candidate Building Blocks that were surveyed cover a diverse range of technologies and 
requirements. Among the domains in scope for e-SENS and previous LSPs, dynamic discovery has 
only been a key requirement in the e-Procurement domain, as addressed in the former PEPPOL LSP. 
In this domain, there is a very large number of end entities and a range of service providers that 
support them in a dynamic, commercial environment. The relations between end entities and service 
providers are dynamic, as end entities can switch from one supplier to another.  

Other LSPs may have large numbers of end entities, but the number of gateways is generally small. 
Often the gateway to use for an end entity can be predicted (based on geography, domain) and the 
relations between gateways are essentially static. Therefore a key solution requirement is to provide 
continued support for e-Procurement community requirements, while not preventing applicability in 
other domains. 

The PEPPOL LSP has submitted its specifications to the OASIS BDXR Technical Committee for further 
standardization. The work of that TC is therefore highly relevant for e-SENS. It has produced the BDX 
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metadata service location draft specification which covers all functionality of the SML specification 
but provides a better technical base. This specification is stable and expected to be standardized in 
2013. The e-CODEX project has successfully used this specification and developed Python and Java 
implementations that enable support for the PEPPOL discovery flows. It is recommended to adopt 
this specification in e-SENS.  

The BDX TC has also addressed service description formats. It has analyzed requirements, specified 
technical use cases and evaluated the draft SMP and CPP specifications. However, no updates of SMP 
have been developed. It is recommended that the e-SENS project continue to monitor the continued 
activities in BDX and to align, in the long term, with any standards emerging from this and other 
related work. 

The e-CODEX project has successfully developed a proof-of-concept that combines the BDX metadata 
service location, SMP, CPP and ebMS 3.0 P-Modes. This concept allows end entities to dynamically 
(re)associate with gateways that are interconnected using ebMS 3.0 messaging. The current draft 
release plan in e-CODEX foresees continued development of this concept and delivery for production 
use by 06/2014. This implementation could be used for piloting in e-SENS domains, including e-
procurement. It is therefore recommended that e-SENS adopt this concept for short term piloting.  
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4.1.7 ABB End-to-End Services Building Blocks 
 

Coverage of requirements 

 

Building Block Transferable 
NRO evidence 

Transferable NRS, 
NRD/NRR 
evidence 

Strong 
fairness 

Time 
stamps 

Timeli-
ness 

Solution Building blocks 

PEPPOL/START Y N N/A Y N/A 

SPOCS Y Y Y Y Y 

STORK Y N  N Y N/A 

e-CODEX N Y Y Y Y 

epSOS (all transactions) Y Y Y Y Y 

Architecture Building Blocks 

SAML 2.0 Y N N Y N 

ETSI REM Evidence O Y Y Y Y 

UMM Business Signals Y Y N/A Y N/A 

ebBP XML schemas 
for Business Signals 

N Y N/A Y N/A 

MADES Y Y Y Y Y 

PReM N Y Y Y Y 

XCA (grouped with 
ATNA+XUA) 

Y Y Y Y Y 

Table 5: End-to-End Services requirements 

 

Please see chapter “Identity, Trust and Security” for end-to-end security. 

 

4.1.7.1  Use Case 
End-to-end services identified in the previous paragraph play a relevant role in several scenarios. It is 
useful to classify these scenarios according to two main axes: 

 general purpose e-Delivery vs. context specific e-Delivery 

 application oriented e-Delivery vs. user oriented e-Delivery 

 

Most significant use cases have been extracted from LSPs analysis, others from systems operating on 
the field. 

 

User-to-User Registered Electronic Messaging 

This use case represents the electronic counterpart of “registered paper mail”, the service which is 
regularly provided by postal operators across the world. Main characteristics of this scenario are: 

 no constraint of the payload (except for its dimension) 
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 an attestation of sending is provided 

 an attestation of delivery is provided 

 there is a “tracking id” identifying the transaction, which is used in case of dispute between 
the parties or with the delivery operator 

While e-mail has traditionally been the default technology for the delivery of electronic messages, it 
is no longer the undisputed infrastructure. Many different approaches based on portals or mobile 
apps are already in the field. 

 

B/G2B/G Trusted Exchange 

This use case is meant as a value-added application messaging, to cope with the need of transporting 
general payload with the requirements of security and evidence of transmission. 

The requirements, in this context, are often covered by some “process certification”, instead of 
“single transaction certification”.  

 

B2B e-Procurement 

This is a well-known use case, supporting the transmission of electronic procurement documents 
(mostly structured documents) between parties. The requirements of security, non-repudiation of 
content and evidence of transmission apply. “Process certification” may overcome “single 
transaction certification”, especially when dealing with large volumes between few actors. 

 

G2G e-Justice 

This use case has been largely analysed within e-CODEX. It deals with the transmission of a specific 
set of documents in well defined formats between judicial institutions. Due to the legal nature of the 
transactions, it is often deemed necessary to provide for single transaction certification. 

 

Cross-Community Exchange 

This use case is represented in an IHE profile, foundational for epSOS. It is a query and retrieve 
message exchange pattern, as well as a single “fetch” (combined query + retrieve). It is based on 
RegRep. 

Each transaction is performed in a mutual authenticated channel. Security and evidence of 
transmission is enforced at each message sent. 

 

C2G (Portal-based) Messaging 

As most of use cases in this quadrant, this use case is often portal based. Many interactions with 
government agencies imply the filling in of web forms, uploading of structured documents, etc. The 
basic requirements of security, non-repudiation, evidence of transmission are often covered by a 
basic trust on the portal. There are however cases where general purpose delivery infrastructures are 
used for these interactions, mainly to deal with non-standard transactions. 

  

B2C/C2B (Portal-based) Messaging 

This use case takes place in those contexts requiring secure and provable messaging between a 
citizen and a business service provider (e.g., a bank or an insurance company). Strict forms are used 
whenever possible for conveying the payload, while general purpose delivery is sometimes allowed 
for non-standard cases. 
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Hub (Portal-based) Services 

This is the situation where a hub manages the exchange of payload between end users. Typical cases 
are invoicing services for micro enterprises, where there is manual operations behind.  

 

Coverage of features 

Use case End entity (actor) 
authentication 

Non-repudiation 
of submission and 
delivery 

End-to-end 
security 

Timestamps 

 

User to User 
registered e-
messaging 

Y 

(sometimes weak) 

Y Optional Y 

(sometimes just 
time mark) 

B/G2B/G trusted 
exchange 

Y Y Y Y 

(sometimes just 
time mark) 

B2B e-
procurement 

Y 

(sometimes weak) 

Y Y Y 

(sometimes just 
time mark) 

G2G e-justice Y Y Y Y 

(sometimes just 
time mark) 

XDS exchange 

C2G (Portal 
based) 
messaging 

Y 

(application 
authentication) 

N (only process 
certification) 

Y N 

B2C (Portal 
based) 
messaging 

Y 

(sometimes weak) 

Optional Optional Optional 

Cross Community 
Exchange 

Y Y Y Y 

Hub (Portal 
based) services 

Y 

(sometimes weak) 

Optional Optional Optional 

Table 6: End-to-End Services features 

 

4.1.7.2  Solutions 
 

Standards and Concepts PEPPOL/START SPOCS STORK e-CODEX epSOS 

SAML 2.0 x x*) x*)  x 

e-CODEX Trust-OK-Token 
(e-CODEX only, 

 6.3 Trust) 

   x  
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REM Evidence  x  x  

IHE security model ATNA 
audit trails 

    x 

*) STORK SAML 2.0 profile 

Table 7: End-to-End Services solutions 

 

4.1.7.3  Standards 

4.1.7.3.1 SAML 2.0 
This Building Block allows for standardized and transferable non-repudiation of origin evidence. 

Related Solution Building Blocks were developed in SPOCS, PEPPOL, and e-CODEX. 

An access point, gateway, or holder-of-key (third party identity provider / security token service) acts 
as an authentication token issuer. It vouches for the original sender’s identity by generating and 
signing the SAML 2.0 token (“sender-vouches” token). 

Chapter “Identity, Trust and Security” contains the general description of this building block and use 
cases other than end-to-end non-repudiation of origin. 

4.1.7.3.2 ETSI REM Evidence 
Name Registered Electronic Mail Management Domain REM Evidence 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: European Telecommunications Standards Institute 
(ETSI) 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Architecture Framework, ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

ETSI TS 102 640-1 V2.2.1 (2011-09). Electronic Signatures and Infrastructures (ESI); Registered 
Electronic Mail (REM); Part 1: Architecture 

http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102600_102699/10264001/02.02.01_60/ts_10264001v020201p.pdf 

ETSI TS 102 640-2 V2.1.1 (2010-01). Electronic Signatures and Infrastructures (ESI); Registered 
Electronic Mail (REM); Part 2: Data requirements, Formats and Signatures for REM 

http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102600_102699/10264002/02.01.01_60/ts_10264002v020101p.pdf 

Standards – 

Open 
Source  

N/A (The specification documents are available at no charge.) 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

– 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

– 

Related Artefacts and Solution Building Blocks 

Used by SPOCS and (with modifications) by e-CODEX 

Ownership ETSI LCM ETSI Technical Committee 

http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102600_102699/10264001/02.02.01_60/ts_10264001v020201p.pdf
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102600_102699/10264002/02.01.01_60/ts_10264002v020101p.pdf
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Electronic Signatures and 
Infrastructures (ESI) 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

{B1-Awareness, B2-Recruitment, B3-
Adoption, B4-Satisfaction} 

Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration, M2-
Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation} 

Evaluation 

The basic purpose of the REM Evidence concept is to provide users, in addition to the usual services 
supplied by the ordinary e-Delivery service providers, with a set of evidence suitable to uphold 
assertions of acceptance (i.e. of “shipment”), of delivery/non delivery, of retrieval, etc. of messages 
sent/delivered through such service. They serve as control, proof or notification of the flow. Evidence 
data is digitally signed and thus transferable, i.e. it can be used by each party to prove authenticity of 
the evidence without the need to involve the issuing entity. 

ETSI REM evidence contains information about event issuer, message sender and receiver details 
including authentication information, as well as digest over the related message. To ensure evidence 
integrity and trust, evidence issuers should digitally sign evidence. 

 ASN.1, XML and PDF formats are specified for REM evidence 

Transferable NRO evidence: No special NRO evidence defined. A message or parts of it should be 
electronically signed by the sender to provide the recipient with information on the message origin 
and authenticity 

Transferable NRS, NRD/NRR evidence: Yes 

Transferable NRS, NRD/NRR evidences: Yes 

 Non-repudiation of submission (NRS): SubmissionAcceptanceRejection (Acceptance, Rejec-
tion) 

 Non-repudiation of delivery (NRD): RelayREMMDAcceptanceRejection (Acceptance, Rejec-
tion), RelayREMMDFailure (DeliveryExpiration), DeliveryNonDeliveryToRecipient (Delivery, 
DeliveryExpiration) 

 Non-repudiation of receipt (NRR): DownloadNonDownload (Download, DownloadExpiration), 
RetrievalNonRetrieval (Retrieval, RetrievalExpiration) 

 Transport evidences: AcceptanceRejectionByRecipient (Acceptance or Rejection), RelayTo
NonREMSystem (ForwardedToRegularEMail, ForwardedToPrintingSystem), ReceivedFrom
NonREMSystem 

Strong fairness: Yes 

 ETSI REM evidence action sequence 

End-to-end security: No 

Timestamps: Yes 

 ETSI REM evidence “rem:EventTime” 

Timeliness: Yes / implementation dependent 

 Derived from ETSI REM evidence action sequence 
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4.1.7.3.3 UMM Business Signals 
Name UMM Business Signals 

UN/CEFACT Modeling Methodology 

http://www.unece.org/cefact/umm/umm_index.html 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and 
Electronic Business (UN/CEFACT) Techniques and Methodologies Group (TMG) 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Architecture Framework, ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

UMM Foundation Module Version 2.0 (2011), Technical Specification, 2011-04-11 

http://www1.unece.org/cefact/platform/download/attachments/44204303/Specification_UMM_Foundation_
Module_V2.0_TechnicalSpecification.pdf 

Standards – 

Open 
Source  

N/A (The specifications are available at no charge.) 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

Brought into the ebXML framework as ebBP 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

UML 2 

Related Artefacts and Solution Building Blocks 

RosettaNet Implementation Framework (RNIF 2.0) 

http://www.rosettanet.org/Default.aspx?TabId=2979&DMXModule=624&Command=Core_ViewDetails&EntryI
d=4730 

Ownership UN/CEFACT LCM UMM Project Teams 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

{B1-Awareness, B2-Recruitment, B3-
Adoption, B4-Satisfaction} 

Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration, M2-
Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation} 

Evaluation 

UMM Business Signals contain abstract support for all types of non-repudiation. 

Transferable NRO evidence: Yes / abstract 

 Authenticated messages (flagged “is authenticated”) are associated with a digital certificate. 

Transferable NRS, NRD/NRR evidence: Yes 

 Non-repudiation of receipt (NRR): Transaction patterns use business signals for receipt and 
acceptance as part of business transaction activities 

Strong fairness: N/A 

End-to-end security: Yes / abstract 

 Messages can be flagged as being confidential (encrypted) and/or tamper-proof (signed). 

Timestamps: Yes 

http://www.unece.org/cefact/umm/umm_index.html
http://www1.unece.org/cefact/platform/download/attachments/44204303/Specification_UMM_Foundation_Module_V2.0_TechnicalSpecification.pdf
http://www1.unece.org/cefact/platform/download/attachments/44204303/Specification_UMM_Foundation_Module_V2.0_TechnicalSpecification.pdf
http://www.rosettanet.org/Default.aspx?TabId=2979&DMXModule=624&Command=Core_ViewDetails&EntryId=4730
http://www.rosettanet.org/Default.aspx?TabId=2979&DMXModule=624&Command=Core_ViewDetails&EntryId=4730
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 As part of the business signals 

Timeliness: N/A 

4.1.7.3.4 ebBP Business Signals   
Name ebBP XML schemas for Business Signals 

ebXML Business Process 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: Organization for the Advancement of Structured 
Information Standards (OASIS) 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Architecture Framework, ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Standards Universal Business Language Version 2.1. 14 May 2013. Committee Specification Draft 
4 / Public Review Draft 4. 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ubl/prd4-UBL-2.1/UBL-2.1.html 

Universal Business Language (UBL) Naming and Design Rules 2.0, Public Review Draft, 8 
September 2006 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ubl/prd-UBL-NDR-2.0.pdf 

ebXML Business Process Specification Schema. Technical Specification v2.0.4. 

OASIS Standard, December 2006.  

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebxml-bp/2.0.4/OS/spec/ebxmlbp-v2.0.4-Spec-os-en.pdf  

ebBP Signal Schema 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebxml-bp/2.0.4/OS/signalSchema/ 

Open 
Source  

N/A (The specification is available at no charge.) 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

based on UMM Business Signals 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

ebXML, XML, XML-DSig 

Related Artefacts and Solution Building Blocks 

– 

Ownership OASIS owns the copyright to OASIS 
standards but is not the owner of 
the intellectual property underlying 
the submitted specifications. OASIS 
standards are subject to OASIS IPR 
policies in effect for the TC that that 
creates the specification. 

LCM OASIS Universal Business 
Language TC 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business {B1-Awareness, B2-Recruitment, B3- Market {M1-Market Penetration, M2-

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ubl/prd4-UBL-2.1/UBL-2.1.html
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ubl/prd-UBL-NDR-2.0.pdf
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebxml-bp/2.0.4/OS/spec/ebxmlbp-v2.0.4-Spec-os-en.pdf
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebxml-bp/2.0.4/OS/signalSchema/
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Maturity Adoption, B4-Satisfaction} Maturity Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation} 

Evaluation 

Transferable NRO evidence: No / different concept 

 UBL digital signature profiles support enveloped and detached XML digital signatures 

Transferable NRS, NRD/NRR evidence: Yes 

 ebBP offers a wide variety of business signal document types including such that fit non-
repudiation purposes. All document types are domain or multi-domain specific. 

 The Application Response business signal schema contains issue date, response date and 
sender and receiver party. 

 Other business signal that fit notification purposes (incomplete list): Awarded Notification, 
Order Response, Exception Notification, Unawarded Notification and status requests 

Strong fairness: N/A 

End-to-end security: N/A 

Timestamps: Yes 

 Schemas contain at least issue date and time 

Timeliness: N/A 

4.1.7.3.5 MADES 
Name MADES 

MArket Data Exchange Standard 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: European Network of Transmission System Opera-
tors for Electricity (ENTSO-E) 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Architecture Framework, ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

MADES Communication Standard, Version 1.0, 2012-01-18 

https://www.entsoe.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/edi/library/mades/mades-v1r0.pdf 

Standards – 

Open 
Source  

N/A (The specifications are available at no charge.) 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

– 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

HTTPS, SOAP 

Related Artefacts and Solution Building Blocks 

– 

Ownership ENTSO-E LCM ENTSO-E Data exchange 
working group 

In Use N/A Technical N/A 

https://www.entsoe.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/edi/library/mades/mades-v1r0.pdf
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Maturity 

Business 
Maturity 

{B1-Awareness, B2-Recruitment, B3-
Adoption, B4-Satisfaction} 

Market 
Maturity 

M2-Impact on Competiveness 
and Innovation 

Evaluation 

Transferable NRO evidence: Yes 

 Non-repudiation of origin (NRO): signed MADES authentication token 

Transferable NRS, NRD/NRR evidence: Yes 

 Non-repudiation of receipt (NRR): signed MADES acknowledgement message containing the 
original message’s fingerprint (hash value) 

Strong fairness: Yes 

 The MADES business message delivery process ensures that the sender’s endpoint receives 
either a RECEIVE_ACKNOWLEDGEMENT or a FAILURE_ACKNOWLEDGEMENT message 
concerning each business message 

End-to-end encryption (E2EE): Messages are being signed and encrypted 

Timestamps: Yes 

 “MessageStatus/sendTimestamp” element (chapter 5.5.14 “MessageStatus” of the standard) 

Timeliness: Yes 

 cf. chapter 3.11 “Message Expiration” of the standard 

 

4.1.7.3.6 PreM 
Name PReM 

Postal Registered eMail 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: Universal Postal Union (UPU) 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Architecture Framework, ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

UPU S43: Secured electronic postal services (SePS) interface specification, Part B: EPCM Service, 2003 

UPU S50: Functional specification for postal registered electronic mail 

Standards – 

Open 
Source  

The specifications are not publicly available. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

Uses REM Evidence 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

SOAP 

Related Artefacts and Solution Building Blocks 

– 

Ownership European Committee  
for Standardization 

LCM Technical Committee CEN/TC 
331 
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In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

{B1-Awareness, B2-Recruitment, B3-
Adoption, B4-Satisfaction} 

Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration, M2-
Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation} 

Evaluation 

Transferable NRO evidence: No / different concept 

 Non-repudiation of origin (NRO): Sender’s user agent optionally signs the user message 

Transferable NRS, NRD/NRR evidence: Yes 

 ETSI REM XML evidence format 

 Non-repudiation of submission (NRS): Signed Electronic Postal Certification Mark (EPCM) by 
sender’s Designated Operator of Origin (DOO) 

 Non-repudiation of delivery (NRD): Take-in-charge event by Designated Operator of 
Destination (DOD) 

 Negative non-repudiation of receipt (NRR): Message Expiration Evidence, if the receiver does 
not download the user message in time (timeout) 

 Positive non-repudiation of reception (NRR): Otherwise 

Strong fairness: Yes 

 Derived from REM Evidence action sequence 

End-to-end encryption (E2EE): User message optionally encrypted by sender’s user agent 

Timestamps: Yes 

 Postal Operator signs and timestamps user message 

Timeliness: Yes / implementation dependent 

4.1.7.4  Recommendations 
 Use REM Evidence to provide non-repudiation of submission (NRS), delivery (NRD), and 

receipt (NRR) evidence 

 Implement the REM Evidence action sequence to provide strong fairness and timeliness 

 Use SAML 2.0 to provide non-repudiation of origin (NRO) 

 Use the STORK SAML 2.0 profile 

 

4.1.7.5  Open Questions 

 How shall the initiator of a user message be informed about what evidence she can expect 
and which type of evidence is the de factor / de jure relevant one? 
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4.1.8 Addressing of End Entities 

4.1.8.1  Party Identifiers 
Name Addressing of end entities 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ Specific Generic  

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

XML business document headers and bodies, message protocol headers, X.509 certificates and 
service metadata registries use formal identifiers as references to parties. Such references typically 
consist of an identifier value within a particular identifier scheme. The scheme identifier may be 
prefixed to the identifier, or used separately as a value for a type or scheme attribute.  

The Discovery Building Block has identified a requirement to be able to leverage existing identifier 
schemes. A variety of naming identifier schemes are in existence and used internationally, such as 
GS1 Global Location Numbers (GLN), Dun & Bradstreet DUNS numbers, and various national business 
registry numbers. ISO is a global registration authority for such schemes and maintains the ISO 6523 
catalog. The OASIS ebCore Party ID Type specification provides a standard URN-based syntax for 
party identifiers and identifier types using the formally IANA-registered OASIS namespace and is used 
in Australia, Europe and Japan.  

PEPPOL's Policy for Use of Identifiers https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/PEPPOL/PEPPOL_EIA/1-

ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-Transport_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/ICT-Transport-Policy_for_using_Identifiers-
220.pdf 

UN/CEFACT maintains a list of agencies responsible for code lists or identification schemes 
(UN/EDIFACT Code list 3055) and the 0007 Identification code qualifier Service code list. 

Standards ISO/IEC 6523-1:1998. Information technology -- Structure for the identification of 
organizations and organization parts -- Part 1: Identification of organization 
identification schemes  
http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=25773  

CWA 16036, Unique Identification Systems For Organizations and Parts Thereof. 
November 2009 
ftp://cenftp1.cenorm.be/PUBLIC/CWAs/Cyber_Identity/CWA_CyberIdentity.pdf  

IANA. Uniform Resource Names (URN) Formal Namespaces. 
http://www.iana.org/assignments/urn-namespaces/urn-namespaces.xml#urn-namespaces-1  

IETF 2141. URN Syntax. May 1997. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2141.txt  

IETF 3121. A URN namespace for OASIS. June 2001. http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3121  

OASIS ebCore Party ID Type Technical Specification. September 2010 http://docs.oasis-

open.org/ebcore/PartyIdType/v1.0/PartyIdType-1.0.pdf  

UN/CEFACT List of Agencies responsible for code lists or identification schemes 
http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trade/untdid/d12b/tred/tred3055.htm  

UN/EDIFACT Party Identification Code Qualifier code list 

http://www.unece.org/tradewelcome/areas-of-work/un-centre-for-trade-facilitation-and-e-
business-uncefact/outputs/standards/unedifact/tradeedifactrules/part-4-edifact-rules-for-
electronic-data-interchange-for-administration-commerce-and-transport/part-4-unedifact-rules-
chapter-22-syntax-rules/part-4-unedifact-rules-chapter-22-syntax-rules-annex-b.html  

CEN WS on E-Invoicing CWA 16464-1 Electronic invoicing - Part 1: Addressing and 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-Transport_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/ICT-Transport-Policy_for_using_Identifiers-220.pdf
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-Transport_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/ICT-Transport-Policy_for_using_Identifiers-220.pdf
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-Transport_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/ICT-Transport-Policy_for_using_Identifiers-220.pdf
http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=25773
ftp://cenftp1.cenorm.be/PUBLIC/CWAs/Cyber_Identity/CWA_CyberIdentity.pdf
http://www.iana.org/assignments/urn-namespaces/urn-namespaces.xml#urn-namespaces-1
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2141.txt
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3121
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebcore/PartyIdType/v1.0/PartyIdType-1.0.pdf
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ebcore/PartyIdType/v1.0/PartyIdType-1.0.pdf
http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trade/untdid/d12b/tred/tred3055.htm
http://www.unece.org/tradewelcome/areas-of-work/un-centre-for-trade-facilitation-and-e-business-uncefact/outputs/standards/unedifact/tradeedifactrules/part-4-edifact-rules-for-electronic-data-interchange-for-administration-commerce-and-transport/part-4-unedifact-rules-chapter-22-syntax-rules/part-4-unedifact-rules-chapter-22-syntax-rules-annex-b.html
http://www.unece.org/tradewelcome/areas-of-work/un-centre-for-trade-facilitation-and-e-business-uncefact/outputs/standards/unedifact/tradeedifactrules/part-4-edifact-rules-for-electronic-data-interchange-for-administration-commerce-and-transport/part-4-unedifact-rules-chapter-22-syntax-rules/part-4-unedifact-rules-chapter-22-syntax-rules-annex-b.html
http://www.unece.org/tradewelcome/areas-of-work/un-centre-for-trade-facilitation-and-e-business-uncefact/outputs/standards/unedifact/tradeedifactrules/part-4-edifact-rules-for-electronic-data-interchange-for-administration-commerce-and-transport/part-4-unedifact-rules-chapter-22-syntax-rules/part-4-unedifact-rules-chapter-22-syntax-rules-annex-b.html
http://www.unece.org/tradewelcome/areas-of-work/un-centre-for-trade-facilitation-and-e-business-uncefact/outputs/standards/unedifact/tradeedifactrules/part-4-edifact-rules-for-electronic-data-interchange-for-administration-commerce-and-transport/part-4-unedifact-rules-chapter-22-syntax-rules/part-4-unedifact-rules-chapter-22-syntax-rules-annex-b.html
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Routing. May 2012. ftp://ftp.cen.eu/CEN/Sectors/List/ICT/CWAs/CWA16464-1.pdf  

Open 
Source  

IETF, OASIS, UN/CEFACT specifications and the CEN CWA are available free of charge. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

Discovery of Endpoints 

Message Wrapping / Metadata 

Transport Protocols 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership Referenced standards bodies 
(CEN, IETF, ISO, OASIS) 

LCM  

In Use Production Technical Maturity Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

Done by WP5 Market Maturity Done by WP3 

Evaluation 

 

 

4.1.8.2  Encoding Entity Identifiers in Messages 
Name Encoding Entity Identifiers in Messages 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Multi Domain 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

In a four-corner model, four entities are involved in any exchange: the sending and receiving end 
entities (outer corners) and the sending and receiving gateways (inner corners). B2B message 
protocols typically do not natively support a distinction between end entities and gateways in their 
header structures, therefore additional profiling is necessary to use them in a four-corner topology. 
To be able to route messages to the ultimate recipient, the receiving gateway needs to be able to 
extract information identifying that end entity from the message. The converged e-Delivery scenario 
discusses a number of options to profile ebMS 3.0 to support this requirement. 

 The gateways are considered anonymous and the regular Sender and Recipient headers 
contain end entity identifiers. This is the approach taken in PEPPOL's START.  

 Regular Sender and Recipient headers are used to encode gateway identities, end entities 
are encoded separately.  

For the second option, several alternatives are available (also discussed in the converged e-Delivery 
scenario): 

 In ebMS 3.0 there is a message properties extensibility mechanism. This can be used to 
encode end entities in a standardized way and can be used with any payload (including non-
structured payloads or payloads with no SBHD or other payload-level metadata). 

ftp://ftp.cen.eu/CEN/Sectors/List/ICT/CWAs/CWA16464-1.pdf
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 If the payload is a structured document, the end entity may already be encoded in the 
payload and it may be possible to extract it using some XPath expression. 

 The SBDH can be used (as a header or as a separate payload, see the Message Wrapping and 
Metadata BB for discussion) to encode end entities. This approach is currently being adopted 
in the OpenPEPPOL AS2 transport protocol profile. 

 

e-CODEX D5.2 Annex I Scenario for the Convergence of LSP e-Delivery solutions v1. August 2011. 

http://www.e-CODEX.eu/news-and-media/media/deliverables.html?e-ID=dam_frontend_push&docID=125  

BusDox START 

https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=40927  

 

Standards Ongoing work in OASIS BDXR. 

UN/CEFACT Standard Business Document Header 
http://www.uncefactforum.org/ATG/atg_news_download.htm 

Open 
Source  

OASIS and UN/CEFACT specifications are available free of charge. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use {PoC, Test pilot, Production Pilot, 
Production} 

Technical 
Maturity 

{T1-Technical, T2-Integration, 
T3-Usability, T4-Reliability, T5-
Scalability} 

Business 
Maturity 

{B1-Awareness, B2-Recruitment, B3-
Adoption, B4-Satisfaction} 

Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration, M2-
Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation} 

Evaluation 

The converged scenario recommends using the ebMS 3.0 To and From party identifiers to encode 
gateways as it reduces the number of messaging configurations to manage dynamically. The same 
approach is being adopted for AS2 by OpenPEPPOL.  

While many XML schemas will contain elements encoding end entities, different XPath expressions 
would be required for each different (version of an) XML schema and the gateway would not be 
payload neutral but require configurations for all XSDs to be supported.  

A generic mechanism to encode end entities is preferable as it simplifies gateway configuration and 
management. If a community uses an internal header (SBDH or other) anyway, it makes sense to take 
advantage of this and configure gateways to derive end entity information from them. If a gateway is 
required to support any payloads and cannot rely on the presence of an internal header, properties 
are a simple to use alternative. 

 

http://www.e-codex.eu/news-and-media/media/deliverables.html?eID=dam_frontend_push&docID=125
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=40927
http://www.uncefactforum.org/ATG/atg_news_download.htm
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4.1.8.3  Recommendations 
 

Standards for party identification such as the ebCore Party Id Type provide a useful standards-based 
solution for e-SENS but some issues need to be addressed: 

 Not all identification schemes relevant to cross-border e-Government have been registered 
formally in the ISO 6523 registry. 

 Common identification schemes for B2B are limited to legal entities. Some use cases (for 
instance cross-border civil justice) in e-SENS involve end entities that may be natural persons. 
Similarly to ISO 6523, there seems to be a need for an identifier scheme registry for 
identification schemes for natural persons and an identifier syntax referring to entities in 
some scheme.  

The encoding of end entity identifiers is being adopted in e-CODEX and seems to meet the specified 
requirements. The ongoing standardization of the guidelines to use the identifiers with transport 
protocols needs to be pursued. 
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4.1.9 Security and Trust 

4.1.9.1  Applicable Mechanisms and Standards 
The e-SENS e-Delivery infrastructure will – like in previous LSPs – be based on SOAP / the Web-
Services stack. In consequence, WS-Security, WS-Security Policy, WS-Trust and WS-Federation 
provide appropriate mechanisms for transport security, trust and authentication. 

Different security tokens are commonly used: 

 X509 for encryption, signature and authentication (use of, accepted trustworthy by and 
known to all actors in the network required) 

 SAML may be used (as an alternative respective extension); most preferable for end entity 
authentication (required: trusted issuer of SAML token, e.g. Security Token Service (STS) 
according WS-Trust 

 ETSI REM Evidences extend the WS-Stack (as well as S/MIME) by functionality for providing 
different delivery evidences in a standardised way; optional legal value can be added to such 
evidences. 

The ETSI “Trust Service Status List” concept provides mechanisms for 

 Trust federation, by exposing trust services (like e-Delivery) in one or more “trusted list(s)”, 
including a security token used by the service instance (item “tsl:DigitalIdentity”), which is 
used to authenticate services instances and for message security mechanisms and added 
value services (like e.g. signing generated evidences); 

 Maintaining and accessing information on actual (and historical) conformance status of 
services and service providers, according to policies to be defined elsewhere. 

4.1.9.2  Applicable Standards related to Requirements 

Security requirement Related 
require-
ment of 
regulation 

Standard Used by LSP e-
Delivery 
solution 

1 Transport-level 
protection of 
integrity and 
confidentiality 

Art. 3 (28) WS-Security, WS-Security Policy - 
symmetric (SSL/TLS) or asymmetric 
(xdsig/xenc) binding 

All (SSL/TLS) 

2 Provision and 
protection of 
authenticity of end 
entities exchanging 
data 

Art. 36 (b) SAML  SPOCS (Sender 
vouches, 
issued by 
Gateway) 

PEPPOL 
(Sender 
vouches was 
intended; 
used?) 

epSOS 
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Security requirement Related 
require-
ment of 
regulation 

Standard Used by LSP e-
Delivery 
solution 

3 Accountability 
(transport node / 
Gateway operations) 

Art. 3 (28) WS-Security transport signature, WS-
Security Signature Confirmation 
(logged) 

PEPPOL 

Moving to signed receipts of the ebMS AS4 
profile, which are similar to signature 
confirmation but also express successful 
processing (no errors while the message 
was under control of the ebMS Message 
Handler) 

e-CODEX 

WS-Security transport signature; 
signature on message mapping results 
(REMDispatch, REMEvidence) 

SPOCS 

4 Provision of (mutual) 
authentication of 
transport 
nodes/services 
(infrastructure trust 
establishment) 

 Mutual SSL/TLS, dedicated PKI PEPPOL 

Central provisioning of ebMS “P-
Modes” and certificates 

e-CODEX 

SSL/TLS + TSL SPOCS 

epSOS 

WS-Trust/-Federation 

 Using SAML-Token 

 Other token types (?) 

epSOS 

5 End-to-end 
encryption (payload 
level) 

 CMS or xml encryption, only applicable 
on document / single message part 
level when National Gateways shall 
operate on message format 
transformation 

epSOS is using 
CMS 
encryption, 
aligned to the 
IHE DEN 
encryption 
profile 

Others: left to 
mutual 
agreement of 
communicatio
n partners 

6 Non-repudiation 
(relates to payload) 

 AdES signatures applied to payload 
(parts), where needed 

All but epSOS 

7 Provision of evidence 
about message 

Art. 36 
(c,d,e)  

REM Evidence (if needed, mapping to 
domestic formats outside Gateways) 

e-CODEX 
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Security requirement Related 
require-
ment of 
regulation 

Standard Used by LSP e-
Delivery 
solution 

delivery status, 
suitable for 
traceability or even 
as proof in case of 
disputes 

SPOCS 

 WS-Security Signature Confirmation 
(only AP to AP message route part) 

PEPPOL 

 
ebMS AS4 profile receipts, which can be 
multi-hop but only with transparent 
intermediaries 

e-CODEX 

8 Provision of attested 
actual rating of trust 
of e-Delivery service 
providers acting in 
the network 

Art. 36 (a,f) TSL (+PKI) In further 
standardisatio
n at ETSI ESI 

PKI (dedicated one) PEPPOL (policy 
conformant 
actors AP, 
SMP, and 
Security Token 
Service) 

9 Reliable message 
delivery7 

n/a WS Reliable Messaging SPOCS 

PEPPOL 

Switching to receipts according the 
ebMS AS4 profile, a simpler and more 
interoperable mechanism similar to 
ebMS 2.0. 

e-CODEX 

10 Traceability7 n/a Syslog; Commons Logging Framework 

at least left to implementations 

SPOCS 

epSOS 

 

Persistent logging framework e-CODEX 

12 Interoperability with 
the existing national 
solutions7 

n/a Left to implementations of national 
adapters, which must fulfil the overall 
security requirements, too 

 

Table 8: Security and Trust requirements 

 

                                                           
7
 Not directly related to e-Delivery trust and security, items 9 to 12 seen as amending features here. 
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For details of concepts and building blocks for infrastructure trust establishment, we refer to Trust 
Establishment/Circle of Trust High Level Building Block; for end-to-end services, namely entity 
authentication and delivery evidence provision see ABB - End to End Services (0). 

4.1.9.3  Recommendations 
All components of the e-SENS e-Delivery BB should be built according to well-accepted international 
standards as mentioned in the table above. The relevant standards of the WS-* protocol stack allow 
for definition of fitting (security) policies. 

To ensure interoperability and ease of implementation and maintenance, such policies should be 
defined with respect to the general requirements, and, if needed, amended by profiling for specific 
domains and national requirements. 

 

4.1.10 Message Wrapping and Metadata 
 

A messaging envelope is an important component in order to secure efficient transport of business 
transactions across a variety of transport infrastructures without having to carry the transport and 
routing related information within the business document itself.  

Depending on the activities carried out by the Gateway, the creation of the business document, in its 
Exchange Format, can happen either in the issuer´s own systems or it may be translated from an In-
house Format to the Exchange Format by the Gateway. 

Hence, the business document may be wrapped in an Envelope either directly by the issuer or by the 
Gateway. So in the following diagram, the business document is ALWAYS being sent wrapped in an 
envelope in B. It MAY be wrapped in an envelope in A. And it MAY be wrapped in an envelope in C. 

Issuer of business 
document

Intended receiver of 
business document

Gateway
(Access Point)

Gateway
(Access Point)

A

B

C

 

Figure 17: Message wrapper and metadata 

 

4.1.10.1 SBDH 
Name Standard Business Document Header 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 
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Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Multi Domain 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

 

Standards UN/CEFACT Standard Business Document Header 
http://www.uncefactforum.org/ATG/atg_news_download.htm  

openPEPPOL Business Message Envelope (based on SBDH) (in public review) 

CWA 16558 Annex I BII Messaging Envelope 
https://asset1.basecamp.com/2222566/projects/2548497-e-SENS-wp6-
1/attachments/35281740/CWA16558-Annex-I-BII-Specification-MessagingEnvelope-V1_0_0.pdf  

“eGov envelope” - http://www.digitpa.gov.it/sites/default/files/allegati_tec/SPCoop-Busta-e-

Gov_v1.2_0.pdf the Italian business document exchange standard based on SOAP and 
used by Public Administrations within the Italian national interoperability framework 
SPC 

Italian certified electronic email - RFC 6109 http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6109  

Open 
Source  

The specifications are available free of charge. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use {PoC, Test pilot, Production Pilot, 
Production} 

Technical 
Maturity 

{T1-Technical, T2-Integration, 
T3-Usability, T4-Reliability, T5-
Scalability} 

Business 
Maturity 

{B1-Awareness, B2-Recruitment, B3-
Adoption, B4-Satisfaction} 

Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration, M2-
Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation} 

Evaluation 

The existing UN/CEFACT SBDH (Standard Business Document Header) has some known limitations. 

 It can only wrap one single xml payload 

 It has no functionality for encrypting or signing the xml payload 

In the Italian eGov envelope, the header consists of two parts: one part related to the management 
of the message in terms of reliability, addressing, etc. and a second part related to security aspects. 
The latter is fully compliant with WS-Security and may include one or more e-signatures compliant 
with XML-signature. 

4.1.10.2 Reference-Based Multi-Payload Messaging  
 

Name Reference-Based Multi-Payload Messaging 

As an alternative to envelope structures based on physical hierarchical nesting, it is 

http://www.uncefactforum.org/ATG/atg_news_download.htm
https://asset1.basecamp.com/2222566/projects/2548497-esens-wp6-1/attachments/35281740/CWA16558-Annex-I-BII-Specification-MessagingEnvelope-V1_0_0.pdf
https://asset1.basecamp.com/2222566/projects/2548497-esens-wp6-1/attachments/35281740/CWA16558-Annex-I-BII-Specification-MessagingEnvelope-V1_0_0.pdf
http://www.digitpa.gov.it/sites/default/files/allegati_tec/SPCoop-Busta-e-Gov_v1.2_0.pdf
http://www.digitpa.gov.it/sites/default/files/allegati_tec/SPCoop-Busta-e-Gov_v1.2_0.pdf
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6109
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possible to construct logical units containing multiple payload using references 
(much like an HTML file does not include images but references them via the src 
attribute on an IMG element). Two options exist: 

 Subordinate payloads are referenced as HTTPS references and retrieved (on 
demand) by the recipient. 

 Payload references such the Content-ID URIs.  

In the second option, multi-payload messages can be mapped to MIME 
Multipart/Related envelopes and exchanged efficiently using all protocols 
supporting it natively, such as SOAP-with-attachments, ebMS (all versions including 
AS4), AS2 and many national SMTP-based solutions. They can also be mapped to the 
multipart metadata formats used by B2B messaging products.  

Typically a main business document would reference attachments, but more 
complex constructs are possible as well. For example, there could also be an SBDH 
standaloneStandardDocumentHeader payload with an embedded Manifest group. 
This approach would share the benefits described for that solution. 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic  

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Standards IETF RFC 2387. The MIME Multipart/Related Content-type 
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2387.txt  

Content-ID and Message-ID Uniform Resource Locators. 
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2392.txt  

IETF RFC 6362. Multiple Attachments for Electronic Data Interchange - Internet 
Integration (EDIINT). http://tools.ietf.org/rfc/rfc6362  

W3C Note. SOAP Messages with Attachments. http://www.w3.org/TR/SOAP-

attachments  

Open Source 
and IPR  

IETF and W3C specifications are available free of charge. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Transport Protocols 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership Copyright respective standards 
bodies 

LCM  

In Use The second option is widely used in 
combination with ebMS. 

The first option is used in some 

Technical 
Maturity 

T5 Scalability 

http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2387.txt
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2392.txt
http://tools.ietf.org/rfc/rfc6362
http://www.w3.org/TR/SOAP-attachments
http://www.w3.org/TR/SOAP-attachments
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proprietary protocols and has been 
an option in ebMS, but is not 
widely used. 

Business 
Maturity 

Done by WP5 Market 
Maturity 

Done by WP3 

Evaluation 

The first option is likely to become more relevant with the increased use of secure cloud-based file 
storage service providers. Specification of security functionality (including non-repudiation and 
authorization) is to be profiled. 

In the second option, a gateway can forward messages received using any of the mentioned 
transport protocols that support Multipart/Related using any of the others with preservation of any 
payload-level signatures.  

4.1.10.3 ETSI REM Interoperability Profiles 
Name Registered Electronic Mail – Interoperability Profiles 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Multi Domain 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

ETSI TS ESI extended the initial specification TS 102 640 “Registered Electronic Mail” (REM) by 
different profiles to establish interoperability with different e-Delivery concepts: 

 Profile for SMPT interoperability 

 Universal Postal Union (UPU) Postal Registered electronic Mail (PReM) interoperability 
profile 

 PEPPOL BusDox Interoperability profile 
 REM SOAP Binding Profile (used by SPOCS e-Delivery) 

Standards SMPT profile: ETSI TS 102 640 Part 5: 
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102600_102699/10264005/02.01.02_60/ts_10264005v020
102p.pdf 

PReM profile: ETSI TS 102 640 Part 6, Sup-Part 1: 
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102600_102699/1026400601/01.01.01_60/ts_1026400601
v010101p.pdf  

BusDox profile: ETSI TS 102 640 Part 6, Sup-Part 2: 
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102600_102699/1026400602/01.01.01_60/ts_1026400602
v010101p.pdf 

SOAP profile: ETSI TS 102 640 Part 6, Sup-Part 3: 
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102600_102699/1026400603/01.01.01_60/ts_1026400603
v010101p.pdf   

Open 
Source  

Specifications freely availbale.  

SPOCS provided an implementation for the SOAP profile: : 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/SPOCS/e-Delivery/tags/E-Delivery-1.3.1/E-Delivery-Gateway/ 

(EUPL applies) 

Relationship and Couplings 

http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102600_102699/10264005/02.01.02_60/ts_10264005v020102p.pdf
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102600_102699/10264005/02.01.02_60/ts_10264005v020102p.pdf
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102600_102699/1026400601/01.01.01_60/ts_1026400601v010101p.pdf
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102600_102699/1026400601/01.01.01_60/ts_1026400601v010101p.pdf
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102600_102699/1026400602/01.01.01_60/ts_1026400602v010101p.pdf
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102600_102699/1026400602/01.01.01_60/ts_1026400602v010101p.pdf
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102600_102699/1026400603/01.01.01_60/ts_1026400603v010101p.pdf
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102600_102699/1026400603/01.01.01_60/ts_1026400603v010101p.pdf
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/spocs/eDelivery/tags/EDelivery-1.3.1/EDelivery-Gateway/
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To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use {PoC, Test pilot, Production Pilot, 
Production} 

Technical 
Maturity 

{T1-Technical, T2-Integration, 
T3-Usability, T4-Reliability, T5-
Scalability} 

Business 
Maturity 

{B1-Awareness, B2-Recruitment, 
B3-Adoption, B4-Satisfaction} 

Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration, M2-
Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation} 

Evaluation 

Specifications deal with interoperable mapping of different: 

 Message packaging / message formats 

 Evidences 

 Addressing mechanisms / formats 

 Authentication token / information. 

The SOAP Binding profile defined a SOAP body structure “REMDispatch”, which in addition to the 
original message (and optional attachments) defines a metadata container in XML format. The 
structure basically adopts RFC 5322 (e-Mail format), extended by additional elements and attributes 
useful for automated message processing by endpoints.  

Aligned with the initial REM specification which originated from the SMTP-S/MIME world, message 
meta data is carried in the SOAP body. 

This profile was used by SPOCS e-Delivery to interconnect the different e-Delivery solutions of the 
European Union Member States. Interfaces to eight solutions of different technologies, message- , 
authentication token and evidence formats have successfully been established. Wrapping of 
domestic message formats (which includes meta data items) to the REM SOAP Binding format is 
performed by gateways. 

 

4.1.10.4 epSOS Messaging Infrastructure 
Name epSOS Messaging Infrastructure 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The epSOS network is based on SOAP 1.2 Web Services and Syslog protocol (TCP over TSL, defined in 
rfc5424, rfc5425).  

All the message exchanges are confined in the epSOS VPN and channel authentication is achieved by 
the usage of TLSv1.1 using a TLS cipher suite in the RSA schema using AES in CBC mode. WSDL 
definitions of the Web Services are provided by IHE and by the underlying standard (e.g., like ebXML, 
WS-Trust). 

 

Type ABB  Generic/ 
Specific 

Multi Domain 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 
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Standards SOAP 1.2 

http://www.w3.org/TR/soap12-part1/ 

Rfc5424, the SYSLOG protocol 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5424 

Rfc5425, transport layer security (TLS) Transport Mapping for SYSLOG 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5425 

Rfc3881, Security Audit and Access Accountability Message XML Data Definitions for 
Healthcare Applications 

http://www.rfc3881.net  

WS-Addressing: 

http://www.w3.org/Submission/ws-addressing/ 

CMS: 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5652  

   

Open 
Source  

N/A 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use {PoC, Test pilot, Production Pilot, 
Production} 

Technical 
Maturity 

{T1-Technical, T2-Integration, 
T3-Usability, T4-Reliability, T5-
Scalability} 

Business 
Maturity 

{B1-Awareness, B2-Recruitment, 
B3-Adoption, B4-Satisfaction} 

Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration, M2-
Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation} 

Evaluation 

Starting from a basic SOAP message structure (of the Body and of the Header), the IHE grouping 
mechanism is acting à la Decorator pattern: more profiles, more complexity is given to the structure 
SOAP message. In epSOS the SOAP Header is governed by WS-Security and SAML (we bear two 
assertions, the Identity Assertion (IdA) and the Treatment Relationship Confirmation (TRC), as 
supporting tokens). The SOAP Body is defined by the actual standard governing the transaction, and 
it can be based on ebXML for XCA, XCF and XDR, for retrieve, fetch, and submit, respectively, or on 
HL7V3 for XCPD queries (patient discovery).  

From the four basic types of simple SOAP and MTOM, epSOS is currently supporting: 

- SIMPLE SOAP 

- SIMPLE SOAP with embedded content (not supported by IHE XDS) 

- MTOM/XOP with optimized content 

- MTOM/XOP with un-optimized content 

http://www.w3.org/TR/soap12-part1/
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5424
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5425
http://www.rfc3881.net/
http://www.w3.org/Submission/ws-addressing/
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5652
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Although it is not specifically specified in any baseline standard, epSOS is fully aligned to the IHE 
constraint of request/response preservation by requiring that the response must be provided in the 
same encoding/wrapping as the request.  

All standard transactions in epSOS are relying in MTOM with optimized content for transporting the 
attachments (epSOS consumer documents). Consequently, the document content is relocated to a 
separate part of the message: The content-id of the part is then referenced by the Document 
element. epSOS usually utilises a binary encoding option. 

 

Header: header 

 Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1 

 X-Powered-By: Servlet 2.4; JBoss-4.0.5.CR1 (build: CVSTag=Branch_4_0 

date=200608311347)/Tomcat-5.5 

 Content-Type: multipart/related; type="application/xop+xml"; boundary="----

=_Part_10_23489525.1319996810673"; start-info="application/soap+xml"; 

start="<32663230-371a-4384-ab85-860a56e49cd7>"; 

action="urn:ihe:iti:2011:CrossGatewayFetch" 

 Transfer-Encoding: chunked 

 Date: Sun 

 Date: 30 Oct 2011 17:46:50 GMT 

 

 

Attachments: 5 Content-Id: <1.2.99.9.99.1.3.1570644032.20110928045845630.34774> 

 Content-Type: text/xml 

 Content-Transfer-Encoding: binary 

 Size: 131072 bytes 

 Content-Id: <1.2.99.9.99.1.4.1570644032.20110928045845630.34719> 

 Content-Type: text/xml 

 Content-Transfer-Encoding: binary 

 Size: 131072 bytes 

 Content-Id: <1.2.99.9.99.1.3.1570644032.20110928045845630.34613> 

 Content-Type: text/xml 

 Content-Transfer-Encoding: binary 

 Size: 65536 bytes 

 Content-Id: <1.2.40.0.13.1.1.498954680.20110928121425492.34110> 

 Content-Type: text/xml 

 Content-Transfer-Encoding: binary 

 Size: 65536 bytes 

 Content-Id: <1.2.40.0.13.1.1.498954680.20110928121425492.33979> 

 Content-Type: text/xml 

 Content-Transfer-Encoding: binary 

 Size: 65536 bytes</patient> 

Figure 18: epSOS Binary encoding option 

In epSOS all the transactions are considered to be Synchronous (no asynchronous option). As all 
SOAP 1.2 compliant implementation, epSOS fully exploit the WS-Addressing specification to correctly 
route messages. 

 

Extended Security Safeguards (ESS) 

 

The ESS Manager is designed in a hybrid fashion, explicitly supporting two principal modes of 
operation: handling pre-encrypted documents, as well as handling on-demand encryption at the 
point of medical data request. As such, the ESS manager is initiating each potential foreign (country-
B) data retrieval request with firstly requesting the list of available epSOS documents from its 
national data source (assumed to be a XDS Repository). Furthermore, the ESS Manager and the Data 
Source are only processing any request if the patient consent check has been fully satisfied by the 
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common epSOS provisions. 

However, in addition to the means already implemented by the epSOS patient consent workflow, 
epSOS ESS is also implementing patient-centric and patient-controlled patient authorisation 
statement, which is ultimately creating a two-step authorisation process: 

1. The epSOS Patient Consent Workflow, incorporating the existence of a valid epSOS 
patient consent as foundation for the processing of any medical data request. 

2. The introduction and application of a patient-controlled and patient-provided atomic 
authorisation code that legitimates a single medical data request. (Notes: this token is 
not applicable to a medical data response but is strictly legitimating any request for 
medical data as a safeguard against phishing and randomly requesting medical data for 
random patient identifiers.) 

The second step is implemented by using Keyed-Hash Message Authentication Codes (HMAC), which 
are atomic in nature (as such can only be used once and for just one message) and are exclusively in 
the possession of the patient. Whenever the ESS Manager receives a valid HMAC in the patient 
identification workflow as a patient identity trait, it is safe to assume that the patient has wilfully and 
legitimately authorised that particular request. 

 

 

Figure 19: epSOS extended Security Safeguards 

As specified in [IHE ITI-18] the Registry Stored Query transaction in particular conveys an 
AdHocQueryRequest-structure according to [OASIS ebRS 3.0], which specifies the requested data in 
form of so called slots. As specified in [epSOS-D3.4.2] the set of mandatory slots in particular 
comprises a slot with name $XDSDocumentEntryPatientId, which contains the patient identifier 
returned by the epSOS Identification Service. The HMAC, which protects the Registry Stored Query 
transaction and ensures user consent is calculated over the AdHocQueryRequest-structure, which 
has been normalized using the “Canonical XML Version 1.0” canonicalization. This HMAC (e.g. 
“A1B2…FFAC”) is appended to the flattened patient identifier using yet another pair of @@ 
delimiters as shown below. 

<rim:AdhocQuery id="urn:uuid:14d4debf-8f97-4251-9a74-a90016b0af0d"> 

  <rim:Slot name="$XDSDocumentEntryPatientId"> 

   <rim:ValueList> 

     <rim:Value> 

      2.16.17.710.790.1000.990.1^^1383163076609302295378@@1234ABCD@@ A1B2…FFAC 

     </rim:Value> 

   </rim:ValueList> 

  </rim:Slot> 
… 

Figure 20: epSOS @@ delimiters 

The SYSLOG envelope 

 

To log rfc3881 audit trails in the Audit Record Repository, the NCPs exploits the SYSLOG protocol. The 
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message, sent over TCP over TLS channel that guarantees mutual authentication between the NCP 
and the ARR, is composed as follows:  

 HEADER 

o Priority of the message (calculated as ) 

o Version of the protocol 

o Timestamp  

o (Source) host name 

o (Source) application name 

o Process identifier 

o Message Identifier 

o Byte Order Mark (BOM) 

 MESSAGE 

o An UTF-8 encoded rfc3881 XML message 

 

 

4.1.10.5 Recommendations 
 

The research on message wrapping and metadata has been completed and included in this 
deliverable to show that a variety of options exist and are likely to meet the specified requirements. 
However, the selection of specific building blocks is closely related to the e-Document building block. 
The consensus view of the CC6.1 is that any further work in this area should be decided on and 
driven by CC6.2 rather than CC6.1. E-Delivery being payload-neutral, it will support any of the 
approaches discussed and similar ones.  
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4.2 Priorities  
 

4.2.1 e-Delivery Priorities 
 

The converged framework reflects the requirements and agreed Architecture Building Blocks of three 
LSPs. It is also closely tied to standardisation activities in OASIS and ETSI that are supporting the long 
term sustainability of the solution. Since the converged framework was specified in 2011, the 
framework has been successfully implemented in e-CODEX and is currently in production for cross-
border e-Justice. The converged framework therefore remains the obvious candidate High-level 
Building Block, also in the context of e-SENS. However, it is recommended to address a number of 
issues that have been raised and/or encountered since the framework was specified. 

 In its implementation of the converged framework, e-CODEX deviated in several ways from 
the original framework. These deviations reflect implementation experience and broader 
trends in the use of the underlying building blocks (see section 4.1.4.3) and are documented 
in e-CODEX deliverables (see section 4.1.4.4). The specification of the converged scenario 
should be updated to reflect the evolution of the scenario.  

 The AS4 profile of ebMS 3.0 has been adopted in January 2013 as an OASIS Standard. This 
profile is seeing adoption by vendors and user communities internationally. The use of ebMS 
3.0 in the converged framework should be aligned as much as possible with this profile, as 
this will provide governments in Europe with the broadest range of interoperable 
implementation options. Key steps in this direction have already been taken in e-CODEX with 
its adoption of AS4 reliable messaging. 

 For interoperability and conformance, it is useful to define a "Core e-Delivery" specification 
that only covers the bare minimum features needed to exchange data securely and in an 
interoperable way. This specification would consist of the four-corner profiling of ebMS 3.0, a 
security profile to be defined in collaboration with CC 6.3 and a party identification policy. 
Interoperability aspects and conformance testing related to this profile could be addressed in 
collaboration with CC 6.4. This profile could be defined in conjunction with the OASIS BDXR 
TC which is currently working on this already. 

 Two "E-Delivery Extension" profiles should be developed that extend the "Core e-Delivery" in 
the area of end-to-end services (based on REM) and service discovery (based on inputs from 
PEPPOL and OASIS) respectively. These complementary profiles can be adopted by 
communities that need these extended features. 

 A dialog should be started with WP5 and CC6.2 on other building blocks described in this 
document (message wrapping and metadata and application integration) to discuss if they 
should be developed into additional optional enhanced profiles.  

 The original converged framework was defined by a task force involving participants from 
three LSP communities currently also represented in e-SENS but also representatives from 
other projects and organizations not represented in e-SENS, such as the EESSI project and the 
European Commission. Parts of the converged framework are being standardized in 
standards bodies. The roles and responsibilities of the task force, e-CODEX, e-SENS and 
standardization activities should be clarified. 
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The e-Delivery Foundation Architecture therefore must contain the following ABBs: 

 Transport  

 Service Metadata Location and Discovery  

 End-To-End  

 Addressing of End-Entities 

 Security and Trust 

 

The layered architecture of the e-Delivery Building Block is displayed in the following diagram. It 
specifies an interoperable secure and reliable transport, which can reference end entities, provide 
end-to-end services and support wrapped payloads. Service metadata discovery is displayed 
vertically, as it really is orthogonal and (potentially) affects all the other components. The diagram 
also indicates that continued work on message wrapping and metadata is foreseen in CC 6.2, and 
that there is a dependency to CC 6.3 for trust and security.  

 

Figure 21: e-Delivery Architecture 
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5 Building Blocks - 6.2 Semantics, Processes & Documents 
 

5.1 e-Document High Level Building Block  
 

The electronic documents – e-Documents were primary designed for internal storing electronic 
content for later use instead of keeping it in paper format. The development of computer networks 
makes it more convenient for transport over short and long distances. Thanks to the nature of 
electronic transport information can flow in a fraction of a second though the Internet, which 
enables both sides to exchange data without delay. The first e-Documents were equivalent of text 
information, which then were printed on paper. Since there are unlimited possibilities to code and 
represent any kind of information in modern e-Documents, they can contain simple text, structured 
format, sound, two and three dimensional pictures and any other kind of format which can be 
devised. This unique feature opens tremendous possibilities to combine in one document pure data 
with additional information about processing that data.  

Modern computer operating systems have basic features to process simple document formats like 
txt, jpg, gif and so on. Furthermore, these documents might be part of other, bigger documents and 
create advanced, complex structured forms. The interpretation is managed by additional instructions 
called ‘metadata’, describing the semantic meaning of embedded information. Common approach of 
processing the structured e-Documents requires a dedicated program and human interaction to 
make decisions about subsequent actions. It resembles a book containing other documents like 
pictures, tables and diagrams, which then might be interpreted by the reader. It serves perfectly as a 
container of raw data, but lacks additional instructions for processing and making decisions by 
computer applications.  

The primary goal of the ‘Semantics, Processes and Documents’ module is to provide flexible 
multilevel e-Document design, enabling to carry raw data together with meta-information allowing 
for automated machine processing without human intervention.  

This chapter has been divided into the following parts: e-Documents, processes, services and 
semantics. Each part contains description of the implemented building block of the analyzed LSPs 
projects.  

 

5.1.1 Definition 
 

An e-Document is any electronic media content other than computer programs or file system, which 
is intended to be used in either in electronic form or as printed output. It might be text symbols, 
graphics, or any string of bits generated by computer software on any media or device for any 
electronic processing. An electronic document always requires computer software or an electronic 
device to display, interpret, and process it automatically. A number of different document formats 
has been created to support delivering information, processing content and facilitate its exchange 
between cooperating parties.  

The document or its parts may be in structured or unstructured formats. The first option includes 
documents where content is organized according to a well-defined schema. A structured document is 
called “well-formed” if it is compliant with the syntax rules of the scheme. Structured documents are 
usually machine interpretable and therefore applicable for automated processing. 
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Its counterpart, the unstructured document, cannot be automatically processed by machines. These 
formats are typically intended to be used for visual presentation of documents. Its specific data 
cannot be extracted automatically, but it is created and stored easily. 

The following part describes electronic documents developed by every Large Scale Project and their 
specific high level features. It will present the main structure of documents and their characteristics 
related to the domain where they were originally designed. 

SPOCS 

The SPOCS project defined and developed the e-Document in order to support the exchange of data 
in any cross-border transaction. The structure was invented for national solutions as the original 
payload and had to comply with the requirements of the CAs in terms of content and format. The 
structure of the document was divided into four separate layers: payload, metadata, common 
authentication and other. The payload layer is used for carrying the actual content which is part of 
the container. There is no restriction in multiple inclusion and applied signatures on the whole 
payload or any part of it. The second, metadata layer is used to provide semantic interoperability 
enriching the payload of general information. It might include data about the issuer of the document, 
the type of the document or authentication and validation information. The third common 
authentication layer carries data about e-Signatures on the payload and any further signatures or 
identification. The last layer called ‘other’ is optional and can contain attachments with structured or 
unstructured documents. The SPOCS e-Document was defined as Omnifarious Container for e-
Documents (OCD). It is the object of a PDF or a ZIP file with the structure presented below. It contains 
an OCD Schema to drive the creation of an instance of the OCD Container and formatting in OCD 
Skeleton. There are two levels of metadata defined as OCDMD1 and OCDMD2 and the actual content 
of the document presented at OCD Payload. 

 

 
 

Figure 22: SPOCS OCD container for e-Documents.  
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Justice (e-CODEX) 

The e-CODEX developed an e-Document base on ebXML principles and utilized ebMS for flexible 
container infrastructure. It uses an ebMS Header with sender and recipient. All metadata is saved in 
the header which includes role, services, actions, message data and CPAid. Message contains payload 
which might be a structured XML or PDF file. 

 

 

Figure 23: e-CODEX message structure.  

 

 

The documents in cross-border transactions are provided in universal format which needs to be 
converted to conform to national standards. The document conversion is done through the use of 
schemas and mapping. The XML data accompanying the documents can be automatically converted 
to fit the national case management system if the required schemas and mappings are provided. The 

 

Communications protocol envelope (HTTP, SMTP, etc.) 

 

SOAP with attachements  MIME Envelope 

 

MIME Part 
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counterpart of this conversion will again take place on the way back to transform national data to the 
EU standard. This makes it possible for national systems to stay independent and still participate in 
the cross-border exchange of data. All of this takes place in the national connector 

 

Procurement (PEPPOL) 

PEPPOL provides an interoperable electronic document solution that supports the exchange of 
evidence across borders. PEPPOL has developed an eAttestation tool for tendering that provides a 
standardised structure to submit evidence that can be used for both national and cross-border 
eProcurement, during the qualitative selection process. It is an electronic record for carrying and 
submitting evidences in the course of a tendering procedure. The figure below describes a 
conceptual view of the VCD data model. A VCD Package is specifically designed for a Call for Tender 
and Contracting Authority. In contrast, each VCD is Economic Operator specific and contains relevant 
information about the Economic Operator and his qualifications. Qualifications are interconnected to 
the criteria of qualitative selection which are requested by the Contracting Authority. In case of a 
bidding consortium, the VCD Package bundles several VCDs together. 

 

 

 

Figure 24: PEPPOL VCD package  

 

 

The following figure shows where are equivalents of message structure of different containers on the 
example of OCD SPOCS container.  
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Figure 25: Equivalents messege components of PEPPOL and e-CODEX on example of SPOCS OCD container.  

 

5.1.2  Scope 
Semantics Building Blocks are designed for simple and advanced processing of e-Documents in cross-
border communication. There are number of challenges which they are facing and solving. The 
biggest challenge is to develop flexible technology allowing to handle documents in many domains 
coming from any European Country having they administrative, juridical, business and health care 
specific requirements. Building Bocks delivered by LSPs have their domain specific solutions and 
features which in some degree might not be easily consolidated across other areas. The primary 
scope of the semantics and documents task force is to identify the possibility of integrating current 
solutions and to establish new software component and semantics solutions. It should be easy to use 
by many domains for seamless cross-border communications. 

5.1.3  Requirements 
 

Business requirements 

e-Documents are the basis of interoperable cross-border services. Generic document formats holding 
payload, metadata, and authentication information allow for domain-independent exchange of e-
Documents.  
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Technical and Functional  

The payload layer must be able to hold any electronic document (arbitrary formats, signed/unsigned, 
encrypted/unencrypted and support unlimited coding conventions).  

The metadata layer must permit the insertion of metadata about the contained documents as well as 
the entire container.  

The metadata structure should allow easy extension of vocabulary, integration of different systems 
of taxonomies and onthologies for future automation of document processing and inferring 
additional information. 

The (optional) authentication layer may guarantee authenticity and integrity for the entire container 
using an advanced electronic signature. Here, a XAdES or PAdES signature is used - depending on the 
physical implementation of the container (XAdES for ZIP based container and PAdES for PDF based 
container). 
 

Technical Cross-cutting  

The verification module should support all signature formats as defined by the European Commission 
Format Decision 2011/130/EU. In addition, support for national and proprietary signature formats 
should be achieved as well.  
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5.1.4 ABB - Container 

5.1.4.1 Omnifarious Container for e-Documents OCD 
 

Name Omnifarious Container for e-Documents OCD 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

e-Documents are the basis of interoperable cross-border services. Generic document formats holding 
payload, metadata, and authentication information allow for domain-independent exchange of e-
Documents.  
 

Type SBB  Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 This building block represents a multilayered container format for the (cross-border) exchange of e-
Documents. The so-called Omnifarious Container for e-Documents (OCD) consists of a payload layer, 
a metadata layer and an authentication layer 

 The payload layer is able to hold any electronic document (arbitrary formats, 
signed/unsigned, encrypted/unencrypted, etc.).  

 The metadata layer contains metadata about the contained documents as well as the entire 
container.  

 The (optional) authentication layer guarantees authenticity and integrity for the entire 
container using an advanced electronic signature. Here, a XAdES or PAdES signature is used - 
depending on the physical implementation of the container (XAdES for ZIP based container 
and PAdES for PDF based container). 

In addition, the building block e-Documents provides software modules to create and verify OCD 
containers. The verification module supports all signature formats as defined by the European 
Commission Format Decision 2011/130/EU. In addition, support for national and proprietary 
signature formats (e.g. Lithuanian ADOC format) is achieved through an external verification services 
mechanism. The signature verification is performed on following levels: 

 On payload level: Verification of payload document signatures (as they are issued by the 
Member States, i.e. electronic signature, advanced electronic signature and qualified 
electronic signature) 

 On container level: Verification of the container signature, whereas this signature is used for 
authentication purposes only. Any legal meaning depends on the document signatures on 
the payload layer  

 

Standards Containers: PDF (ISO 32000-1) and ZIP 

Metadata: XML schema; VCD schema from PEPPOL 

Signatures: ETSI TS 101 903 (XAdES), ETSI TS 101 733 (CAdES), ETSI TS 102 778 (PAdES) 
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Open 
source  

EUPL, all components are open source. 

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 BB e-Signature Standards Framework 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 
Ownership SPOCS LCM  

In Use Test pilot Technical 
Maturity 

T3 

Business 
Maturity 

B1 

TBD with WP5. 

Market 
Maturity 

M1 

TBD WP3. 

Evaluation 

 

 

5.1.4.2  PEPPOL VCD 
 

 

Name Name: PEPPOL Virtual Company Dossier (VCD) 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eProcurement, PEPPOL 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The Virtual Company Dossier (VCD) system provides a set of tools to support national or cross-border 
public buyers and their suppliers in the pan-European tendering phase. 

For eligible economic operators (suppliers), participation in public tenders requires proof of 
fulfilment of the qualitative selection criteria requested by the contracting authority. The burden of 
proof lies with the economic operator, who must collect evidences from different (national) sources 
and provide them to the contracting authority. 

Cross-border eProcurement is often more complex due to different legal requirements in place 
between the parties – e.g. some selection criteria may not apply to specific evidences, some 
evidences might not exist in a country, or they may exist but in a different form. Moreover, 
competent issuing authorities are unknown across borders, thus the economic operator often has to 
translate documents and ensure legal compliance. 

PEPPOL provides an interoperable electronic document solution that supports the exchange of 
evidences across borders. PEPPOL has developed an eAttestation tool for tendering that provides a 
standardised structure to submit evidence that can be used for both national and cross-border 
eProcurement, during the qualitative selection process. 
 

Study: eCertificates - preliminary feasibility study 2008 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publicprocurement/e-procurement/documents/index_en.htm  

http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publicprocurement/e-procurement/documents/index_en.htm
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Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Specific eProcurement 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Profile BII11 Qualification 

ICT Models - VCD BIS 

ICT Models - Criteria Template BIS 

ICT Models - VCD Concept Data Base 

ICT Models - VCD Code Lists 

ICT Models - VCD data models 

ICT Models – Upper Level Ontology 

ICT Components - VCD Schematrons 

ICT Components - VCD Schemas 

ICT Components - VCD Code Lists 

ICT Components - EU Ontology and national ontologies with their mappings 

CT Models - VCD Business Rules 

CT Models - VCD Validation Rules 

Standards CEN BII CWA 16560 

Open 
Source  

http://www.PEPPOL.eu/PEPPOL_components/PEPPOL-eia/eia  

http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16560-etendering/  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

CEN BII Architecture 

PEPPOL BIS 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

CEN BII Transactions 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

ICT Components – European VCD System (EVS) Open Source Components 

ICT Components - VCD European VCD System (EVS) Service Interface 

ICT Components - VCD European VCD System (EVS) User Interface 

ICT Components - VCD National VCD System (NVS) Open Source Components 

ICT Components - VCD Viewer 

ICT Components - VCD Signature Applet 

CT Services Components - Conformance Test System 

Ownership PEPPOL LCM OpenPEPPOL / CEN BII 3 

In Use Currently test pilot, in PEPPOL some 
production pilots were executed 

Technical 
Maturity 

T3-Usability 

Business 
Maturity 

B1-Awareness Market 
Maturity 

MO-No market maturity 

Evaluation 

  

 

http://www.peppol.eu/peppol_components/peppol-eia/eia
http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16560-etendering/
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5.1.4.3  ASiC Containers e-CODEX 
 

Name Associated Signature Containers (ASiC) 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

ASiC is specified by ETSI TS 102 918, defined a ZIP based container format to bind together a number 
of data objects (e.g. documents, XML structured data, spreadsheet, multimedia content) with 
Advanced Electronic Signatures applied to them or time-stamp tokens computed on them.  

 ASIC enables domain-independent authentic exchange of e-Documents and related metadata.  
 

Type ABB  Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Can be used with (one or more) XadES or CadES Signature RFC 3161 Time-stamp token. It can be used 
in two basic formats:  

 ASiC-S (Simple): just a signed data object and its detached signature(s) or a time-stamp token 
o CAdES or XAdES detached Signature(s) or Time-stamp token applied to a single data 

object 
o The container can be built independently from the signature or time-stamp token at 

a later time 
o The data object can be a itself a container 

 ASiC-E (Extended): A set of signed data object and possible metadata and its detached 
signature(s) or time-stamp token(s) 

o CAdES or XAdES Signatures or Time-stamp Tokens applied to a set of files 
o Add AdES support to already existing container format specifications such as:  
o OCF – Open eBook Publication Structure (OEBPS) 

 Container Format 
o ODP Packaging Format - OASIS Open Document Format 
o UCF – Universal container format (Adobe) 
o ADOC-V1.0 (Lithuanian Archives Department) 

 

Standards ETSI TS 102 918 V1.3.1, 
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102900_102999/102918/01.03.01_60/ts_102918v
010301p.pdf  

Open 
source  

Specification freely available 

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 BB e-Signature Standards Framework 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

ASiC is implemented and used in production 
used by e-CODEX 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 
Ownership ETSI LCM  
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In Use Production Pilot Technical 
Maturity 

 

Business 
Maturity 

TBD with WP5. Market 
Maturity 

TBD WP3. 

Evaluation 

ASiC-E CAdES example: 

 

Figure 26: ASIC Container 

 

Further and ongoing work on ASiC: 

 Deliverables published by ETSI: 
o TS 103 174 ASiC Baseline profile, identifying a common set of options to maximize 

interoperability between ASiC containers when used in the context of the EU Services 
Directive (2006/123/EC) and in compliance with CD 2011/130/EU 

o TS 119 164-2 Test Suite for ASiC interoperability test events used during ASiC 
Plugtests™ organized by ETSI 

 ETSI STF 458 is producing a multipart European Standard (EN) that encompasses all ASiC 
related documents addressing also long term electronic signature verification (in place of TS 
102 918 and TS 103 174) 
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5.1.5 ABB – Specifications 

5.1.5.1  epSOS – Agreed Patient Summary Dataset 
Name Name: Agreed Patient Summary dataset and CDA implementation description 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eHealth, epSOS  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type e-Document: content agreement 
plus common implemtation 
description 

Generic/ 
Specific 

eHealth specific 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Dataset agreed by the functional group as Patient Summary plus technical agreed implementation in 
the chosen standard: CDA version 2 in structured and coded format (CDA Version 2 Level 3) and as 
embedded PDF document (CDA Version 2 level 1). epSOS PS is based on Continuity of Care Document 
(CCD). 
The CDA document in input to the National Contact Point (NCP) is specified as "epSOS Friendly CDA". 
The CDA document exchanged between the NCP is specified as "epSOS Pivot CDA" 

Standards CDA and CCD (HL7); PDF 

Open 
Source  

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

MVC - MTC 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership epSOS LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-in production (limited 
coverage and in pilot phase) 

Business 
Maturity 

{B3-Adoption} Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration } 

Evaluation 

Under evaluation. The idea is to have new or improved versions with the clinical and other users’ 
point of view/feedback from the pilot.  

 

5.1.5.2  Epsos – Agreed ePrescription Dataset 
 

Name Name: Agreed ePrescription dataset and CDA implementation description 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eHealth, epSOS  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 
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Type e-Document: content agreement 
plus common implementation 
description 

Generic/ 
Specific 

eHealth specific 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Dataset agreed by the functional group as ePrescription and eDispensation plus technical agreed 
implementation in the chosen standard: CDA version 2 in structured and coded format (CDA Version 
2 Level 3) and as embedded PDF document (CDA Version 2 level 1).  
The CDA document in input to the National Contact Point (NCP) is specified as "epSOS Friendly CDA". 
The CDA document exchanged between the NCP is specified as "epSOS Pivot CDA" 

Standards CDA and CCD (HL7); PDF 

Open 
Source  

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

MVC - MTC 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership epSOS LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-in production (limited 
coverage and in pilot phase) 

Business 
Maturity 

{B3-Adoption} Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration } 

Evaluation 

Under evaluation. The idea is to have new or improved versions with the clinical and others users’ 
point of view/feedback from the pilot.  

5.1.5.3 e-CODEX XSD creation 
 

Name e-CODEX XSD creation methodology (taken from D69) 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The methodology describes the steps to be taken in order to be able to create the required XML 
Schemas based on the information requirements articulated in the output of the process analysis 
activities. The description of the methodology is about what steps have to be taken and not how 
these steps are executed. The actual execution of these steps is dependent on the choice whether or 
not a ‘standardized approach’ for the creation of schemas is chosen and if so, what standard will be 
applied. 

The general steps to be taken are: 

Step 1 2i 

1. Process articulated information requirements with process analyst   
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responsible for the use case description  

2. Check if existing building block for a certain (set of) information elements 
required for the use case are available for reuse in your semantic library 

  

3. Reuse or extend available building block, according to agreed standards, NDR, 
etc. Else create new building block 

  

4. Add definition and source for newly created information entities   

5. Add properties for newly created information entities   

6. Add code lists    

7. Select the use case required building blocks from your library into a XML 
Schema concept 

  

8. Delete the information entities contained in the selected building block, but 
not relevant for the XML Schema 

  

9. Generate the XML Schema to be implemented by participants   

Table 1: Steps to create XML Schemas 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic (although yet only 
applied on e-Justice 
procedures) 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Standards   

Open 
Source  

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

XSDs for specific procedures 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

{T1-Technical, T2-Integration, 
T3-Usability, T4-Reliability, T5-
Scalability} 

Business 
Maturity 

{B1-Awareness, B2-Recruitment, B3-
Adoption, B4-Satisfaction} 

Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration, M2-
Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation} 

Evaluation 

Creating and maintaining a common semantic library is not easily done with a relatively large staff. 
Although guidelines will aid the decision making, it still requires human intelligence. Consequently 
many people will have equally many opinions. A ‘best practice’ in overcoming extensive discussion on 
those opinions, is establishing a core-team of data modellers, responsible for creating, editing and 
extending the concept (core team/concept creators). This limited amount of staff members create 
the concepts based on the articulated information requirements from the use cases. A created 
concept is presented to a semantic user council in order to that has to approve the definition of a 
concept before deployment use. The proposal for definitions for a concept is done in such a way that 
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is known:  

• What source does the definition of the concept come from?  

• What considerations have been taken into account?  

• What other sources (if necessary) have been accessed?  

• What are the pros and cons of different presented definitions (if applicable).  

• What decision is asked from the Users Council?  

The semantic user council is formed by representatives of all stakeholders from the specific use 
cases. Members of the user council should have (in depth) knowledge about the specific use case. 
Communication between concept creators and the user council will be preferably in writing. If 
necessary face to face meetings can be organised to achieve specifically set goals. During the lifetime 
of e-CODEX the WP6 leader will be in charge of the establishment of semantic interoperability. For 
the time after e-CODEX the coordination will be part of the responsibility for semantics. The agent 
responsible for semantic interoperability after e-CODEX is a topic in the sustainability strategy. 

Approved concepts can be deployed in schemas to be created. A larger group of people than the 
core-team is expected to be involved in the creation of the schemas (schema creation group). They 
will go through this semantic warehouse and put the concepts of their choice in their shopping cart. 
Out of the contents of their shopping carts, the user will create the schemas. It will be possible to 
delete information elements form the selected concepts (in the semantic library they will not be 
deleted of course) and a tailor made (use case specific schemas based on validated concepts) schema 
now can be created. Participants have knowledge about the use case, CCTS and XML. 

 

 
The work on semantic interoperability is divided into activities for the WP6 core team, the WP6 users 
council and the schema creation group. Input to the core team is given by the business process 
analysis. The core team or concept creators will identify and model the appropriate concepts and 
create draft definitions. Validation of concepts and definitions created by the core team will be 
carried out by the WP6 users council. The consecutive development of XML Schema for a use case is 
done by the schema creation group based on the input from the core team and the users council. 
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5.1.6 Recommendations 
 

e-Documents used by the LSPs have different maturity levels and they do not support all of the well 
known document formats and standards.  

 The future e-SENS building blocks should be flexible enough to process the following 
document formats: ODP Packaging Format, UCF – Universal container format, ADOC-V1.0, 
OASIS Open Document Format, OCF – Open eBook Publication Structure.  

 In addition, it is critical that every European Country uses and accepts the same document 
signature standards like: CAdES or XAdES Signatures or Time-stamp Tokens. 

 All e-SENS e-Documents BBs should be built according to well-accepted international 
standards regarding metadata descriptions, core vocabularies, identifiers.  

 e-SENS should check the possibility of building one generic container for e-Documents which 
will be applicable across domains.  

 From the three e-document containers, the ASIC Container of ETSI standard is the most 
standardized solution.  

 

5.1.7  Open questions  
 

The challenge is developing a universal solution to integrate all activities of the domains into one 
common document container standard. It would be idealistic to assume that all domains use a 
common specification and provide only additional extensions by applying similar concepts and 
coding standards that are understandable for all involved parties. Would it then be possible to use to 
a common document container for all e-administration and e-business purposes?  

 

5.1.8  References  
 

The e-Documents should follow well established community standards and developed common 
practices. There are suggested rules and language definitions proposed by W3C, ETSI, OASIS. There 
are a number of specifications that are relevant for the concept and document coding conventions in 
languages like: XML, RDS, ebXML, OWL, UCF, and OCF. These standards have a high maturity level 
and should cover all possible present and future requirements of e-SENS.  

 ETSI TS 101 903 (XAdES), ETSI TS 101 733 (CAdES), ETSI TS 102 778 (PAdES) 

 ETSI TS 102 918 V1.3.1, 
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102900_102999/102918/01.03.01_60/ts_102918v01030
1p.pdf  

 http://www.PEPPOL.eu/PEPPOL_components/PEPPOL-eia/eia  

 http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16560-etendering/  

 eCertificates - preliminary feasibility study 2008 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publicprocurement/e-
procurement/documents/index_en.htm 
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5.2 Process High Level Building Block  
 

The development of building blocks was mainly driven for LSPs selected procedures or identified use 
cases during the analytical phases of the LSP projects. The specified software components were 
heavily domain specific in implementation but they all have common main features which enable 
specific cross-border integration between European Countries. Another important feature was to 
provide a generic solution which is not restricted to the specific requirements of a particular country. 
Subsequently, the concept of a national connection was invented in order to integrate the LSPs 
building blocks with domestic specific software solutions. The integration was carried out by well 
defined application programming interface – API, or through other IT standards like Web Services. 
Some LSPs introduced the concept of national converters, gateways, tokens to unify and simplify 
integration of country specific solutions or e-Document formats which provided common technology 
for all countries. This analysis provides a general description and classification of the building blocks 
developed by the investigated LSPs projects. Since the main goal was to support cross-border 
operations and process e-Documents, there are many similarities and best practices, which might be 
used during integration and development of technology in the e-SENS project. 

 

5.2.1  Definition 
 

A business process or business method is a collection of related, structured activities or tasks that 
produce a specific service or product (serve a particular goal) for a particular customer or customers 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_process). 

Process Building Blocks are intended to support, describe and standardize the activity work flows at 
the various interoperability levels, so here we have more than the Business Process Modeling 
Notations, Languages and descriptions.  

The Process Building Blocks are closely related to the semantics of the activities and to the 
documents exchanged and usually their implementation is domain dependant; nevertheless we can 
look forward to generic Process Building Blocks – which can be tailored to the business needs – to 
support the workflow of activities in the specific domain use cases.  

5.2.2  Scope 
Process Building Blocks are needed to align the business request with the applications, data and 
infrastructure: they can be used to define the policies and service levels, automated workflows, 
provisioning and change management. This creates an application-aligned infrastructure that can be 
scaled up or down based on the needs of each application. A somewhat different usage relates to the 
process of coordinating an exchange of information through web service interactions. Applications 
which decouple the orchestration layer from the service layer are sometimes called agile applications 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orchestration_(computing)  

We usually distinguish between Process (Service) choreography, where the interaction 
protocol between several partner services is defined from a global perspective and Process (Service) 
Orchestration, where the point of view is the one of an agent performing required the steps. 

 The idea underlying the notion of service choreography can be summarised as follows: 

“Dancers dance following a global scenario without a single point of control" 

That is, at run-time each participant in a service choreography executes its part of it (i.e. its role) 
according to the behavior of the other participants. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Task_%28project_management%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_service
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agile_application
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interaction_protocol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interaction_protocol
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_choreography - cite_note-Peltz-2. A choreography's role 
specifies the expected messaging behavior of the participants that will play it in terms of the 
sequencing and timing of the messages that they can consume and 
produce.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_choreography - cite_note-Su2007-3  

 

The analysis of each process supported by e-SENS regardless the domain will lead to identifying 
actors and their roles, the information involved and to be exchanged and the conditions for such an 
exchange. 

5.2.3  Requirements 
 

Business requirements 

Business or other activities that involve different organizations or independent processes are 
engaged in a collaborative fashion to achieve a common business goal. 

For the collaboration to work successfully, the rules of engagement between all the interacting 
parties must be provided. As today these rules are frequently written in English, a standardized way 
for precisely defining these interactions is needed, leaving unambiguous documentation of the 
parties and their responsibilities. 

Using the Process Building Blocks we are describing precisely the collaborations between any type of 
party, the documents exchanged and the semantics of both the process and the documents, 
regardless of the supporting platform or programming model used by the implementation of the 
hosting environment. 

 

Technical Functional  

A Process Specification BB is a contract containing a "global" definition of the common ordering 
conditions and constraints under which messages are exchanged. It describes from a global 
viewpoint the common and complementary observable behavior of all the parties involved. Each 
party can use the global definition to build and test solutions that conform to it. The global 
specification is in turn realized by the combination of the resulting local systems, on the basis of 
appropriate infrastructure support. 

The advantage of a contract based on a global viewpoint as opposed to any one endpoint is that it 
separates the overall "global" process being followed by an individual business or system within a 
"domain of control" (an endpoint) from the definition of the sequences in which each business or 
system exchanges information with others. This means that as long as the "observable" sequences 
do not change, the rules and logic followed within a domain of control (endpoint) can change at will 
and interoperability is therefore guaranteed. 

 

Technical Cross-cutting  

In real-world scenarios, corporate entities are often unwilling to delegate control of their business 
processes to their integration partners; with the Process BBs the rules of participation within a 
collaboration can be clearly defined and agreed to, jointly. Each entity may then implement its 
portion of the Choreography as determined by the common or global view. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_choreography#cite_note-Peltz-2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_choreography#cite_note-Su2007-3
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5.2.4  ABB – Data exchange 
 

5.2.4.1 SPOCS Syndication 
 

Name Syndication 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

TBD with WP3. 

Type SBB  Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Scope: provides ways for PSCs to exchange semantic descriptions.  

SPOCS syndication consists of 3 modules: 

1. Publication Module: it handles the publication of semantic descriptions found in the local 
repository (SPOCS eService MIDB) using an SDShare model. It will also notify all clients (other 
member states) subscribed to the publication module of the changes that have occurred in 
the national content. Each change can be published individually as a fragment or the module 
can publish a snapshot of the content at a given time. 

2. Aggregation Module: its main function is to retrieve semantic descriptions from foreign PSCs 
and store them on the local repository (MIDB). The Aggregation Module can also subscribe to 
foreign Publication Modules, receive notification of changes (fragments) or when new 
snapshots are made available and aggregate the fragments or retrieve the snapshots. 

3. eServices Syndication Interface: allows Publication and Aggregation modules to access the 
Meta Information Data Base. 

The syndication protocol is based on ATOM RFC4287.  

Semantic descriptions are serialized in RDF format. 

The notification service provided by the Publication Module is using the SPOCS e-Delivery Routing 
Module and the centralized Trusted List.  

Standards SDShare protocol (CEN, 2009) 

Atom Syndication Format - RFC4287 

RDF, RDF/XML, RDF Schema 

Open 
source  

EUPL, all components are open source. 

Documentation http://www.eu-SPOCS.eu/ 

Starter Kit http://www.eu-SPOCS-starterkit.eu 

Joinup http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/SPOCS/description 

Source Code https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/SPOCS/Syndication/ 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 SPOCS eServices 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

Topic Maps for mapping equivalent documents and services: http://www.topicmaps.org/xtm/1.0  

http://www.eu-spocs.eu/
http://www.eu-spocs-starterkit.eu/
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/spocs/description
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/spocs/Syndication/
http://www.topicmaps.org/xtm/1.0
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Ownership SPOCS LCM  

In Use Test pilot Technical 
Maturity 

T3 

Business 
Maturity 

B1 

TBD with WP5. 

Market 
Maturity 

M1 

TBD WP3. 

Evaluation 

 

5.2.4.2 PEPPOL CEN BII Profiles - Post-Award eProcurement 

 
Name Name: CEN BII Profiles - Post-Award eProcurement 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eProcurement, CEN BII, PEPPOL 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

CEF, Deloitte study 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Specific eProcurement 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Profile BII03 Order Only 

Profile BII04 Invoice Only 

Profile BII05 Billing 

Profile BII06 Procurement 

Profile BII27 Advanced Ordering 

Profile BII28 Ordering 

Profile BII30 Dispatch Only 

Profile BII31 Reminder Only 

Profile BII32 Simple Ordering 

Profile BII21 Statement 

Standards CEN BII CWA 16562 

Open 
Source  

http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16562-post-award/  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

CEN BII Architecture 

PEPPOL BIS 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

CEN BII Transactions 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

Validation tools: http://spec.cenbii.eu/BII2/Tools/bii2-download.html  

Ownership CEN LCM CEN BII 3 

In Use Production Technical T4-Reliability 

ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-A-BII-Profile-03-OrderOnly-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-B-BII-Profile-04-InvoiceOnly-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-C-BII-Profile-05-Billing-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-D-BII-Profile-06-Procurement-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-F-BII-Profile-27-AdvancedOrdering-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-G-BII-Profile-28-Ordering-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-H-BII-Profile-30-DispatchOnly-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-I-BII-Profile-31-ReminderOnly-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-J-BII-Profile-32-SimpleOrdering-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-E-BII-Profile-21-Statement-V2_0_0.pdf
http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16562-post-award/
http://spec.cenbii.eu/BII2/Tools/bii2-download.html
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Maturity 

Business 
Maturity 

{B3-Adoption} Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration } 

Evaluation 

  

 

5.2.4.3 PEPPOL CEN BII Profiles – eCatalogue 

 
Name Name: CEN BII Profiles – eCatalogue 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eProcurement, CEN BII, PEPPOL 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Specific eProcurement 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Profile BII01 Catalogue Only 

Profile BII02 Catalogue Update 

Profile BII16 Catalogue Deletion 

Profile BII33 Catalogue Subscription 

Profile BII17 Multi Party Catalogue 

Standards CEN BII CWA 16561 

Open 
Source  

http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16561-ecatalogue/  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

CEN BII Architecture 

PEPPOL BIS 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

CEN BII Transactions 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

Validation tools: http://spec.cenbii.eu/BII2/Tools/bii2-download.html  

Ownership CEN LCM CEN BII 3 

In Use Production Pilot Technical 
Maturity 

T3-Usability 

Business 
Maturity 

B2-Recruitment of Solution Users 

 

Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

  

ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16561/CWA16561-Annex-A-BII-Profile-01-CatalogueOnly-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16561/CWA16561-Annex-B-BII-Profile-02-CatalogueUpdate-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16561/CWA16561-Annex-C-BII-Profile-16-CatalogueDeletion-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16561/CWA16561-Annex-D-BII-Profile-33-CatalogueSubscription-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16561/CWA16561-Annex-E-BII-Profile-17-MultiPartyCatalogue-V2_0_0.pdf
http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16561-ecatalogue/
http://spec.cenbii.eu/BII2/Tools/bii2-download.html
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5.2.4.4  PEPPOL CEN BII Profiles - eTendering  
Name Name: CEN BII Profiles - eTendering 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eProcurement, CEN BII, PEPPOL 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Specific eProcurement 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Profile BII11 Qualification 

Profile BII12 Tendering Simple 

Profile BII22 Call for Tender 

Profile BII35 Tendering Simple with Catalogue 

Profile BII34 Call for Tender with Catalogue Template 

Standards CEN BII CWA 16560 

Open 
Source  

http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16560-etendering/  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

CEN BII Architecture 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

CEN BII Transactions 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

Validation tools: http://spec.cenbii.eu/BII2/Tools/bii2-download.html  

Ownership CEN LCM CEN BII 3 

In Use Test Pilot Technical 
Maturity 

T3-Usability 

Business 
Maturity 

B2-Recruitment of Solution Users 

 

Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

  

 

5.2.4.5  PEPPOL CEN BII Profiles - eNotification  
 

Name Name: CEN BII Profiles - eNotification 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eProcurement, CEN BII, PEPPOL 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Specific eProcurement 

ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16560/CWA16560-Annex-A-BII-Profile-11-Qualification-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16560/CWA16560-Annex-D-BII-Profile-12-TenderingSimple-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16560/CWA16560-Annex-B-BII-Profile-22-CallForTender-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16560/CWA16560-Annex-E-BII-Profile-35-TenderingSimpleWithCat-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16560/CWA16560-Annex-C-BII-Profile-34-CallForTenderWithCatTemplate-V1_0_0.pdf
http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16560-etendering/
http://spec.cenbii.eu/BII2/Tools/bii2-download.html
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Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Profile BII10 eNotification 

Standards CEN BII CWA 16559 

Open 
Source  

http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16559-enotification/  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

CEN BII Architecture 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

CEN BII Transactions 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

Validation tools: http://spec.cenbii.eu/BII2/Tools/bii2-download.html  

Ownership CEN LCM CEN BII 3 

In Use Test Pilot Technical 
Maturity 

T3-Usability 

Business 
Maturity 

B2-Recruitment of Solution Users 

 

Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

  

 

5.2.4.6  PEPPOL BIS  
Name Name: PEPPOL BIS 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eProcurement, PEPPOL 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

CEF, Deloitte study 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Specific eProcurement 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Profile BII03 Order Only 

Profile BII04 Invoice Only 

Profile BII05 Billing 

Profile BII06 Procurement 

Profile BII27 Advanced Ordering 

Profile BII28 Ordering 

Profile BII30 Dispatch Only 

Profile BII31 Reminder Only 

Profile BII32 Simple Ordering 

Profile BII21 Statement 

Standards CEN BII CWA 16562 http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16562-post-award/ 

OASIS UBL https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=ubl 

Open  

ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16559/CWA16559-BII2-eNotification.pdf
http://spec.cenbii.eu/BII2/Tools/bii2-download.html
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-A-BII-Profile-03-OrderOnly-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-B-BII-Profile-04-InvoiceOnly-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-C-BII-Profile-05-Billing-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-D-BII-Profile-06-Procurement-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-F-BII-Profile-27-AdvancedOrdering-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-G-BII-Profile-28-Ordering-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-H-BII-Profile-30-DispatchOnly-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-I-BII-Profile-31-ReminderOnly-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-J-BII-Profile-32-SimpleOrdering-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16562/CWA16562-Annex-E-BII-Profile-21-Statement-V2_0_0.pdf
http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16562-post-award/
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=ubl
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Source  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

CEN BII Architecture 

PEPPOL BIS 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

CEN BII Transactions 

UBL 2.1 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

Validation tools: http://spec.cenbii.eu/BII2/Tools/bii2-download.html  

Ownership CEN LCM CEN BII 3 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T4-Reliability 

Business 
Maturity 

{B3-Adoption} Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration } 

Evaluation 

  

 

 

  

http://spec.cenbii.eu/BII2/Tools/bii2-download.html
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5.2.5 ABB – Process Orchestration 

5.2.5.1  Syndication administration 
 

 

Name Syndication Admin User Interface 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

TBD with WP3. 

Type SBB  Generic/ 
Specific 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

A graphical web-based administration interface that facilitates the configuration of the Syndication 
Publication and Aggregation modules. 

Access to the interface is restricted to authenticated users.  

The users can add foreign Publication Modules to retrieve the semantic descriptions, and can choose 
between an automatic retrieving of the fragments and snapshots upon receiving notification or 
manual processing. Users can also create and publish snapshots of the local metainformation 
database. 

Standards  

Open 
source  

EUPL, all components are open source. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 SPOCS Syndication 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use Test pilot Technical 
Maturity 

T3 

Business 
Maturity 

B1 

TBD with WP5. 

Market 
Maturity 

M1 

TBD WP3. 

Evaluation 
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5.2.6 ABB – Identification, Authentication  

5.2.6.1 STORK Authentication, Representation, and Attributes Process 
Flow 

 

Name STORK Authentication, Representation, and Attributes Process Flow 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The main policy basis is the upcoming Regulation on electronic identification and trust services for 
electronic transactions in the internal market (e-IDAS; Commission Proposal COM(2012) 238/2). It 
shall be the basis for mutual recognition of e-ID cross borders. Moreover, e-ID is listed as Digital 
Service Infrastructure Building Blocks (DSI-BB) “electronic identification and authentication” in the 
Draft guidelines for trans-European telecommunications networks (COM(2013) 329 final). The DSI-BB 
is defined there as “… to services to enable cross border recognition and validation of e-identification 
and e-Signature” 

STORK has authentication in online processes as its core function. It can be extended to transport 
infrastructure for attributes, representation and mandates. These services are provided in common 
cross-border process flows.  

Type Architecture Framework, ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The STORK high-level authentication process flows are defined generic and technology-independent 
as “D4.2 Final report on e-ID process flows”. It specifies a federation for authentication using national 
e-ID in a centralized deployment mode (referred to as “PEPS”), a decentralized deployment mode 
(referred to as “V-IDP”), or its combination. Its actual implementation as building blocks “PEPS” and 
“V-IDP” (which are further detailed in e-SENS Cluster SGCC6.3) uses SAML 2.0 WebSSO, detailed in 
STORK “D5.8.3b Interface Specification”. These process flows provide authentication of natural 
persons and the transport of basics person data as attributes.  

STORK 2.0 extends, based on the same high-level process flows and components, to representation 
and mandates, i.e. using the process flows to authenticate on behalf of another entity (i.e. another 
natural person or a legal person), and to enhanced attribute provision via attribute providers 
especially for business attributes.  

The main semantic asset of this building block is the process flows themselves. They rely on lower 
level building blocks that define the actual person and mandate data being communicated, and the 
definition of the authentication quality associated with an e-ID token.  

Standards SAML 2.0 

http://saml.xml.org/saml-specifications  

Open 
Source  

The process flows are openly available in the STORK specifications (D4.2, D5.8.3b) 

https://www.e-ID-stork.eu  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

PEPS and V-IDP (defined in SGCC6.3) 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

STORK basic person and mandate data 

STORK QAA definitions 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

http://saml.xml.org/saml-specifications
https://www.eid-stork.eu/
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PEPS and V-IDP open source reference implementations  

Ownership EC ISA Programme maintaining the 
STORK common specification  

STORK2.0 for attribute provision and 
representation/mandate extensions 

LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

STORK has proven stable in the pilots, some MS moved from pilot production. The process flows rely 
on SAML 2.0 as a mature and proven standard.  

 

5.2.6.2  STORK identification process: basic person and mandate data  
 

Name STORK basic person and mandate data 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The Draft Regulation on electronic identification and trust services for electronic transactions in the 
internal market (e-IDAS) defines electronic identification as “… the process of using person 
identification data in electronic form unambiguously representing a natural or legal person”. This 
definition together with the e-IDAS cross-border nature asks for a common representation of such 
“person identification data”.  

Beyond the semantic representation of the sole person identifiers (like a citizen number for natural 
persons or a company registration number for legal persons), relying parties usually require some 
further basic attributes such as names, date of birth, or addresses. Moreover, when legal persons are 
represented by natural persons, the coverage of such representation is needed, like general powers 
of a CEO vs. constrained mandates of a designated employee.  

Type Architecture Framework, ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The STORK authentication process is used to deliver attributes. These are defined in the STORK 
common specifications “D5.8.3b Interface Specification”. The core attribute is the e-IDentifier which a 
MS can attribute to one and only one citizen. Further attributes can be generic ones needed by many 
relying parties like a name, date of birth, nationality, or marital status. Other attributes can be sector 
specific like being a health professional, or a fiscal code. The main semantic asset resulting from 
STORK is a common definition of the former, i.e. the e-IDentifier plus the sector-independent basic 
person attributes.  

The building blocks “PEPS” and “V-IDP” (which are further detailed in e-SENS Cluster SGCC6.3) that 
implement the authentication and attribute provision framework, map the national (probably MS-
specific) representation of these basic person data from and to the common representation given in 
the STORK basic person data definitions.  

STORK 2.0 extends by providing basic data that define a representation or a mandate, i.e. the person 
data of the representative and the principal (either a natural or a non-natural person), and the 
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mandate constraints (coverage, validity period, transaction limits, etc.). Moreover, an enhanced set 
of attributes provided by attribute providers (like business attributes) is defined in STORK 2.0.  

Standards XML schema 

Open 
Source  

The data definitions are openly available in the STORK specifications (D5.8.3b) 

https://www.e-ID-stork.eu 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

STORK Authentication, Representation, and 
Attributes Process Flow 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

-- 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

PEPS and V-IDP open source reference implementations 

Ownership EC DIGIT-ISA (STORK 1.0 parts) 

STORK 2.0 (extensions) 

LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T4-Reliability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

Semantic mapping of basic person data has proven applicable to the STORK pilots. Piloting its 
extension to STORK 2.0 domains is pending.  

Its general applicability and domain-independence might need to be scrutinized further e.g. through 
standardization (to give an example: while the gender specification chosen as male / female was 
sufficient in the eGovernment pilots in STORK, the medical sector or some legislation might need 
further granularity; address definitions might get aligned with INSPIRE geodata, etc.). Thus, the set of 
very basic (thus more likely common) person data is addressed.  

 

5.2.6.3  STORK QAA definitions 
 

Name STORK QAA definitions 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The Irish Presidency progress report on the e-IDAS Regulation cluster 1 (2012/0146 (COD)) 
introduced security assurance levels and quoted the STORK Quality Authenticator Assurance (QAA) 
as its basis. This gives an indication that the STORK QAA levels are part of the regulation.  

Type Architecture Framework, ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Electronic identities provide means of authentication. The trust associated with it depends on the 
actual security and the assurance associated with it. STORK classified the e-ID tokens into four QAA 
levels, based on both the e-ID issuance process (registration phase) and the technical security of the 
credential (authentication phase). The QAA model is specified in STORK “D2.3 - Quality authenticator 
scheme”, the process of the services provider requesting a certain QAA level and its embedding as an 
attribute into the STORK protocol in “D5.8.3b Interface Specification”. MS map their e-ID credentials 

https://www.eid-stork.eu/
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to the QAA scheme.  

The semantic assets are the QAA definitions together with its transport in the STORK authentication 
process flow.  

STORK 2.0 extends by an QAA model for attributes (AQAA) 

Standards XML schema 

Open 
Source  

The QAA model is openly available in the STORK specifications (D2.3) 

https://www.e-ID-stork.eu 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

STORK Authentication, Representation, and 
Attributes Process Flow 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

-- 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

PEPS and V-IDP open source reference implementations 

Ownership EC DIGIT-ISA (QAA) 

STORK 2.0 (AQAA) 

LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T4-Reliability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

The QAA model has proven applicable in the STORK piloting phase. It is being considered in the e-
IDAS Regulation.  

 

 

  

https://www.eid-stork.eu/
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5.2.7 Recommendations 

 Implement support for processing documents in the formats: RDF, RDF/XML, RDF Schema 

 Focus on Authentication, Representation and Attributes Process Flow 
http://saml.xml.org/saml-specifications 

 Use open platforms and languages like java and python 

 Follow STORK specification https://www.e-ID-stork.eu 

 In previous LSP projects an important issue was to synchronize information between national 
catalogues or some Master Value catalogue in EPSOS for example. The SPOCS project  
produced BBs for automatic data syndication between national metadata databases which 
could be adapted for further use. It is based on RDF Standards for semantic object 
description and ATOM Syndication standards.  

 

5.2.8  Open questions  

 Is the possibility to integrate all building blocks software repositories into one or make them 
centrally managed? 

5.2.9  References  

 http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16562-post-award/  

 http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16561-ecatalogue/  

 http://spec.cenbii.eu/BII2/Tools/bii2-download.html  

 http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16560-etendering/  

 http://spec.cenbii.eu/BII2/Tools/bii2-download.html  

 http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16559-enotification/  

 CEN BII CWA 16562 http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16562-post-award/ 

 

 

 

 

  

http://saml.xml.org/saml-specifications
https://www.eid-stork.eu/
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5.3 eServices High Level Building Block 

5.3.1  Definition 
 

The services are dedicated building block modules for specific technical operations developed by 
LSPs. They operate like processing files on the computer system level, providing secure connections, 
retrieve documents from respository or providing transformation of files. Transforming one coding 
system to another might have an application in cross-border administrative procedures, justice cases, 
changing patients’ records or submitting cross-borders offers. A robust and well developed 
component like this will be useful in supporting all domains. Services building blocks are less related 
to a particular process and have more universal application than those classified in previous 
chapters. They have more universal features, which might be easily applied across many domains in 
the new e-SENS components.  

 

5.3.2  Requirements 
 

Business requirements 

eServices Building Blocks should provide generic components which can be used by processes or 
semantics BB. For example messages translation with proper parameters or transformations can be 
used across domains.  

Requirements from e-SENS Pilots will be included for enhancements and generalization. 

Also additional stocktaking will be included in D6.2 for whose LSPs not completed. 
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5.3.3 ABB - Metadata 

5.3.3.1 SPOCS - Metadata exchange service 
Name eServices 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

TBD with WP3. 

Type SBB  Generic/ 
Specific 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The eService building block is for connecting the information of the national service catalogues to 
present the service provider an enhanced information package about the administrative procedure 
and requirements necessary to the set up a business.  

The national and foreign data that describes the services, eServices, professions, documents and the 
relations between them is loaded into a relational database (MIDB – Meta Information DataBase) 
through a transformation process handled by the Transformation Open Module component.  

Another component, Search Open Module, offers search capabilities based on filters and criteria.  

 

Users can make a search request, providing the search criteria and filters, as well as the module will 
execute the appropriate query and return the results. 

In addition to standard Java APIs, the TransformationOM and SearchOM can be accessed through 
web service interfaces. 

Access to the relational database, MIDB, is realized by MIDBAccess component. 

 

Key notes: 

 Data in MIDB is versioned and there is a versioning mechanism implemented with version 
2.0. The versioning of data allows users to easily track changes, rollback and revert changes.  

 

Standards URN Syntax – IETF RFC 2141, URI Syntax – IETF RFC 3986 

ISO Country Codes – ISO 3166 

ISO Language Codes - ISO 639-1, ISO 639-3, RFC 5646 

 

Recommened: UUID URN namespace – IETF RFC 4122, OID Repository - http://www.oid-

info.com/ , ITU on UUID, http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/asn1/uuid.html 

Open 
source  

EUPL, all components are open source. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use Test pilot Technical 
Maturity 

T3 

http://www.oid-info.com/
http://www.oid-info.com/
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Business 
Maturity 

B1 

TBD with WP5. 

Market 
Maturity 

M1 

TBD WP3. 

Evaluation 

 

 

5.3.3.2  ePSOS - Master Value Catalog 
 

Name Name: Master Value Catalogue 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eHealth, epSOS  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

eHealth specific 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

MVC is the reference terminology to be able to share translated or transcoded clinical information. Is 
divided into subsets that are binded to a specific field of the defined document. ValueSets are built as 
subsets of terms from International Standard Coding Systems.  
MTC (Master Translation / Transcoding Catalogues) are the translations of the MVC in the European 
languages and the transcoding from Nationally adopted coding systems and the one adopted in the 

MVC.  

Standards Snomed CT, ICD10, LOINC, ISO 3166-1, ISO 639-1 HL7, IHE, ATC, EDQM, UCUM, ISCO.  

Open 
Source  

N/A   

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

Patient Summary and ePrescription datasets 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

Terminology subsets  

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership epSOS LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-in production (limited 
coverage and in pilot phase) 

Business 
Maturity 

{B3-Adoption} Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration } 

Evaluation 

Under evaluation. The idea is to have new or improved versions with the clinical and other users’ 
point of view/feedback from the pilot.  
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5.3.3.3  Local terminology repository 
  

Name Name: Local terminology repository 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eHealth, epSOS  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Specific eHealth 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

The repository where MTC are replicated locally into the NCP 

Standards  

Open 
Source  

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership epSOS LCM  

In Use    

Business 
Maturity 

   

Evaluation 

Under evaluation. The idea is to have new or improved versions with the clinical and other users’ 
point of view/feedback from the pilot.  

 

5.3.3.4  ePSOS - Portals 
Name Name: epSOS portals 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eHealth, epSOS  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Specific eHealth 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Health professional portal to: retrieve Patient Summary, Generate Health Care Encounter Report, 
retrieve Medication Related overview, retrieve ePrescription, and generate eDispensation. 
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PatientPortal to access Patient Summary in different languages.  

 

Standards  

Open 
Source  

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership epSOS LCM  

In Use    

Business 
Maturity 

   

Evaluation 

Under evaluation. The idea is to have new or improved versions with the clinical and other users’ 
point of view/feedback from the pilot.  
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5.3.3.5  ePSOS – Terminology Service Access Manager 
Name Name: Terminology Service Acces Manager 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eHealth, epSOS  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Software component in the National Contact Point (NCP) that transforms the coded elements from 
one coding system to another one, and includes the translations in the selected designation language 

Standards  

Open 
Source  

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership epSOS LCM  

In Use    

Business 
Maturity 

   

Evaluation 

Under evaluation. The idea is to have new or improved versions with the clinical and other users’ 
point of view/feedback from the pilot.  

5.3.3.6  ePSOS – Terminology Server 
 

Name Name: Terminology server 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eHealth, epSOS  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Terminology server that contains the reference terminology plus the national 
translation/trancodifications. Permits the terminology responsible to manage the national translations 
and allows the project responsible to update the reference terminologies with the agreed changes. 

 

Standards N/A 
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Open 
Source  

N/A 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

Agreed datasets 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

MVC – MTC 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership epSOS LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-in production (limited 
coverage and in pilot phase) 

Business 
Maturity 

{B3-Adoption} Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration } 

Evaluation 

Under evaluation. The idea is to have new or improved versions with the clinical and other users’ 
point of view/feedback from the pilot.  
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5.3.4 ABB – Transformation 

 

5.3.4.1 ePSOS – TSAM Synchronizer 
 

Name Name: TSAM Synchronizer 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eHealth, epSOS  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Specific eHealth 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Software service to download into the LTR the contents of eCRTS. 
At present, a custom interface is provided. Before the end of epSOS a HL7 CTS2 compliant interface 
will be provided.  

 

Standards  

Open 
Source  

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership epSOS LCM  

In Use    

Business 
Maturity 

   

Evaluation 

Under evaluation. The idea is to have new or improved versions with the clinical and other users’ 
point of view/feedback from the pilot.  

 

 

5.3.4.2  ePSOS - OpenNCP 
Name Name: OpenNCP 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eHealth, epSOS  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ Specific eHealth 
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Specific 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Open Source Toolkit implemented at the NCP. It includes components to establish VPN, to set up 
transactions, to exchange messages, to perform the semantic transformations of document. All 
components can be found on: https://openncp.atlassian.net/wiki/display/ncp/OpenNCP+Home 

 

Standards  

Open 
Source  

https://openncp.atlassian.net/wiki/display/ncp/OpenNCP+Home 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership epSOS LCM  

In Use    

Business 
Maturity 

   

Evaluation 

Under evaluation. The idea is to have new or improved versions with the clinical and other users’ 
point of view/feedback from the pilot.  

 
 

5.3.4.3  Epsos - Transformation Manager 
Name Name: Transformation Manager 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eHealth, epSOS  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Software component in the National Contact Point (NCP) that transforms the structure of the 
document in input (the epSOS epSOS FriendlyCDA) into the document for cross-border 
interoperability (epSOS Pivot CDA), calling the TSAM service, for handling terminologies 

 

Standards  

Open 
Source  

 

Relationship and Couplings 

https://openncp.atlassian.net/wiki/display/ncp/OpenNCP+Home
https://openncp.atlassian.net/wiki/display/ncp/OpenNCP+Home
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To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

Agreed datasets 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership epSOS LCM  

In Use    

Business 
Maturity 

   

Evaluation 

Under evaluation. The idea is to have new or improved versions with the clinical and other users’ 
point of view/feedback from the pilot.  
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5.3.5 References  
https://openncp.atlassian.net/wiki/display/ncp/ 

http://www.oid-info.com/  

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/asn1/uuid.html 

 

5.4 Semantics High Level Building Block 
 

5.4.1  Definition 
 

'Semantic Interoperability enables systems to combine received information with other information 
resources and to process it in a meaningful manner' (EIF 1.0). 

Semantic Interoperability aims at the mental representations that human beings have of the 
meaning of any given data. 

To achieve Semantic Interoperability, the systems involved must refer to a terminology that clearly 
defines the meanings of the items carrying the information.  

The use of controlled terminologies, and controlled mapping tables and mapping rules for any 
transformation promises sufficient reliability. These controlled terminologies and mapping tables, 
also in their representations as taxonomies, ontologies, thesauri are called Semantic Interoperability 
Assets. 

No semantic communication is possible without an appropriate syntax and data representation, so 
Syntactic Interoperability is a pre-requisite to Semantic Interoperability. Examples are the use of XML 
or SQL standards to make different operating systems and programmes capable of exchanging data. 
In a nutshell, one could define the matter of syntactic interoperability as data, that of Semantic 
Interoperability as information or meaning. 

In European eGovernment, for instance, this would mean that an application in one Member State 
can access an information source of another Member State to validate the taxation status of an 
enterprise or to check the eligibility of social welfare of a citizen. For full Semantic Interoperability it 
is crucial that no previous knowledge of the way the information is created is needed. 
Interoperability can be achieved in different ways: a certain degree can be established by bilateral 
and multilateral solutions and suitable mappings without the need for standardisation. 

Creating a standard requires unanimous agreement of all partners involved. In order to receive the 
necessary acceptance, standards have to be created and enforced by an institution with adequate 
authority. Given the numerous different economic, legal, and cultural backgrounds of the Member 
States, achieving interoperability without standards is the most efficient solution. Joinup promotes 
and encourages standardisation and harmonisation efforts but its main focus will be ensuring 
interoperability in the best way possible. 

Semantic Assets and BBs are also aimed at improving semantic interoperability and metadata 
standardisation, increasing the visibility of already available semantic standards and facilitating 
agreements on basic information models.  

The Asset Description Metadata Schema (ADMS) is a common way to describe semantic 
interoperability assets including metadata schemas, controlled vocabularies and code lists. 
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5.4.2  Scope 
 

The separation of data from application and storag (e.g.database or other physical structure) opens 
possibilities to reuse the same information in different programming contexts. It prevents the same 
data management component being re-implemented across many applications. Semantic technology 
provides many concepts and tools to make machine-understandable descriptions of data, programs, 
and infrastructure enabling computers to reflect on these artefacts. The key to machine processable 
data is to make the data smarter. In addition to raw information they are connected with 
understandable meaning and instructions for father processing. A general classification of smart data 
ordered according to increased intelligence is presented in picture below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27: Smart data classification 

 

The initial stage of data representation is text document and database records. They are proprietary 
to an application which is responsible for interpreting the data and contains the intelligence of the 
system.  

The second stage is XML documents for single domains which involves domain specific XML schemas 
that achieve application independence with the domain. The data can flow between applications in a 
single domain but cannot be shard outside the system. 

In the taxonomies data can be combined from different domains using hierarchical taxonomies of the 
relevant terminologies. It enables to easily discover and combine data with others. 

Ontology and automated reasoning is the final stage where new data can be inferred from existing 
data and shared across applications with no human involvement or interpretation. The definition and 
relations can be deduced form data and their structures.  

Smart data is assumed to be application independent, compostable, classified, and comprise of parts 
of a large terminological structure. All LSPs applied smart data in different degrees. Poland for 
example in SPEDO used ontology and automated reasoning for processing documents on it content 
level. The XML document with single vocabulary was used by all LSPs. The taxonomy is used by e-
CODEX and epSOS for defining common vocabulary. The second one provides mapping of medical 
information by the semantic services. 

There are several standards applied to semantics and they might be organized on a layered 
approach: (1) data and metadata, (2) semantics, (3) enabling technology, and (4) environment. The 
diagram below presents key components for every layer. 

  

Increasing 

intelligence 

Ontology and automated resoning 

XML taxonomies and docs with mixed vocabularies
  

XML documents using single vocabularies 

Text documents and database records 
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Figure 28: Semantics – a layered approach 

 

The data and metadata layer provides standard representations for data and information, and 
facilitates the exchanges among various applications and systems. The basics standards are used as 
Unicodes for characters, URI for resource idenfications and ISO code list for typical shortcuts like 
country codes, currencies and so on. The next component in this layer is Resource Description 
Framework – RDF that conceptually describes the information contained in repositories services. The 
RDF Schema is a language for describing basic classes and types for describing the terms used. 

The semantics layer incorporates specifications, tools and techniques that help add meaning or 
semantics to characterize the contents of resources. The important ingredients are ontology 
languages, rules language, query language, logic, rezoning mechanism and trust. OWL is the most 
popular ontology language used by applications for processing content.  

The enabling technology layer consists of a variety of technologies that can develop applications on 
the semantic technology and accomplish different types of tasks. The intelligent agents or multiagent 
systems can be used to access and process information automatically. Search of information and 
services are important parts of technology for broader utilization smart data features. 

The environment layer deals with the surroundings and the infrastructure in which the Semantic 
applications execute. The key aspects of this layer are security, privacy, trust, cryptography, 
application integration and applied accepted by community standards. The access to sensitive 
information must be enriched by implementation cryptography, encoding and secure transfer 
protocols in order to provide trust for designed systems. 

The data and metadata layer technology like RDF was used by SPOCS for syndication and some 
semantics subprojects. All projects used ISO code list and Unicode. Semantics layer technology was 
used mainly in SPOCS and in e-CODEX and epSOS for vocabulary and taxonomy. All LSPs propjects 
claimed to use Enable technology like Agents, Search, Web Services and Visualisation. The same 
applies for Environment layer for trust, security and standardizations. 
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The four layers of hierarchy described above present the scope of application semantics technology 
in e-SENS project. Every upper layer enriches a lower one by providing additional features and 
technology components. The depth of implementation might be related to particular domain 
requirements and specific features or tools necessary to execute modelled procedures. Since the e-
SENS project covers many types of activities including administration, judicial, health and business 
life cycle there might be common and domain specific solutions. The architecture design should 
always strive to build all components in four layer architecture having more common features used 
in domain specific solutions, rather than develope only domain specific components. The stock taking 
analyses is the first step towards this principal approach and it helps identify the commonalities in 
current building blocks.  

 

 

Semantic interoperability assets produced by Public administrations, businesses, standardisation 
bodies and academia, if (re)used, can facilitate semantic interoperability. However, these are not 
always easy to find. 

The European Commission, in the context of the ISA programme, is undertaking a number of 
initiatives related to Metadata Management to reduce semantic interoperability conflicts in Europe. 

The Asset Description Metadata Schema (ADMS) is a common way to describe semantic 
interoperability assets making it possible for everyone to search and discover them once shared 
through the forthcoming federation of asset repositories. 

A large number of semantic interoperability assets, described using ADMS, are already made 
available and retievable through the Joinup platform, implemented under the ISA programme, a 
federation of asset repositories of Member States, standardisation bodies and other relevant 
stakeholders.  

The Joinup Platform is intended to allow public administrations, businesses, standardisation bodies 
and academia to: 

 keep their own system for documenting and storing semantic assets; 

 improve indexing and visibility of their own assets; 

 describe semantic assets in a common way so that they can be seamlessly cross-queried and 

discovered by the community through a single access point (Joinup); 

 retrieve, compare and potentially link semantic assets to one another in cross-border and 

cross-sector settings; 

 identify assets to be reused avoiding duplication and expensive design work. 

 

5.4.3  Requirements 
 

Business requirements 

The EU Digital Agenda identifies the lack of semantic interoperability between public administrations 
as a major obstacle to the Digital Single Market and the provision of crossborder digital public 
services. In addition to the multilingual challenge, interoperability is compromised by the lack of 
commonly agreed and widely used data models, divergent interpretations of the same data and the 
absence of common reference data (e.g. code-lists, identifiers, taxonomies, references to 
organisations, geospatial references, license collections, etc).  
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Technical Functional  

The main barriers to semantic interoperability have been identified in: 

 Information black holes: There are many semantic interoperability assets spread out in 

several project websites, national repositories, standardisation bodies, etc. Overall it is hard 

to discover the appropriate schema, code-list or data model at the right moment. 

 Information silos: Despite the progress made in recent years, there are still significant 

differences in the way Member States describe common entities such as an address, a 

person, a location, etc. This hinders data exchange across borders and sectors. 

 Lack of collaboration, common agreements and consensus: The above introduces additional 

complexity to any e-Government project that involves data exchange between public 

administrations or businesses in different Member States and sectors. 

Technical Cross-cutting  

Agreeing on and re-using common semantic interoperability assets across Europe is an important 
step in facilitating semantic interoperability. 

Better documenting of semantic assets can help improve interoperability of eGovernment initiatives 
across Europe, and possibly beyond. ADMS will also be a key element of the upcoming federation of 
semantic asset repositories in Europe. 

Other Requirements for the Semantic Resources:  

 

1- The semantic resources should be hosted on a dedicated repository/portal 

2- They should be compatible and build as much as possible on existing core 

vocabularies 

3- The definition of core vocabularies can help ensuring a low level of interoperability 

while maintaining the necessary flexibility to support different scenarios in different 

environments (typically application profiles). 

4- Semantic resource development should focus on the model then multiple 

representations should ideally be developed, including XML schemas, RDF and data 

linkage with other relevant resources. 
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5.5 Foundation Semantic Architectural Building Blocks 

5.5.1 Definition 
Foundation Architectural building blocks (FABBs) have been developed in the context of specific 
projects or other initiatives and are designed to complement each other with the architecture of the 
specific project as part of a framework. The individual building blocks in those frameworks will be 
described in thematic building block areas. This section provides additional background and context 
information related to these frameworks.  

The main focus of the FABBs and the associated information requirement models is to address 
generally expressed business requirements, applicable throughout the MSs. Although their 
description is designed to meet generally expressed requirements, it is still the responsibility of the 
users to ensure that the exchanges within the actual business transactions meet all the domain 
requirements relevant to their business.  

 

5.5.2  Scope 
 

The scope of the FABBs is to establish the foundation for semantic development. 

Some building blocks have been developed in the context of specific projects or other initiatives and 
are designed to complement each other with the architecture of the specific project as part of a 
framework. The individual building blocks in those frameworks will be described in FABBs. This 
section provides additional background and context information related to these frameworks.  

5.5.3  Requirements 
Business requirements 

Business Domains need a common architectural framework for interoperability in pan-European 
transactions, expressed as a set of requirements and technical specifications. The requirements are 
input to the ICT System Design in order to ensure global interoperability. 

Technical Functional  

The FABBs comprise of technical specifications and other documents. They relate to issues that are 
not specific for a given business process area. 

Technical Cross-cutting  

The interoperability interfaces may be seen on multiple levels: business level, syntax level or 
technical level. 

The FABBs focus on the standardization on the organizational and semantics interoperability levels 
rather than on syntax or technical interoperability levels.  
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5.5.4 ABB - Validation 

5.5.4.1  SPOCS semantic demonstrators 
 

 

Name SPOCS semantic demonstrators 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

TBD with WP3. 

Type ABB  Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The scope of the demonstrators was to establish the foundation for semantic development and to 
illustrate its potential.  

There are four demonstrators: 

1. A semantic validator which validates data transferred from Service Provider to Competent 
Authority during cross-border application procedure. The validator is designed to work on 
receiver’s side (i.e. on destination country PSC/Competent Authority side) and return 
validation results for the Competent Authority as an aid in decision making process. 
Validation rules are defined using OWL. This demonstrator is actuated in a pilot between 
Lithuania and Poland. 

2. EBR – PSC – CA interaction enhancement. This demonstrator shares data and metadata with 
PSCs by extracting information, through a live and structured interface, from European 
Business Registries to create a Directory of Registers. This identifies competent authorities 
based on service requirement, and geography. This has enabled structured semantic 
information to be fed into the information flow for other demonstrators. This demonstrator 
is interfaced with the Lithuanian PSC demonstrator. 

3. SPEDO - SPOCS Equivalent Documents Ontology focuses on creating a semantic layer for 
document type mapping. This intelligently informs processes which Service Providers are 
pursuing, with documents as artifacts of the requirements for these processes. This explores 
the value which is added for the Service Provider and the PSC through the semantic linkage 
of information and automated application of legal requirements and procedural rules in the 
pursuance of the process. This demonstrator is realized by implementation on the 
Luxembourgish PSC portal. 

4. Polish Point of Single Contacts enhances the Service Provider experience, and enriches it with 
context-aware information and processes before Service Provider commences the 
application process proper. It focusses on establishing the automation of the selection of 
boundary conditions (e.g. jurisdictional mapping, competent authority mapping, etc.). It also 
seeks to use semantic technologies to infer whether the process minimum requirements are 
met by the structuring information content from submitted documents. 

Standards RDF, RDF/XML, RDF Schema, OWL 

UBL 2.0 

Open 
source  

Most components under EUPL.  

European Business Registry applications are proprietary, access to EBR services is 
limited. 
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Documentation: 

http://www.eu-SPOCS-
starterkit.eu/images/files/SPOCS_deliverable_D4%208_SemanticsConcept_FINAL.pdf 

http://www.eu-SPOCS-
starterkit.eu/images/files/D4%2081%20Semantic%20demo_Final%202%200.pdf 

http://www.eu-SPOCS-
starterkit.eu/images/files/D4.8.2%20SPOCS%20semantic%20services%20for%20PSC.pdf 

Relationship and Couplings 

 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use PoC Technical 
Maturity 

T2 

Business 
Maturity 

B1 

TBD with WP5. 

Market 
Maturity 

M1 

TBD WP3. 

Evaluation 

 

 

5.5.5 ABB - Specification 
 

5.5.5.1 CEN BII Architecture  
Name Name: CEN BII Architecture 

Domain, LSP, Group, Organisation: eProcurement, CEN BII, PEPPOL 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Architecture Foundation Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Profile BII2 Message Level Response. 

Guideline on the Application of Electronic Signatures. 

Guideline on Attachments Handling. 

Guideline on the Business Rules Description Mechanism. 

Guideline on Capturing of Business Requirements. 

Guideline on Code List Management. 

BII Code Lists. 

Guideline on Conformance and Customizations. 

http://www.eu-spocs-starterkit.eu/images/files/SPOCS_deliverable_D4%208_SemanticsConcept_FINAL.pdf
http://www.eu-spocs-starterkit.eu/images/files/SPOCS_deliverable_D4%208_SemanticsConcept_FINAL.pdf
http://www.eu-spocs-starterkit.eu/images/files/D4%2081%20Semantic%20demo_Final%202%200.pdf
http://www.eu-spocs-starterkit.eu/images/files/D4%2081%20Semantic%20demo_Final%202%200.pdf
http://www.eu-spocs-starterkit.eu/images/files/D4.8.2%20SPOCS%20semantic%20services%20for%20PSC.pdf
http://www.eu-spocs-starterkit.eu/images/files/D4.8.2%20SPOCS%20semantic%20services%20for%20PSC.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/CWA16558-Annex-M-BII-Profile-36-MessageLevelResponse-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/CWA16558-Annex-L-BII-Guideline-ApplicationOfElectronicSignatures-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/CWA16558-Annex-J-BII-Guideline-AttachmentsHandling-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/CWA16558-Annex-E-BII-Guideline-BusinessRulesDescriptionMechanism-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/CWA16558-Annex-B-BII-Guideline-CapturingOfBusinessRequirements-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/CWA16558-Annex-F-BII-Guideline-CodeListManagement-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/CWA16558-Annex-G-BII-CodeLists-V2_0_4.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/CWA16558-Annex-C-BII-Guideline-ConformanceAndCustomizations-V1_0_0.pdf
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Guideline on Data formats. 

Guideline on Implementation and the use of Validation Artifacts. 

Guideline on Item and Packing units in Catalogues. 

Guideline on Message Envelope Specification. 

Guideline on Profile Architecture. 

Guideline on Syntax Binding Methodology. 

Presentation on the Governance Of Life Cycle Management. 

Report on the Governance Model. 

Report on Long Term Governance. 

Report on Versioning and Change management. 

Standards CEN BII CWA 16558 

Open 
Source  

http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16558-bii-architecture/  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

CEN BII eProcurement Profiles 

PEPPOL BIS 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership CEN LCM CEN BII 3 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T4-Reliability 

Business 
Maturity 

{B3-Adoption} Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration } 

Evaluation 

  

 

 

  

ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/CWA16558-Annex-H-BII-Guideline-DataFormats-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/CWA16558-Annex-D-BII-Guideline-ImplementationAndUseOfValidationArtifacts-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16561/CWA16561-Annex-G-BII-Guideline-ItemAndPackingUnitsInCatalogues-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/CWA16558-Annex-I-BII-Specification-MessagingEnvelope-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/CWA16558-Annex-A-BII-Guideline-ProfileArchitecture-V2_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/CWA16558-Annex-K-BII-Guideline-SyntaxBindingMethodology-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/BII-Presentation-GovernanceOfTheLifeCycleManagement.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/CWA16558-Annex-P-BII-Report-GovernanceModel-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/CWA16558-Annex-N-BII-Report-LongTermGovernance-V1_0_0.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16558/CWA16558-Annex-O-BII-Report-VersioningAndChangeManagement-V1_0_0.pdf
http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16558-bii-architecture/
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5.5.6 Recommendations 
 

Generic building block component separated from ontology model for validation of e-Documents and 
conditions provided by service providers (companies, citizens).   

5.5.7  References  
http://www.eu-SPOCS-
starterkit.eu/images/files/SPOCS_deliverable_D4%208_SemanticsConcept_FINAL.pdf 

http://www.eu-SPOCS-
starterkit.eu/images/files/D4%2081%20Semantic%20demo_Final%202%200.pdf 

http://www.eu-SPOCS-
starterkit.eu/images/files/D4.8.2%20SPOCS%20semantic%20services%20for%20PSC.pdf 

http://www.cenbii.eu/deliverables/cwa-16558-bii-architecture/ 

 

5.6 Tools supporting the development of semantic assets and 
components 

This task relates to the identification, comparison and classification of semantic tools and 
applications used in previous LSP projects. For establishing the pilots, WP5.x needs support from 
WP6.2 to consolidate, improve, revise and update underlying models for processes, data models, 
XML-schemas or ontologies. WP6.2 will have to develop and modify specifications on the basis of 
WP5.x requirements originating from the domains business life cycle, e-justice, e-procurement and e-
health. A comprehensive set of tools is needed that is able to adequately support modification of 
models and specifications as well as the development of semantic components.  

It is assumed that each of the predecessor LSPs (maybe even on WP level) has used different tools 
for the development of models and specification. A major goal of WP6.2 is to harmonize the 
development approaches and tools used in order to streamline the overall development efforts and 
costs. In a broader context, a uniform tool set should satisfy the following aspects: 

a) ensuring a high level of quality of the artifacts created, 

b) improve interoperability, 

c) reduce costs through reusability, and 

d) reduce project risks by exchanging experience and learning from best practices. 

Due to the different domains and applications targeted in e-SENS, it will be important to secure 
semantic interoperability and semantic tools are a cornerstone for that. In respect to the domains it 
has to be considered that firstly it is required to understand what requirements the domains have 
and how they have addressed their requirements in terms of tools support. Previous LSP projects 
may had good reasons to choose one or another tool and the reason and rational for a tool selection 
should be identified first. When the requirements, needs and maturity of the domains and building 
blocks have been understood, it could be beneficial to extend the LSPs tool analysis to a more 
generic market analysis. 

WP6.2 should provide guidelines for developers of process and data models on which tools to use for 
which purposes of their day-to-day work, and describes how high-quality models can be developed. 
An example for semantic tools could be a repository to publish, collect and catalog concepts that are 
used across the domains, thus leading to savings and improved interoperability. Another tool could 
support the automatic generation of specifications for XML-based data interchanged from UML 
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models, UN/CEFACT Core Component Technical Specification (CCTS) or libraries like UBL in order to 
avoid the difficult, manual updating of schemas and the documentation which would otherwise be 
necessary.  

 With respect to the research on available tools the following considerations and assumptions 
regarding the scope have been settled: 

 WP6.2 will have to support the pilots through active development (and eventually 
deployment) of centralized semantic tools and components. The pilots may depend upon 
central semantic services such as knowledge bases, terminology servers or ontologies which 
provide capabilities to the pilots in order to interact with each other. The process of 
coordination between WP5.x and WP6.2 and the exact definition of responsibilities is an 
ongoing process for which this task provides an initial input by providing a list of relevant 
development tools and domain-specific components.  

 It has to be clarified to which extent a change and harmonization of existing tool-supported 
approaches that were used effectively within the domains will be possible. On the one hand, 
the goal of WP6.2 should be to streamline work by harmonizing the use of tools among 
domains, ideally having one tool per purpose. On the other hand it will be probably the case 
that a change of tools causes problems and costs in the domains and this might be a 
reasonable argument to permit the use of domain-specific development tools. The outcome 
of this task will be to support the discussion by providing an overview about tools used in 
previous LPSs which serve similar purposes. Thereby best practices regarding development of 
semantic assets and requirements originating from the domains will be made visible.  

The strategy used to carry out this task is a bottom-up approach. The bottom-up analysis shall clarify 
which tools have been used in the predecessor LSPs. A short notice is given how well these tools 
have supported a methodological approach. Through bottom-up it shall also be initially clarified what 
requirements and best practices exist in the WP5.xx domains regarding the use of tools. The analysis 
is not restricted to purely semantic tools. This would be too narrow a scope since WP 6.2 may have 
to deal with processes and implementations, and it might have to develop components for the 
domains within 6.2, thus a sophisticated development environment, SW project management tools, 
testing tools, wikis for coordinating and documenting the development are required. The bottom-up 
approach is combined with an analysis and comparison in order to clarify similarities and differences 
among development oriented-tools. 

 

5.6.1 Tools supporting the development of semantic assets and 
components used in previous LSP projects 

 

Tool support for the development of ontologies 

Issues: Domain modelling, ontology engineering, reasoning  

SPOCS has used Protégé to construct domain models and knowledge based applications. Protégé 
implements a set of knowledge-modelling structures and supports the creation, visualization, and 
manipulation of ontologies in various representation formats including OWL, RDF(S), and XML 
Schema. Like Eclipse, Protégé is a framework which can be customized and extended through its 
plug-in architecture and a Java-based Application Programming Interface (API). SPOCS has tested a 
set of reasoning tools and frameworks and finally decided to work with Jena and Pellet. Pellet is a 
core component of ontology-based data management applications as it provides reasoning services 
for OWL ontologies. In comparison to Pellet, Jena is a framework which provides a collection of tools 
and Java libraries to develop semantic web tools and servers. It includes an API for reading, 
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processing and writing RDF data as well as handling of OWL and RDFS ontologies. Jena also includes a 
rule-based inference engine for reasoning with RDF and OWL data sources and a query engine 
compliant with SPARQL specifications. Also PEPPOL has used the Jena framework porting OWL 
ontologies to MySQL database and to implement central service components particularly the OWL DL 
Reasoner of the European VCD system with its corresponding rule set. Some amendments to the 
Jena's implementation of OWL DL reasoning have been done in order to improve reasoning 
performance and the clarity of the output model.  

Recommendation: As both projects (SPOCS and PEPPOL) have used the Jena framework for 
reasoning purposes there is strong evidence that this framework will be required in WP 6.2. While 
PEPPOL has used a proprietary ontology management system to model and maintain its ontologies, 
SPOCS has used the generic Protégé ontology editor. Since PEPPOL uses OWL DL ontologies, they can 
be also easily imported and modified with Protégé. According to these initial findings there is a high 
potential to move towards one harmonized tool set in this area.  

 

Tools support for the design of documents  

Issues: Document design and customization tools, schema and code list development, release 
management, repositories, data management 

PEPPOL has used the eDoCreator which allows creation and customization of UN/CEFACT Core 
Components Technical Specification (CCTS) based document schemas. The tool has a web interface 
which allows working collaboratively. The tool has a good support for the Universal Business 
Language (UBL), the first XML implementation of UN/CEFACT CCTS, which was adopted by PEPPOL 
and CEN WS/BII to describe relevant document in eProcurement. An online repository which holds 
UBL artifacts such as documents, common aggregate components, common basic components, 
qualified and unqualified data types is the main component to apply UBL customizations and to 
maintain the consistency of the customizations to provide reusability of data models. eDoCreator 
generates spreadsheet models of the document schema and XSD files along with the code list files 
which have been used in PEPPOL for documentation purposes. Spreadsheets have been used in 
PEPPOL for versioning and release management of code lists and schemas. Spreadsheets also have 
been also used for the management of data concepts such as GUI labels, information elements 
including translations, business rules and correlating implementation guidelines. 

e-CODEX has used the Metadata Workbench which allows creation of purpose-specific Business 
Information Entities from reusable UN/CEFACT Core Components Technical Specification (CCTS) 
which in turn supports the automated generation of the Business Documents by combining one or 
more Information Entities. It allows to import domain models and to generate CCTS OWL Models and 
XML schemas from this. Furthermore, it supports the management of vocabularies like code lists and 
data types as well as terms, qualifiers and constraints and model management (e.g. versioning) 
through a common repository.  

Recommendation: eDoCreator and Metadata Workbench fulfil very similar purposes. Both 
components work on the basis of UN/CEFACT Core Components Technical Specification (CCTS). 
Although Metadata Workbench is an appropriate tool to create customized business documents 
according to CCTS, eDoCreator has been chosen by PEPPOL to create business documents according 
to Universal Business Language (UBL) customization rules. In contrast, the Metadata Workbench 
allows importing domain models and it should be clarified whether there is a possibility for building 
UBL conformant or compatible documents with Metadata Workbench. If there is no possibility to 
support UBL with Metadata Workbench both tools should be used in parallel. The major strength of 
the Metatdata Workbench in context of WP 6.2 is that in addition to the design and management of 
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(new) documents, the tool supports the development of ontologies since it is able to generate CCTS 
OWL Models.  

 

Tool support for the development of software components 

Issues: project management, team collaboration, programming, bug & issue tracking, continuous 
integration, build-management, revision control, repository management, testing,  

PEPPOL and e-CODEX have used JIRA for operational software project management. JIRA is a project 
tracker for teams planning, building, and launching products. It helps to capture and organize issues, 
assign work, and to follow team activity. JIRA Greenhoper is helpful plugin for agile planning thus it 
well supports the SCRUM methodology which was used in PEPPOL. Beside its project and task 
management functionalities, JIRA also provides web-based bug and issue tracking. 

In PEPPOL, JIRA was integrated with Confluence, a team collaboration wiki software which provides a 
place to create, share, and discuss content and project activities. In PEPPOL it was mainly used for 
documenting the development and to discuss relevant issues. For team collaboration e-CODEX used 
XWiki Enterprise which is a professional wiki with enterprise features such as blog, strong rights 
management, LDAP authentication, PDF export, full skinning and more. It also includes an advanced 
forms and scripting engine making it a development environment for data-based applications by 
storing structured data and the execution of server side script within the wiki interface. It has 
powerful extensibility features such as scripting in pages using languages like Velocity, Groovy, 
Python, Ruby and PHP, plugins and a highly modular architecture. 

e-CODEX and PEPPOL used Apache Maven as a build-management-tool which allows for automatic 
dependency resolution, execution of tests, deployment and report generation. Maven downloads 
depend from Sonatype Nexus and uploads of compiled packages are provided through Jenkins 
continuous integration which is on each developer's machine. 

e-CODEX and PEPPOL used open source tools for continuous integration. Continuous integration is 
the practice, in software engineering, of merging all developer working copies with a shared 
mainline. Both project used Jenkins to offer an overview of the build status for all projects that are 
configured to be built on a server. They use Maven to compile artefacts as soon as they are informed 
about commits within GIT or Mercurial repositories. 

PEPPOL has used the Mercurial platform for distributed revision control tool for software 
developers. In contrast to other version control systems with client-server architectures, Mercurial is 
fully distributed and gives each developer a local copy of the entire development history. This way it 
works independent of network access or a central server. Committing, branching and merging are 
fast and cheap. Mercurial’s design goals include high performance and scalability, decentralized, fully 
distributed collaborative development, robust handling of both plain text and binary files, and 
advanced branching and merging capabilities. Another distributed revision control tool for software 
developers is GIT which has been used in e-CODEX. It offers very similar features compared to 
Mercurial. 

SPOCS has used SVN for management of versions and providing a tool for many developers working 
on same code complex. 

Sonatype Nexus was used in e-CODEX and PEPPOL as a standard for repository management 
providing development teams with the ability to proxy remote repositories and share software 
artifacts. With Sonatype Nexus it is possible to control access to, and deployment of every artifact in 
an organization from a single location. It was used in conjunction with Maven builds using Open 
Source Licenses. 

MySQL/XAMPP was used in conjunction to configure the Apache Webservers with MySQL database 
or for development and testing on developer's machines. A further tool that was used particularly in 
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e-CODEX is TCPMon which is a utility that allows the messages to be viewed and re-sent. It is useful 
as a debug tool to check Web Services messages "on the wire". In contrast, SoapUI was used in e-
CODEX as a functional testing solution. SoapUI has the ability to create and execute automated 
functional, regression, compliance, and load tests. It also provides visual support for scripting. In 
PEPPOL the Metro WS stack was adopted. It provides a high-performance, extensible, easy-to-use 
web service stack. It is a one-stop shop for all web service needs, from the simplest hello world web 
service to reliable, secured, and transacted web service that involves .NET services. 

Beside this e-CODEX used Eclipse as a multi-language Integrated development environment (IDE) 
comprising of a base workspace and an extensible plug-in system for customizing the environment. It 
is written mostly in Java. It can be used to develop applications in Java and, by means of various plug-
ins, other programming languages. PEPPOL didn’t make any special recommendation regarding IDEs. 
Instead several IDEs such as Eclipse and Netbeans where used to work on top of Maven.  

For programming e-CODEX and PEPPOL used the Java Development Kit (JDK) which is an 
implementation for one of the Java SE, Java EE or Java ME platforms. It is a collection of 
programming tools and other supportive artifacts. In addition PEPPOL used the Spring Framework as 
a comprehensive programming and configuration model for modern Java-based enterprise 
applications - on any kind of deployment platform. It was mainly adopted for the security and data 
abstraction layer of the developed components. Beyond this Vaadin, a Java Framework for building 
modern web applications was used in PEPPOL to construct user interfaces. It provides a sophisticated 
backend that totally encapsulates the need to write HMTL and javascript, a burden for people used in 
writing java apps but not HMTL oriented apps. 

PEPPOL has also used the web-based pDAF Test Tool for Test Management and Development. The 
tool enables the user to define test cases and test tracks and supports the documentation of test 
executions. With regard to testing, both systems have some overlap. As JIRA is larger in its scope, it 
has a better integration with other relevant activities of software development and it provides a 
higher degree of automation and better customization possibilities. 

Recommendation: In this section several tools were presented that supported previous LSPs in the 
development of software components of any kind. These tools are not specific to semantics but fulfil 
the larger need of a distributed environment to develop software components. In this respect a 
wider discussion within WP6 should take place on how the tool support for a distributed software 
development should be configured. From the description above it can be seen that e-CODEX and 
PEPPOL used in parts similar tools for their development. In this context, the successful use of JIRA, 
Jenkins, Sonatype NEXUS, Apache Maven and Java SDK by both projects should be highlighted. 
Further discussions should take place on how to extend this basic frame for a software development 
environment can be extended with further tools.  

 

5.6.2 Domain-specific semantic tools supporting WP5.X pilots  
 

The following tools are specifically designed by previous LSP projects to support the establishment of 
pilots within certain (sub-) domains. They are typically included within the building block descriptions 
as low-level building blocks. These low-level building blocks or tools provide the domains with 
specific capabilities and they are potentially required for establishing e-SENS WP 5.x pilots. Together 
with WP 5.x it has to be clarified who will be responsible to develop, maintain and deploy these tools 
during the course of the projects. Low-level building blocks have distinct purposes that range from 
visualization tools and editors as part of reference implementations to centralized components such 
as directory services, decision support systems or interfaces. As mostly all tools satisfy a domain-
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specific need, a comparison between low-level building blocks is disregarded. Instead they are 
shortly summarized within the tables below according to the domains or LSP projects. Also some 
dependencies exist with WP 6.4 on “validation and verification” components.  

 

Name Supported 
Building 
Block 

Purpose Description 

VCD Viewer  VCD Document 
design and 
visualization 

Web application and Software library of the VCD Viewer. Enables 
users to upload and view VCDs. 

National VCD 
Service Open 
Source 
Components 

VCD Document 
design and 
visualization 

Software library of all National VCD System open source components. 
Consist of several sub modules like the VCD designer and VCD builder. 

European VCD 
System Open 
Source 
components 

VCD Decision 
support and 
knowledge 
management 

The European VCD System (EVS) provides decision support for deriving 
evidences in order to meet the required criteria defined in Call for 
Tenders. It provides a tender specific VCD structure (VCD Package 
Skeleton) to the Economic Operator that can be used to include 
evidences accordingly. It also provides a service interface to the VCD 
Designer. 

Ontology 
Management 
System for the 
European VCD 
System 

VCD Data 
Management 
and 
Maintenance 

The Ontology Management System (OMS) is a proprietary background 
system of the European VCD System. The European VCD system (EVS) 
is maintained via the Ontology Management System (OMS). The OMS 
provides the editing and management functionality for the different 
ontologies. 

Alternative EVS 
Implementation 

VCD Decision 
support and 
knowledge 
management 

The alternative EVS Implementation or Criteria-Evidence Mapping 
Service (CEMS), is a reference, open source implementation of the EVS 
system. It is built as an alternative to the EVS system. It uses the the 
same ontology files as the EVS does, but provides limited functionality 
regarding criteria reasoning and evidence restrictions and 
management of the ontologies. 

VCD 
conformance 
test system 

VCD Validation and 
Verification 

Software components that allow automatic validation of VCD 
Containers against the rules defined in the VCD data model 
requirements and business rules. 

eCat-Validation-
Components 

eCatalogue Validation and 
Verification 

Generic Building Block to be used by all users that implements the 
PEPPOL business rules. Validation covers both syntax conformance 
and business rules, as well as bilateral rules (tender rules) in the pre-
award. The relationship with other components is related to the fact 
that this artifact contains Schema (.xsd) and Schematron (.sch) 
libraries that are updated in cooperation with other international 
standardization bodies and connected to the PEPPOL infrastructure. 

eCat-
Visualization-
Components 

eCatalogue Document 
design and 
visualization 

This component allows to display PEPPOL documents in a human 
readable format (or to print it). It can be used in any publishing or user 
interface software dealing with CEN BII documents. 

eCat-
Transformation-
Components 

eCatalogue Document 
transformation 

This building block can be used for the transformation of eCatalogue 
formats to and from the PEPPOL BIS format. The goal of this 
component is to facilitate the adoption of the PEPPOL BIS data model. 

eCat-PRAS-
Components 

eCatalogue Interface The objective of this building block is to allow the look-up of 
products/services properties descriptions from an on line property 
server data base (e.g. PEPPOL Property Server, PPS), and to allow the 
import to the user eProcurement system (or to the eCatalogue 
Management Tool). 

eCatalogue 
Management 

eCatalogue Document 
design and 

The objective of this artifact is to provide an application for 
demonstrating the principles and methodologies developed within the 
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tool visualization PEPPOL project and the underlying standards. The eCatalogue 
Management Tool (also called in previous releases eCatalogue 
Demonstrator Client) is the “designer” for eCatalogues, released as 
independent “client” version. 

Property Server 
(PPS) 

eCatalogue Data 
Management 
and 
Maintenance 

The PEPPOL Property Server (PPS) introduces a reliable source for 
product data management and electronic data exchange to ensure 
interoperability (including in relation to multilingualism). This is 
guaranteed by using a dictionary of standardized properties as basis 
for catalogues specification. The list of properties can be adapted for 
public procurement, including the addition for necessary properties or 
the removal of properties not needed for a tender.  

The PPS based catalogues can be made available for suppliers for 
download. The suppliers fill out the templates and submit them 
together with the tender. Existing transaction standards are used as 
an envelope for catalogue data. 

Table 9: Tools support for eProcurement processes 

 

Name Supported 
Building 
Block 

Purpose Description 

SPEDO e-Documents Validation and 
Verification 

Verification of bank guarantee and insurance documents for Travel 
Agencies according to polish law 

eDirectory eDirectory Data 
Management 
and 
Maintenance 

Contains information about available online services regarding cross-
borders procedures 

Service 
Catalogue 

eDirectory Data 
Management 
and 
Maintenance 

Contains information about services and procedures regarding cross-
borders procedures 

Syndication 
Publication 
Module 

Syndication Interface Module responsible for publishing national services both electronic 
and traditional to other PSC which subscribes this information 

Syndication 
Interface 

Syndication Interface Module responsible for receiving and subscribe information from 
other Member States PSC 

Syndication 
Admin UI 

Syndication Interface Module responsible for administration of syndication 

Table 10: Tool support for SPOCS processes 

 

Name Supported 
Building Block 

Purpose Description 

e-CODEX 
mapping 

e-Documents Document 
transformation 

Validation and 
Verification 

All piloting countries have used the toolkit to validate the cross border 
validity of the data exchanged between MSs 

Table 11: Tool support for e-Justice processes 
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5.7 EIA description of Building blocks 
 

The European Interoperability Architecture (EIA) explores the need for a European interoperability 
architecture facilitating the establishment of European public services (cross border eGovernment 
services).  

The EIA is created by EC (ISA) to facilitate interoperability and reuse when developing cross border 
public services. It is based on the TOGAF9 framework: http://ec.europa.eu/isa/actions/02-
interoperability-architecture/2-1action_en.htm  

 

Objectives of European Interoperability Architecture are:  

 

- To help elaborating with the Member States, Associated Countries and the concerned 
Commission services a common vision for an architecture facilitating interoperability for 
European Public Services (its scope, the articulation of the main architectural building blocks 
and the need for interface standards between such architectural building blocks), and 

- To assess the need and the relevance of having common infrastructure services as part of 
that architecture.  

 

 

European crossborder interoperability initiatives  

 

Figure 29: EIA among other European interoperability initiatives 

 

 

Levels of interoperability  

EIA agreements have been classified in two dimensions matrix, from one hand by the commonly 
accepted enterprise architecture supported by TOGAF where the following architecture domains are 
presented: Business Architecture, Data Architecture, Application Architecture, and Technology 
Architecture. From the other hand each interoperability agreement has indicators to one of four 
related interoperability LEVELs: Legal, Organizational, Semantic and Technical.  

 

http://ec.europa.eu/isa/actions/02-interoperability-architecture/2-1action_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/isa/actions/02-interoperability-architecture/2-1action_en.htm
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5.7.1 Agreements identified in EIA related to the semantic and e-
Documents.  

 

Nr  Title  Level  

1  Agreement on common semantic schemas at the European level  D1  

4  Agreement on list of documents to be standardized for cross-border collaboration  B2  

5  Agreement on establishment of catalogue of datasets available in public  

administrations  

D2  

6   Agreement on how to provide access to data in base registries from public 
administrations  

D3  

13  Agreement on list of foreign documents to be legally accepted in other Member  

States (i.e. in other languages)  

B3  

16   Agreement on the establishment of catalogue of reference data at European level  D4  

21  Agreement on security requirements for the cross-border exchange of information  T2  

   

Table 12: End-to-End Services requirements 

 

5.7.1.1 Agreement on common semantic schemas at the European level 
 

Number Description 

Objectives Inteoperability 
level 

1 Description:  

Defines Entities and relation between them, business objects at the European level.  

Objectives:  

Harmonization of the identification of the business objects in Member States 
countries.  

D1 

 

Projects details 
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5.7.1.1.1 EESSI  
Business objectives 

Agreement between Member States on semantic XML standards and definition of XSD schema 
containing a super set (minimal set) of data to exchange.  

Main outcomes 

Analysis of national specifications and agreement on the superset SED types (Pension Claim, Claim 
SED, Pension Decision SED) 

Related tools 

Status 

 

5.7.1.1.2 PEPPOL  
Business objectives 

Different local data formats in many sectors and branches. Need for European semantic standard of 
information. Check the conformance after documents transformation between PEPPOL and local 
formats.  

Main outcomes 

PEPPOL Business Interoperability Specification (BIS) for standardization of e-Invoice format, 

CEN/BII standard for semantics, 

Related tools 

Validation Service, 

Transformation Service.  

Status 

 

 

5.7.1.1.3 EPSOS  
Business objectives 

1) To define a common dataset for e-Prescription, to be understand in the same way in all 
Member State countries.  

2) Use of standards in semantic solutions.  

Main outcomes 

1) E-Prescription data set defined and schema – Central Data Structure.  

2) E-Profile, IG Profile  

 

 

5.7.1.2 Agreement on list of documents to be standardized for cross-
border collaboration 

Number Description 

Objectives Inteoperability 
level 
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4 Description:  

Use of standardized format of document or metadata describing documents for 
crossborder documents interchange.  

Objectives:  

The standardized way will allow to understand documents in different member 
states. 

B2 

 

Projects details 

5.7.1.2.1 SPOCS 
In the SPOCS project there are documents exchanged in cross-border services for Business Life Cycle 
in couple of professions: Master Builder, Real-Estate Agent and Travel Agent.   

Business objectives 

Easier to understand and translate documents in foreign languages.  
Main outcomes 

Metadata description for documents and documents equivalents in service catalogue and e-directory 
solutions, subscription of information through the Web syndication.  

Related tools 

Service catalogue,  

eService Directories,  

Atom syndication for subscribing information on: services, eServices, documents and document 
equivalents,  

RDF.  

Status 

Solution piloted in SPOCS project, Building blocks available to use. None of member states are 
subscribing information from other member states anymore.  

 

5.7.1.2.2 EESSI 
Standard Forms to start EESSI procedures for example P5000(Pension Claim).   

Business objectives 

Member States can have different forms for the same EESSI procedures. The objective was to create 
standard forms for every one next to national one.  

Main outcomes 

Standard EESSI client forms, 

National specific forms 

Related tools 

Status 

 

5.7.1.2.3 PEPPOL 
BIS list using CEN ISSS WS/BII Profile list.   
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Business objectives 

Common implementation of standards for different national business applications and cross-border 
information to authorities like VAT and other excises.  

Main outcomes 

Ordering collaboration, 

Invoicing collaboration 

Related tools 

BII transaction data model.  

PEPPOL Business Interoperability Profile.  

Status 

 

 

5.7.1.2.4 DG TAXUD 
Messages for communication between Member States Administrations.  

Business objectives 

Harmonize data requirements, message structures and information exchange in the Custom 
procedures. Use XML formats and XSD schema definitions for custom documents such a transit 
declaration, Single Administrative Document (SAD).  

Main outcomes 

Standardized Transit Documents 

Related tools 

Status 

 

 

5.7.1.3  Agreement on establishment of catalogue of datasets  available in 
public administration 

Number Description 

Objectives Inteoperability 
level 

5 Description:  

Datasets used in public administrations could be of value to other public  

administrations.  

Objectives:  

Improve data exchange between public administrations by using common catalogue 
of datasets.  

D2 
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5.7.1.4  Agreement on how to provide access to data in base registries  
from public administrations 

Number Description 

Objectives Inteoperability 
level 

6 Description:  

Standardized way of communication between registries on EU level and all the 
member states administrations.  

Objectives:  

Define a way of collaborating between database registry on European level and 
database registry on all Members states.  

D3 

 

 

 

5.7.1.5  Agreement on list of foreign documents to be legally accepted in 
other Member States (i.e. in other languages) 

Number Description 

Objectives Inteoperability 
level 

13 Description:  

The different languages in the EU might block interoperability on technical, 
semantic and organizational level. Currently, the national regulations are yet not 
fully aligned with the EU regulations  

Objectives:  

Overcome the situation with different legal situation at national and European level.  

B3 

 

Projects details 

5.7.1.5.1 SPOCS 
Business objectives 

Overcome the situation when different languages in the EU might block interoperability on technical, 

semantic and organizational level. Currently, the national regulations are yet not fully aligned with 
the EU regulations. 

Main outcomes 

Make legal changes which are in opposition to EU directive regarding accepting documents in foreign 
language, trust establishment between Member states. Legal basis for recognition of foreign 
documents in foreign languages, bilateral solutions between Member States as a temporary solution 

Related tools 

e-Safe, Eservice Directories, Service Catalogues, syndication, RDF 

Status 

Since piloting time none of the modules are used.  
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5.7.1.6  Agreement on establishment of catalogue of reference data at 
European level 

Number Description 

Objectives Inteoperability 
level 

16 Description:  

Reference data (codelists) are a predefined, closed set of values that is used by 
different stakeholders. When different public administrations use the same set of  

reference data, the expectation is that the exchange of data will be facilitated. 

Objectives:  

Use the same set of reference data to improve data exchange between 
administrations.  

 

 

D4 

 

Projects details 

5.7.1.6.1 epSOS 
 

In the epSOS project there was a problem with definitions of medicines and physician roles. List of 
codes used by different Member States and for cross-border communication. Mapping and 
translations also differences in British and American English.  

Business objectives 

To standardize local semantics at national level and agree on the set of codes for use in 
ePrescription.  

Create mapping between member States code lists and languages differences. Provide a complete 
semantic catalogue as central element within federal structure.  

Main outcomes 

epSOS Master Value Catalogue, 

Mapping tables,  

Input local semantics, code lists to the Master Value Catalogue  

Related tools 

epSOS Master Value Catalogue 

Status 

 

5.7.1.6.2 Semic 
Location Vocabulary is a simplified, reusable and extensible data model that captures the 
fundamental characteristics of a location, represented as an address, a geographic name, or 
geometry.  
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Business objectives 

Improve cross-border and cross-sector interoperability thanks to mapping Core Vocalbularies to 
existing data models.  

Main outcomes 

Core location. 

Related tools 

Status 

 

5.7.1.7  Agreement on Security requirements for the cross-border 
exchange of information.  

Number Description 

Objectives Inteoperability 
level 

21 Description:  

Providing a definition of the required implementation of security aspects to support 
the trusted exchange of information between public administrations. In order to 
exchange information, the security aspects (such as identification, authentication 
and authorization) should be aligned between EC and Member State 
administrations 

Objectives:  

Authorized and authenticated information and documents exchanged 

T2 

 

 
Projects details 

 

5.7.1.7.1 SPOCS 
Problem of authorization and authentication between the different actors in providing information 
between Member States of European Union.  

Business objectives 

Trust establishment between the actors of public administrations like Single Point of Contact, 
Competent Authorities and Service provider.  

Main outcomes 

SPOCS mechanism for delivering e-Documents and SPOCS Trusted Service List.  

Related tools 

E-Safe and e-Delivery.  

Status 

Since the project ended none of the modules are used.  

5.7.1.7.2 PEPPOL 
A need to effectively recognize, receive and process tenders submitted with a qualified signature and 
their accompanying certificates by public purchaser.  
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Business objectives 

Receiver must check e-Signature, and trust sender’s certification authority.  

Main outcomes 

e-Signature is removed from solutions because of the barrier for acceptance, and because there 
should be no difference between paper and electronic invoices. Solution for e-Signature in the 
future.  

Related tools 

e-Signature Verification Service and Certification  

Status 

 

5.7.1.7.3 epSOS 
Ensure a safety and trust of exchanged data and ensuring protection of personal data, privacy and 
confidentiality.  

Business objectives 

Define a set of common services to be set up supporting and securing the cross-border 
communication of ePrescription.  

Need for identification authentication and authorization of health care professionals (i.e. physicians) 
and patients for ePrescriptions systems.  

Main outcomes 

Security is encapsulated by each NCP in set of services.  

Related tools 

Common ID Service, 

Common Security Service, 

Common Semantic Service, 

Common interface for interconnection Patient identification system.  

Status 

 

 

5.7.2 Missing components from e-SENS perspective 
 

The analysis of the seven agreements related with semantics we have can say that not every problem 
addressed there has found a solution or the solution covers only part of the problem. In this section 
we focused on those unresolved problems on an e-Administrative background.  
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Agreement Business issues  Solution proposition 

21. Agreement on Security 
requirements for the cross-
border exchange of  
information 

Barriers for eSingature 
acceptance identified in 
PEPPOL project.  

 

13. Agreement on list of 
foreign documents to be 
legally accepted in other 
Member States (i.e. in other 
languages) 

 

Legal barriers of accepting 
documents in foreign languages 
in SPOCS project.  

Metadata catalogue and 
mapping code lists and 
vocabularies.  

1. Agreement on common 
semantic schemas at the 
European level 

Different data formats, range of 
informations in Member States 
Countries.  

Prepare a list of transactions 
and documents related to this 
in each e-Administration 
domains. Work on domain’s 
perspective (cross-domain if 
possible) superset of XML data 
set to be exchanged with 
national solutions of Member 
States.  

 Security requirements for the  

cross-border exchange of 
information 

Common specifications for 
security requirements of cross-
border information exchange 

4. Agreement on list  of  
documents  to  be  
standardized  for cross-border 
collaboration 

Different solutions in different 
projects and domains to 
overcome languages and e-
Documents formats 
diffrerences.  

Evaluate solutions according to 
apply them as a cross domain 
European standards for cross-
border e-Administration 
transactions.  

 

Table 13: Missing components 
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5.7.3 Conclusions for e-SENS.   
 

The EIA report gives us a review and classifications of what has already been done in previous LSPs. It 
also gives us a view of what were the barriers and constraints in different projects for preparing 
solutions. The aggrements above are semantically related and give us a better view on what 
problems and business cases had to be recognized in European cross-border interoperability. 
According to the EIA report there are agreements which already have major interoperability 
solutions on the European level, like agreement number one: Agreement on common semantic 
schemas at the European level. Others with some interoperability solutions, like agreement number 
twenty one: Agreement on Security requirements for the cross-border exchange of information and 
Agreements with none or minor interoperability solutions like 4, 5, 6, 13 and 16.   

Also additional stocktaking will be included in D6.2 for whose LSPs not contained in the EIA report. 

 

From the e-SENS perspective it is important to use already existing solutions and described their 
application in the e-SENS project. In the areas where solutions do not exist or are not complete or 
relevant for e-SENS business cases, new solutions should be designed, built based on other existing 
standards components registered on the European level.  
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5.8 Overview of semantic assets in Europe 
 

In this section, we aim to present the semantic assets used in Europe which could support the 
semantic interoperability layers of e-SENS. It is not possible at this stage to specify the resources that 
will be necessary to the e-SENS pilots. Nevertheless, we aim in this chapter to provide 1) an overview 
of the resources that can be reused, and 2) an insight on the modeling and technological choices that 
were made in Europe. 

 

5.8.1 Analysis of resources from the JoinUp portal 
The JoinUp portal8 was set up under the auspices of the ISA (Interoperability Solutions for European 
Public Administrations) programme of the European Commission9. It was created as a result of the 
integration of two efforts, the SEMIC project10 to gather semantic assets (vocabularies) created by 
European public institutions and OSOR11 aimed at sharing software components created by European 
public institutions. The JoinUp portal therefore provides a single point of entry to facilitate the reuse 
of components produced in different European public institutions and therefore decrease the 
necessary investment for supporting eGovernment while enhancing interoperability between their 
systems. 

The content of JoinUp comes from national repositories such as XRepository in Germany12 as well as 
the continuous effort to collect information on semantic assets from European projects for instance.  

 

 

Figure 30: Number of semantic assets in the JoinUp portal by creation year 

 

As of July 2013 the JoinUp portal listed 1923 semantic assets. Figure 30:  shows that the portal 
contains more recent assets, suggesting either an increase in the assets integrated in the portal while 
they are developed or an increase of semantic assets created in Europe. In either case, this suggests 
a better concern for the semantic interoperability of systems set up in European public institutions. 

 

The format of semantic assets  

                                                           
8
 https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/ 

9
 http://ec.europa.eu/isa/ 

10
 https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/page/semic.eu 

11
 https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/page/osor.eu 

12
 https://www.xrepository.de/ 
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Out of 1923 semantic assets, at least 111 are ontologies (i.e., 6%) and 1010 are XML schemas (i.e., 
53%). A significant quantity of assets is actually knowledge organization systems, i.e., code lists (339), 
taxonomies (54), thesauri (11), or name authorities (11). 4 assets are dedicated to mapping.  

However, when looking at creation dates, 107 out of 111 of the ontology assets have been created in 
2013, which is indicative of the development of such modeling mechanism (Figure 31: P). The 
development of resources in structured formats is therefore clearly growing.   

 

 

Figure 31: Progression of XML schemas and ontologies by creation date 

 

IPR and language 

Major obstacles to reusability remain the absence of IPR indication (1372 assets, i.e., 71%) rather 
than important restrictions to reuse and the diversity of languages (Figure 32: L). It should be noted 
however regarding the language of semantic assets that for 44% of the resources the information is 
not known. 

 

Figure 32: Language of semantic assets 

Relevant assets for the e-SENS domains 

The important assets for the e-SENS project are those related to the main domains addressed in the 
scope of the pilots, i.e., eBusiness, e-Justice and eHealth. Although other assets may also be relevant 
to the project, we therefore examined in particular those assets that are related to the e-SENS 
piloting domains. The data for the “new” piloting domains are indicated in italic on Table 14  
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e-SENS 
domain 

JoinUp asset theme 
Number of assets on 
JoinUp (July 2013) 

eBusiness 
Business and 
Competition 

5 

e-Justice Law and Justice 19 

eHealth Health 20 

eEmployment Employment 16 

eEducation Education 13 

eAgriculture 
Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fisheries 

22 

Table 14: Statistics on the semantic assets published on JoinUp in the e-SENS piloting domains 

 

For the eBusiness domain of the e-SENS project it is therefore important to note the Core Business 
vocabulary13 as well as the Catalogue of business life events which is “the result of the mapping 
exercise of business information portals across the EU” 14, as well as The Combined Nomenclature 
which “is the goods classification used within the EU for the purposes of foreign trade statistics”15. 

For the e-Justice domain of the e-SENS project, it is important to note the EU Citizens Life Cycle 
Events, which is a domain ontology developed by the DGMARKT to represent “important events of 
the life of EU citizens and their relation with EU and MS rights, conditions and formalities as the ones 
shown in the page ‘Your Europe Citizens’"16 and the XJustiz Specification - Schema file 1.5, which is a 
UML model of a “data exchange format for Justice” issued by the Federal and State Commission for 
the Data Processing and Streamlining in the Judiciary (BLK) in Germany17. 

For the eHealth domain of the e-SENS project, it is important to note the International Statistical 
Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems18 issued by Eurostat as well as the Social 
Security Cross-roads Database - Family Composition issued by the Federal Public Service for 
Information and Communication Technology in Belgium19.  

It should be noted that certain resources are not openly accessible on the Internet (e.g., the Intended 
purposes private criminal record published by the Federal Office of Justice in Germany20). 
Nevertheless, it is always possible to contact the institution in order to ensure that any semantic 
asset developed in the scope of the e-SENS project can either reuse existing assets or be compatible 
with them. 

                                                           
13

 http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/core_business/asset_release/core-business-vocabulary-100 
14

 
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/catalogue_of_business_life_eve/asset_release/catalogue_of_business_life_e
ve-020 
15

 http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/catalogue/asset_release/combined-nomencalture 
16

 http://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/index_en.htm 
17

 http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/catalogue/distribution/xjustiz-schemadateien 
18

 http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/catalogue/distribution/international-statistical-classification-diseases-and-
related-health-problems 
19

 http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/catalogue/distribution/familycompositionxsd_xsd_fullzip 
20

 https://www.xrepository.de/Datei/urn:uuid:59f0d44a-4226-4317-9de2-f383af903850.xml 
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5.8.2 The development of ISA Core vocabularies 
In the context of the European programme ISA (Interoperability Solution for European Public 
Administrations) action 1.1 is devoted to the improvement of semantic interoperability in 
eGovernment systems deployed in Europe. The specific works carried out under that action aim at 
analyzing possible semantic assets and metadata policies available in Member States so as to identify 
potential alignments in terms of semantic definitions, metadata and reference data sources, and to 
promote the maximum reusage of those assets. The ultimate objective is then the creation of a 
common basis for semantic specifications that can be used to reduce possible semantic conflicts 
among the different countries, thus fostering cross-border semantic interoperability. 

In such a scenario, one of the main results gained under the earlier action is the specification of a 
number of so-called “core vocabularies”. Core vocabularies are based on the notion of “core 
concepts”. As reported in the European Commission document on eGovernment Core vocabularies21, 
a core concept is a simplified data model that captures the minimal and common attributes of an 
entity in a way that is generic and independent of the specific country and domain. The core 
concepts are represented as core vocabularies using a variety of formalisms such as XML, RDF and 
JSON. 

The term “core” is meant to identify vocabularies that can be highly reusable, since they represent 
generic characteristics of an entity, independently from the context in which that entity is being 
used, and highly extensible, since they define the “least common denominator” of attributes of a 
generic entity, on top of which domain-specific characteristics can be further specified. 

The European Commission, in collaboration with standardization bodies such as W3C, has recently 
released four Core Vocabularies; namely, Core Person, Core Location, Core Public Service and Core 
Business, where this latter has been transformed into two specialized vocabularies named Org and 
RegOrg. In all the core vocabularies, the followed approach consisted in the definition of a 
conceptual model that was then enriched with an encoded representation of the vocabulary using 
UML, XML, RDF and Linked Data.   

In the following we provide the readers with a brief description of the core vocabularies and we 
highlight their usage within some of the Large Scale Pilot (LSPs) projects. 

Core Person22. The core person vocabulary can be conveniently used to represent the common 
attributes that characterize a person. Example of attributes include the name, surname, gender, date 
of birth, date of death, citizenship etc. The vocabulary largely reuses the schema.org23 and FOAF 
ontologies24. Currently, it is used in the contest of the e-CODEX LSP. In general, it seems a good 
candidate vocabulary to represent the typical information that is contained in civil base registries. 

Core Location25. The core location vocabulary can be conveniently used to represent the common 
attributes that characterize a location. Example of attributes include the name, address, geometry 
etc. In particular, as for the addresses the specifications of Core Location are drawn based on the 
INSPIRE Address Representation data type. 

                                                           
21

 European Commission, “e-Government Core Vocabularies”, 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/community/core_vocabularies/description, 2013. 
22

 European Commission, Core Person Vocabulary, http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/core_person/description, 
2013. 
23

 Schema.org, http://schema.org/, 2013. 
24

 FOAF Vocabulary Specification, http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/, 2013. 
25

 European Commission, Core Location Vocabulary, 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/core_location/description, 2013. 
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Core Public Service26. The core public service vocabulary can be conveniently used to represent the 
common characteristics of public services offered by public administrations to their end-users, i.e. 
citizens and enterprises. Its aim is to facilitate (i) the exchange of information on public services 
within the public sector, (ii) the discovery of existing services and their related legal frameworks, and 
(iii) the development of public service portals in Member States. Examples of attributes of public 
services modelled by the Core Public Service vocabulary are name, description and type of the 
service; moreover, the service can be provided using different channels such as Web sites or physical 
locations (this latter property is modelled using the Core Location vocabulary earlier discussed). 

A number of piloting activities have been carried out on the use of the Core Public Service 
vocabulary. In this context, it is worth mentioning the piloting performed within the context of 
SPOCS LSP where the vocabulary was used to represent four different types of eServices offered by 
four Member States (Lithuania, Portugal, Malta and Slovenia).  

Org (Organization Ontology)27. The Org ontology is used to represent the structure of organizations 
and in particular of public administrations. The ontology can be easily extended and integrated with 
other ontologies so as to consider for example the classification of the organizations, the roles of the 
personnel of the organizations. In addition to the organization structure, the ontology also provides 
different ways to represent the possible relationships between people and organizations themselves.   

RegOrg (Registered Organization Ontology)28. The RegOrg vocabulary, current under standardization 
by W3C, is an extension of the previously described Org vocabulary that allows one to represent the 
common characteristics of organizations, typically business organizations (companies), that are 
official registered in national base registers (company registers).  

The SPOCS LSP implemented the Core Business vocabulary (ReOrg) to describe companies in one of 
the pilots. 

In addition to the above described vocabularies, the European Commission launched within action 
1.1 of the ISA programme two other initiatives that are worth being introduced in this deliverable.  

The first initiative concerns the definition of the so-called Asset Description Metadata Schema 
(ADMS)29. ADMS is a specific profile of the DCAT vocabulary (see below) that can be used to 
represent semantic assets. Semantic assets can be reusable metadata (e.g., data models, xml 
schema) and data of reference such as code lists, classifications, and vocabularies, used in the 
development of eGovernment systems. ADMS’s main purpose is to support the federation of 
different repositories of semantic assets and their discovery. Thus, ADMS allows one to describe a 
repository (a catalogue), an asset, usually included into the repository, expressed as an abstract 
entity that characterizes the conceptual content of the asset, and the distribution of the asset that 
expresses the implementation of the asset itself.  

The second very recent initiative concerns the definition of the DCAT application profile for 
European data portals30. The initiative relies on the use of the Data Catalogue vocabulary (DCAT)31. 

                                                           
26

 European Commission, “Core public service vocabulary”, 
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/core_public_service/news/core-public-service-vocabulary- released-public-
review, 2013. 
27

 W3C, “Candidate Recommendation. The Organization Ontology”, http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-org/, 2013. 
28

 W3C, “Working Group Note. Registered Organization Vocabulary”, https://dvcs.w3.org/hg/gld/raw-
file/default/legal/index.html, 2013. 
29

 W3C, Asset Description Metadata Schema (ADMS), http://www .w3.org/ns/adms, 2013. 
30

 European Commission, “DCAT application profile for data portals in Europe”, 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/dcat_application_profile/description, 2013. 
31

 W3C, Data Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT), http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/, 2013. 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/dcat_application_profile/description
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DCAT allows one to represent metadata of (i) data catalogues (ii) datasets included into data 
catalogues and (iii) accessible forms of a dataset such as downloadable files, RSS feeds, Web services. 

The specific DCAT profile for data portals aims at describing public sector datasets that are available 
across Europe. The definition of the profile facilitates the exchange of metadata, describing datasets, 
among data portals. Thus, the profile can be used to enable cross-data portal search of datasets 
making data of the public sector highly discoverable across borders and across heterogeneous 
domains.  

The LSPs have therefore started integrating and have in certain cases participated in the 
development of a set of Core Vocabularies supported by the European Commission and in the 
standardization process of W3C. They are likely to represent core assets to support the 
semantic interoperability framework of e-SENS. 

 

5.8.3 Strategies for semantic resources in Europe 
In this section, we aim to describe examples of strategies to develop and/or share semantic 
resources in Europe in order to understand the choices made which should influence the choices of 
e-SENS. 

 

The European Commission to publish semantic resources  

The European Commission makes available a number of semantic resources. The Publications office 
of the EU also maintains a metadata registry32 which provides access to a list of vocabularies (e.g., 
metadata schemas, authorities) “used by the different European Institutions involved in the legal 
decision making process gathered in the Interinstitutional Metadata Maintenance Committee 
(IMMC) and by the Publications Office of the EU in its production and dissemination process”.A 
schema is for instance dedicated to a list of corporate bodies33. The EUROVOC thesaurus, available in 
both XML and SKOS is dedicated to the description of the activities of the EU. It is available in 22 
languages34.  

 

The Italian strategy and the use of core vocabularies  

In the Italian public sector, heterogeneous public administrations’ systems are capable of 
cooperating and interoperating with each other by means of the so-called Sistema Pubblico di 
Connettività e Cooperazione – Public Connectivity and Cooperation System (SPC). SPC is regulated by 
the Italian master law of innovation of the public sector “Codice dell’Amministrazione Digitale” – 
Digital Administration Code (CAD), and can be thought of as the Italian e-government interoperability 
framework. SPC consists of two main building blocks: the application services and national 
interoperability infrastructures. 

The former are owned by both central and local public administrations and are mostly deployed 
within their local administrative boundaries. Application services are offered to final end users such 
as citizens and enterprises. Examples of application services include all web-based services, e-

                                                           
32

 http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/ 
33

 http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/resource/core-metadata-schema/at-corporatebodies.xsd 
34

 http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/eurovoc/index.html 

http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/
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documents management, digital signatures, and certified e-mail services that provide users with 
evidences on the actual sending and reception of emails. 

The latter building block consists of the set of infrastructures and interoperability services that are 
used in order to support secure connections and cooperation between public administrations. It is 
through these infrastructures that technical, semantic and organizational interoperability, as defined 
by the European Interoperability Framework (EIF), can be ensured in SPC.  

As regard to semantic interoperability, in the last years a number of works have been carried out in 
Italy in order to exploit the usage of well-know standard ontologies and of the above core 
vocabularies for describing public data contained in national base registers, made available to public 
administrations through SPC. In particular, within SPC, the SPCData initiative35 was launched that 
aims at providing public administrations with semantic assets and public data under the form of 
Linked Data, accessible through a SPARQL endpoint, i.e., a semantic interoperability infrastructure. 

In SPCData, the Public Administration Registry named IPA (Indice della Pubblica Amministrazione) is 
currently available as Linked Open Data and linked to other Italian data and to the International 
Linked Open Data cloud.  

IPA is a base register that public administrations are obliged to feed, at least every six months, with 
up-to-date public data that permit to univocally identify Italian administrations. Thus, IPA includes 
such data as tax codes, e-mail and certified e-mail addresses, postal addresses, fax numbers and 
official web site URLs as well as people in charge, organizational structures (e.g., offices and 
department) and classification of more than 20.000 Italian public administrations. In addition, data 
on the municipalities and regions where public administrations are located are also included into the 
register. 

In order to represent these data the usage of both the Org and Core Location ontologies was 
considered, since they appeared to be very good candidates to represent the public administrations’ 
structures and the people in charge, as well as the postal addresses of the organizations themselves. 
A pilot activity on the use of the Org vocabulary in Italy was performed with the aim of linking the 
data of IPA expressed in Org with the data of the Ministry of Administrative Reform and Governance 
(MAREG) in Greece. The results of the pilot are available from the JoinUp portal36. 

In addition, within SPCData, two important national classifications are provided as Linked Data, 
described using the ADMS schema and thus considered as semantic assets: the national classification 
of the public administrations and the national classification of the Italian territory (this latter consists 
of the municipalities and regions identifier codes). Both classifications are used in IPA and provided 
by the Italian Institute of Statistics. 

 

The Estonian approach and experience of semantic assets  

 

Estonia has been implementing a national strategy of semantic assets from 2007. The Estonian 
Semantic Interoperability Framework is part of the national Interoperability Framework. A number of 
successes but also less successful experiences are worth mentioning in relation with architectural 
solutions, tools and models to be developed in e-SENS.  

                                                           
35

 SPCData, http://spcdata.digitpa.gov.it, 2013. 
36

 Organization Ontology Pilot – Linking public sector’s organizational data, 
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/core_business/document/organization-ontology-pilot-linking- public-sectors-
organisational-data, 2013 
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- There are three established types of semantic assets: (a) classifications (code lists), (b) 

ontologies (vocabularies), (c) XML schemes. 

- Semantic assets have to be used together with process models, data models, organisation 

models and/or descriptions. Technically this is implemented with various linking and 

annotation techniques. The experience of running a central service catalog and semantic 

asset repository has shown the feasibility of integrating descriptions of IT services and 

information systems. Resources are described from several viewpoints: legislation, 

organisation, process, data, and semantics. 

- A central repository has proved extremely useful to provide for the discovery of and access 

to semantic assets (RIHA37, operating from 2007).  

- The full life cycle of semantic assets has to be supported by methodologies, tools, 

repositories as well as by the legislation. 

- Both the human- and machine-readability of assets are critical for the acceptance of the 

resources.  

- Internationally established formats and representation languages have been chosen: SDMX 

(for classifications), OWL, WSDL. 

- A modular and pragmatic, yet systematic approach is very important. Some scalability 

problems have been encountered in the introduction of semantic description methodologies. 

Obviously, scalability is even more important on the European level. 

- Somewhat paradoxically, public administrations sometimes have no resources or skills to 

create all necessary higher-level abstractions and descriptions. In this regard, European core 

vocabularies (abstract data models) developed by the EC nicely fill the existing gap. However, 

alignment of national data models with European core vocabularies will take time. 

- Efforts to develop an original toolset (semantic asset editor and annotation tools) have given 

mixed results. Smaller public administrations do not have the resources to develop and 

maintain complex tools that would support high quality user experience. Therefore, the use 

and re-use of open-source tools like Protégé is a practical necessity (see also 4.7.1). However, 

these open-source tools can in certain cases become a barrier for some categories of users 

because of their complexity and the lack of localisation (no user interface in national 

language). 

- BPMN has been chosen as the national standard for modeling public sector processes.  

 

The Turkish strategy  

The Turskish Ministry of Development (formerly State Planning Organization) has launched a project 
named “E-Transformation Project of Turkey” in Turkey in 2003. The action plan was published in 2005 
and some of public institutions were authorized for the implementation of it via several pilot 
projects. In this concept, “e-Government Gate” was opened to the service for its users in 2008. In 
Turkey, some public services are delivered via “e-Government Gate” in order to make citizens and 
businesses benefited from these services as quick, efficient and secure as possible. In Turkey, the 
public sector generally uses Web services at the transport and communication layer. Web services 
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 https://riha.eesti.ee 
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are application functions that can be invoked by software over the Internet. Actually, a Web service 
is a layer in order access to a service, which is implemented by other kinds of middleware. Since Web 
services are supported by every major corporation and have a flexible core language which is XML, 
they represent a more convenient solution. The Turkish Ministry of Development has also launched a 
project named “e-Correspondence Project” in which official correspondences to be transmitted 
between the public institutions and a package structure including electronic signatures and metadata 
have been determined. Encryption mechanisms for the secure transmission of documents between 
agencies have been defined. In this scope a Document Content Layer OPC (Open Packaging 
Convention) is a container-file technology to store a combination of XML and non-XML files that 
together form a single entity. The main document format is PDF. 

The Revenue Administration (Gelir İdaresi Başkanlığı, GIB) of Turkey is in charge of revenue 
management in Turkey including implementing the state revenue policy; ensuring the collection of 
governmental claims; measuring the costs of all exceptions, exemptions and discounts in the tax laws 
or other fiscal laws and carrying out tax inspection and audit at the direction of main policies and 
strategies determined by the Ministry of Finance. GIB develops an eInvoice Interoperability Profile 
which is based on open XML based standards38. It addresses all the layers in the interoperability 
stack, namely, the document layer, the transport and communication layer and the business process 
layer. At the document content layer, an important document content standard from OASIS, namely, 
UBL 2.0 (Universal Business Language) is localized to Turkey. UBL has a high degree of penetration in 
the eGovernment applications in Europe. The first use of UBL Invoice in government applications is 
realized in Denmark through the “Offentlig Information Online UBL (OIOUBL)" Project and has been 
mandated by law for all public-sector businesses. Also in Sweden, the National Financial 
Management Authority recommended UBL Invoice customized to Sweden, namely, Svefaktura for all 
government use. Following the success of Danish and Swedish examples, representatives from 
Denmark, Norway, Sweden, UK, Finland and Iceland have created a Northern European Subset (NES) 
for UBL to ensure interoperability among these countries. Finally, a large scale integration project is 
being carried out in the EU to set up a pan-European pilot solution that facilitates EU-wide 
interoperable public eProcurement based on UBL 2.0. At the transport and communication layer, a 
Web service based architecture is designed. At the business process layer, the well-defined 
interactions among the actors involved provides for the interoperability at this layer. In addition, the 
GIB’s Interoperability Profile contains comprehensive security and privacy measures based on open 
standards including SSL, WS-Security and WS-Trust. Finally, for testing the conformance and 
interoperability of applications with the GIB’s interoperability profile, a general purpose test 
framework is customized. 

Turkey prefers to use international standards for their national infrastructures in e-Health 
applications. However, the Refined Message Information Model (R-MIM) of CDA (Clinical Document 
Architecture) is used instead of directly restricting CDA XML Schema for applying the local 
requirements of the National Health Data Dictionary (NHDD) and business rules directly at the 
schema level as much as possible while developing the schemas for the local Electronic Healthcare 
Records (EHRs)39. Turkey's National Health Information System (NHIS) supports the exchange of 
EHRs, called the “Transmission Schema” instances, at the national level. The content of the 
Transmission Schemas are defined within the NHDD which is developed to enable the parties to 

                                                           

38 Dogac A., Yildirim A., Kabak Y., Laleci G. B., Ocalan C., Bilen M. “Design and Implementation of the eInvoice 
Interoperability Profile of the Revenue Administration of Turkey”, eChallenges Conference, October 2009, 
Istanbul, Turkey. 

39 Yuksel M., Dogac A., Akdag R., Atbakan E., Hulur U. “Automatic Transformation of Local EHRs to the 

International Standards: Application in Turkey’s NHIS”, eChallenges Conference, October 2009, Istanbul, 

Turkey. 
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share the same meaning of data, and use them for the same purpose. Transmission Schemas are 
composed of Minimum Health Data Sets (MHDSs) and MHDSs are composed of data elements from 
the NHDD. Based on the definitions in the NHDD, the wire format and messaging protocols have 
been developed under the NHIS. As the EHR standard, HL7 CDA has been selected. During the 
localization process, the rules set in the “HL7 Refinement, Constraint and Localization” are applied. 
However, the original HL7 CDA schemas are modified which breaks the CDA conformity of NHIS 
Transmission Schemas, since a conformant CDA document should at a minimum validate against the 
CDA Schema. HL7 version 3 is being used for messaging. HL7 Web Services Profile has been 
implemented for the transportation of Transmission Schema instances. There is a Web Service for 
each Transmission Schema defined in the NHDD. These services support insertion, update, deletion 
and querying operations. For security, WS-Security Username Token Profile over Secure Sockets 
Layer (SSL) is used. 

T.R Ministry of Justice is one of the members of the e-CODEX project. Within the e-CODEX project, 
the main document is PDF. In addition to the PDF version of document an XML version will be 
supplied to be processed by semantic applications by semantic applications. The ASIC-S container, a 
data container holding different data objects and associated signatures within a ZIP file is used to 
transmit the judicial documents between agencies securely and easily. At Transport Layer Holodeck 
implements ebMSv3 is used. ebMS (ebXML Messaging Service) is an open standard for B2B (Business 
to Business) messaging based on SOAP/Web Services. It is developed and maintained by OASIS and 
has been adopted by ISO as ISO 15000. The ebMS specification describes a communication-protocol 
neutral method for exchanging electronic business messages. It defines specific enveloping 
constructs supporting reliable, secure delivery of business information. 

 

Strategic implications for e-SENS 

From these examples it is possible to set the hypotheses that: 

5- The semantic resources should be hosted on a dedicated repository/portal 

6- They should be compatible and build as much as possible on existing core 

vocabularies 

7- The definition of core vocabularies can help ensuring a low level of interoperability 

while maintaining the necessary flexibility to support different scenarios in different 

environments (typically application profiles). 

8- Semantic resource development should focus on the model then multiple 

representations should ideally be developed, including XML schemas, RDF and data 

linkage with other relevant resources. 
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5.9 Priorities  
Step 7 in the Methodology. 

First round of priorities as-of 1.9.2013 (priorities can change during the course of the project) 

A permanent check on new relevant European initiatives will be set up so that we can efficiently 
consolidate e-SENS assets and reuse the outcomes of existing work. This will be done thanks to the 
JoinUp portal as detailed in the above sections, as well as through the investigation of the new 
European funding programmes and awareness on other initiatives. 

Moreover, a regular check on a wider range of national situations will be carried out in order to 
ensure the compliance of the e-SENS approach in terms of methodologies as well as technologies 
used. 

Finally, we will investigate with the semantic task group the ability to reuse of learn lessons from 
existing initiatives in Europe. 

As opposed to other requirements related work, the overview of semantic assets in Europe will be 
carried out as a continuous task along the project. 
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6 Building Blocks - 6.3 Identity, Security & Trust 

6.1 e-Signature High Level Building Block 
 

6.1.1 Definition 
e-Signature is among the Digital Service Infrastructure Building Blocks (DSI-BB) defined in the Draft 
guidelines for trans-European telecommunications networks (COM(2013) 329 final). It is part of the 
“electronic identification and authentication” DSI-BB defined as “this refers to services to enable cross 
border recognition and validation of e-identification and signature”. Both signature-creation and 
signature-verification are addressed.  

 

Electronic signature means “data in electronic form which are attached to or logically associated with 
other electronic data and which serve as a method of authentication” (Signature Directive 
1999/93/EC). The main purpose is binding an e-Document (=> HBB e-Documents) to an entity so that 
some legal value is associated.  

The HBB e-Signature covers signature-creation (by the signatory) and signature-verification (by a 
relying party) as its core architecture framework. It relies on the EU e-Signature legislation (mainly 
the Signature Directive and the upcoming e-IDAS Regulation) as the legal backbone, the EU e-
Signature Standards Framework as the interoperability backbone, respectively. 

6.1.2 Scope 
Many of these tools could serve as building blocks. At the building block ingress, we focused to those 
tools that already have a cross-border interoperability aspect included and/or are used by several 
MS. The e-signature standards framework that origins from M/460 of the European Commission is 
taken as the high-level generic building block.  

Aside the BBs chosen, numerous tools exist for electronic signatures, many MS provides open source 
solutions, commercial tools are available, or e-Signature functionality is integrated in some COTS 
products. Not taking up these as building blocks following the cross-border rationale given above is 
by no means meant to be negligent. To the contrary, any tool supporting the e-signature standards 
framework as the high-level generic building block is to be seen as building the e-signature 
ecosystem: The general principle is, that e-Signature components that meet the standards 
framework and have proven interoperability with it shall be considered meeting the Building Block 
requirements.  

Further stocktaking will be included in D6.2 

6.1.3 ICT Foundation Architecture 
The core principle is that Building Blocks and components that follow legal and interoperability 
frameworks (EU e-Signature legislation and EU e-Signature Standards Framework) and proof 
interoperability with it are considered compatible with the high-level building block. 

The ICT Architecture therefore consists of the “EU e-Signature Standards Framework” as governing 
the specification. The key components are the signature-creation and the signature-verification 
service. In an Archimate notation this draws to:  
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Figure 33: e-Signature architecture 

 

The main components are:  

 Signature Creation Service:  
A service that uses an application to generate signatures that adhere to the specification. 

 Signature Verification Service:  
A service that uses an application to verify signatures according to the specification. 

 Specification Service: 
The specification service provides the format and standards to be used, and maintains these 
over time. 
Interoperability for signatures requires that all parties adhere to the same format and 
standards when generating and verifying signatures. The EU e-Signature Standards 
Framework is the basis.  

 Infrastructure Services:  
Legal system with laws and regulations that determines what the signatures are good for. 

Providers of e-ID for provisioning of keys and certificates, and potential revocation of them. 

Trust services for establishing trust among parties. 

Transport mechanisms for conveying information among the parties. 
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Name e-Signature Standards Framework 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The signature standards framework has been established by the European Commission under 
mandate M/460. It is based on standards that have to a large extend been developed early 2000s 
under the European Commission initiated European Electronic Signature Standards Initiative (EESSI). 
Under mandate M/460 the roughly 10 years experience made with the EESSI standards developed by 
CEN and ETSI have been taken into account. Standards have been updated and new standards have 
been developed.  

The standards support European signature legislation. Mainly the Signature Directive 1999/93/EC, 
but also Commission Decisions related to the Services Directive like the Format Decision 
2011/130/EU and the Trust List Decision 2009/767/EC, 2010/425/EU, respectively.  

Type Architecture Framework, ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The e-Signature standards framework covers numerous standards and specifications. It is best 
described by the CEN and ETSI “Rationalised Framework for Electronic Signature Standardisation”. 
This framework structures the standards into  

1. Signature Creation & Validation 

2. Signature Creation & other related Devices 

3. Cryptographic Suites 

4. TSPs supporting e-Signature 

5. Trust Application Service Providers 

6. Trust Service Status Lists Providers 

Each area covers Guidance, Policy & Security Requirements, Technical Specification, Conformance 
Assessment, and Testing Compliance & Interoperability.  

To give a few examples, the standards cover signature formats XAdES, CAdES, PAdES, and ASiC in the 
Signature Creation & Validation part, ISO 15480 Common Criteria Protection Profiles in the Signature 
Creation & other related Devices part, or Trust service Status Lists.  

Standards Open standards freely available.  

The high-level document is “Rationalised Framework for Electronic Signature 
Standardisation” ETSI SR 001 604 V1.1.1 

http://www.e-signatures-standards.eu  

Open 
Source  

n/a (standards freely available)  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

Basis for the e-Signature Building Blocks 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

-- 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

Standards basis for the e-Signature Building Blocks 

Ownership CEN and ETSI, open standards LCM  

http://www.e-signatures-standards.eu/
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In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

The standards are proven already since their EESSI origin. They have been maintained and taking 
experience into account the standards have been completely reworked under mandate M/460.  
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6.1.4 ABB - Signature Creation Service 

6.1.4.1 STORK Signature-Creation 
 

Name STORK Signature-Creation 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

e-Signature Creation relates to “electronic identification and authentication” Digital Service 
Infrastructure Building Blocks (DSI-BB) defined in the Draft guidelines for trans-European 
telecommunications networks (COM(2013) 329 final).  

STORK and STORK 2.0 are best positioned to provide signature-creation infrastructure, as STORK 
technically already handles national e-ID tokens that to a large extent are also signature-creation 
devices. In fact, the tokens supported by STORK and STORK 2.0 are the majority of secure signature-
creation devices (SSCDs) rolled out to European citizens.  

Creation of XAdES signatures was already part of STORK, STORK 2.0 generalizes the signature request 
and amends to the full range of formats defined in the Format Decision 2011/130/EU, i.e. to support 
XAdES, CAdES, and PAdES.  

Type Architecture Framework, ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The STORK / STORK 2.0 signature request is part of the STORK interface specifications and its 
implementations (in the building blocks PEPS and V-IDP). First started in STORK with creating a XAdES 
signatures on simple text-only information during a SAML authentication request, the STORK 2.0 
enhancements generalized in several ways:  

 The signature request can be issued  

o during an SAML WebSSO authentication request (signed willful act upon authentication) 

o during an already authenticated session (signed transaction after authentication) 

o independent from an authenticated session (signing documents)  

 The service provider requesting the signature can request three signature qualities  

o Qualified electronic signatures  

o Advanced electronic signatures based on qualified signatures (not based on SSCD)  

o Advanced electronic signatures (not based on SSCD and qualified certificates)  

A subset of the PEPPOL signature qualities is used (the quality decision is made solely based 
on the CertificateQuality parameter; the distinction if the signature is based on a qualified 
certificate and/or a SSCD is based on the definitions in the Trust List)   

 Document viewer functions excluding dynamic content (raw text, XHTML+CSS, and PDF/A)  

The signature request is based on OASIS DSS.  

The overall approach is that a service provider delegates the signature creation to the component of 
the citizen home country (i.e. the C-PEPS or V-IDP). Thus the MS that issued the citizen’s token 
implements and maintains the actual signature-creation. STORK provides the transport mechanisms 
via a signature-creation request routed from the SP (S-PEPS/V-IDP) to the citizen’s MS component (C-
PEPS/V-IDP).  

 

Standards SAML 2.0 (embedding into WebSSO authentication request)  
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OASIS DSS 1.0 (Signature request formatting in an/without an authenticated session)  

Signature formats: ETSI TS 101 903 (XAdES), ETSI TS 101 733 (CAdES), ETSI TS TS 102 
778-3 (PAdES part 3) 

Open 
Source  

European Union Public Licence (EUPL), implementation in common PEPS and V-IDP  

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

BB e-Signature Standards Framework  

STORK PEPS, STORK V-IDP (implementing the 
signature-request)  

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

BB SD-DSS, national signature-creation 
components (e.g. BB MOCCA to carry out the 
actual signature-creation with the national 
tokens) 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

See STORK PEPS, STORK V-IDP 

Ownership EC DIGIT-ISA (STORK 1.0 parts) 

STORK 2.0 (extensions) 

LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

The STORK protocol has proven stable in the pilots and has already been set into production by 
several Member States. The STORK 2.0 extensions have not yet been integrated into the reference 
components (PEPS and V-IDP) and thus not yet been piloted, but rely on the existing STORK request 
and amends by proven protocols (OASIS-DSS; cf. BB PEPPOL Signature).  

The integration of the national signature tokens relies on the proven national signature components. 
While reference implementations will be provided by STORK (e.g. relying on BB SD-DSS and BB 
MOCCA), an API is provided so that MS can integrate their usual signature-creation software that has 
proven stable with their own tokens.  

 

 

 

6.1.4.2 MOCCA 
 

Name MOCCA 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

MOCCA has been developed by Digital Austria as an open source signature-creation software to 
interface to smartcards for generating XAdES and CAdES signatures. It supports several MS e-ID 
tokens natively via PC/SC and therefore has been used by the SD-DSS software for integrating the 
various member states’ e-ID cards.  

Type Component, SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/
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MOCCA is a component developed in Java. It can run as a standalone application on the PC, or can be 
integrated to Web-applications as an applet. For signature-creation, MOCCA carries out the XAdES 
and CAdES processing, displays the data to be signed to the signatory, and performs the 
communication with the smartcard via PC/SC.  

Currently smartcards are supported from: Austria, Belgium, Estonia, Finland, Iceland, Italy, 
Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland 

Standards ETSI TS 101 903 (XAdES), ETSI TS 101 733 (CAdES) 

PC/SC to interface to the smartcards 

Open 
Source  

European Union Public Licence (EUPL) 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/mocca/  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

BB e-Signature Standards Framework 

BB STORK Signature-Creation (used for STORK 
signature integration of several MS) 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

None 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

BB SD-DSS for integration MS e-IDs 

Ownership Digital Austria (Austria eGovernment 
coordination platform)  

LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

The MOCCA applet is the core smartcard signature-creation component in Austrian eGovernment 
applications. It is used in mass applications, like authentications to the tax portal “FinanzOnline” or 
the social security portal.  

With the integration of foreign e-ID cards, is has been taken up by other MS projects like in Cyprus or 
Switzerland; and the EC SD-DSS tool.  

 

 

  

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/mocca/
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6.1.5 ABB - Signature Verification Service 
 

6.1.5.1 e-CODEX Trust Library 
 

Name e-CODEX Trust Library 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

e-CODEX Trust Library has been designed and planned by e-CODEX and it is developed by ARHS. It is 
a complete implementation supporting signing of messages and validation of signatures. The solution 
uses the EC Digital Signature Service (SD-DSS) for signing and validation logic. 

 

Type Architecture Framework Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

e-CODEX Trust Library is integrated into the e-CODEX connector framework. The library is responsible 
for e-signatures and enables the connector to issue a Trust OK-Token. The Trust OK-Token contains 
either the result of the signature and the certificate validation or information regarding the 
authentication process of the user. It is provided both as human-readable PDF and as machine-
readable XML and is signed according to the configuration of the connector framework. Then, an 
ASiC-S container is created. ASiC-S container is a digital data container that contains different data 
objects and associated signatures within a ZIP file: The business document (which is the data 
transferred between the e-CODEX gateways) plus the Trust OK-Token as PDF. The XML versions of 
the business document and the Trust OK-Token are not included in the container. Both the Trust OK-
Token and the container have to be signed for consistency and reliability by using a signature 
certificate which is located in the connector. The receiving connector can validate the container via 
this signature. It can also validate both versions of the Trust OK-Token as well.  

The main functionalities of the e-CODEX Trust Library can be summarized as follows: 
1. Creation of a Trust OK-Token 
2. Creation of a signed ASiC-S container 
3. Verification of the ASiC-S container 
4. Reception of an ASiC-S container 
5. Application of an additional signature to an ASiC-S container 

 
In addition, configuration aspects of the e-CODEX Trust Library can summarized as follows: 

1. Application of National Signature Policies 
2. Application of National Validation Policies 
3. Proxy Configuration 

 

Standards DG Market’s Digital Signature Services libraries provide a solution to create and validate 
signatures that follow the ETSI standards. 

Open 
Source  

e-CODEX Trust Library is open source and will be available for download. 

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

BB e-Signature Standards Framework 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 
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EC Digital Signature Service (SD-DSS ), open source 
software for creating and validating signatures  

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/sd-
dss/release/20 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

See BB SD-DSS 

Ownership e-CODEX, ARHS LCM  

In Use Production Pilot Technical 
Maturity 

T4-Reliability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

 

Within the EU, various nationally accepted formats are used to sign. The library gives chance to avoid 
from validating signatures across borders by using consistent connector signatures. In addition to 
that, e-CODEX Trust Library can be applied to other domains as well.  

 

For the cross-border verification of signatures, when an EU Member State wants to revalidate 
signatures of received documents, DG MARKT DSS libraries can be used to create a validation report. 

 

 

6.1.5.2 PEPPOL Validation Service 
 

Name PEPPOL Validation Service 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

See trust section for Trust-service Status List 

 

Type SBB 

 

Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic: Signature Validation 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

PEPPOL WP1 has set up a concept to facilitate cross-border signature validation. It is mainly based on 
federated instances of server-side “Validation Services” (VS), which can be seen as a “Trust Broker” 
approach40. PEPPOL defined two types of VSs, using different interfaces: 

 Complete signature validation by validation service; interface according to a profile of the 
OASIS Digital Signature Services (DSS) specification41. 

                                                           
40 For the overall concept “Architecture and Trust Models” please see 
Architecture_and_Trust_Models-220.pdf at https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/PEPPOL/PEPPOL_EIA/1-

ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-e-Signature_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/ (document to be downloaded before 
opening) 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/sd-dss/release/20
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/sd-dss/release/20
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/
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 Local signature validation, certificate validity and quality rating checked by validation service; 
interface according to a profile of the W3C XML Key Management Specification (XKMS, part 
XKISS)42. In consequence, this type of VS is called a “XKMS-Responder”.  

Both types of validation services may operate as stand-alone services or rely on request forwarding 
in a federated network of PEPPOL XKMS-Responders. An OASIS DSS validation service will perform 
signature validation itself and forward only certificates for validation by use of the XKMS interface. 

In course of the project, PEPPOL only implemented 2.)), but meanwhile one of the project partner43 
provides an implementation of the OASIS DSS based VS, too.  

For certificate validation and quality rating the VSs use official EUMS Trusted Lists (TL) as well as an 
own, extended one (the “PPRS”). PEPPOL has developed an enhanced quality rating system covering 
non-qualified certificates and signatures. PEPPOL has also developed a signature policy framework to 
enable specification of comprehensive signature policies. 

Infrastructure Components: 

1.) PEPPOL XKMS Responder:  

 Can validate certificates against configured CAs and use the PPRS to pass XKMS request 
towards other PEPPOL XKMS responders. 

 Can return validity and quality rating of certificate and additional information such as 
certificate path and revocation information (CRL or OCSP) – extensions of XKMS standard 

2.) PEPPOL OASIS DSS validation service 

 Can verify signed documents (all signatures and related certificates). 

 Can validate certificates against configured CAs and use the PPRS to pass XKMS request 
towards other PEPPOL XKMS responders. 

 Can return validity and quality rating of certificate and additional information such as 
certificate path and revocation information (CRL or OCSP). 

 A “validation gateway” component has been specified; if used at client side, only pairs of 
signatures and hash values are sent to the OASIS DSS service, not document content. 

3.) PEPPOL Public Registry Service (PPRS) 

 Service that provides information about Trusted Service Providers and their services. 

 Organised according to standard for Trust-service Status List (TSL, ETSI TS 102 231). 

 It will be aligned with the EU Commission project on establishing an European List of CSPs. 
 
Use Case description 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
41 OASIS DSS: http://docs.oasis-open.org/dss/v1.0/oasis-dss-core-spec-v1.0-os.html; PEPPOL Profile: 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/PEPPOL/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-e-Signature_Infrastructure/13-

ICT-Models/OASIS_DSS_Interface_Specification-220.pdf (document to be downloaded before opening) 
42

 XKMS 2.0: http://www.w3.org/TR/xkms2/;  PEPPOL Profile: 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/PEPPOL/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-e-Signature_Infrastructure/13-
ICT-Models/XKMS_Interface_Specification-220.pdf (document to be downloaded before opening) 
43

 unizeto Technologies, Poland 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/dss/v1.0/oasis-dss-core-spec-v1.0-os.html
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/OASIS_DSS_Interface_Specification-220.pdf
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/OASIS_DSS_Interface_Specification-220.pdf
http://www.w3.org/TR/xkms2/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/XKMS_Interface_Specification-220.pdf
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/XKMS_Interface_Specification-220.pdf
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 Sender applies digital signature, and transmits signed document to tender portal. 

 Validation Service (VS) trusted by recipient is used to validate certificate (XKMS case). 

 The requested VS can validate respective certificate directly, or 

 VS asks PEPPOL Public Registry Service (PPRS) which trusted VS is able to validate current 
foreign certificate. 

o In the latter the VS mediates the validation request towards foreign VS covering 
respective CA. 

o Foreign VS validates certificate against CA and sends validation result back to local 
VS. 

 Local VS (re-)signs XKMS respond and sends validation result back to recipient. 

 

Standards XKMS 2.0 (XKISS-Part, using SOAP Binding), OASIS DSS 1.0, ETSI TS 102 231 v3.1.2  

Open 
Source  

PEPPOL XKMS Responder: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/PEPPOL/PEPPOL_EIA/1-

ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-e-Signature_Infrastructure/16-ICT-
Implementations/PEPPOL_XKMS_responder_2.0.zip 

PEPPOL XKMS Requester: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/PEPPOL/PEPPOL_EIA/1-

ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-e-Signature_Infrastructure/14-ICT-Services-
Components/PEPPOLXKMSRequester_1.0.2.zip  

PEPPOL Validation Client: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/PEPPOL/PEPPOL_EIA/1-

ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-e-Signature_Infrastructure/14-ICT-Services-
Components/Validation_Client_2_5_0_0_PEPPOL.exe  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

BB e-Signature Standards Framework 

Signature Validation, Trust 
establishment/federation; DG MARKT DSS tool 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

See BB SPOCS TL, BB PEPPOL PPRS 

Ownership OpenPEPPOL Association LCM OpenPEPPOL Association 

In Use Production  Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

Germany set up a comparable type of XKMS-Responders (brand: “OCSP/CRL-Relay”) for server-side 
certificate validation already in 2003. Maturity and scalability of concept and implementation is well 
proved, the PEPPOL implementation is based on the one used for the OCSP/CRL-Relay.  
 
Unizeto Technologies (Poland) offers PEPPOL compliant interfaces (XKMS and OASIS DSS) to their 
Web Notarius qualified validation service. Through use of the EUMS TLs, the PPRS, and agreements 
with non-EU validation services, the Web Notarius service can validate all qualified certificates issued 
in the EU/EEA-area, many non-qualified certificates from the EU/EEA-area, and certificates from 
several other countries such as Russia, Ukraine etc. 
 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/16-ICT-Implementations/PEPPOL_XKMS_responder_2.0.zip
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/16-ICT-Implementations/PEPPOL_XKMS_responder_2.0.zip
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/16-ICT-Implementations/PEPPOL_XKMS_responder_2.0.zip
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/14-ICT-Services-Components/PeppolXKMSRequester_1.0.2.zip
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/14-ICT-Services-Components/PeppolXKMSRequester_1.0.2.zip
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/14-ICT-Services-Components/PeppolXKMSRequester_1.0.2.zip
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/14-ICT-Services-Components/Validation_Client_2_5_0_0_peppol.exe
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/14-ICT-Services-Components/Validation_Client_2_5_0_0_peppol.exe
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/14-ICT-Services-Components/Validation_Client_2_5_0_0_peppol.exe
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PEPPOL has presented a proposal to optionally combine the DG MARKT DSS tool with the PEPPOL 
server side certificate validation infrastructure, which would generate some functional advantages 
for the DSS tool and the users of the PEPPOL validation services. 
  

 

Known Issues:  

 PEPPOLs service quality classification scheme as given by ETSI TS 102 231 was extended to 
cover non-qualified CAs in order to establish acceptance criteria44. This will have to be 
reviewed in context with on-going ETSI ESI work on Trusted Lists and on signature policies. 

 

6.1.5.3 STORK Signature-Verification 
 

Name STORK Signature-Verification  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

See STORK Signature-Creation (the signature-verification request complements it for Service 
Providers that use the STORK Signature-Creation)  

Type Architecture Framework, ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Multi Domain 

STORK-connected Service 
Providers 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The STORK 2.0 Signature-Verification request is meant to assist service providers (SPs) that use the 
STORK Signature-Creation functions. These SPs are in need of verifying the electronic signatures 
received through STORK. To ease integration for the SP, the SPs for signature-verification interface to 
the same STORK components they anyhow need to integrate with for e-ID authentication, i.e. the 
STORK PEPS or the STORK V-IDP.  

The same formats that can be created using the STORK signature-creation functions shall be verified, 
i.e. XAdES, CAdES, and PAdES following the Format Decision 2011/130/EC.  

To exploit synergies with other BBs, the signature-verification request protocol is based on the 
PEPPOL OASIS-DSS profile. Amendments have been made to support the signature qualities needed 
and specified by STORK 2.0 (qualified electronic signatures, advanced electronic signatures based on 
qualified certificates (but not on an SSCD), and advanced electronic signatures not based on qualified 
certificates and SSCDs). The distinction of signature qualities is based on the CertificateQuality 
element and the Trust List, i.e. deciding based on the Trust List, if a signature is based on a qualified 
certificate and/or a SSCD.  

Standards OASIS DSS 1.0  

Signature formats: ETSI TS 101 903 (XAdES), ETSI TS 101 733 (CAdES), ETSI TS 102 778-3 
(PAdES part 3) 

Open 
Source  

European Union Public Licence (EUPL), implementation in common PEPS and V-IDP  

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/  

                                                           
44

 please see e-ID_and_e-Signature_Quality_Classification-220.pdf at 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/PEPPOL/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-e-Signature_Infrastructure/13-

ICT-Models/ (document to be downloaded before opening)  

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/
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Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

BB e-Signature Standards Framework 

STORK PEPS, STORK V-IDP 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

National signature-verification solutions  

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

See STORK PEPS, STORK V-IDP 

Ownership STORK 2.0  LCM  

In Use PoC (not yet implemented in STORK 
2.0) 

Technical 
Maturity 

T1-Technical 

Business 
Maturity 

B2-Recruitment Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

The STORK 2.0 signature is specified, but not yet implemented. It however relies on proven protocols 
(OASIS-DSS, cf. PEPPOL validation service). A reference implementation will be provided (e.g. based 
on SD.DSS). As the components rely on the Format Decision 2011/130/EU, an API to allow interfacing 
to national verification solutions that support these formats is aimed.  

 

 

6.1.5.4 @Firma validation platform 
 

Name Electronic signature validation platform @Firma 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The electronic services need an electronic signature and advanced identification or authentication 
methods based on digital certificates. Due to the multiple certificates that can be used for 
identification and signature, implementing systems that support all the features can be complex and 
costly. 

In order to promote the implementation of electronic services for citizens and bussiness, and to 
comply with the identification and authentication measures described in Chapter II of Law 11/2007, 
which regulates Citizens’ electronic access to public services , and with the European Standards in e-
Signature, the Ministry of Finance and Public Administration offers the validation and electronic 
signature services multi-CA platform @Firma, with the primary objective of providing a certificate 
and electronic signature validation service decoupled from applications for all certificates included in 
the European TSL, according to Trust List Decision 2009/767/EC, and all the signatures according to 
the Format Decision 2011/130/EU, including also long term formats. 

It facilitates the creation of networks of trust and mutual recognition of validation services between 
validating authorities and accredited certification providers, as well as first base to meet the action 
plan for interoperability of IDM (electronic identity management) of European Union. 

Type Architecture Framework Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

@Firma- VA is a service that determines the validity of digital certificates from multiple Certification 
Autorities (CA), including Spanish DNIe and qualified certificates in the European TSL. The service is 
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provided foridentification and authentication and electronic signature operations in services offered 
by public administrations.  

It also verifies digital signatures in various formants, among which there are the signatures following 
the Format Decision 2011/130/EU, including also long term formats 

When a citizen interacts with the Administration to complete a procedure, it is required to know his 
identity or signature, which is done electronically through a digital certificate. Thus, the 
Administration must check the status of the certificate or signature which the citizen is using to 
identify himself or to sign the application form. This can be done by the validation platform @Firma, 
delegating to it the validation of the certificate. 

@Firma also provides with the generation a of electronic signatures in multiple formats, time 
stamping, and compatibility with digital certificates generated by multiple certification service 
providers. 

The services offered can be categorized into different blocks, based in web services compatible with 
Java and Microsoft technologies. Validation Services: 

 Web services for signature validation in multiple formats. It makes transparent to 

applications the use of different formats of electronic signatures as PKCS # 7, CMS, XML 

signature, PDF, ODF, XAdES, CAdES, PAdES ..., indicating whether the signature is correct and 

valid, verifyien the timestamp, etc. Also performs the interpretation of the identity 

information of the subject of the certificate into a homogenous XML. 

 Web services for validation of X.509 electronic certificates, in accordance with RFC 3280, of 

different profiles and providers. 

 Multi-supplier OCSP 

 Validation of long term signatures. 

Electronic signature services: 

 Through the service DSSAfirmaVerify is possible to update or upgrade electronic signatures 

from a basic format to a more advanced format. The options are: BES, EPES, T, C, X, X-1, X-2, 

X-L, X-L-1, X-L-2 and A. 

 It supports hash algorithms SHA1 and SHA2 and signature algorithms RSA and elliptic curves. 

Time-stamping services. It includes a time-stamping service in accordance with RFC 3161 standard to 
certify the time of all signature and validation operations made through the platform. 

Library for integration of electronic administration applications with the services provided by the 
@firma -VA, for facilitating applications a fast and easy use of the services. 

Component to generate authentic imprimible copies in PDF/ODF of documents with electronic 
signatures, to provide citizents with a visualizable document of documents and their signatures in 
formats which are not imprimible, such as CAdES and XAdES. 

Operation Support: All transactions are recorded on the platform for auditing and traceability of the 
system, and support for integration and for the evolution towards new electronic signature 
standards is provided. 

Standards ETSI TS 101 903 (XAdES), ETSI TS 101 733 (CAdES), ETSI TS 102 778 (PAdES) 

PKCS#7 / CMS, XMLdSig, ODF, OOXML 

RFC 3280, RFC 3161 

Open It is offered free of charge to Public Administrations. It has not been officially released 
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Source  as open source yet, nor it is available for direct downloading through the forge, but it is 
planned to have it released in the future. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

BB e-Signature Standards Framework 

BB signature creation Cliente @Firma 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

None 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

See other e-Signature BBs 

Ownership MINHAP (Spanish Ministry of 
Finance and Public Administration) 

LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

M2-Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation 

Evaluation 

 

The aim of this validation platform is to be a trust point in which to check that the certificate used by 
the citizen is a valid one and has not been revoked, for any CA. The platform services are applicable 
to all qualified electronic certificates issued by any certification service provider supervised in Spain, 
and in the European TSLs. It also provides the identity information included in the certificate for 
Spanish Supervised Certification Autorities, and there are works in progress to incorporate National 
Identity Certificates from other European countries (currently, the certificates from the identification 
and electronic signature cards of Austria, Belgium, Estonia and Portugal are supported). 

The platform has several installations in different administrations, with the central platform at 
MINHAP supporting more than 8 Million validations/month.  

The benefits for the public bodies using the service are: 

• Recognition of multiple certificates. 

• Independence from the certification services providers as it supports several protocols for 

certificate validation (OCSP, HTTP, LDAP). 

• Use of Security Policies to ensure confidentiality, authenticity and integrity of all 

transactions. 

• Higher efficiency and lower cost in the use of electronic signatures in the electronic services 

provided. 

• Transparent use for the applications of different formats of electronic signatures as PKCS # 7, 

CMS, XML signature, CAdES and XAdES 

• Interoperability with e-Government services provided by Public Administrations. This 

interoperability is extended to the European level since @Firma includes among its 

development requirements the compatibility with the European Union specifications 

 Cost reduction, allowing the optimization of the cost of the certificate validation services for 
every application 
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6.1.6 ABB - Infrastructure Services 
 

6.1.6.1 SD-DSS 
 

Name SD-DSS 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The SD-DSS tool has been contracted by the European Commission under the ISA Programme. The 
purpose is to support signature-creation and signature-verification of the signature formats defined 
in the Format Decision (2011/130/EC).  

Trust List support under the Trust List Decision 2009/767/EC and 2010/425/EU is given.  

Type Component, SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The DSS software allows to create and verify XAdES and CAdES foms up to the -A form and PAdES 
forms up to LTV originating from other MS when used with documents. In particular it 

 supports the requirements in Format Decision 2011/130/EU 

 for verification makes use of Member States Trusted Lists 

 is available under the form of an SDK and as a standalone application 

 allows easy use of the MOCCA adapter to increase the support of MS smartcards at the 
signing side 

 

Standards ETSI TS 101 903 (XAdES), ETSI TS 101 733 (CAdES), ETSI TS 102 778 (PAdES) 

Token interfaces: MS-CAPI, PKCS#11, PKCS#12 

Open 
Source  

GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) 2.1 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/sd-dss/  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

BB e-Signature Standards Framework 

BB e-CODEX Trust Library 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

MOCCA (national token integration) 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

See e-CODEX Trust Library and PEPPOL Signature components 

Ownership EC DIGIT-ISA LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T4-Reliability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

The SD-DSS tool has been used by some MS for Points of Single Contacts under the Services 
Directive. It is also piloted in the e-CODEX LSP (cf. e-CODEX Trust Library). Integration with higher-
volume services is not yet known.  

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/sd-dss/
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The software is maintained; bugs and issues are taken up and replied to on the JoinUp platform.   

 

6.1.6.2 Cliente @Firma 
 

Name Cliente @Firma 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

Given the complexity of the creation of electronic signatures in different user platforms, due to the 
variability of operating systems, browsers, virtual machines and signature standards, and to meet the 
requirements about electronic signature foreseen in the 11/2007 Law, the Ministry of Finance and 
Public Administration has developed a multi-platform signature component, Cliente @Firma, 
available to all Spanish Public Administrations (and to the general public, and therefore to public 
bodies from other countries, since it is licensed as open source). 

Type Component, SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The Cliente @Firma suite is an Electronic Signature tool that acts as a Java applet embedded in a web 
page using JavaScript. It allows signing in CAdES, XAdES, PADES, PDF, ODF and OOXML formats. It 
supports –BES and –EPES formats. 

The suite is composed of the following applications:  

• Applets for use in browser: 

o Miniapplet @firma: Signature Client multi-signature format, multi-browser and 

multi operating system.  

• Desktop Interfaces 

o Standalone Signature Client: It allows Cliente @Firma to be executed as a 

standalone application or desktop application. It provides all the functionality of 

the client: signature in the chosen format, algorithm, as well as additional 

functionality such as encryption, enveloping, etc 

o FirmaFacil (easy signature): Simple signature desktop application for users with no 

knowledge of electronic signature. It automatically selects the most appropriate 

format for the document to be signed, and displays the signed document and the 

signing parties when a signature is provided. 

• Mobile Apps 

o @FirmaMóvil : App that allows signature from movile devices running Android, iOS 

or WindoWs.  

The product suite uses the X.509 digital certificates (and private keys associated to them) that are 
installed in the repository (keystore) of the Web Browser (Internet Explorer, Mozilla, Firefox, 
Chrome, Safari) or the operating system, as well as those in external devices (SmartCards, USBKey, 
disk) . 

Cliente @Firma is an application that runs on the client side (user's computer, not the web server). 
Depending on the configuration of the user side (if it is a desktop computer or a mobile device, if it 
supports Java appets or not) the Cliente @firma automatically detects the environment and executes 
the necessary component. This allows the administration application to delegate all aspects of the 
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signature to the client, and gives a consistent feeling to the citizen. TThe product suite contains the 
interfaces and web components necessary to perform the following processes (as well as other 
auxiliary operations such as hash calculations, reading files, etc ...): 

• Signature of binary files. 

• Co-signature: multi-signature at the same level. 

• Countersignature: cascading multi-signature. 

• Massive multi-signature of binary files.  

Standards ETSI TS 101 903 (XAdES), ETSI TS 101 733 (CAdES), ETSI TS 102 778 (PAdES) 

PKCS#7 / CMS, XMLdSig, ODF, OOXML 

Token interfaces: PKCS#12, Java KeyStore, PKCS#11, Windows CAPI, Mac OS X Keychain 

Open 
Source  

The Cliente @Firma product suite is released as free open source software with a 
license GNU GPL version 2 + and EUPL v1.1.  

http://forja-ctt.administracionelectronica.gob.es/web/clienteafirma  

  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

BB e-Signature Standards Framework 

BB signature validation @Firma 

BB for mobile signature @FirmaMóvil 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

None 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

See other e-Signature BBs 

Ownership MINHAP (Spanish Ministry of 
Finance and Public Administration) 

LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

M2-Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation 

Evaluation 

The aim of Cliente @firma is to provide Public Administrations with a ready to install software that 
allows easy integration of electronic signature services with the different e-Government applications. 
It intends to simplify the inclusion of electronic signature in the applications, and isolate these of the 
complexity arising from the use of different operating systems, browsers, and versions of the Java 
virtual machine. 

It is used in more than 300 public bodies in Spain, the AEAT (Tax Agency) among them, with the 
following benefits:  

 Homogenization of the electronic signature tools for citizens, with a similar interface and 
performance for different applications. 

 Reduction of cost and development time for e-Government applications. The update of the 
applet to new versions of browsers, operating systems and Java virtual machines is made 
once by the provider of Cliente @Firma, avoiding these developments to the rest of public 
bodies and agencies.  

 Prevention of installation problems on the user side due to different browsers and operating 

http://forja-ctt.administracionelectronica.gob.es/web/clienteafirma
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systems 

 Assurance of the interoperability with e-Government services provided by Public 
Administrations. This interoperability is extended to the European level since Cliente @Firma 
includes among its development requirements the compatibility with the European Union 
specifications 
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6.2 e-ID High Level Building Block 
 

6.2.1 ICT Foundation Architecture 
The IDABC model proposed to use national gateways, named also PEPS (Pan European Proxy Service) 
to establish a Pan-European framework for e-ID interoperability. The main objectives of PEPS are: 1) 
to carry out authentication and attribute collection for a citizen holding a national e-ID 2) to hide 
national details (for the other Member States) of performing authentication and attribute collection, 
and 3) to be an anchor of trust, which allows leveraging the national circle of trust to Europe. 
Furthermore, a PEPS guarantees scalability, as any change in a Member State will only affect its own 
PEPS. 

A PEPS is basically composed of two interfaces: a C-PEPS interface used by the PEPS in 
communicating with the national Identity Providers and Attribute Providers (throughout 
authentication and attribute collection tasks) and an S-PEPS interface used by the PEPS in 
communicating with the national Service Providers that aim to support citizens authenticated by 
their foreign e-IDs in their home countries through STORK platform.  

Some countries saw serious problems in running a PEPS, because legal, liability, (potentially) security 
problems, as well as compatibility problems would occur when interoperating with their 
decentralised national Middleware (MW) architecture. Basically the decentralised architecture 
implies that each Service Provider has a software installed (sometimes referred to as SPware), which 
interacts with the user’s credential through some middleware installed at the user’s PC.  

A direct communication between SP and the user directly using MS-specific SPwares is for several 
reasons not scalable and a problem for trust in a cross border scenario. It would be difficult for all 
European service providers to support an increasing number of interfaces to SPwares from each 
country, with all corresponding maintenance consequences. In the second place, the Service 
Providers need to update their trusted (ID) servers list every time a new ID provider is recognised in 
any of these MW countries, and including them in the ways to verify the validity of the presented 
credentials. 

So an abstraction layer was put above the SPwares enabling the SP to support any number of 
SPwares using a unified interface. The SPwares are put into a single component, which is called a 
Virtual IDP, or V-IDP. The V-IDP has the same objectives as a PEPS: to hide the national details (for 
the other Member States) for the authentication and attribute collection tasks, and to be an anchor 
of trust which allows to leverage the national circle of trust to the Europe. The main difference is the 
location: the V-IDP is hosted under responsibility of the PEPS and host the various SP-ware 
implementing the protocols with the client e-ID middleware. The PEPS interfaces with the V-IDP as if 
it were a single identity provider. 

Thus, a country adopting the PEPS approach will have his PEPS located in his own installations, while 
the MW countries which have their V-IDP located in each of the other countries. Additionally, in MW 
countries there will be several additional V-IDPs (see Figure below). 
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Figure 34: PEPS and V-IDPs in STORK 

 

When a user from one country connects to a service provider in another country, and accesses the 
personalised part, the Service provider will request the user to authenticate. If he chooses to 
authenticate with foreign credentials, he is requested to answer the “from where” question. So the 
service provider sends this request to its national STORK node, which redirects the user to the 
authentication portal of the country of his choice. All these redirections pass through the user’s 
browser via SSL V3+ or TLS 1.0+. 

 

 
 

Figure 35: PEPS-PEPS communication structure 

 
In case of MW countries this scheme is of course very similar; just the national node is located in the 
other country, and optionally the SP can also have a V-IDP. 
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Figure 36: PEPS-V-IDP communication structure 

 

STORK provides the following services: 

- Authentication. Most e-ID management systems are about authentication, understood as the 
application obtains just the user’s identifier. The STORK platform promotes minimal 
disclosure, so it allows authentication even without such an identifier; if only age and gender 
are needed, the application may request these attributes. 

-  Certificate Validation. Most people, when referring to STORK, limit themselves to the 
Authentication process, which is defined as the same as the registration process. Another 
process included in STORK is the Certificate Validation.  

Right from the start, STORK was meant to support digital signature. Normally, a service 
provider that has decided to use a signature format has already implemented the software to 
verify the signature on mathematical correctness (does it match the document which is 
supposed to be signed), is the signer authorised, does the certificate have the right 
characteristics, etc. 

But what a SP cannot always do, is verify that the certificate was valid when the signature 

was produced. Not all CAs publish their OCSP service or CRL freely on the Internet. Thus the 

STORK PEPS provides an OCSP gateway, which allows SPs of any country to validate the 

certificate. Not all countries have implemented this facility. 
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6.2.2 ABB - e-ID 

6.2.2.1 STORK PEPS 
 

Name STORK PEPS 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The term PEPS (Pan-European Proxy Service) was initially introduced in the European Comission's 
IDABC e-ID interoperability project (http://ec.europa.eu/idabc/) by a common specifications effort. 
In the STORK project (http://e-ID-stork.eu) the PEPS refers to the national proxy, which is a central and 
single instance in charge with the communication with the identity providers and attribute providers 
and for the transfer of citizen’s identity information across borders. 

Type SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Standards Based on SAML 2.0 

Open 
Source  

A package to establish yourself as a STORK enabled Member State, using a PEPS, 
according to the final specifications of STORK: 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/release101-ms-integration-
package-v101 

https://www.e-ID-
stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=60&act=streamDocument&did=18
41 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownershi
p 

EC DIGIT – ISA  LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

 T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

M2-Impact on Competiveness 
and Innovation 

Evaluation 

The PEPS has been tested and proven stable in the STORK pilot. It has been set to production in 
several MS beyond the original STORK pilots (e.g. Points of Single Contact in Spain; Estonian national 
eGovernment portal). Integration with the European Commission Authentication Service (ECAS) is in 
production since end of 2010 (authentication to CIRCABC and the e-Justice Portal) 

Several independent implementations of the PEPS specifications exist (STORK common code 
implementation at JoinUp; independent implementation by Belgium and Sweden). This increases 
confidence in the solution.  

 

http://ec.europa.eu/idabc/
http://eid-stork.eu/
https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=60&act=streamDocument&did=1841
https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=60&act=streamDocument&did=1841
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/release101-ms-integration-package-v101
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/release101-ms-integration-package-v101
https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=60&act=streamDocument&did=1841
https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=60&act=streamDocument&did=1841
https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=60&act=streamDocument&did=1841
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6.2.2.2 STORK integration package for providers 
 

Name STORK SP Integration Package 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The SP Integration Package allows service providers from the countries participating in STORK to 
easily integrate STORK authentication into their business processes. By installing the SP Integration 
Package, a business, public administration, education or industry service provider can interoperate 
with the STORK platform, by delegating the authentication of the citizen (trying to access web-based 
services on the respective Service Provider) towards the country of origin of the citizen. 

Type  SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

{Generic, Multi Domain, 
Domain} 

Domain reference 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Standards Uses SAML 2.0 

Open 
Source  

Integration package for Service Providers and Industry for Java, personalized for the 
Italian market: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-java-it 

Integration package for Service Providers and Industry for Java, personalized for the 
Estonian market: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-java-ee 

Integration package for Service Providers and Industry for PHP environment, 
personalised for the Estonian market: 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-php-ee 

Integration package for Service Providers and Industry for .NET environment, 
personalised for the Estonian market: 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-net-ee 

Integration package for Service Providers and Industry for Java, personalised for the 
French market: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-java-fr 

Integration package for Service Providers and Industry for Java, personalised and 
preconfigured for the Portuguese market: 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-java-pt 

Integration package for Service Providers and Industry for .NET environment, 
personalised and preconfigured for the Portuguese market: 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-net-pt 

Integration package for Service Providers and Industry for PHP environment, 
personalised and preconfigured for the Portuguese market: 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-php-pt 

Integration package for Service Providers and Industry for .NET technology personalised 
for the Spanish market, https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-net-es 

Integration package for Service Providers and Industry for php environment, 
personalised for the Spanish market: 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-php-es 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

STORK Authentication, Representation and 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=1750
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-java-it
https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=1750
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-java-ee
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-php-ee
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-net-ee
https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=1750
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-java-fr
https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=1750
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-java-pt
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-net-pt
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-php-pt
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-sp-net-es
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-php-es
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Attributes Process Flow 

 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership EC DIGIT – ISA LCM  

In Use  Production Technical 
Maturity 

T3-Usability / T4-Reliability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

Some Spanish Service Providers have successfully integrated these packages. 
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6.2.2.3  STORK SAML 2.0 profile 
Name SAML 2.0 Profile in STORK 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

This BB refers to the STORK authentication request and response formats as well as the STORK 
protocols (bindings and profiles) used by the STORK components to inter-communicate. SAML 2.0 is 
the chosen messaging standard to be used between the STORK components in each member state. 

The STORK authentication request is constructed according to SAML 2.0 and as extensions the list of 
attributes (described in the BB “Attributes defined in STORK”) that can be queried and transferred 
cross-boarder.  

The corresponding Authentication Response is also constructed according to the SAML 2.0 
specification based on the Authentication Request and the information received from the user‘s 
selected Identity Provider / Authentication Token and optional Attribute Providers.  

The only SAML 2.0 profiles and bindings accepted between STORK components:  

 HTTP Post Binding  

 Web Browser SSO Profile (N.B. STORK only supports a limited sub-set)  

 Holder of Key Web Browser SSO Profile (as a supplement to the Web Browser SSO Profile)  

In addition, between SM-ware (shorty explained in BB ”VIDP in STORK 1.0”) and VIDP, the SOAP 
binding is accepted too. 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

{Generic, Multi Domain, 
Domain} 

Domain reference 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Standards SAML 2.0 

Open 
Source  

Deliverable D5.8.3b Interface Specification: 

https://www.e-ID-
stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=1880 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

STORK Authentication, Representation and 
Attributes Process Flow. 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

STORK PEPS, VIDP in STORK 1.0, Attributes defined in STORK 

Ownership EC DIGIT – ISA LCM  

In Use  Production Technical 
Maturity 

T3-Usability / T4-Reliability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

 

https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=1880
https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=1880
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6.2.2.4  STORK personal identity attributes 
 

Name Attributes defined in STORK 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The project STORK (http://e-ID-stork.eu) defined a set of attributes that can be queried about the 
subject of an authentication, which is about a citizen authenticated in his home country. The 
attributes are: 

Friendly Name  

 

Name  

 

Name Format  

 

e-IDentifier http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/e-IDentifier CC/CC/Base64  

givenName http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/givenName  

 

UTF-8  

 

Surname  

 

http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/surname  UTF-8  

Inherited Family 
Name  

http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/inheritedFamilyName  UTF-8  

Adopted Family 
Name  

http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/adoptedFamilyName  UTF-8  

Gender  http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/gender  ”M” or ”F”  

Date of Birth  http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/dateOfBirth  Date (basic format of ISO 
8601) 

Country of Birth  http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/countryCodeOfBirth  ISO-3166-3  

Nationality  http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/nationalityCode  ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 

Marital Status  http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/maritalStatus  S = Single M = Married P = 
Separated D = Divorced 
W = Widowed  

Text Residence 
Address  

http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/textResidenceAddress  UTF-8 (with new lines)  

Canonical 
Residence Address  

http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/canonicalResidenceAddress  XML  

eMail Address  http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/eMail  e-mail  

Title  http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/title  UTF-8  

Residence Permit  http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/residencePermit  UTF-8  

Pseudonym  http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/pseudonym  UTF-8  

Age  http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/age  Numeric  

Is AgedOver  http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/isAgeOver  Requested age boundary 
if true, empty if false  

Signed Document  http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/signedDoc  XML 

Citizen QAA Level  http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/citizenQAALevel  Numeric {1:4}  

Fiscal Number  http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/fiscalNumber  UTF-8  
 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

{Generic, Multi Domain, 
Domain} 

http://eid-stork.eu/
http://www.stork.gov.eu/1.0/eIdentifier
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Domain reference 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Standards  

Open 
Source  

Deliverable D5.8.3b Interface Specification: 

https://www.e-ID-
stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=1880 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

STORK Authentication, Representation and 
Attributes Process Flow. 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership EC DIGIT – ISA LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T3-Usability / T4-Reliability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

STORK 2.0 will provide an extension of STORK1 process flows including a complete set of business 
attributes. 

 

  

https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=1880
https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=1880
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6.2.2.5  STORK security levels (QAA) 
 

Name Quality Authentication Assurance (QAA) Levels in STORK 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The STORK QAA framework includes four levels of authentication assurance and facilitates mapping of 
national levels and e-ID solutions onto each other. The four levels are related to the requirements 
regarding the needed assurance of the user’s identity. The stronger the requirements, the higher the 
level of assurance will be. The STORK QAA framework allows for mapping of national e-ID solutions to 
STORK QAA levels and provides a means for mapping of national levels of different member states onto 
each other. 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

{Generic, Multi Domain, Domain} 

Domain reference 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Standards  

Open 
Source  

Deliverable STORK, D2.3 - Quality authenticator scheme: 

https://www.e-ID-
stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=577Deli
verable STORK, D2.4 Mapping of the national authentication levels of the new Member 
States to the STORK QAA levels: 

https://www.e-ID-
stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=1876 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership EC DIGIT – ISA LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T3-Usability / T4-Reliability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

 

 

  

https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=577
https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=577
https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=1876
https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=1876
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6.2.2.6  STORK VIDP 
Name VIDP in STORK 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

Middleware (MW) refers in STORK to the combination of software used by the client to interface 
with the e-ID token (named also client e-ID middleware) and software used by the service provider to 
integrate e-ID into their processes – the latter software component is referred to as SP-ware. 

The V-IDP has been introduced for cases where a citizen from a “middleware country” accesses a 
service provider from another middleware country or a PEPS country. The VIDP is hosted under the 
responsibility of the service provider (in a middleware country) or the PEPS and hosts the various SP-
ware implementing the protocols with the client e-ID middleware.  

Type SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Standards Based on SAML 2.0 

Open 
Source  

European Union Public Licence (EUPL) 

VIDP software: 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-v-idp 

V-IDP libraries for GlassFish: 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-v-idp-gf 

V-IDP libraries for WebLogic: 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-v-idp-wl 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

STORK Authentication, Representation and 
Attributes Process Flow 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership EC DIGIT-ISA LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

 M2-Impact on Competiveness 
and Innovation 

Evaluation 

The V-IDP has been tested and proven stable in the STORK pilot. It has been set to production in 
Austria and Germany. Interfacing with the European Commission Authentication Service (ECAS) is in 
production since end 2010 (authentication to CIRCABC and the e-Justice Portal) 

 

 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-v-idp
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-v-idp-gf
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/stork/release/10-v-idp-wl
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6.2.2.7  STORK OCSP profile 
 

Name OCSP profile in STORK 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

Since the PEPS operates as an OCSP proxy, an OCSP profile for OCSP requests and responses was 
specified in STORK. In particular, to allow an S-PEPS to detect the country where an OCSP request can 
be forwarded, the Service Location extension in the OCSP request sent to the S-PEPS was set to 
mandatory. 

Type ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

{Generic, Multi Domain, 
Domain} 

Domain reference 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Standards OCSP  

Open 
Source  

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

STORK PEPS 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use Production Pilot Technical 
Maturity 

T3-Usability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 
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6.2.2.8  STORK OCSP component 
 

Name OCSP software in STORK 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

This BB refers to the package implementing the certificate validation service in STORK. The package is 
composed of: a) a dummy SP Java application, which implements a dummy SP required to test the 
package; b) a SPEPS Validation Service Java servlet, which implements OCSP certification validation 
service on S-PEPS interface of PEPS; c) a CPEPS Validation Service Java servlet, which implements the 
OCSP certificate validation service on C-PEPS interface of PEPS; d) a dummy IDP Java application, 
which implements a dummy IDP required to test the package. 

Type SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Domain reference 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Standards  

Open 
Source  

Deliverable STORK, D5.8.1a – Software Architecture Design, 

https://www.e-ID-
stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=959 

Deliverable STORK, D5.8.1c – Software Design, 

https://www.e-ID-
stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=961 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

STORK PEPS 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use Production Pilot Technical 
Maturity 

T3-Usability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

 

 

6.2.2.9  STORK Trust List 
 

Name STORK Trust List 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

This BB refers to the exploitation of Trust Lists (TSL) in STORK for certificate validation service. 

https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=959
https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=959
https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=961
https://www.eid-stork.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&Itemid=&act=streamDocument&did=961
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Type SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The certificate validation service is implemented in STORK as an OCSP proxy run by the PEPS (see the 
“STORK PEPS” BB). 
 
The OCSP proxy exploits the TSL to retrieve the location of an OCSP responder for a user certificate 
Ucert as well as OCSP responder certificate. For this purpose, the OCSP proxy parses the TSL to 
search for a TSP service of type cert status/OCSP for the CA with the certificate CAcert. Assuming a 
TSP containing a CA service with CAcert is found, all the TSP services of type OCSP for that CA are 
analyzed next: in practice, it is checked whether the certificate stored in the Service Digital Identity of 
a TSP service of type OCSP has been issued by the CA having CAcert.  
 

Standards  

Open 
Source  

 STORK Documentation: Certificate Validation User Manual 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use  Technical 
Maturity 

 

Business 
Maturity 

 Market 
Maturity 

 

Evaluation 

With the standard TSL format, only the delegated OCSP responders are found, that is the ones having 
an OCSP certificate issued by a CA certificate stored in the TSL (named CAcert). It is not possible to 
find instead a trusted OCSP responder whose signing certificate is not issued by the CA having CAcert. 
A trusted OCSP responder provides typically certificate status information for certificates issued by 
several CAs, which explicitly delegate the responder for such tasks. 
The current TSL format does not allow determining whether a trusted OCSP responder provides 
responses for a CA, as no cryptographic link exists between the digital identities of the two TSP 
services, i.e. the CA service and the OCSP service, and no TSL field holds a trust relationship between 
two TSP services of a single TSP. 
 

We extended the TSL format to hold also information on trusted OCSP. We propose to use a Trust 
Service Associations (TrSA) structure, which is an XML file allowing to associate CA data to the 
services of that CA. A TrSA file is used in conjunction with a TSL file. 
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6.2.2.10 epSOS Data Subject Identification 
 

Name epSOS Data Subject Identification 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

Fundamental Requirement 

 

Figure 37: epSOS requirements 

 

Medical data MUST only be disclosed or shared by means of epSOS after the patient has been 
identified and authenticated with sufficient accuracy (with respect to country-A45 demands). Each 
country-B-data-consumer as the intended recipient of medical data MUST identify and authenticate 
the patient with sufficient accuracy. A country-B-data-producer MUST identify and authenticate the 
patient with sufficient accuracy before releasing medical information about that patient to a country-
A-data-consumer. On successful identification country-A MUST issue a unique patient identifier that 
can be used for further transactions on the patient’s medical data. Country-A MAY restrict the 
usability of this identifier to a certain time span or to a certain requestor. 

Basic interaction pattern 

                                                           
45

 Country A=country of affiliation, Country B is the country where the patient is having healthcare treatment 

Context Domain Subject Domain

Data Processor AuthN

Data Processor IdentityData Processor AuthZ
Country-B

Assurances

Purpose of Use

Patient Domain Resource Domain

Security PolicyPrivacy Consent

Country-A
Assurances

Data Subject AuthN

Application Domain

epSOS Policy / FWA

mutual
trust

epSOS

Country-B

Country-A
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Figure 38: epSOS Application Architecture 

 

As shown in the figure above, the epSOS Application Architecture solely defines the patterns for NCP-

to-NCP communication. These modular patterns encapsulate all flows of control and data among 

NCPs which are needed to implement the NCP-to-NCP portion of end-to-end, cross-country 

interaction among HPs and other business entities. The connectivity from such business entities to 

NCPs is within national concern  

Interaction Pattern “Patient Identification and Authentication” 

The following figure shows the “Patient Identification and Authentication” Interaction Pattern. 

patient

HP at PoC
(Country-B)

country-B-data-
consumer/producer

(1) hand over( identity traits )

country-A
Patient Management

(2) request identifier( identity traits )

(1b / 4) verify authenticity
(3) provide identifier( identifier, ... )

 

 Figure 39: epSOS interaction pattern - 1 

 

epSOS Implementation: Data Subject Authentication use case 

Patient identification is a crucial step within the original epSOS workflow since it results in a patient 
identification as well as the potential disclosure of personal information about the patient for 
Country-B that have chosen to authenticate the patient organisationally by verifying the epSOS 
information towards any form if identity card. The epSOS Extended Security Safeguards (ESS) may 
render such authentication redundant due to the strict application of patient-specific and patient 
controlled authentication and authorisation means. Therefore it is practically impossible to unlock 
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the patient identification workflow or to decrypt any epSOS ESS consumer document when the 
patient present in Country-B is not matching the patient’s data safeguards in Country-A. However, 
the patient identification safeguards are fitted deeply into the responsibility of Country-B with little 
to no normative epSOS provisions to sanction such process. 

In order to provide a commonly applicable and secure, yet sufficiently mature and sustainable 
solution, epSOS ESS initially featured a choice of two fundamental approaches to this problem. 
However, for retaining compatibility and due to the introduction of an out-of-band channel that 
effectively postpones the need for in-band signalling; only the XCPD Interceptor/Payload 
Piggybacking mechanism is currently specified and implemented. 

 

Figure 40: epSOS interaction pattern - 1 

Within the common epSOS patient identification workflow, the ESS Manager is transparently 
enriching the patient identifier (PatID) with a TAN index in case of a paper-based TAN list or 
alternatively triggering a mobileTAN to be send to the mobile phone of the patient without further 
interference in that patient identification workflow. In the first case, the XCPD response, issued from 
NCP-A and subsequently sent to NCP-B, is slightly modified by the ESS Manager: The XCPD response 
object containing the semantic-free patient identifier is extended directly within the respective XML-
element. This enrichment procedure is taking place in between the original NCP functionality in order 
to not interfere with the common epSOS workflow. 

Firstly, the XCPD response is intercepted by the outbound policy management of the NCP-A and 
redirected to the ESS Manager. The ESS Manager is then locating the patient identifier within the 
XCPD response XML object and is adding the TAN index into the extension sub-element. Any 
potentially already populated values in this very element are being preserved. The delimiter token 
enabling a safe separation of the two values is set to “@@”. 

 

<patient classCode="PAT"> 

  <id extension="1383163076609302295378" root="2.16.17.710.790.1000.990.1"/> 

  […] 

</patient> 

 

The above excerpt of the XCPD response object outlines the location of the patient identifier, as well 
as the contained values and encoding. The ESS Manager is intercepting this communication as 
described above and performs the following exemplary enrichment, assuming the TAN identifier is 
set to “1234ABCD”: 

 

<patient classCode="PAT"> 

  <id extension="1383163076609302295378@@1234ABCD" 

root="2.16.17.710.790.1000.990.1"/> 
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  […] 

</patient> 

 

The resulting updated XCPD object is relayed back in to the common epSOS patient identification 
workflow and processed as specified by epSOS. 

Patient Identification Service 

The patient identification service is always implemented at NCP-A and requested by NCP-B. The 
service contract consists of two messages: FindIdentityByTraitsRequest and 
FindIdentityByTraitsResponse. 

NCP-B NCP-A

findIdentityByTraitsRequest

findIdentityByTraitsResponse

 

Figure 41: epSOS interaction pattern - 3 

In order to identify a patient NCP-B MUST firstly send a findIdentityByTraitsRequest message to NCP-
A. This message carries identity traits of the patient (e.g. local healthcare id) and optional credentials 
for verifying the authenticity of the patient. NCP-A MUST respond to a findIdentityByTraitsRequest 
message by returning a findIdentityByTraitsResponse message to the requestor. If the patient was 
successfully identified and authenticated, this message carries the shared patient identifier that 
MUST be used by NCP-B and NCP-A for any further message exchange related to that patient. 

Operation findIdentityByTraits() 

Description Obtain a shared patient identifier  

Requestor Consuming Gateway at NCP-B (service consumer at the country of care) 

Input Message FindIdentityByTraitsRequest  

 (1) List of patient identity traits as provided by the patient to the HP at the PoC in country B 

Output Message 
in successful Case 

FindIdentityByTraitsResponse  

 (1) Unique identifier of the patient that has to be used for all subsequent calls for this 

patient’s medical data.  
(2) Optional: further patient identity traits that allow the HP to verify the result of this 

operation. 

If no unique match is found, the service provider MAY respond with a list of candidates. For 

each candidate body elements (1) and (2) MUST be provided. 

Precondition of 
success scenario 

The following preconditions MUST be met for successful processing: 
1. The patient has given a consent that authorizes NCP-A to disclose his identity 

2. The patient is able to provide identity traits that are sufficient for a unique identification 
3. NCP-B has discovered the service endpoint at NCP-A and is able to connect to that 

endpoint 
4. A trust relationship and a secure communication channel have been established between 

NCP-B and NCP-A 
5. HCP-B was successfully authenticated in country-B 

6. NCP-A is able to verify the authenticity of the requestor and the legitimacy of the request 
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Main success 
scenario 

Actions of the epSOS Patient Identification and Authentication Service provider:  
1. Validate the identity and authenticity of the service consumer 
2. Verify that the requesting HP is authorized to query for patient IDs  

3. Extract the patient identity traits from the message body 
4. Search for patients that match the provided ID attributes 

5. Depending on the number of matches: 
-  If multiple patients match: request for more identity traits or provide a list of candidates 

(depending on national security policy). If a list of matching candidates is provided it 
MUST only include patients who gave consent to epSOS. 

-  If single patient matches and this patient has given consent to epSOS: select ID to be 
used for subsequent requests  

-  Any other case: throw respective fault 
6. Write an audit trail entry for the request and its result 

7. Apply epSOS protection means to the response message and send it to the requestor 

Fault Conditions Preconditions for a success scenario are not met 

Requesting HP has insufficient rights to query for a patient’s identity 

No matching patient is discovered that gave consent to epSOS 

 

ID traits are insufficient for country A to find a matching patient (e.g. provided search criteria are 
not supported) 

Patient identification is only performed in conjunction with patient authentication (e.g. as specified 

for the epSOS Extended Security Safeguards) 

Confirming the query would lead to a privacy violation acc. to country-A legislation. 

 

 

The epSOS Identification Service allows for the identification of a patient. If a country requires an 
additional authentication of its citizens when they ask for medical care in another country, this 
country MUST define its own authentication service. The epSOS Identification Service 
findIdentityByTraits operation only provides the mechanism for transparently transporting 
authentication data alongside with the transactions (piggybacking) between NCPs. This is done by 
using two HL7v3 instance identifier within a single <LivingSubjectID/> element; one identifer is used 
for identifying the patient while the other one is used for authentication of the patient. 

Implementations of this binding MUST consider the epSOS standard security safeguards in order to 
preserve basic protection for data confidentiality, data integrity and patient privacy: 

 All messages MUST make use of the Web Service Security Standard and the WS Addressing 
Standard as defined in [EED-Messaging]. 

 Each request message MUST contain a claim on the identity of the requestor as defined in 
[EED-B ACS SAML] and [EED-Messaging]. 

 The service provider MUST verify the integrity and authenticity of this claim for each 
incoming request. 

 Before disclosing patient identity data the service provider MUST verify the existence of a 
valid consent and assess all applicable security policies. 

 

 

Type SBB Generic/ Specific  

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

epSOS deliverable 3.4.2 and 3.a.3 

Standards  
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Open Source  EpSOS OpenNCP: 
https://openncp.atlassian.net/wiki/display/ncp/OpenNCP+Community+Home 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use  Technical 
Maturity 

 

Business 
Maturity 

 Market Maturity  

Evaluation 

 

 

6.2.2.11 epSOS SAML profiles 
 

Name epSOS SAML Profiles 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

SAML Assertions encapsulate statements about a subject. Such statements may cover the context of 
subject authentication, describing attributes about the subject and/or the subject’s permissions. 
Each SAML assertion additionally contains information about the issuer of the assertion and the 
lifecycle of the assertion (e.g. validity conditions). SAML assertions are usually digitally signed by their 
issuer. 

Issuance and Brokerage of SAML Assertions 

SAML assertions are issued by a so called Identity Provider. An Identity Provider is a service that must 
be considered as trusted by all services which rely on the issued assertions. 

epSOS does not make any assumptions on whether NCP-B or a national service within country B acts 
as the initial Identity Provider that verifies the identity and authenticity of an HP. The only constraint 
imposed by epSOS is that NCP-B vouches for the issued assertions and therefore is considered as the 
Identity Provider with respect to NCP-A as the assertion consumer. 

Relationship with the IHE XUA profile 

The IHE Cross-Enterprise User Assertion (XUA) integration profile defines conventions for using SAML 
identity assertions within healthcare scenarios. For verifying the authenticity and legitimacy of the 
presenter of an assertion the XUA profile considers both the bearer method and the holder-of-key 
method. These methods do not match the needs of a trust-brokered environment were the 
presenter of the assertion is not the subject but vouches for the subject (in epSOS terms: NCP-B 
vouches for an assertion about the HP-B). For these kinds of settings the SAML standard defines the 

https://openncp.atlassian.net/wiki/display/ncp/OpenNCP+Community+Home
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sender-vouches method where a trust relationship exists between the presenter and the consumer 
of an assertion, but where the subject of the assertions is neither known nor trusted directly by the 
assertion consumer. 

This binding makes use of the sender-vouches confirmation method and therefore is not compliant 
with the IHE XUA integration profile. Nevertheless, this binding was designed to be as close as 
possible to the XUA integration profile in order to allow for a maximum re-use of existing products 
and testing procedures. 

Furthermore, both assertions, IdA and TRC, are only specified for use in intra-NCP communication 
and interaction patters. Any subsequent re-use may be performed by a PN but is not specified as 
such. 

Health Professional Identity Assertion 

The HP Identity Assertion defines a means to communicate a user’s assigned identity and its 
attributes in a trustworthy manner among NCPs. This enables relying parties to run their business 
tasks without identifying the requester since this is done by a trusted third-party authentication 
service. On behalf of the “transferrable” claim the relying party is able to render and enforce access 
decisions.  

Being part of the epSOS security architecture, the national and therefore decentralized identity 
management produces authentication assertions that are encoded as SAML assertions [OASIS SAML 
2.0+. Such an assertion confirms the user’s identity, the successful authentication of the user, and the 
attributes assigned to the user.  

The HP Identity Assertion is a profiled SAML v2.0 assertion. It has Sender-Vouches (with no additional 
means to determine if the NCP-A should process the assertion further) configured as the 
confirmation method with NCP-B vouchering for the HP who is initiating a data transferal transaction 
between country-B and country-A. 

Generic Structure of the Identity Assertion 

The following table specified how the elements and attributes of a SAML v2.0 assertion are to be 
used with regard to the context of the epSOS Identity Assertion. Elements and attributes which are 
not explicitly profiled within this table MUST be ignored by the assertion consumer. 

Assertion Element Opt Usage Convention 

@Version R MUST be “2.0” 

@ID R URN encoded unique identifier (UUID) of the assertion  

@IssueInstant R Time instant of issuance in UTC 

Issuer R Address URI that identifies the endpoint of the issuing service (i.e., 

uri of NCP-B)  

Subject R  

 Name-ID R Identifier of the HP encoded as an X.509 subject name, an e-Mail 

address or as a string value (unspecified format). NCP-B MUST 

guarantee that this identifier can be long-term tracked back to an 

individual person. 

  @Format R MUST be "urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.1:name-ID-

format:unspecified"  

or “urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.1:name-ID-

format:X509SubjectName” 

or “urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.1:name-ID-format:emailAddress” 

 SubjectConfirmation R  

  @Method R MUST be "urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:sender-vouches" 
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  SubjectConfirmationData X  

Conditions R  

 @NotBefore R Time instant from which the assertion is useable. This condition 

MUST be assessed by the assertion consumer to proof the validity 

of the assertion. 

 @NotOnOrAfter R Time instant at which the assertion expires. This condition MUST be 

assessed by the assertion consumer to proof the validity of the 

assertion. The maximum validity timespan for an HCP Identity 

Assertion MUST NOT be more than 4 hours. 

AuthnStatement R  

 @AuthnInstant R Time instant of HP authentication in UTC 

 @SessionNotOnOrAfter O Time instant of the expiration of the session  

 AuthnContext R  

  AuthnContextClassRef R Reference to the HCP authentication method. See [OASIS SAML 

Authn] for a list of valid authentication methods. 

AttributeStatement R HCP identity attributes and permissions) 

ds:Signature R Enveloped XML signature of the issuer of the HCP Identity Assertion 

(i.e., the NCP-B)  

 

Assertion Signature 

Every HP Identity Assertion MUST be signed by its issuer (i.e., the NCP-B). The XML signature MUST 
be applied by using the saml:Assertion/ds:Signature element as defined below: 

Signature Parameter Usage Convention 

CanonicalizationMethod SHOULD be "http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n#" 

Transformation Enveloped signature transform acc. to section 6.6.4 of [W3C XMLDSig] SHOULD be 

used (“http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#enveloped-signature”). In addition, 

exclusive canonicalization SHOULD be defined as transformation 

(“http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n#”, acc. [W3C XMLDSig] and [W3C 

XML-EXC 1.0]).  

SignatureMethod The signature method MUST comply with the epSOS recommendations on algorithms 

and key lengths. For signing assertions the signature method 

 “http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmldsig-more#rsa-sha256” or 

 "http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig - rsa-sha1"  

SHOULD be used. An assertion consumer MAY reject signatures that use SHA-1 for 

digesting.  

DigestMethod The hash algorithm MUST comply with the epSOS recommendations on algorithms 

and key lengths. For signing assertions the digest method  

 "http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#sha1"  

 http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#sha256 

SHOULD be used. An assertion consumer MAY reject SHA-1 digests.  

KeyInfo This element MUST either contain a wsse:SecurityTokenReference element which 

references the X.509 certificate of the assertion’s issuer (e.g., the NCP-B digital 

signature certificate) by using a subject key identifier OR contain a ds:X509Data 

element which contains the X.509 certificate of the assertion issuer. 

 

http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#enveloped-signature
http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n
http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmldsig-more#rsa-sha256
http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#rsa-sha1
http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#sha256
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HCP Identity Attributes 

An identity assertion can carry an arbitrary number of attributes on the authenticated entity. Each 
attribute MUST be encoded using a SAML attribute element. 

For epSOS the following attribute names and catalogues are defined. 

HCP Identifier 

FriendlyName: XSPA Subject 

Name: urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:subject:subject-id 

Values: Human readable name of the HCP 

Type String 

Optionality: Mandatory  

Description: This attribute MUST contain the full name of the HCP. 

Structural Role of the HCP 

FriendlyName: XSPA Role 

Name: urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:2.0:subject:role 

Values: See ASTM E1986-98 (2005). Only the ASTM structural roles “dentist”, “nurse” “pharmacist”, 

“physician”, “nurse midwife”, “admission clerk”, “ancillary services” and “clinical services” 

MUST be used. 

Type String 

Optionality: Mandatory 

Speciality of the HCP 

FriendlyName: HITSP Clinical Speciality 

Name: urn:epsos:names:wp3.4:subject:clinical-speciality 

Values: SNOMED CT based value set 2.16.840.1.113883.3.88.12.80.72 as defined in [HITSP C80 2.0]. 

See table 2-149 in [HITSP C80 2.0] for the full list of possible values. 

It is worth noticing that it is needed to assess alternatives to SNOMED for PN’s not being able 

to use/license SNOMED. 

Type: String 

Optionality: Optional 

Permissions acc. to the legislation of the country of care (country B) 

FriendlyName: XSPA permissions according with Hl7 

Name: urn:oasis:names:tc:xspa:1.0:subject:hl7:permission 

Values: See section 3.4 of this document 

Type: URI 

Optionality: Optional. If no permissions are given, only the permissions of the HCP structural role acc. to 

the legislation of the country of affiliation (country A) are considered for the access control 

decision. If permissions are defined, the country of affiliation SHOULD consider these for all 

access control decisions. 

Delegated Rights 

FriendlyName: OnBehalfOf 

Name: urn:epsos:names:wp3.4:subject:on-behalf-of 

Values: See ASTM E1986-98 (2005). Acc. to [epSOS D3.6.2] only the ASTM structural roles “dentist”, 

“nurse” “pharmacist”, “physician” and “nurse midwife” MUST be used. 

Type: String 

Optionality: Mandatory if a structural role of “ancillary services” or “clinical services” is presented. For all 
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other structural roles this attribute is optional 

Description If a person is acting on behalf of another person the role of this person MAY be provided with 

this attribute. If this attribute is included with a HCP identity assertion, the issuer of the 

assertion MUST be able to track back the delefation to the two natural persons involved. Only 

valid roles as defined for HCP structural roles MUST be used. 

An assertion consumer MAY decide not to accept delegated access rights by just ignoring 

this attribute.  

Healthcare Professional Organisation 

FriendlyName: XSPA Organization 

Name: urn:oasis:names:tc:xspa:1.0:subject:organization 

Values: Name of the Healthcare Professional Organisation 

Type: String 

Optionality: Optional 

Description This value SHOULD only be provided if different from the point of care (e.g. in cases where a 

hospital organization runs multiple points of care or where a hospital just provides a 

professional environment for otherwise independent care providers) 

Healthcare Professional Organisation ID 

FriendlyName: XSPA Organization Id 

Name: urn:oasis:names:tc:xspa:1.0:subject:organization-id 

Values: URN encoded OID of the Healthcare Professional Organisation 

Type: URI 

Optionality: Optional 

Type of HCPO 

FriendlyName: epSOS Healthcare Facility Type 

Name: urn:epsos:names:wp3.4:subject:healthcare-facility-type 

Values: epSOS code list46 1.3.6.1.4.1.12559.11.10.1.3.2.2.2. Possible values are: “Hospital”, 

“Resident Physician”, “Pharmacy”, “Other”. 

Type: String 

Optionality: Mandatory 

Description If a healthcare facility is not operated under the supervision of a physician or pharmacist the 

healthcare facility type MUST be set to “Other”. 

Purpose of Use 

FriendlyName: XSPA Purpose of Use 

Name: urn:oasis:names:tc:xspa:1.0:subject:purposeofuse 

Values: For epSOS only TREATMENT (healthcare facility) and EMERGENCY (emergency department, 

ambulance, etc.) are allowed as purpose of use. If a HCP requests claims for another purpose 

of use, the request must be rejected as unauthorized. 

Optionality: Mandatory 

Description As the HCP identity assertion is independent of a specific patient’s treatment, this attribute 

refers to the usual working environment of the user.  

                                                           

46 A new catalogue had to be defined for epSOS because the SNOMED CT based value set  2.16.840.1.113883.3.88.12.80.67 as 

defined in [HITSP C80 2.0] does not include codes for pharmacies and goes too much into detail wrt the requirements on HCPO type 

identification as expressed in [epSOS D3.6.2]. 
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Point of Care 

Attribute Name: XSPA Locality 

Catalogue: urn:oasis:names:tc:xspa:1.0:environment:locality 

Values: String 

Optionality: Mandatory 

Description Name of the hospital or medical facility where patient care takes place. 

 

Pilot projects MAY agree on further attributes. Any attributes not listed in this list MAY be ignored by 
the assertion consumer. 

Permission Codes 

The epSOS access control paradigm follows the “needs to know” principle by respecting the role and 
task definitions and derived permissions that a HCP is assigned in the country of care. As these 
permissions can only be defined and assigned by the HCPs local legal context, they are transmitted to 
the patient’s country of affiliation as part of the HCP identity assertion.  

For the recently defined epSOS use cases the following permission codes as defined in the context of 
HL7’s role engineering are of interest: 

 

Permission Description 

POE-006 Change/Discontinue/Refill Outpatient Prescription Order 

PRD-003 Review Medical History 

PRD-004 Review Existing Orders 

PRD-005 Review Vital Signs/Patient Measurements 

PRD-006 Patient Identification and Lookup 

PRD-010 Review Patient Medications 

PRD-016 Review Problem List 

PPD-032 New Consents and Authorizations 

PPD-033 Edit/Addend/Sign Consents and Authorizations 

PPD-046 Record Medication Administration Record 

 

The following matrix shows which permissions MUST at least be assigned to an HCP in order to 
perform the defined epSOS operations. 

epSOS Use Case Minimum Permissions 

Patient Identification PRD-006 

Request for Patient Summary PRD-003 and PRD-005 and PRD-010 and PRD-016 

Request for ePrescriptions PRD-004 and PRD-010 

Request for Medication Summary PRD-010 

Notification on Dispensation PPD-046 

New Consent given in Country-B PPD-032 

Consent Revokation in Country-

B 

PPD-033 

 

Standards  

Open Source  epSOS Deliverable D3.4.2: epSOS Common Components 
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http://www.epsos.eu/uploads/tx_epsosfileshare/D3.4.2_epSOS_Common_Compone
nts_Specification_01.pdf 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building 
Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use  Technical 
Maturity 

 

Business 
Maturity 

 Market 
Maturity 

 

Evaluation 

 

 

6.2.2.12 epSOS TSL 
 

Name epSOS TSL 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Network addresses, web service endpoints and certificates of a country’s epSOS service providers 
and consumers are registered within a NCP Service Status List (NSL) that is digitally signed by a 
trusted authority of the respective country. 
 
epSOS NSLs are encoded as ETSI Trust-service Status Lists according to the ETSI TS 102 231 
specification.  

Standar
ds 

 

Open 
Source  

epSOS Deliverable D3.4.2: epSOS Common Components 

http://www.epsos.eu/uploads/tx_epsosfileshare/D3.4.2_epSOS_Common_Components_
Specification_01.pdf 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Owners  LCM  

http://www.epsos.eu/uploads/tx_epsosfileshare/D3.4.2_epSOS_Common_Components_Specification_01.pdf
http://www.epsos.eu/uploads/tx_epsosfileshare/D3.4.2_epSOS_Common_Components_Specification_01.pdf
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hip 

In Use {PoC, Test pilot, Production Pilot, 
Production} 

Technical 
Maturity 

{T1-Technical, T2-Integration, 
T3-Usability, T4-Reliability, T5-
Scalability} 

Business 
Maturity 

{B1-Awareness, B2-Recruitment, 
B3-Adoption, B4-Satisfaction} 

Market 
Maturity 

{M1-Market Penetration, M2-
Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation} 

Evaluation 

 

 

 

 

6.2.2.13 STORK Version Control 
 

Name STORK Version Control 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

STORK project established a platform providing interoperability of e-ID in Europe, which is composed 
basically of systems running PEPS and VIDP described in BBs “STORK PEPS”and “VIDP in STORK”. This 
platform can only work correctly if all systems use similar or compatible configurations and software. 

 

To facilitate the control of the configuration and software version as well as the evolution in 
functionalities of a PEPS/VIDP, each system running STORK components (PEPS, VIDP) in a member 
state country needs to know some information about the running version of the PEPS/VIDP in the 
other member state countries, like 

1. Environment (Production/Pre-Production/Test) 
2. Software version 
3. SAML specification version accepted (income) and used (outcome) 
4. Last modification date (including configuration) 
5. Max QAA (Quality Authentication Assurance) level provided 
6. Attributes provided 
7. URL of the available services: S-PEPS, C-PEPS, OCSP responder 
8. Signing certificate (current and future) 

In STORK, this information was published in an XML file, named Version Control file, generated by a 
STORK tool named “Version Control Generator”.  

Type SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Standards  

Open 
Source  

  

Relationship and Couplings 
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To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use  Technical 
Maturity 

 

Business 
Maturity 

 Market 
Maturity 

 

Evaluation 
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6.3 Trust Establishment/Circle of Trust High Level Building Block 

6.3.1 Definition 
EU-wide usage of electronic services in a manner trustable by all service consumers as well as service 
providers requires straightforward, transparent and scalable means to establish and validate 
authenticity of services and actors involved.  

The goal of this Building Block is to combine business architecture design principles, architecture 
constructs and flexible solutions to establish a consistent technical and operational trust model 
fitting to the related requirements derived from business requirements (WP5) and the overall legal 
framework and constraints as given by the EC (see next section) as well as related laws and 
regulations of the EUMS. Accordingly legal terms of reference and governance models are expected 
to be provided in collaboration with WP4. 

6.3.2 Scope 
e-SENS SGCC 6.3 will have to provide building blocks fitting to trust establishment between 
consumers and providers of the different services addressed by WP6. With regard to an extended 
perception of the term of “trusted services”, the EC proposal for a “Regulation of the European 
Parliament and of the Council on electronic identification and trust services for electronic 
transactions in the internal market” (COM(2012) 238/247, e-IDAS draft regulation henceforth) defines 
a legal framework with according requirements:  

“ (1) Building trust in the online environment is the key to economic development. Lack of 
trust makes consumers, businesses and administrations hesitate to carry out transactions 
electronically and to adopt new services. 

 
  (2) This Regulation seeks to enhance trust in electronic transactions in the internal market by 

enabling secure and seamless electronic interactions to take place between businesses, 
citizens and public authorities, thereby increasing the effectiveness of public and private 
online services, electronic business and electronic commerce in the Union. 

 …. 
  (6) The Council invited the Commission to contribute to the digital single market by creating 

appropriate conditions for the mutual recognition of key enablers across borders, such as 
electronic identification, electronic documents, electronic signatures and electronic delivery 
services, and for interoperable eGovernment services across the European Union. 

 
  (7) The European Parliament stressed the importance of the security of electronic services, 

especially of electronic signatures, and of the need to create a public key infrastructure at 
pan-European level, and called on the Commission to set up a European validation 
authorities gateway to ensure the cross-border interoperability of electronic signatures and 
to increase the security of transactions carried out using the internet.” 

 
Article 18 of the e-IDAS draft regulation directly addresses the use Trusted Lists, at least for 
“qualified” trusted services, which means their service providers have to conform to well-defined 
operational policies and are subject to according supervision of their respective national bodies:  

                                                           
47

 http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/policy/e-Signature/docs/regulation/com_2012_2038_en.pdf 

http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/policy/esignature/docs/regulation/com_2012_2038_en.pdf
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“1. Each Member State shall establish, maintain and publish trusted lists with information related to 
the qualified trust service providers for which it is competent together with information related to 
the qualified trust services provided by them. 

 2. Member States shall establish, maintain and publish, in a secure manner, electronically signed or 
sealed trusted lists provided for in paragraph 1 in a form suitable for automated processing. 

 3. Member States shall notify to the Commission, without undue delay, information on the body 
responsible for establishing, maintaining and publishing national trusted lists, and details of where 
such lists are published, the certificate used to sign or seal the trusted lists and any changes thereto. 

 4. The Commission shall make available to the public, through a secure channel, the information, 
referred to in paragraph 3 in electronically signed or sealed form suitable for automated processing. 

 5. The Commission shall be empowered to adopt delegated acts in accordance with Article 38 
concerning the definition of the information referred to in paragraph 1. 

 6. The Commission may, by means of implementing acts, define the technical specifications and 
formats for trusted lists applicable for the purposes of paragraphs 1 to 4. Those implementing acts 
shall be adopted in accordance with the examination procedure referred to in Article 39(2).” 

Foregoing as well as still running LSPs have set up concepts and solutions for trust establishment of 
their domains-specific building blocks as described below. Most of these approaches are based on 
the Trusted List approach, which therefore is sketched initially. 

 

6.3.3 Requirements 
Business requirements 

High-level business requirements are defined by the e-IDAS draft regulation:  

“Building trust in the online environment is key to economic development. Lack of trust makes 
consumers, businesses and administrations hesitate to carry out transactions electronically and to 
adopt new services.” 

This requires  

 Information about authenticity and actual trust status of online services must be public 

available 

 Changes must be maintained in real time, following well defined and supervised governance 

rules 

 Structure of information and access must be given in a standardised, machine-processable 

way.  

 In addition, the model should allow establishing and maintaining domain-specific trust 

networks.  

Technical Functional 

Since services are exposed in open network infrastructures, it entails a wide range of trust and 
security issues; IT industry and international standardisation bodies have already established well 
adopted standards and technologies dealing with those issues, most of them based on PKI 
technologies. 

 BBs to be provided for e-SENS must incorporate these technologies,  

 Thereby focussing on providing flexible solutions adaptable to specific needs of different 

domains.    
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Technical Cross-cutting  

 Use a standardized protocol to access services authenticity and trust status information. 

 Service high availability, no single point of failure 

 Wherever possible, use standardized means to carry out authenticity in electronic 
transactions (mutual TLS, X509 Token, SAML assertions).  

 Ability to leverage common implementations of lower-level standards (e.g. Web Services 
Security, security libraries etc.)  

 

6.3.4 ICT Foundation Architecture 
This section provides a short overview of the infrastructure set up by the STORK LSP. 

The IDABC model proposed to use national gateways, named also PEPS (Pan European Proxy Service) 
to establish a Pan-European framework for e-ID interoperability. The main objectives of PEPS are: 1) 
to carry out authentication and attribute collection for a citizen holding a national e-ID, 2) to hide 
national details (for the other Member States) of performing authentication and attribute collection, 
and 3) to be an anchor of trust, which allows leveraging the national circle of trust to Europe. 
Furthermore, a PEPS guarantees scalability, as any change in a Member State will only affect its own 
PEPS. 

A PEPS is basically composed of two interfaces: a C-PEPS interface used by the PEPS in 
communicating with the national Identity Providers and Attribute Providers (throughout 
authentication and attribute collection tasks) and an S-PEPS interface used by the PEPS in 
communicating with the national Service Providers that aim to support citizens authenticated by 
their foreign e-IDs in their home countries through STORK platform.  

 

Some countries saw serious problems in running a PEPS, because legal, liability, (potentially) security 
problems, as well as compatibility problems would occur when interoperating with their 
decentralised national Middleware (MW) architecture. Basically the decentralised architecture 
implies that each Service Provider has a software installed (sometimes referred to as SPware), which 
interacts with the user’s credential through some middleware installed at the user’s PC.  

 

A direct communication between SP and the user directly using MS-specific SPwares is for several 
reasons not scalable and a problem for trust in a cross border scenario. It would be difficult for all 
European service providers to support an increasing number of interfaces to SPwares from each 
country, with all corresponding maintenance consequences. In the second place, the Service 
Providers need to update their trusted (ID) servers list every time a new ID provider is recognised in 
any of these MW countries, and including them in the ways to verify the validity of the presented 
credentials. 

So an abstraction layer was put above the SPwares enabling the SP to support any number of 
SPwares using a unified interface. The SPwares are put into a single component, which is called a 
Virtual IDP, or V-IDP. The V-IDP has the same objectives as a PEPS: to hide the national details (for 
the other Member States) for the authentication and attribute collection tasks, and to be an anchor 
of trust which allows to leverage the national circle of trust to the Europe. The main difference is the 
location: the V-IDP is hosted under responsibility of the PEPS and host the various SP-ware 
implementing the protocols with the client e-ID middleware. The PEPS interfaces with the V-IDP as if 
it were a single identity provider. 
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Thus, a country adopting the PEPS approach will have his PEPS located in his own installations, while 
the MW countries which have their V-IDP located in each of the other countries. Additionally, in MW 
countries there will be several additional V-IDPs (see Figure below). 

 

 

Figure 42: PEPS and V-IDPs in STORK 

 

When a user from one country connects to a service provider in another country, and accesses the 
personalised part, the Service provider will request the user to authenticate. If he chooses to 
authenticate with foreign credentials, he is requested to answer the “from where” question. So the 
service provider sends this request to its national STORK node, which redirects the user to the 
authentication portal of the country of his choice. All these redirections pass through the user’s 
browser. 

 

 
 

Figure 43: PEPS-PEPS communication structure 
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In case of MW countries this scheme is of course very similar; just the national node is located in the 
other country, and optionally the SP can also have a V-IDP. 
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6.3.5 ABB - Trust Establishment/Circle of Trust 

6.3.5.1  Web Services Trust Model 
Name WS-Trust 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type ABB 

 

Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The Web service security model defined in WS-Trust is based on a process in which a Web service can 
require that an incoming message prove a set of claims (e.g., name, key, permission, capability, etc.). 
A service can indicate its required claims and related information in its policy. 

Core of the model is a “Security Token Service” (STS), a Trust Service Provider trusted by services 
consumers and providers in a defined trust domain. The STS is issuing and validating security tokens, 
and performs authentication of actors in a trust domain. The overall model is given by the following 
picture: 

 

Figure 44: Web Services Trust Model 

WS-Trust – in combination with WS-Security – allows for use of existing technologies such as X.509 
public-key certificates, Kerberos shared-secret tickets, password digests and XML-based tokens. For 
the latter, the SAML specification defines a flexible and extensible framework to express 
differentiated and even complex authentication and authorization constraints. 

Building upon WS-Trust, the WS-Federation specification defines mechanisms for brokering and 
federating trust, identity, and claims.  

Standards OASIS Standard WS-Trust 1.3, March 2007 , http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-

trust/200512/ws-trust-1.3-os.html (Version 1.4, April 2012: http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-
sx/ws-trust/v1.4/errata01/os/ws-trust-1.4-errata01-os-complete.html) 

OASIS Standard "OASIS Web Services Security: SOAP Message Security 1.0 (WS-Security 
2004)", March 2004, http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-soap-
message-security-1.0.pdf (version 1.1, February 2006, http://www.oasis-

open.org/committees/download.php/16790/wss-v1.1-spec-os-

SOAPMessageSecurity.pdf 

OASIS Standard “Web Services Federation Language (WS-Federation) Version 1.2, May 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/200512/ws-trust-1.3-os.html
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/200512/ws-trust-1.3-os.html
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/v1.4/errata01/os/ws-trust-1.4-errata01-os-complete.html
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/v1.4/errata01/os/ws-trust-1.4-errata01-os-complete.html
http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-soap-message-security-1.0.pdf
http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-soap-message-security-1.0.pdf
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/16790/wss-v1.1-spec-os-SOAPMessageSecurity.pdf
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/16790/wss-v1.1-spec-os-SOAPMessageSecurity.pdf
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/16790/wss-v1.1-spec-os-SOAPMessageSecurity.pdf
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2009, http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsfed/federation/v1.2/os/ws-federation-1.2-spec-os.html 

OASIS Standard "OASIS Web Services Security Policy 1.2”, April 2012,  

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-securitypolicy/v1.2/errata01/os/ws-securitypolicy-1.2-

errata01-os-complete.html 

Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML), http://saml.xml.org/saml-specifications 

Open 
Source  

Standard freely available. Different OSS implementations exist. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

All BBs an Domains 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

See BB epSOS (STS usage); SAML used in many solutions / BBs 

Ownership OASIS LCM OASIS 

In Use Production  Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

 Market 
Maturity 

 

Evaluation 

 Well accepted standards, huge adoption by industry. 

 BB Trust-service Status List could be used for federating trust between different STS 
instances.  

 OASIS actually is working on “OASIS ebXML Messaging Services Version 3.0: Securing 
Messages with SAML Tokens under the WS-Security Profile” (relates to e-Delivery BBs).  

 

6.3.5.2  Trust-service Status List 
Name Trust-service Status List 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

Trusted Lists (TL) were established by the Commission Decision 2009/767/EC as amended by the 
Commission Decision 2010/425/EU.  

TLs aim primarily at supporting the validation of Qualified Electronic Signatures (QES) and Advanced 
Electronic Signatures (AdES) supported by a Qualified Certificate (AdESQC) in the meaning of Directive 
1999/93/EC as EU MS are obligated to expose actual and historical status information on supervised/ 
accredited CSPs established in their country offering qualified certificates. TLs enable EU-wide 
validation of service supervision/accreditation status and hence quality of Trust Service Providers 
(TSPs) issuing (qualified) certificates. Additional information on other supervised/accredited CSPs not 
issuing QCs but providing services related to electronic signatures (e.g. CSP providing Time Stamping 
Services and issuing Time Stamp Tokens, CSP issuing non-Qualified certificates, etc.) may be included 
in the Trusted List at a national level on a voluntary basis. Several EUMS do so. 

The legal framework for extension of TL usage beyond qualified trust services issuing qualified 
certificates aims to be established by the e-IDAS draft regulation. 

Type ABB 

 

Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsfed/federation/v1.2/os/ws-federation-1.2-spec-os.html
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-securitypolicy/v1.2/errata01/os/ws-securitypolicy-1.2-errata01-os-complete.html
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-securitypolicy/v1.2/errata01/os/ws-securitypolicy-1.2-errata01-os-complete.html
http://saml.xml.org/saml-specifications
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Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The aim of the e-IDAS regulation is to enhance existing legislation and to expand it to cover the 
mutual recognition and acceptance at EU level of notified electronic identification schemes and other 
essential related electronic trust services. Qualified trust services and their qualified status of 
operational quality/trustworthiness shall be listed and maintained by the respective supervision 
bodies of the EUMS. Already in place since 2009 for CSPs issuing qualified certificates, currently 
extendable to other types of CSP services on a MS voluntary basis, and now to be extended to other 
types of qualified trust services.  

Standards ETSI TS 102 231 v3.1.2, being referenced by current CD 2009/767/EC amended by 
Commission Implementing Decision C(2013) 6543) 

Recently updated to ETSI TS 119 612 v1.1.1. This version will be the basis for future 
European Norm.  

Complete set of reports, technical specifications and European Norms related to TLs to 
be expected in 2014: 

TR 119 600 Business Driven Guidance for Trust Service Status Lists Providers 

EN 319 601 General Policy & Security Requirements for Trust Service Status Lists 
Providers 

EN 319 611 Policy & Security Requirements for Trusted List Providers 

TS 119 602 Trust Service Status Lists Format 

TS 119 612 Trusted Lists  

This document contains the specifications related to Trusted Lists (TL) for their use in 
the context of Directive 1999/93/EC and of the Services Directive 2006/123/EC, as they 
are defined in CD 2009/767/EC amended by CD 2010/425/EU.  

EN 319 603 General requirements and guidance for Conformity Assessment of 
TSSLPs 

This document will provide the rationale, rules and guidance on conformity assessment 
concerning the processes and products around the issuance and processing of Trust 
Service Status Lists.  

EN 319 613 Conformity Assessment of Trusted List Providers 

This document will specify the specific conformity rules for assessing conformity against 
EN 319 612 specifications related to both the generation and conformity validation of 
Trusted Lists, a profile of Trust Service Status Lists. 

Open 
Source  

Standard itself freely available. In addition, a TLManager is available, open source 
software for creating, editing and signing EUMS TLs: 

http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/tlmanager/description 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

epSOS NSL 
PEPPOL validation services 
SPOCS e-Delivery, eServices, eSafe 
STORK Trust List 
EC Digital Signature Service (SD-DSS ), open source 
software for creating and validating signatures 
against TLs: 
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/sd-

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/tlmanager/description
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dss/description 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

See BB epSOS NSL, BB SPOCS TL, BB PEPPOL PPRS, BB STORK TL, BB SD-DSS 

Ownership EC / EUMS supervision bodies LCM EUMS supervision bodies 

In Use Production (covering mandatorily 
CSPs issuing qualified signature 
certificates, and other CSPs on a 
voluntary basis) 

Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

M2-Impact on Competiveness 
and Innovation 

Evaluation 

By exposing providers and trust services offered by them in one or more TLs, in a more general sense 
TLs can be seen as a mechanism of trust federation. TL entries include a security token (element 
“DigitalIdentity”), which may be used to authenticate service items provided by such a Trust Service, 
like e.g. certificates or electronic services of whatever kind. 

e-SENS WP6 aims to set up a network of electronic services, which instances must be trustable EU-
wide. For trust establishment as well on national as on cross-border level, the TL approach must be 
seen as the best fitting way, allowing federated operation of such lists under a common EU 
governance/supervision scheme and – if needed – even set up of trust circles for dedicated 
communities, free to establish their own policy framework. 

With regard to trusted lists the draft Regulation states: 

“Trusted lists are essential elements to build trust among market operators as they indicate the 
qualified status of the service provider at the time of supervision, on the other hand they are not a 
prerequisite for achieving the qualified status and providing qualified trust services which results 
from respecting the requirements of this Regulation.” 

Using TLs, e-SENS to some extent can anticipate the EC plans for reshaping and extending the 
European trust framework. 

The concept of TLs allows for setting up domain specific ones, an option which should be considered 
carefully by planned e-SENS piloting domains. 

 

6.3.5.3  SPOCS Trust List 
Name SPOCS TL 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

See above for Trust-service Status List 

Type SBB 

 

Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic: Trust Establishment 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The SPOCS architecture implies the need for a secure method for establishing trust between 
different services in its network: e-Delivery gateways, eSafe instances, eServices directories. The TSL 
approach was chosen for this task.  

This SBB hat two components:  

 TL-Editor, extended for SPOCS requirements; it is based on the TSLEdit (OSS Editor for Trust 
List (https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/tsledit/home); 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/tsledit/home
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 TL-Handler, the component to be integrated in services to deal with SPOCS TL for mutual 
trust establishment. 

Standards ETSI TS 102 231 v3.1.1 (later updated into v3.1.2, and recently updated to ETSI TS 119 
612) 

Open 
Source  

OSS SPOCS Trust List BB: http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/site/SPOCS/SPOCSTL/  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

All types of trusted services 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

See BB PEPPOL PPRS, BB PEPPOL Validation Services 

Ownership EC LCM Actually on request and on 
voluntary basis of former 
SPOCS consortium members 

In Use Production Pilot Technical 
Maturity 

T4-Reliability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

TSL approach used for establishing trust between all types of services instances in a network which 
needs mutual authentication and whose actual service quality rating must be accessible48. 
With regard to EC aims that future TLs should cover all relevant types of services to be trusted in, 
SPOCS TL must be seen as an early adoption.  
This is seen as valuable input for e-SENS, extensible to the trust establishment of trust services to be 
provided with the e-SENS BBs.  
In addition, SPOCS provided a first concept for operational TL maintenance policies, which could be a 
starting point for the definition of an e-SENS TL governance49. 

 

Known Issues:  

 TL-Editor BB of SPOCS may need update. Underlying OSS Editor for Trust List 
(https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/tsledit/home) not implements actual version of TS 102 
231 and may need further changes with respect to EN 319 612.  

 SPOCS used its TL for exposure and maintenance of some services metadata as well, by using 
the TL extensibility mechanism. These extensions must be eliminated in this TL; to be shifted 
to according service metadata directories. Affects both TL Editor and TL Handler provided by 
SPOCS. 

Note: ETSI aims to draft and publish EN 319 601 (general policy & security requirements for Trust 
Service Status List Providers) and EN 319 611 (policy & security requirements for Trusted Lists 
Providers). 

                                                           
48

 http://www.eu-SPOCS-starterkit.eu/images/files/D3.2.2_Appendix2_TSL_Specification.pdf 
49

 http://www.eu-SPOCS-starterkit.eu/images/files/D3.2.5_Appendix5_SPOCS-
TSL_accredidation_operation_policy.pdf 

http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/site/spocs/SpocsTL/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/tsledit/home
http://www.eu-spocs-starterkit.eu/images/files/D3.2.2_Appendix2_TSL_Specification.pdf
http://www.eu-spocs-starterkit.eu/images/files/D3.2.5_Appendix5_SPOCS-TSL_accredidation_operation_policy.pdf
http://www.eu-spocs-starterkit.eu/images/files/D3.2.5_Appendix5_SPOCS-TSL_accredidation_operation_policy.pdf
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6.3.5.4  PEPPOL Public Registry Service 
Name PPRS – PEPPOL Public Registry Service 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

See above for Trust-service Status List 

 

Type SBB 

 

Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic: Trust Establishment 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

PEPPOL WP1 has set up a concept to facilitate cross-border signature validation. It is mainly based on 
federated instances of server-side “Validation Services” (VS), which can be seen as a “Trust Broker” 
approach50. The VSs use official TLs as well as an own, extended one (the “PPRS”).  

Standards ETSI TS 102 231 v3.1.1 (later updated into v3.1.2, recently updated to ETSI TS 119 612) 

Open 
Source  

OSS Editor for Trust List (https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/tsledit/home)51 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

PEPPOL validation services 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

See BB SPOCS TL, BB PEPPOL Validation Services 

Ownership OpenPEPPOL Association LCM OpenPEPPOL Association 

In Use Production (only covering CSPs 
issuing qualified signature 
certificates) 

Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

PEPPOL VSs are based on consumption of the MS TLs, in addition PEPPOL set up an own TL (called 
“PPRS”), containing entries for all VS instances in the trusted network. Thus, the PPRS must be seen 
as an approach to extend usage of TL’s beyond trust services of (qualified) CSP type. Concerning 
CSPs, the PPRS covers CAs not on the official MS TLs, e.g. non-qualified CAs and CAs outside of the 
EU/EEA area. 
In addition, the service quality classification scheme as given by ETSI TS 102 231 was extended to 
cover non-qualified CAs in order to establish acceptance criteria52. This is seen as valuable input for 
according quality classification of different trust services to be provided with the e-SENS BBs.  

                                                           
50 For the overall concept “Architecture and Trust Models” please see 
Architecture_and_Trust_Models-220.pdf at https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/PEPPOL/PEPPOL_EIA/1-

ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-e-Signature_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/ (document to be downloaded before 
opening) 
51

 See known issues 
52

 Please see e-ID_and_e-Signature_Quality_Classification-220.pdf at 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/PEPPOL/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-e-Signature_Infrastructure/13-

ICT-Models/ (document to be downloaded before opening)  

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/tsledit/home
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-eSignature_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/
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Known Issues:  

 TSLEdit used does not cover-all PPRS maintenance requirements, e.g. not the PEPPOL quality 
classification schema. Because of this, once editing on PPRS is done using TSLEdit, some 
subsequent manual work on PPRS XML instance is always needed.  

 TSLEdit does not implement actual version of TS 102 231 and may need further changes with 
respect to EN 319 612.  

 

6.3.5.5  epSOS Trust List 
Name epSOS NSL 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

See above for Trust-service Status List 

 

Type SBB 

 

Generic/ Specific Generic: Trust Establishment 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Core components of the epSOS cross-border communication infrastructure are National Contact 
Points (NCPs), which facilitate connection to the epSOS service providers and consumers of the 
Participating Nations (NPs). 

This infrastructure implements the core epSOS security services that ensure the confidentiality of 
medical data transmission and the availability and authenticity of epSOS services: 

 virtual private network (VPN) on top of the public internet (audience confinement) 

 message encryption (TLS) and integrity protection (non-repudiation, mutual authentication, 
and integrity safeguards) 

 SAML assertions, supporting tokens for transactions, for Healthcare Professional 
Identification (IdA) and for Treatment Relationship Confirmation (TRC)  

epSOS set up NCP Service Status Lists (NSL), which follow a specific profiling schema of ETSI TS 102 
231 Trust-service Status Lists to inherit the legal stability, especially in a x-border setting, of 
1999/93/EC, 2006/123/EC and their subsequent technical provisions. These NSLs are used to 
federate the NCPs and to establish the Circle of Trust. The epSOS technical work packages decided to 
document and base fundamental trust relationships between the PNs based on the NSL. 
Consequently, all PNs and their respective services as published through the NSL are ultimately 
elevated into a circle of trust relationship. Consequently, every epSOS node may automatically and 
routinely validate the trust status of any other node's TSP without human interaction, further 
configuration or the need for additional contracts between the epSOS PNs, effectively extremely 
facilitating trust anchoring for trust bootstrapping. 

Network addresses, web service endpoints and certificates of a country’s epSOS service providers 
and consumers are registered within a NSL that is digitally signed by a trusted authority of the 
respective country. epSOS NSLs of all member states are part of each NCPs configuration. 

The key material of a NSL service entry is used as protection token for message security and mutual 
authenticiation (TLS). Each SOAP message is secured by two supporting tokens: the Identity Assertion 
(with roles and permissions of the healthcare professional) and the Treatment Relationship 
Confirmation.  
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Detailed description is given in section 4 of the epSOS Common Component specification53.  

Standards ETSI TS 102 231 v3.1.2 (recently updated to ETSI TS 119 612) 

Open 
Source  

epSOS TSL-Sync: 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/eps
os-tslutils/epsos-tsl-sync/ 

epSOS TSL-Editor: 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/eps
os-configuration-manager/epsos-tsl-editor/ 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

All types of trusted services 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownershi
p 

 LCM  

In Use  Technical Maturity  

Business 
Maturity 

 Market Maturity  

Evaluation 

The epSOS TL envelope specifies an exchange, contents, and encoding format for announcing a 
Participating Nations (PN) active services, the current services digital certificate material, as well as 
their specific endpoints. All information within an epSOS TL is integrity and authenticity safeguarded 
by applying suitable technical means to the TL through a PN-appointed Trust Service Provider (TSP). 
The epSOS TL MUST provide at least the following pieces of information: 

 network addresses and the respective protection token for secure messaging facilities (such 
as VPN’s or secure channels) 

 network addresses for univocally locating a specific NCP and service semantic signifier 
without relying on any other directory service but the TL 

 web-service endpoints (WSE) produced separately for each legitimate epSOS service 
semantic signifier enabling a service consumer to univocally address a specific epSOS service 

 secure facility or channel 

 PN-appointed TSP warranting/vouching for the information enclosed in the epSOS TL 
Envelope 

Following types of epSOS services are registered in an NSL (picture below outlines the information which 

must be available to a service consumer in country A with NCP-A, service provider located behind NCP-B) 

                                                           
53

 
http://www.epsos.eu/uploads/tx_epsosfileshare/D3.4.2_epSOS_Common_Components_Specification_01.pdf 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epsos-tslutils/epsos-tsl-sync/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epsos-tslutils/epsos-tsl-sync/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epsos-configuration-manager/epsos-tsl-editor/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epsos-configuration-manager/epsos-tsl-editor/
http://www.epsos.eu/uploads/tx_epsosfileshare/D3.4.2_epSOS_Common_Components_Specification_01.pdf
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TSL Envelope (Schema and Management Information, etc.)

NCP-A Provider Identification

VPN Gateway Address 

and Certificate

NCP Address and 

Certificates

Patient Service WSE

Order Service WSE

Dispensation Service WSE

Consent Service WSE

HCP CAs (opt.)

Identification Service WSE

NCP-B Provider Identification

VPN Gateway Address 

and Certificate

NCP Address and 

Certificates

Identity Provider 

Certificate (opt.)

HCP CAs (opt.)

 

Figure 45: epSOS TL service types 

The epSOS TL is an outstanding example for TL usage on sectorial level, thus to be considered 
carefully for adoption by according e-SENS use cases. TL service type differentiation and other TSL 
profiling made by epSOS should be aligned with on-going ETSI ESI standardisation activities on TSL. 

 

6.3.5.6  epSOS Security Token Service 
Name epSOS Security Token Service Infrastructure 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

Before releasing medical data to a foreign country, the data controller who is responsible for that data MUST 

make sure that the respective data transaction complies with the regulations of epSOS (e.g. does not interfere 

with patient privacy). For performing this verification, the data controller must be aware of  

 The identity and authenticity of the data requestor and 

 The kind of (treatment) relationship between the data requestor and the patient. 

epSOS requests that the respective information is encoded as identity and context claims which can be 

piggybacked with any epSOS transaction. Following the IHE access control domain model and terminology 

these claims are encapsulated within two different assertions: 

 The HP Identity Assertion (IdA) is issued from within the Subject Domain and contains claims about the 
identity, authenticity, affiliation and roles of the health professional who is requesting medical data 
from a foreign country 

 The Treatment Relationship Confirmation (TRC) assertion is issued from within the context domain 
and contains claims about the releationship of the data requestor and the patient as well as claims 
about the treatment context (e.g. emergency access) 

The NCP that piggybacks an epSOS request with an assertion vouchers for the accuracy, integrity and 

authenticity of the claims that are encapsulated within that assertion. It does so by applying its digital signature 

on the assertion. 

epSOS does not make any assumptions on whether NCP-B or a national service within country B acts as the 

initial Identity Provider that verifies the identity and authenticity of an HP. The only constraint imposed by 
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epSOS is that NCP-B vouchers for the issued assertions and therefore is considered as the Identity Provider with 

respect to NCP-A as the assertion consumer. The same applies for the TRC assertion STS (Issuer and validator): 

although is provided in the NCP-B implementation, epSOS enables the usage of a national service. 

In order to achieve this goal epSOS enables the usage of WS-Trust 1.3 RST/RSTRC message pair. A WS-Trust 

RequestSecurityToken message is sent (secured by WS-Security, and authenticated by the same means). The 

STS processes it, and answer (in a final step) with a RequestSecurityTokenResponseCollection containing the 

desired token, either IdA or TRC. 

It is worth noticing that the NCP-B Identity Provider (for the IdA) implements also the HTTPS POST SAML Web 

Browser SSO profile. Also the accesses to the policy repository (implemented using XACMLv2.0) are facilitated 

by the usage of the SAML protocol.  

Type SBB Generic/ Specific {Generic, Multi Domain, Domain} 

Domain reference 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Standards WS-Trust 1.3, SAMLv2.0 

Open 
Source  

 epSOS OpenNCP Infrastructure 

 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epso
s-assertion-validator/ 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epso
s-security-manager/ 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epso
s-trc-sts/ 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epso
s-trc-sts-client/ 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epso
s.TRC-STS/ 

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownershi
p 

 LCM  

In Use  Technical Maturity  

Business 
Maturity 

 Market Maturity  

Evaluation 

The HP Identity Assertion defines a means to communicate a user’s assigned identity and its attributes in a 

trustworthy manner among NCPs using WS-Security. This enables relying parties to run their business tasks 

without identifying the requester since this is done by a trusted third-party authentication service. On behalf of 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epsos-assertion-validator/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epsos-assertion-validator/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epsos-security-manager/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epsos-security-manager/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epsos-trc-sts/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epsos-trc-sts/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epsos-trc-sts-client/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epsos-trc-sts-client/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epsos.TRC-STS/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/europa/ec/joinup/ecc/epsos.TRC-STS/
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the “transferrable” claim the relying party is able to render and enforce access decisions.  

Being part of the epSOS security architecture, the national and therefore decentralized identity management 

produces authentication assertions that are encoded as SAML assertions. Such an assertion confirms the user’s 

identity, the successful authentication of the user, and the attributes assigned to the user.  

The HP Identity Assertion is a profiled SAML v2.0 assertion. It has Sender-Vouches (with no additional means to 

determine if the NCP-A should process the assertion further) configured as the confirmation method with NCP-

B vouchering for the HP who is initiating a data transferal transaction between country-B and country-A.  

 

Figure 46: epSOS assertions lifecycle 

 

6.3.5.7  OpenPEPPOL Trust Network 
Name OpenPEPPOL PTN 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

Relates to Digital Agenda / e-IDAS, on trust in digital services supporting secure cross-border and 
cross community services. 

Type ABB 

 

Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

In the technical infrastructure supporting OpenPEPPOL a mechanism is needed whereby trust 
between parties can be enabled. For this purpose OpenPEPPOL is deploying a hierarchy of Certificate 
Authorities (OpenPEPPOL Trust Network or PTN).  

The PTN will provide certificate services for a community of organizations that are service providers 
of Pan-European Procurement Online and members of the OpenPEPPOL organization. More 
specifically, the OpenPEPPOL sub CAs will issue digital certificates to organizations running the 
following OpenPEPPOL infrastructure services: Access Points, Security Token Services and Service 
Metadata Publishers. Operators of these services are called OpenPEPPOL service providers and can 
be private companies as well as government institutions. 

The hierarchy consists of an OpenPEPPOL root CA with three sub CAs. The OpenPEPPOL root CA 
issues certificates for following sub CAs only: 
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 OpenPEPPOL Access Point Sub CA 

 OpenPEPPOL Security Token Service Sub CA 

 OpenPEPPOL Service Metadata Publisher CA 
 

OpenPEPPOL certificates are used for digital signatures on protocol messages for purposes of 
authentication and integrity, for client authentication (e.g. SSL / TLS) and may optionally also be used 
for encryption of messages. 

OpenPEPPOL certificates may only be used within the OpenPEPPOL infrastructure in accordance with 
the BUSDOX specifications: 

 OpenPEPPOL Access Point certificates must only be used for transactions defined for 
OpenPEPPOL Access Point. This involves digital signing, encryption and client authentication. 

 OpenPEPPOL Security Token Service certificates must only be used for transactions defined 
for an OpenPEPPOL Security Token Service. This involves digital signing only. 

 OpenPEPPOL Service Metadata Publisher certificate must only be used for transactions 
defined for an OpenPEPPOL Service Metadata Publisher. This involves digital signing only. 

The Certificate Revocation Status of public certificates is available via an LDAP directory (CRL), HTTP 
download of CRL and via an OCSP Responder. 

Standards   

Open 
Source  

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

OpenPEPPOL Transport Infrastructure 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership OpenPEPPOL Transport 
Infrastructure Coordinating 
Community 

LCM OpenPEPPOL Transport 
Infrastructure Coordinating 
Community 

In Use Production  Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

M2-Impact on Competiveness 
and Innovation 

Evaluation 

The usage of a dedicated PKI gives the advantage that trusting nodes just have to check if the 
certificates presented are issued by these well-known CAs and if they were valid at the time they 
have been used for signing, authentication or encryption (OCSP respective CRL validity check).  

The certificate enrolment process to participants of the PTN is bound to contractual agreements, 
which implies fulfilment and supervision of well-defined policies: 

Registration Authorities (RA) 

In the OpenPEPPOL Trust Network, two entities will perform registration tasks: 

 OpenPEPPOL Authorities will handle the identification and authentication of certificate 
applicants (prospective OpenPEPPOL service providers). This includes entering contractual 
agreements (Transport Infrastructure Agreements) with these, ensuring that the organization 
is a member of the OpenPEPPOL organization, and validating their business registration 
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credentials. 

 The central OpenPEPPOL RA will receive approved applications from OpenPEPPOL 
Authorities, register the applicant with the CA, and create/deliver a passcode for the 
applicant for subsequent enrolment for OpenPEPPOL Certificates. 

In order to become an OpenPEPPOL RA, an entity must accept their roles and responsibilities by 
signing a “OpenPEPPOL Authority Agreement” (PCA) established with the OpenPEPPOL Transport 
Infrastructure Coordinating Community. RAs must abide by all the requirements of the PTN 
Certificate Policies and the relevant Certification Practice Statement. RAs may, however implement 
more restrictive practices based on their internal requirements.  

Subscribers 

The Subjects of a certificate are the OpenPEPPOL infrastructure service components (Access Point, 
Service Metadata Publisher or Security Token Service) operated by an OpenPEPPOL Service Provider. 

The Subscriber is the Service Provider organization (private company or government institution) who 
is operating one of the above mentioned OpenPEPPOL infrastructure services. Certificates can only 
be requested by authorized employees or contractors of these organizations. 

Relying Parties 

A Relying Party is an individual or entity that acts in reliance of a certificate and/or a digital signature 
issued under the PTN. A Relying party may, or may not also be a Subscriber within the PTN. Relying 
parties of OpenPEPPOL certificates may include both OpenPEPPOL Service Providers as well as 
government institutions and private companies who use the OpenPEPPOL infrastructure for 
eProcurement transactions. 

 

 

Figure 47: PTN certificate enrolment process overview 

For further details see: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/PEPPOL/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-

Transport_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/ICT-Transport-Trust_Network_Certificate_Policy-100.pdf  

 

Further considerations:  

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-Transport_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/ICT-Transport-Trust_Network_Certificate_Policy-100.pdf
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/1-ICT_Architecture/1-ICT-Transport_Infrastructure/13-ICT-Models/ICT-Transport-Trust_Network_Certificate_Policy-100.pdf
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 This approach for trust establishment may not fit in general for all types of Trust Service 
Providers (TSPs) in the area of e-Government. According regulations of some EUMS require 
using certificates issued by dedicated national CAs only, mostly in combination with 
governance, policy and supervision defined for TSPs on national level. 

 The usage of domain-specific PKIs could be combined with the TSL-approach. From point of 
view of a TL, OpenPEPPOL RAs and -Operators are just TSPs following a defined policy, which 
implies an according trust status rating. Certificates issued for the PTN participants would be 
exposed as “DigitalIdentity” in their according TL entry.  

 

Cooperation with ESOs: 

For certificate profiles and rules defined for OpenPEPPOL RAs, alignment should be considered with 
ETSI ESI standardisation, especially for following European Norms planned in context of the 
“Rationalised Framework for electronic Signature”:  

 EN 319 411 Policy & Security Requirements for TSPs Issuing Certificates 

 EN 319 412 Profiles for TSPs issuing Certificates, especially part 4: Profiles for SSL/TSL 
  Certificates issued to organisations 

 EN 319 413 Conformity Assessment for TSPs Issuing Certificates 

6.3.5.8  STORK Trust List 
Name STORK Trust List 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

This BB refers to the exploitation of Trust Lists (TSL) in STORK for certificate validation service. 

Type SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

{Generic, Multi Domain, Domain} 

Domain reference 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The certificate validation service is implemented in STORK as an OCSP proxy run by the PEPS (see the 
“STORK PEPS” BB). 
The OCSP proxy exploits the TSL to retrieve the location of an OCSP responder for a user certificate Ucert, 
as well as OCSP responder certificate. For this purpose, the OCSP proxy parses the TSL to search for a TSP 
service of type cert status/OCSP for the CA with the certificate CAcert. Assuming a TSP containing a CA 
service with CAcert is found, all the TSP services of type OCSP for that CA are analyzed next: in 
practice, it is checked whether the certificate stored in the Service Digital Identity of a 
TSP service of type OCSP has been issued by the CA having CAcert.  
Standards  

Open 
Source  

 STORK Documentation: Certificate Validation User Manual 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use  Technical 
Maturity 

 

Business  Market  
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Maturity Maturity 

Evaluation 

With the standard TSL format, only the delegated OCSP responders are found, that is the ones having an 
OCSP certificate issued by a CA certificate stored in the TSL (named CAcert). It is not possible to find instead 
a trusted OCSP responder whose signing certificate is not issued by the CA having CAcert. A trusted OCSP 
responder provides typically certificate status information for certificates issued by several CAs, which 
explicitly delegate the responder for such task. 
The current TSL format does not allow to determine whether a trusted OCSP responder provides 
responses for a CA, as no cryptographic link exists between the digital identities of the two TSP services, 
i.e. the CA service and the OCSP service, and no TSL field holds a trust relationship between two TSP 
services of a single TSP. 
STORK extended the TSL format to hold also information on trusted OCSP. We propose to use a Trust 
Service Associations (TrSA) structure, which is an XML file allowing to associate CA data to the services of 
that CA. A TrSA file is used in conjunction with a TL file. 

 

6.3.5.9  STORK Version Control 
Name STORK Version Control 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

STORK project established a platform providing interoperability of e-ID in Europe, which is composed basically 
of systems running PEPS and VIDP described in BBs “STORK PEPS”and “VIDP in STORK”. This platform can only 
work correctly if all systems use similar or compatible configurations and software. 

To facilitate the control of the configuration and software version as well as the evolution in functionalities of a 
PEPS/VIDP, each system running STORK components (PEPS, VIDP) in a member state country need to know 
some information about the running version of the PEPS/VIDP in the other member state countries, like 

1. Environment (Production/Pre-Production/Test) 
2. Software version 
3. SAML specification version accepted (income) and used (outcome) 
4. Last modification date (including configuration) 
5. Max QAA (Quality Authentication Assurance) level provided 
6. Attributes provided 
7. URL of the available services: S-PEPS, C-PEPS, OCSP responder 
8. Signing certificate (current and future) 

In STORK, this information was published in an XML file, named Version Control file, generated by a STORK tool 
named “Version Control Generator”.  

Type SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

{Generic, Multi Domain, Domain} 

Domain reference 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Standards  

Open 
Source  

 Sources of STORK Version Control Generator:  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 
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Ownership  LCM  

In Use  Technical 
Maturity 

 

Business 
Maturity 

 Market 
Maturity 

 

Evaluation 

 

 

6.3.5.10 epSOS Authorisation of Data Processor and Data Subject 
Name epSOS Authorization of Data Processor and Data Subject 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 Apart from the patient privacy consent, epSOS is not mandating any mutual safeguard with a 
normative technical specification regarding the data subject (patient) authorisation. The Patient 
Consent is the legal precondition for any epSOS transaction – before any higher epSOS business 
function may be activated, a valid patient consent (or legitimate overriding condition) needs to be in 
place. 

The epSOS Patient Consent provisions mandate a two-step consent principle: one fundamental 
consent for the patient’s specific approval to participate in epSOS application itself and a specific 
consent (building on top of the fundamental consent) for approving specific data exchanges between 
a HP on Country-B and the patient’s medical data held in the Country of Affiliation/Country-A. 

The specific wording of the legal expert group reads as follows: 

• First Patient Consent (Fundamental Consent in WP3.A Terminology) in country A allows HCP 
to prepare specific data with the intention to make them available in future to other health 
care providers in the framework of epSOS. 

• Second Patient Consent (Specific Consent in WP3.A Terminology) in country B for the 
processing of health data in the case of actual treatment in country B. 

The fact that the patient as data subject, potentially data owner, and data controller may be 
inconvenienced by: 

1. unscheduled medical treatments while being abroad and 

2. being physically separated from his/her data when being abroad, 

requires both patient consents to be considered location-neutral and consequently may be given at 
any epSOS Point of Care. Therefore the technical need may arise that patient consent information is 
to be created and/or regulated in Country-B, communicated to Country-A, and enforced in Country-A 
in addition to the traditional interaction pattern of at least the fundamental consent being 
exclusively given in Country-A. The required information that needs to be included in such 
communication is: 

• the specific location of the authenticated original patient consent 

• the legal authenticator of the given patient consent 

• the authenticated data subject affected by the patient consent itself 

• the date, time, and time-validity (initiation and expiration) of the given patient consent  

• the fundamental characteristics of the patient consent with an univocal degree of 
expressiveness at least of Opt-In or Opt-Out 

The patient consent needs to be appropriately encoded in a format that both epSOS entities 
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understand the contained provisions. The specific implementation details of the epSOS Patient 
Consent are specified in [EED PatCon Profile] and [EED SemSig BPPC]. The specifics on the PIN work 
flow are described in [PSB-LEG-PIN]. 

AuthZ Data Processor 

The requesting HP MUST have been authenticated in the country of treatment (see [epSOS D3.6.2] 
for details on HP authentication. The service provider MUST be able to validate the attesting HP 
identity assertion. The requesting party MUST deliver the requesting HP authentication claim in a 
form of an in-band (i.e. sent along an epSOS business transaction) authentication assertion. The 
service provider MUST NOT deliver access to a medical data to a remote NCP if the HP authentication 
assertion is valid, but issued by an untrusted Token Service (i.e., not defined in the epSOS TSL).  

The in-band authentication assertion MUST contain additional identity attributes that MUST be used 
by country A for authorization decisions and patient consent enforcement. If an additional Treatment 
Relationship Confirmation (TRC) assertion is needed, it MUST be issued using as security claim the HP 
authentication assertion. TRC assertion MAY contain additional attributes related to the HP identity. 

epSOS does not specify the existence or presence of any specific Authentication Assurance Level 
(AAL) or Level of Assurance (LoA). Each country MUST define the authentication mechanisms 
strengths and methods according with [epSOS Security Policy]. However the HP authentication 
assertion MAY contain a Level of Authentication (LoA). Such LoA MUST follow a common vocabulary 
(e.g., [NIST 800-63]) and they SHALL be identified in [epSOS Security Policy]. Higher LoAs MAY be 
used to enforce additional access control. As an example, a combination of a higher LoA (e.g., LoA 3, 
multi-factor remote network authentication) and Purpose of Use (e.g., EMERGENCY) can be used to 
fulfill the break-the-glass scenario. 

Design and Implementation Authentication 

The point of care (Country-B) and the location of the medical data (Country-A) of the treatment 
encounter in epSOS are separate. The data provider therefore needs a comprehensive set of HP 
identity information in order to be able to take a legitimate and informed medical data discloser 
decision that satisfies the regulatory requirements within Country-A for such a data disclosure. 

Consequently, the identity information of the accessing HP in Country-A as well as the specific 
accessing context need to be properly captured and encoded within the subject domain of Country-
B. This HP identity information then needs to be conditioned to for cross-organization/cross-border 
use an potentially authenticated and warranted by the trust anchor of Country-B (NCP). The resulting 
container encodes all HP identity information as well as all required assurances from Country-B and 
is to be communicated alongside with each higher business transaction towards Country-A. Country-
A is extracting this container and applies the contained information artifacts towards its access 
control systems, and takes an access control decision or requests further supporting information if a 
decision cannot be taken due to the lack of required pieces.  

The fundamental information set that needs to be captured is: 

• issuer and/or legal authenticator of the captured information 

• identifier if the HP for which the information was captured and human-readable name of the 
HP 

• the organisation/entity under which the HP was authenticated 

• time initiation and expiration of the identity information 

• the role under which the HP was authenticated 

• the context under which the HP was identified 

• legal authentication of all captured information by the responsible party (usually NCP-B) 
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The captured authenticated HP identity needs to be communicated in a transaction-persistent 
fashion to preserve traceability, likability, and support non-repudiation of a data processor. The 
specific implementation details of the epSOS HP Authentication are specified in [EED SAML Profile]. 

Design and Implementation Authorization 

Within epSOS, the local HP-B is unknown to the systems of Country-A and the patient is unknown to 
any local system of Country-B. Both NCP’s are the only mutual known trust anchors for all 
subsequent systems regardless of whether those are located in Country-A or Country-B. However, 
while NCP-B as a trust anchor for Country-B may well vouch for its known HP’s, no such warranties 
may be made for a patient who is located in Country-B. Therefore an additional safeguard needs to 
be implemented within Country-B to assert the correct identification and the establishment of a 
treatment relationship between the HP and the patient. 

Consequently, epSOS is operating a Treatment Relationship Confirmation for capturing and asserting: 

• the correct correlation between a patient and patient I.D. 

• the proper establishment of a treatment relationship between a specific patient and HP 
(context): 

o the HP vouches for the correct identity and authentication of the patient 

o the HP asserts that the specific patient is present and seeks treatment at this PoC 

o the HP vouches for having a valid specific patient consent available 

o the HP vouches for having delivered the proper PIN 

This information is communicated alongside with all higher epSOS business functionality (except 
patient identification workflows) and is used as primary source of treatment context information in 
the access control systems of Country-A. The specific implementation details of the epSOS HP 
Authorization are specified in [EED SAML Profile]. 

AuthN and AuthZ Interaction Patterns 

The following diagram illustrates the interplay and dependencies between AuthN and AuthZ as well 
as their specific communication and area of applicability within the epSOS system. 
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Figure 48: AuthN and AuthZ Interaction Patterns - 1 

 

ESS: AuthZ of Data Subject and Messages/Transactions 

The ESS Manager is designed in a hybrid fashion, explicitly supporting two principal modes of 
operation: handling pre-encrypted documents, as well as handling on-demand encryption at the 
point of medical data request. As such, the ESS manager is initiating each potential foreign (country-
B) data retrieval request with firstly requesting the list of available epSOS documents from its 
national data source (assumed to be a XDS Repository). Furthermore, the ESS Manager and the Data 
Source are only processing any request if the patient consent check has been fully satisfied by the 
common epSOS provisions. 

However, in addition to the means already implemented by the epSOS patient consent workflow, 
epSOS ESS is also implementing patient-centric and patient-controlled patient authorisation 
statement, which is ultimately creating a two-step authorisation process: 

1. the epSOS Patient Consent Workflow, incorporating the existence of a valid epSOS 
patient consent as foundation for the processing of any medical data request. 

2. the introduction and application of a patient-controlled and patient-provided atomic 
authorisation code that legitimates a single medical data request (Notes: this token is 
not applicable to a medical data response but is strictly legitimating any request for 
medical data as a safeguard against phishing and randomly requesting medical data for 
random patient identifiers.) 

The second step is implemented by using Keyed-Hash Message Authentication Codes (HMAC), which 
are atomic in nature (as such can only be used once and for just one message) and are exclusively in 
the possession of the patient. Whenever the ESS Manager receives a valid HMAC in the patient 
identification workflow as a patient identity trait, it is safe to assume that the patient has wilfully and 
legitimately authorised that particular request. 
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Figure 49: AuthN and AuthZ Interaction Patterns- 2 

As specified in [IHE ITI-18] the Registry Stored Query transaction in particular conveys an 
AdHocQueryRequest-structure according to [OASIS ebRS 3.0], which specifies the requested data in 
form of so called slots. As specified in [epSOS-D3.4.2] the set of mandatory slots in particular 
comprises a slot with name $XDSDocumentEntryPatientId, which contains the patient identifier 
returned by the epSOS Identification Service. The HMAC, which protects the Registry Stored Query 
transaction and ensures user consent is calculated over the AdHocQueryRequest-structure, which 
has been normalized using the “Canonical XML Version 1.0” canonicalization algorithm according to 
*W3C C14N+. This HMAC (e.g. “A1B2…FFAC”) is appended to the flattened patient identifier using yet 
another pair of @@ delimiters as shown below. 

<rim:AdhocQuery id="urn:uuid:14d4debf-8f97-4251-9a74-a90016b0af0d"> 

  <rim:Slot name="$XDSDocumentEntryPatientId"> 

   <rim:ValueList> 

     <rim:Value> 

      2.16.17.710.790.1000.990.1^^1383163076609302295378@@1234ABCD@@ A1B2…FFAC 

     </rim:Value> 

   </rim:ValueList> 

  </rim:Slot> 

 

Type SBB Generic/ Specific {Generic, Multi Domain, Domain} 

Domain reference 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Standards  

Open Source   epSOS OpenNCP: 
https://openncp.atlassian.net/wiki/display/ncp/OpenNCP+Community+Home 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership  LCM  

In Use  Technical 
Maturity 

 

Business 
Maturity 

 Market Maturity  

Evaluation 

 

https://openncp.atlassian.net/wiki/display/ncp/OpenNCP+Community+Home
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6.4 Attribute/Role Management High Level Building Block 
 

6.4.1 ABB – Attribute/Role Management 

6.4.1.1 Attributes/Role Management 
 

Name Attributes/ Role management  

BB description 

 

The business attributes, defined in STORK 2.0 project, form a series of innumerable data items which 
describe a person from different (business) points of view. In addition to the attributes defined in 
STORK project, new personal data have been added in STORK 2.0, such as new personal data for 
academic data, for banking data and for health data as well as data for legal persons, such as 
organizations, business or public entities. Moreover, in STORK 2.0 the personal attributes are 
collected from various information sources: from Identity Providers (IdPs) or from National Attribute 
providers (NAPs) or from Business Attribute Providers (BAPs). The business attributes could be 
provided by a BAP from a foreign country (different from the country of origin of the citizen and 
where he authenticates) and are transferred through the STORK 2.0 infrastructure via the A-PEPS 
interface of the PEPS/VIDP component (see STORK 2.0 A-PEPS). This BB refers to the attribute 
request and response formats in STORK 2.0 project as well as the STORK 2.0 protocols used by the 
STORK components to exchange attributes. SAML 2.0 is the chosen messaging standard to be used 
between the STORK components in each member state. 

In the context of a BB as understood in e-SENS, the Business Attributes BB should be understood as  
a process of obtaining user’s credentials issued by an EU Member State, as well as data supplied by 
different business sectors. For the moment the only business sectors included in the current LPS are 
Academic world, the Banking world, legal persons’ world (Role management) and Health world. The 
attributes are used in cases when an EU resident wishes to access an eService (including, but not 
necessarily limited to eGovernment services) offered by or in an EU member state, which requires 
some special attributes. To prove the resident’s entitlement to use this service, she/he presents the 
national e-ID (or equivalent) to STORK, which will transfer her/his data to the eService from the BAPs.  

It must be noticed here that in the time of this document preparation there was no identified 
stable and operational building block with attribute aggregation and provision of attributes from 
other application areas (any eService) different from e-government services was not identified. For 
that reason only the current proposals from STORK 2.0 are briefly described including the role of 
PEPs in BAP aggregation by the PEPs and the solution offered from SEMIARAMIS projects that is 
not yet adopted by Stork 2.0. 

To be able to access an eService, the user presents his e-ID to the same client of the eService 54 he is 
using. The attribute BB – provision of required attributes by the eService provider e.g. in eLearning 
the academic institution, must be allocated at an interoperability layer, accessible from the website 
of the service provider, check the validation of the e-ID presented and, after collecting explicit user 
consent regarding the provision of his/her attributes, transfers requested attributes denoted as 
Business Attributes (BA) supporting the validated e-ID data to the service provider. 

                                                           
54

 Client PC is meant as a notion for the most common citizen‘s Internet browsing component. This does not 
discard other components such as PDAs, smart phones, tablets, etc.  
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This process is a mix between the Authentication of the citizen BB used in STORK1 and Authentication 
on behalf of with the designed STORK 2.0 service with business attribute provision and their 
aggregation in case the attributes need to be collected from more than one source.  

The legal framework for the extension of the usage of additional attributes beyond qualified trust 
services issuing qualified certificate was brought with the EC draft “Regulation of the European 
Parliament and of the Council on electronic identification and trust services for electronic 
transactions in the internal market”55 (COM (2012) 238/2, regulation henceforth). 

 

Type ABB 

 

Generic/ Specific Generic 

 

Regulation 

Regulation that apply to e-ID authentication are expected to apply to attribute provision and 
aggregation as well. For that reason it is necessary to enhance the existing legislation and to expand 
it to cover the mutual recognition and acceptance at EU level of notified electronic identification 
schemes and other essential related electronic trust services with the service elements/service 
providers for attribute provision and attribute aggregation. Up to now,  the basic attribute provision 
was in place since 2010 for SPs issuing qualified certificates, currently extendable to other types of SP 
services on a MS voluntary basis, and now they need to be extended to other types of qualified trust 
services that will allow attribute provision from service providers outside the MS e-government 
services.  

Standar
ds 

ETSI TS 102 231 v3.1.2, being referenced by current CD 2009/767/EC.  

Recently updated to ETSI TS 119 612 v1.1.1. 

SAML 2.0  

Open 
Source  

STORK 2.0, D4.2 Functional Design (first version) v0.4, available at https://www.e-ID-
stork2.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&controller=document&view=document&task=strea
mFile&id=192&fid=347  

 http://www.semiramis-cip.eu/ 

 

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

EC Digital Signature Service (SD-DSS), 
authentication services, open source 
software for creating and validating 
signatures. 
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/sd-
dss/description 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 See STORK 1.0, STORK 2.0 and SEMIARAMIS project 

Owners
hip 

EC  LCM  

In Use Production (covering 
mandatorily CSPs issuing 

Technical 
Maturity 

T2-integration 

                                                           
55

 http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/policy/e-Signature/docs/regulation/com_2012_2038_en.pdf 

https://www.eid-stork2.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&controller=document&view=document&task=streamFile&id=192&fid=347
https://www.eid-stork2.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&controller=document&view=document&task=streamFile&id=192&fid=347
https://www.eid-stork2.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&controller=document&view=document&task=streamFile&id=192&fid=347
http://www.semiramis-cip.eu/
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/sd-dss/description
http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/sd-dss/description
http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/policy/esignature/docs/regulation/com_2012_2038_en.pdf
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qualified signature certificates, 
and other SPs on a voluntary 
basis) with extensions to the 
attribute service provision and 
role management 
(Authentication on Behalf – 
AOB) Test Pilot 

Business 
Maturit
y 

B2-Recruitment Market Maturity M1 market penetration 

Evaluation: after the availability of the BB in STORK 2.0  

The basic BB on attribute provision was evaluated in STORK 1.0 and other LSPs with only 
centralized availability of the basic attributes BUT this does not satisfy the requirements for e-SENS 
pilots. Evaluation will be required after operability of this BB by STORK 2.0 in 2014 

STORK 2.0 defines the process of collection of personal identity attributes from various information 
sources (Identity and Attribute Providers, IdPs and AtPs – NAPs, National Attribute providers and 
BAPs, Business Attribute Providers as they are named the jargon of STORK 2.0 WP4) in the following 
terms: “Business Attributes is the process of obtaining user’s credentials issued by a EU Member 
State, as well as data supplied by different business sectors. For the moment the only business sectors 
included as future BB attributes service providers out side MS are: Academic world, the Banking 
world, legal persons world (e-CODEX) and Health world” (STORK 2.0 D4.2 Functional Design, op. cit., 
ch. 3.7).  

These attributes ARE NOT collected from a central authority, as it is the case of the personal 
attributes included in the main e-ID identifier (that is fetched from the national IdPs/NAPs) available 
in the STORK 1.0 infrastructure), but they may come from universities, hospitals, etc., and various 
other third-party specialized attribute providers that will be connected to STORK 2.0 infrastructure. 
Once this information is being effectively collected from those providers, albeit the fact that the user 
is known by different identities at each of them, a consistent ID data structure that aggregates all 
these disparate pieces of user’s personal information will be created by the User country’s STORK C-
PEPS node and forwarded to Service Provider (SP) – through its country’s S-PEPS node – provided as 
a cross-border service. It will allow the SP to authorize user’s access to the requested resources, 
precisely on the basis of the attributes asserted by multiple identity and attribute providers. 
However, the problem of the BB for attributes aggregation (attributes coming from different sources 
to be assembled by the PEPS) is not yet properly solved as two solutions are proposed in the time of 
this document preparation.  

 

 

6.4.1.2  SEMIRAMIS 
 

Name SEMIRAMIS 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS  

 

Type  Proposal for BB solution  

 

Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic: Attribute 
provision/specific 
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Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

  

Standar
ds 

ETSI TS 102 231 v3.1.1 (later updated into v3.1.2, and recently updated to ETSI TS 119 
612) 

Open 
Source  

STORK 2.0, D4.2 Functional Design (first version) v0.4, available at https://www.e-ID-
stork2.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&controller=document&view=document&task=strea
mFile&id=192&fid=347  

 http://www.semiramis-cip.eu/ 

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

All types of trusted services that require 
multiple attributes from different sources  

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artefacts and Solution Building Blocks 

See STORK 2.0 D4.2 , SEMIRAMIS 

Owners
hip 

EC LCM  

In Use Production Pilot in 2014 Technical 
Maturity 
required 

T2-Reliability 

Business 
Maturit
y 

B1-Adoption Market Maturity 
expected 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

Business Attribute process in SEMIRAMIS is under the perspective of implementing a minimal 
Attribute Aggregation Service (AAS). The proposed Attribute Aggregation Service (AAS) for STORK 
2.0 can be effectively included either within C-PEPS architecture, or as an internal C-PEPS 
component or as complementary to C-PEPS module.  

SEMIRAMIS solution is based on the SEMIRAMIS Identity Aggregator56(SIA) by adaptation of the BB 
to the specific STORK infrastructure’s organization principles and to STORK 2.0 WP4 functional 
requirements. The attribute aggregation functionality of SEMIRAMIS enables a service provider to 
request several identity attributes for a User accessing a resource offered by this service provider. 
These attributes may be obtained by different sources (i.e. Attribute Providers), but usually they are 
queried from a single point, which is the SEMIRAMIS Identity Aggregator (S-IA) that enable 

                                                           
56

 For a brief overview, see in particular:  

https://www.google.gr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CFIQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fp
rivacyforum.eu%2Fpresentations%2Fprivacy-preserving-identity-management-in-
semiramis.pdf%2Fdownload&ei=TEqJUdPkMMjUPIjOgaAN&usg=AFQjCNG7ApeJZXTGU3FFMR6ST3JrCTNGSQ&s
ig2=xrW4J35Wv43_nq3NZJhxNA&bvm=bv.46226182,d.ZWU  

https://www.eid-stork2.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&controller=document&view=document&task=streamFile&id=192&fid=347
https://www.eid-stork2.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&controller=document&view=document&task=streamFile&id=192&fid=347
https://www.eid-stork2.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&controller=document&view=document&task=streamFile&id=192&fid=347
http://www.semiramis-cip.eu/
https://www.google.gr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CFIQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fprivacyforum.eu%2Fpresentations%2Fprivacy-preserving-identity-management-in-semiramis.pdf%2Fdownload&ei=TEqJUdPkMMjUPIjOgaAN&usg=AFQjCNG7ApeJZXTGU3FFMR6ST3JrCTNGSQ&sig2=xrW4J35Wv43_nq3NZJhxNA&bvm=bv.46226182,d.ZWU
https://www.google.gr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CFIQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fprivacyforum.eu%2Fpresentations%2Fprivacy-preserving-identity-management-in-semiramis.pdf%2Fdownload&ei=TEqJUdPkMMjUPIjOgaAN&usg=AFQjCNG7ApeJZXTGU3FFMR6ST3JrCTNGSQ&sig2=xrW4J35Wv43_nq3NZJhxNA&bvm=bv.46226182,d.ZWU
https://www.google.gr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CFIQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fprivacyforum.eu%2Fpresentations%2Fprivacy-preserving-identity-management-in-semiramis.pdf%2Fdownload&ei=TEqJUdPkMMjUPIjOgaAN&usg=AFQjCNG7ApeJZXTGU3FFMR6ST3JrCTNGSQ&sig2=xrW4J35Wv43_nq3NZJhxNA&bvm=bv.46226182,d.ZWU
https://www.google.gr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CFIQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fprivacyforum.eu%2Fpresentations%2Fprivacy-preserving-identity-management-in-semiramis.pdf%2Fdownload&ei=TEqJUdPkMMjUPIjOgaAN&usg=AFQjCNG7ApeJZXTGU3FFMR6ST3JrCTNGSQ&sig2=xrW4J35Wv43_nq3NZJhxNA&bvm=bv.46226182,d.ZWU
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connection with multiple AtPs (through standard APIs) within a particular domain, in a trustworthy 
way57, thus providing personal identity services for the Users belonging to this domain. For 
understanding the exact design of the S-IA within a multi-federation architecture, the SEMIRAMIS 
Project in its documents provides as illustration typical scenario in which a SP from a Federation 
located in Country A sends an attribute request for a User being part of the Domain B.1, in a 
Federation located at Country B.  

  

 

Known Issues:  

SEMIRAMIS solution regarding Policy: Policy definition & Management within SIA: enables user policy 
definition for information release. These policies may indicate obligations to ask the user for consent 
or to notify him/her upon releasing of the data. It also includes the task of handling and process the 
policies58. There are two kind of policies: ServiceToService and AttributeRelease policies. 
ServiceToService policies determine what kind of request (AUTHENTICATION, AUTHORIZATION or 
ATTRIBUTE_RELEASE) the IA should accept or send. AttributeRelease policies usually establish that an 
attribute of a user can be gathered from an Attribute provider and released to a requestor. 

6.4.1.3  STORK 2.0 A-PEPS 
Name STORK 2.0 A-PEPS 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The term A-PEPS (Attribute - Pan-European Proxy Service) was introduced in STORK 2.0 and refers to 
a new interface of the STORK PEPS component (defined in STORK project and described in the BB 
“STORK PEPS”) in charge (just) with attribute exchange. The same interface is foreseen to be defined 
also for the VIDP. 

Type SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

 

Standards SAML 2.0 

Open 
Source  

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artefacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership STORK 2.0 Consortium  LCM  

                                                           
57

 The S-IA can be configured to trust the sources of information that will be used and the components to be 
contacted. These trust links can be established by exchanging digital certificates or by other mechanism which 
ensures the identity of the components and the security of the communications. 
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In Use Test pilot Technical 
Maturity 

T2-Integration 

Business 
Maturity 

 B2-Recruitment Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

The STORK 2.0 project is currently defining the technical details for the implementation of A-PEPS. A 
first release is foreseen for October 2013 and the final implementation and interoperability tests 
should end by March 2014. 

 

6.5 Mobile e-ID & e-Signatures High Level Building Block 
 

6.5.1 Definition and Scope 
Due to the growing popularity of mobile communication technologies, modular mobile e-ID and 
mobile e-Signature infrastructures must be expected to play an increasingly important role in future 
e-government scenarios. The relevance of mobile e-ID and e-signature solutions has also been 
emphasized by the e-SENS Description of Work, where the emergence of mobile end-user devices 
has been identified as an additional challenge: 

“The experience has shown that the entry barriers for e-ID with Member States and with private 
sector are still ways too high. This situation has added a further complication as new technologies 
with tablets and portables do not or rarely feature interfaces and drivers for external devices like 
smart card readers.”59 

Compared to other tasks of WP6 SGCC3 – Identity, Security and Trust, which deal with related 
security-critical aspects such as e-ID and e-Signature solutions in the cross-border context, the 
situation of the task on mobile e-ID and mobile e-Signature solutions is sort of special. The 
descriptions of potential building blocks provided below reveal that there are currently no cross-
border mobile e-ID and e-signature solutions available in Europe. Instead, current mobile e-ID and e-
Signature solutions have been deployed in national contexts only. 

The development of a suitable building block for cross-border mobile e-ID and e-Signature solutions 
can hence be identified as key objective of e-SENS in order to employ the full potential of mobile 
communication technologies. Even though the different mobile e-ID and e-Signature solutions 
described below have been deployed in a national context only and do not represent cross-border 
solutions up to now, they can still be used as a basis and input for the necessary development of a 
common building block for mobile e-ID and e-signature solutions. 
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 e-SENS – Electronic Simple European Networked Services. Annex I – Description of Work, page 75. 
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6.5.2 ABB – Mobile e-ID & e-Signature 

6.5.2.1 Austrian Mobile Phone Signature 
Name Austrian Mobile Phone Signature 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The Austrian Mobile Phone Signature has been developed in the EU LSP STORK and has successfully been set in 
production in Austria for a couple of years (launched 2010). The Austrian Mobile Phone Signature provides a 
mobile alternative and complement of established smart card-based e-ID and e-signature solutions in Austria. 
Meanwhile, more mobile e-IDs are activated than smart card-based e-IDs, which again emphasize the potential 
and advantages of the Austrian Mobile Phone Signature in terms of usability and user acceptance compared to 
smart card-based approaches. Supported by its growing popularity, the Austrian Mobile Phone Signature 
represents one of the basic building blocks of the Austrian e-Government ecosystem.  

The Austrian Mobile Phone Signature fully complies with the requirements for the creation of qualified 
electronic signatures defined in Directive 1999/93/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 
December 1999 on a Community framework for electronic signatures

60
. 

By relying on a server-based approach for the realization of a mobile e-ID and e-signature solution, the Austrian 
Mobile Phone Signature also complies with the 02/10/2012 Draft Regulation on electronic identification and 
trusted services for electronic transactions in the internal market

61
, where the use of server-based approaches 

for the implementation of mobile e-ID and e-signature solutions has been enforced. 

Type Architecture Framework Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The Austrian Mobile Phone Signature has been developed in the EU LSP STORK, which achieved interoperability 
between national e-ID solutions in Europe. The Austrian Mobile Phone Signature perfectly integrates into the 
interoperability framework provided by STORK. This has been successfully demonstrated by several STORK 
pilots. 

The architecture of the Austrian Mobile Phone Signature mainly relies on a central server component, which is 
equipped with a secure hardware security module (HSM) and a central database. Security-sensitive user 
related data such as the users’ personal signing keys are stored encrypted in the central database. These data 
can only be used, if the legitimate user successfully authenticates at the central service. Signing keys can only 
be decrypted, if the legitimate user provides her mobile phone number and her personal (secret) signature 
password, which both are an integral component of the en/decryption key. Furthermore, encrypted signing 
keys can only be decrypted in the given HSM, as the HSM’s internal key is also an integral component of the 
en/decryption key required to decrypt the user’s signing key. This way, users’ personal signing keys are bound 
to the legitimate user and to the HSM.  

Even though this solution is called Austrian Mobile Phone Signature, the user’s mobile phone is actually not 
directly involved in the signature-creation process. Still, the mobile phone is required to authorize the 
signature-creation process in the server-side HSM. After provision of the correct signature password, a one-
time password (OTP) is sent to the user’s mobile phone via SMS. By returning this OTP through a Web 
interface, the user proves to be in possession of the mobile phone (i.e. of the SIM card, which enables the user 
to receive the SMS), completing the two-factor based authentication process. 

The functionality of the server-based Austrian Mobile Phone Signature can be accessed by a public Web 
interface. Signature-creation requests can be sent to this well-defined interface. This allows for an easy 
integration of the Austrian Mobile Phone Signature into arbitrary applications. In general, a signature-creation 
process using the Austrian Mobile Phone Signature consists of the following steps (see also figure below): 

1) A service provider sends a signature-creation process to the well-defined public interface provided by 
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 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2000:013:0012:0020:EN:PDF 
61

 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2012:0238:FIN:EN:PDF 
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Austrian Mobile Phone Signature. 
2) The Austrian Mobile Phone Signature displays a Web form in the user’s browser. Through this Web 

form, the user is requested to enter her personal mobile phone number and her secret signature 
password. Service providers can easily integrate this Web form into their applications, e.g. by means 
of an iframe element. 

3) Upon reception of the signature password, the Mobile Phone Signature loads the user’s personal 
signing key into the central HSM and decrypts the key using a decryption key composed of an internal 
HSM key and the user’s secret password. 

4) If the user’s personal key can be decrypted successfully, an OTP is created by the Austrian Mobile 
Phone Signature and sent to the user’s mobile phone via SMS. At the same time, the Austrian Mobile 
Phone Signature displays a Web form in the user’s Web browser to collect the OTP from the user. 

5) The user receives the OTP, enters it into the displayed Web form, and submits the Web form. 
6) The Mobile Phone Signature obtains the OTP from the user and compares it with the sent OTP. If the 

OTP has been entered and submitted correctly, the signature is created in the HSM. The created 
signature is returned to the service provider, which has originally initiated the signature-creation 
process by sending an appropriate signature-creation request. 

For a better understanding, basic components and the general architecture of the Austrian Mobile Phone 
Signature are shown in the figure below. This figure also illustrates the sequence of processing steps as 
described above. 

Austrian Mobile Phone 

Signature

Service Provider

Mobile Network 

Operator

User

(1) Signature Request

(2) Phone Number + 

Password

HSM DB(3) Key

(4) OTP

(4) OTP

(5) OTP

(6) Signature

 

6.5.2.1.1.1.1.1 Figure 50: Austrian Mobile Phone e-Signature 

 

Standards W3C XMLDsig and ETSI XAdES (e-signature) 

Open 
Source  

Provision of source code not yet decided. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

See other Mobile e-ID & e-Signature BBs 

Ownership Graz University of Technology, operated 
by Austrian CSP A-Trust

62
 

LCM Owner, operator 

In Use Production (operated by Austrian CSP A-
Trust) 

Technical 
Maturity 

T5: Scalability: Is in Production 
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 http://www.a-trust.at 
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Business 
Maturity 

B4: Satisfaction with Solution Market 
Maturity 

M2: Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation 

Evaluation 

In the e-SENS Description of Work, the growing importance of mobile end-user devices and challenges that 
arise with their increasing relevance has been emphasized: 

“The experience has shown that the entry barriers for e-ID with Member States and with private sector are still 
ways too high. This situation has added a further complication as new technologies with tablets and portables 
do not or rarely feature interfaces and drivers for external devices like smart card readers.” (e-SENS – 
Description of Work) 

The Austrian Mobile Phone Signature provides an ideal opportunity to employ the popularity of mobile end-
user devices in order to reduce the entry barriers to e-ID and e-signature solutions. The main advantage of the 
Austrian Mobile Phone Signature is their easy deployment and roll-out. Compared to smart card-based e-ID or 
e-signature solutions, no roll out of hardware tokens to citizens is required. Furthermore, users do not need to 
obtain new hardware (e.g. a new SIM) for their mobile phones but can use their devices as they are. The 
Austrian Mobile Phone Signature has very few requirements regarding the mobile end-user device and is 
basically applicable on all mobile phones that are capable to receive SMS messages. As SMS is the only required 
(mobile) technology, the Austrian Mobile Phone Signature can also be used abroad when roaming in foreign 
mobile networks, as long as roaming includes the forwarding of SMS messages (which is usually the case). 

From a security point of view, the Austrian Mobile Phone Signature is advantageous in various aspects. For 
instance, the Austrian Mobile Phone Signature relies on a two-factor based user authentication scheme, 
including the factors knowledge and possession. The factor knowledge is covered by the user’s personal 
signature password. In the first authentication step, the user has to prove knowledge of this password by 
providing it together with the own mobile phone number through a Web-based interface. The factor 
possession is covered in the second authentication step, where the user has to prove to be able to receive a 
one-time password with the personal mobile phone. As access to the user’s personal signing key requires a 
successful user authentication, the user’s signing key remains under her sole control, although being stored 
and processed centrally. 

Another advantage of the Austrian Mobile Phone Signature in terms of security is its reliance on two separated 
communication channels. A Web-based communication channel between user and Mobile Phone Signature is 
used to send the secret signature password. Additionally, an SMS-based communication channel is used to 
deliver the OTP, which is an important part of the authentication process. Successful attacks on the 
authentication scheme used by the Austrian Mobile Phone Signature would therefore require compromising of 
two different communication channels at the same time.  

The Austrian Mobile Phone Signature has proven its security, applicability, and practicability during several 
years of productive operation in Austria. Furthermore, its capabilities in cross-border procedures have been 
shown by means of a successful integration into several STORK pilots. Relying on a generic architecture, which 
is by no means limited to Austrian use cases, the Austrian Mobile Phone Signature definitely has the potential 
to leverage mobile e-ID and e-signature solutions also in other countries throughout Europe.  

6.5.2.2  Estonian Mobile e-ID & e-Signature Solution (Mobiil-ID) 
 

Name Estonian Mobile e-ID Solution 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The Estonian Mobile e-ID & e-Signature solution is called Mobiil-ID. It was launched by mobile operator EMT, 
which is Estonia's largest mobile operator founded on 28 April 1991 as an Estonian-Swedish-Finnish joint 
company, in cooperation with a certificate authority (Sertifitseerimiskeskus), which also acts as TSP, in 2007. 
Mobiil-ID offers an alternative solution to national e-ID cards that are based on smart-card technology. The 
solution called Mobiil-ID can be used for various purposes. It enables providers of Internet services to identify 
users, and enables users to sign legally binding documents, like bank transfers, etc. Currently, all major 
providers of Internet services support WPKI authentication including the biggest banks and also governmental 
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portals.  

Mobiil-ID is issued in accordance with the Digital Signatures Act. The precondition to apply for Mobiil-ID is that 
the applicant has to hold a national ID card. 

Type Architecture Framework Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The Mobiil-ID service is offered by a central Trust Service Provider (TSP), whose task is to connect the various 
parties and components involved in the process, i.e. 

 the Mobiil-ID compatible e-services, 
 the issuers of certificates, 

 the end users, and 
 the mobile network operators. 

The basic setup of the entire solution and relevant interfaces between contributing parties and components 
are illustrated in the figure below. By relying on one single component (Trust Service Provider) with interfaces 
to all other relevant components, integration of Mobiil-ID into different services and applications is facilitated. 
For instance, service provides do not need to care about interfacing with different mobile network operators, 
as this task is assumed by the Trust Service Provider. 

 

 

Figure 51: Estonian Mobile Phone e-ID and e-Signature 

 

Assuming that a service provider wants to make use of the functionality provided by Mobiil-ID to implement a 
secure log-in, the authentication process is performed as follows: 

1. The e-service provider (SP) requests a WPKI service from Trust Service Provider (TSP). 
2. The TSP identifies the mobile device, finds out the right mobile network operator, and sends the 

adequately formatted request for the PKI SIM card to produce signature on some data. 
3. The PKI SIM holder receives a notification/request to sign some data on her/his mobile device, she/he 

analyses that request and confirms/rejects it.  
4. In case of positive user confirmation, the PKI SIM card encrypts the data with a private key inside the 

SIM card and sends the encrypted data to TSP for further processing. 
5. TSP gets encrypted data from the PKI SIM, tests the private key validity conditions (certificate status) 

and collects additional data needed to complete SP request. 
6. SP gets response/service from TSP. 

 

Standards Signed documents are in XAdES compatible format (DigiDoc and BDOC) 

Open Source   
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Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

See other Mobile e-ID & e-Signature BBs  

Ownership AS Sertifitseerimiskeskus (TSP) LCM  

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

 T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

M2-Impact on Competiveness 
and Innovation 

Evaluation 

Estonian’s mobile e-ID & e-Signature solution has three major advantages for electronic service providers, Trust 
Service Providers and clients: 

1) Electronic service providers and mobile network operators do not need to enter any agreement. 
2) The Trust Service Provider will use a common interface for all electronic services. 
3) All clients of the associated mobile network operators, who have a valid contract with the Trust 

Service Provider, can use all electronic services. 

This way, the Mobiil-ID solution is advantageous compared to smart card-based solutions, as no smart cards 
and hence no separate card-reading devices are necessary. Instead, electronic signatures are directly created 
by the user’s SIM card. 

Reliance on SIM cards as signature-creation devices however requires availability of special SIM cards that are 
capable to accomplish this task. Hence, in most cases users need to buy new SIM cards or exchange existing 
ones in order to obtain a SIM card that is compatible to the Mobiil-ID solution. This might introduce additional 
effort. 

Another potential problem of SIM-based solutions, which threatens to hinder their success, is their 
dependence on special support by the involved mobile network operator. Mobile network operators need to 
support the forwarding of appropriate requests (e.g. to sing data) to the user’s SIM card. This can especially be 
problematic in scenarios, in which the user temporarily roams in a foreign mobile network (e.g. when being 
abroad). If the foreign network does not support forwarding of requests to the SIM card, SIM-based solutions 
cannot be used. In the special case of Mobiil-ID, standard SMS messages are used to send signature-creation 
requests to the user’s SIM card and to retrieve corresponding responses. Thus, roaming in foreign mobile 
networks does not constitute a problem in the special case of Mobiil-ID, as long as SMS messages are 
forwarded in time by the foreign mobile network. 

6.5.2.3  Turkish Mobile e-Signature Solution  
Name Turkish Mobile e-Signature Solution 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

Turkish first mobile e-Signature solution is called Turkcell Mobile Signature. It was launched by mobile operator 
(Turkcell which is Turkey's largest mobile operator with about 36 million subscribers) in cooperation with a 
certificate authority (E-Güven) in 2007. Public affairs, which were shifted to electronic media with e-
Government Portal, can be done via Turkish Mobile e-Signature Solution. 

 

Type Architecture Framework Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The authentication process was designed as follows: 

1. Transactions or procedures that support Mobile Signature (either Turkcell or Avea) and which require 
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prove of identity such as banking transactions or e-government applications provide a special "Sign"-
Button on the screen. Once the client clicks that button he has to enter his phone number. Upon that step 
she/he receives a specially prepared SMS containing the text to be signed together with signature 
commands for the SIM card as well as some instructions and explanations for the user. 

2. If the client wants to be sure that the text she/he is going to sign equals the text on his computer's screen 
she/he may compare the fingerprint on the mobile phone's screen with that on his computer's screen. If 
both match the text to be signed it can be regarded equal. 

3. The client completes the signature by entering the secret password on the mobile phone. 

4. The signature is carried out by the SIM card. The resulting signature is transmitted to the application which 
may perform a signature validation procedure. 

Standards The “SIMPlus” card is certified with Common Criteria EAL4+ Security Certificate. The Mobile 
Signature Service is ISO/IEC 27001 Information Security certified. The service infrastructure and 
processes are audited by globally accredited audit companies and by the Turkish 
Telecommunications Authority.  

Open 
Source  

It is not open source. 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

See other Mobile e-ID & e-Signature BBs 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership Turkish Mobile Operators (Turkcell, 
Avea) 

LCM It is operated by Mobile Operators 
(Turkcell, Avea) 

In Use  Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

M2-Impact on Competiveness and 
Innovation 

Evaluation 

The clients, who use Turkish Mobile Signature solution, do not have to buy additional tokens or other 
electronic gadgets. Since this solution is based on the SIM card, the clients can used their existing mobile 
phones. On the other hand, the SIM card should satisfy some requirements. The SIM cards must be “SIMPlus” 
which is able to provide more storage area in comparison to usual SIM cards and can accommodate the 
certificate. In Turkcell mobile signature solution, the certificates being used are qualified certificates issued by 
E-Güven (a Turkish Certificate Authority) in accordance with the EU's Digital Signature Directive as well as with 
the Turkish law.  

Consequently, the Turkish mobile signature solution has huge advantage since this solution does not force the 
clients to change their mobile phones instead the clients just need to update their SIM cards (if needed since 
most of the new SIM cards are not SIMPlus). On the other hand, the Mobile Signature service is not completely 
free. Subscribers willingly to use that service have to pay a monthly fee.  

6.5.2.4  Firm@Móvil  
 

Name Firm@Móvil 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

The Spanish Law 11/2007 regulates Citizens’ electronic access to public services, and recognizes several 
citizens’ rights when interacting with Public Administrations using electronic means. 

In particular the Law establishes that electronic public services will ensure “in particular universal accessibility, 
designed for all media, channels and environments with the objective that all members of the public shall be 
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able to exercise their rights under equal conditions “. 

This implies that the citizen must have the freedom to choose the technology and therefore the applications to 
interact with Public Administrations (including mobile devices), as well as the opportunity of obtaining the 
electronic identification means required for making use of the services. All of this, combined with the high 
penetration rate of mobile phones in Spain, leads Spanish Government to consider mobile signature as a key 
element of the initiatives regarding the promotion of the use of electronic services envisaged in the Spanish 
Digital Agenda. 
 

Type Architecture Framework Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Firm@Móvil is the family of applications for mobile devices of the Cliente @firma. Cliente @firma is an 
electronic signature tool that functions as a Java applet embedded in a web page using JavaScript (see Cliente 
@firma BB description). With Firm@Móvil, the same web applications compatible with the Cliente @firma can 
be used from mobile Web browsers, even if they lack support for Java applets. To achieve this, the use of a 
proxy server, which connects the native app to the web application, is required. 

Currently there is available a version of Firm@Móvil for Google Android operating environment, and a version 
for Apple iOS (iPad / iPhone) is developed, expected to be released in the App Store soon:  

- Google Android 

Supports Android 4 and above 

Supports the following signature formats: Simple-EPES CAdES 

The users must install their certificates through the functionality provided by the operating system or 
by means of the app for using mobile certificates provided by the FNMT (National Mint). 

- Apple iOS 

Support iOS 5 or higher. 

Supports the following signature formats: Simple-EPES CAdES 

The users must install / manage their certificates explicitly via iTunes. 

With Firm@Móvil, the signature process is made as follows: 

1. The Web browser calls the native app (Android, iOS) using a special URI, indicating a range of 
information (data to be signed, format, options, etc.). 

2. The application receives the data and makes the electronic signature using the native capabilities of 
key and certificate management. 

3. The native application places the result of the firm in a proxy server by calling a simple Web service. 

4. The Web browser gets the result of the operation signature from the proxy server and continues the 
execution of the business logic. 

 

The Firm@Móvil family is currently being enhanced by developing extensions to existing applications to 
support more operations (three phase signature to reduce transfer of data), signature formats (PAdES, XAdES) 
and new versions for other operating environments (e.g., Windows 8, Windows RT and Windows Phone). 

Standards Signed documents are in Simple CAdES-EPES 

Open 
Source  

GNU GPL version 2+ and EUPL v1.1 for the intermediary server components (not for the app 
code) 

http://forja-ctt.administracionelectronica.gob.es/web/clienteafirma  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

To Cliente @firma e-Signature Building Block 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

http://forja-ctt.administracionelectronica.gob.es/web/clienteafirma
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See other Mobile e-ID & e-Signature BBs 

Ownership MINHAP (Spanish Ministry of Finance 

and Public Administration) 

LCM  

In Use  Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

Firma@Móvil focuses on having the same functionality and user experience in the case of mobile devices than 
in the case of the existing solutions for electronic signature on PC. 

By detecting the citizen’s mobile device platform, and with a user‐friendly experience, complete electronic 
procedures can be performed using electronic signature. files located in the mobile device or online forms can 
be signed, using the certificates installed in the citizen’s device. 

With this approach, the security of the electronic signature process is kept at a high level, by the use of SW 
electronic certificates.  

Additionally, the users do not need additional equipment, or making any change to the SIM of their phones, 
since the certificates are managed by their operating systems, without the intervention of the mobile network 
operators, which allows the service to be free of cost. 

Other important advantage of the solution is the easy integration with the existing electronic services; once an 
electronic service which requires signature has been developed for common PC use, making it available for 
mobile devices only requires the setting up of the proxy server. 

Though currently the Firma@Móvil app is only integrated directly with the app from the FNMT for installing 
certificates (whose SW certificates are the most used in Spain), it is ready for integrating with other apps 
developed by other electronic certificates providers, in order to make even easier for the users taking their 
certificates to their mobile devices. 
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7 Building Blocks - 6.4 Conformance & Test  

7.1 Conformance & Interoperability Testing High Level Building Block 
 

7.1.1 Definition 
 

In the move towards globally networked enterprises, eBusiness scenarios are to support increasingly 
complex interactions among a larger number of organizations from industry, governmental and 
public sectors. While eBusiness scenarios are implemented and adopted at a global level, 
interoperability has become a major concern. Consequently, organizations from private and public 
sectors as well as technology and software providers are engaged in cooperation for the 
development of vertical industry standards. However, it can be noticed that it is still cumbersome for 
software vendors and end-users to demonstrate full compliance with the specified standards and to 
achieve interoperability of the implementations. Efficient conformance and interoperability testing 
infrastructures and activities for those domains or groups are crucial in this respect. 

For end-users, the goal is to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of their organizations and to 
keep up-to-date in solutions for enhanced customer experiences. Therefore, from their perspective, 
conformance and interoperability testing will realize the benefits of eBusiness solutions more 
quickly, with less project risks, and avoid costs implied by investments in low quality, non-
interoperable standards. From the industry consortia and Standard Development Organization (SDO) 
side, testing facilities and infrastructures will help them on developing high quality, timely industry 
standards specifications in support of industry needs. Moreover, it effects efficient implementation 
of the developed standards by the vendors to provide a rational basis for the standards assessment. 

Conformance Testing is defined in eBusiness Global Interoperability Testbed63 project as “Process of 
verifying that an implementation of a specification (SUT) fulfills the requirements of this 
specification, or of a subset of these in case of a particular conformance profile or level.” In the same 
document Interoperability Testing is defined as “A process for verifying that several SUTs can 
interoperate at one or more layers of the eBusiness interoperability stack, while conforming to one 
or more eBusiness Specifications. 

In the light of these definitions, the Conformance & Interoperability Testing High Level Building Block 
can be defined as “The set of software architecture, platform, tools, supplementary testing assets 
and conformance and interoperability testing strategy guides that will help a) organizations that 
develops eBusiness standards and specifications (industry consortia, SDOs, etc), b) software vendors 
to effectively perform conformance and interoperability testing activities to help them develop 
better and interoperable software. 

7.1.2 Scope 
 

Although the core testing architecture, strategy and tools can be common for different domains 
working on different set of standards and specifications, a set of custom tools and test assets may be 
necessary in order to perform conformance and interoperability testing for each specification. In this 
respect we focus on the common conformance and interoperability testing infrastructure in general. 

                                                           
63

 ftp://ftp.cen.eu/CEN/Sectors/List/ICT/CWAs/CWA_16408.pdf 
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For the custom building blocks, we focus on the specifications that will be produced or referenced in 
the e-SENS project in WP6.1, WP6.2 and WP6.3.  

 

7.1.3 Requirements 
Business requirements 

 Reduce the time spent on conformance and interoperability testing 

 Reduce labour cost in conformance and interoperability testing 

 Increase the effectiveness of conformance and interoperability testing to better find the errors 

and noncompliance 

 Foster the reusability of test tools and assets among different domains and industry groups  

 

Technical functional requirements  

 A common way of test case scripting 

 Modular and extensible architecture to build a generic conformance and interoperability testing 

infrastructure and support any domain and any eBusiness specification 

 Online testing 

 Adequate tools and assets to perform conformance tests for specifications suggested by WP6.1, 

WP6.2, WP6.3 

 Searchable repository of test assets and test scenarios  

Technical Cross-cutting requirements 

 Refer and comply with the related standards while developing the testing infrastructure 

 Reuse existing tools and assets 
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7.1.4 ICT Foundation Architecture 
 

 

Figure 52: Conformance & Interoperability Testing HBB Foundation Architecture 

 

The main components of the Conformance and Interoperability Testing High level building block are 
shown in the Figure 52: . 

 Conformance and Interoperability Testbed: The Global eBusines Interoperability Test Bed 
(GITB) compliant test engine that will process the scripts, perform the testing operations and 
finally generate test reports. The component will get the testing assets from the Test Asset 
repository and will have a software interface with the Test Management & Monitoring Web 
Interface to report the results and get the commands. The component will also utilize the 
messaging and validation adapter modules that are plugged-in to it self to perform the 
necessary messaging and validation functionalities. 

 Test Asset Repository: The repository to store the test assets (scripts, schemas, 
schematrons, message templates, test tool metadata, etc). It provides a software interface 
for other modules to access these resources. 

 Test Management & Monitoring Web Interface:  The Web interface for the testing 
infrastructure that will be used by the vendors to perform the conformance and 
interoperability tests for their products and monitor the testing process and reports during 
this process. 

 Test Assets for WP6.1, WP6.2, and WP6.3: The set of test scripts and other necessary 
resources that will be developed during the project to provide conformance and 
interoperability test cases for the specifications provided by e-SENS WP6.1, WP6.2, and 
WP6.3. 

 Message/Simulation Adapters for WP6.1: The necessary software tools that will help test 
engine to simulate messaging with the system under test based on target messaging 
protocol. The scope is limited with the protocols specified by WP6.1. 
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 Validation Adapters for WP6.1, WP6.2, and WP6.3: The necessary software tools that will 
help test engine to validate the message or document content during testing. The scope is 
limited with the specifications provided by WP6.1, WP6.2 and WP6.3. 
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7.1.5 ABB – Related Building Blocks 
 

7.1.5.1  PEPPOL Validation Engine  
 

Name PEPPOL Validation Engine 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Component, SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

A software component that performs XML schema and schematron validations based on the inputs 
of schema/schematron files and the document to be validated. For schematron validations, the 
component produces a test report in the Schematron Validation Report Language (SVRL) format. 

Standards  

Open 
Source  

The component is open source.  

It can be reached from SVN repository (https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/PEPPOL/) under 
the name of “validation-engine-1.3.0” (latest version). 
 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

The component consist of the following subcomponents; 

 validation-commons-schematron-1.4.3: The software module provide helper functions to 
parse and write the schematron and SVRL files. 

 validation-PEPPOL-rules-1.1.11: A set of test artifacts to validate CEN-BII and PEPPOL profiles 
The set includes; 

 XML Schema files for documents 

 Schematron validation rules for transactions and documents. 

 Basic code lists definitions used in the documents. 

Ownership OpenPEPPOL LCM OpenPEPPOL 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

The component can easily be adapted to produce a generic BB that performs content validations 
based on XML schemas and schematrons. It also provides a methodology to organize the rules into 
layers (UBL rules, CEN-BII rules, PEPPOL rules, MS restrictions) which also can be very useful for other 
domains.  

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/
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7.1.5.2  PEPPOL Document Validation Service 
 Name PEPPOL Document Validation Service 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Component, SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Domain (eProcurement – 
PEPPOL and CEN-BII scope) 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

A web page and a web service that serves as a document validation service for PEPPOL document 
specifications. (http://PEPPOL.phloc.com/view/p-1216/Document-validation/) 

Standards  

Open 
Source  

The components are open source.  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

The service uses the BB1 - PEPPOL Validation 
Engine at the backend. 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

Similar document validation services are provided by other organizations in the eProcurement 
domain by using the same components; 

 CEN-BII Validation Tool (http://spec.cenbii.eu/Tools/TestConformance.html): A web page 
that serves as a document validation service for CEN-BII document specifications. Web page 
also includes links to excel spreadsheets for abstract validation tools and code sets and 
schematron/xslt files for validation. 

 Elektronisk handelsformat (EHF) Validation Tool (http://vefa.difi.no/formatvalidering/invoice-

validation-en.html): A web page that serves as a document validation service for EHF eInvoice 
document specifications. 

 OIOUBL (Danish UBL localization) version 2.02 Online Validator 
(http://www.oioubl.info/validator/): A web page that serves as a document validation service 
for OIOUBL document specifications. 

 PEPPOL PreAward eProcurement Validation Artifact Set 
(https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/PEPPOL/PEPPOL_EIA/2-Conformance_Test/2-CT-

PreAward_eProcurement ): A set of tools and test artifacts for the conformance testing of 
PEPPOL eCatalogue/VCD specifications 

Ownership OpenPEPPOL LCM OpenPEPPOL 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

The service is a very good example of document validation service from eProcurement domain. The 
interface (input/output) of the web service will be very useful to give an idea about a common 
document validation service interface for all domains.  

http://peppol.phloc.com/view/p-1216/Document-validation/
http://spec.cenbii.eu/Tools/TestConformance.html
http://vefa.difi.no/formatvalidering/invoice-validation-en.html
http://vefa.difi.no/formatvalidering/invoice-validation-en.html
http://www.oioubl.info/validator/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/2-Conformance_Test/2-CT-PreAward_eProcurement
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/peppol/PEPPOL_EIA/2-Conformance_Test/2-CT-PreAward_eProcurement
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7.1.5.3  Gazelle 
  

Name Gazelle 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Architecture Framework, SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Domain specific (eHealth) 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

A complete conformance and interoperability test framework for eHealth. It is also used in the epSOS 
project as the main testbed for conformance and interoperability testing. The framework is shown in 
the following image (http://gazelle.ihe.net ). 

 

Figure 53: Gazelle Conformance and Test 

The framework provides an automated testbed with a control system where the users of the system 
under test can manage and monitor the testing process and results.  

Standards Integrating the Healthcare Enterprises (IHE) 

Open Source  The testbed and all its components are open source. (sources are available at 
https://gforge.inria.fr/scm/?group_id=703) 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

http://gazelle.ihe.net/
https://gforge.inria.fr/scm/?group_id=703
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 The followings are the sub-components of the 
Gazelle:  

 Gazelle Schematron Validator 

 INRIA HL7 Message Profile Repository 

 INRIA HL7 Validator 

 Gazelle Product Registry 

 Gazelle IHE Actor Simulators 

 Gazelle External Validation Service 

 Gazelle Test Proxy 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership IHE Europe LCM IHE Europe 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

M2-Impact on Competiveness 
and Innovation 

Evaluation 

Gazelle is a very successful testbed for the eHealth domain. It is used by many eHealth vendors to 
prepare for IHE connect-a-thons by testing their products for conformance and during connect-a-
thons for testing interoperability with other products. Unfortunately, the architecture is designed 
and developed specifically to healthcare standards and specifications and it is impossible to reuse the 
complete testbed for any other domain. However, some sub-components of the testbed can be 
reused for building generic conformance and interoperability testing components by some 
adaptation. Those sub-components are listed as building blocks (BB4, BB5, BB6, and BB7) in this list. 

7.1.5.4  Gazelle Schematron Validator 
  

Name Gazelle Schematron Validator 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Component, SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

One of the sub-components of Gazelle for the schematron validation of documents and messages.  

 

Standards IHE 

Open 
Source  

The component is open source.  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 
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Ownership IHE Europe LCM IHE Europe 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B3-Adoption Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration  

Evaluation 

Like the PEPPOL Validation Engine, this component can be reused for the development of a generic 
schematron validator that can be used by all domains for content validations. 

 

7.1.5.5  Gazelle Product Registry 
 

Name Gazelle Product Registry 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Component, SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Domain specific (eHealth) 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

A software component of Gazelle which acts as a registry for vendors to define their conformance 
statements for IHE specifications.  

Standards IHE 

Open 
Source  

The component is open source 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership IHE Europe LCM IHE Europe 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

The idea of having a product registry where the vendors can publish their conformance statements 
may also be useful for other domains as well. The approach and technical solutions provided in this 
BB can be a base point for such a generic product registry if it is prioritized requirement for other 
domains in terms of conformance and interoperability testing.  

7.1.5.6  Gazelle External Validation Service (EVS) 
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Name Gazelle External Validation Service (EVS) 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Component, SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Domain specific (eHealth) 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

Software component of Gazelle which is a content validation web service used by the Gazelle to 
validate several type of contents (documents and messages) mentioned in the specifications (HL7 
CDA documents, DICOM documents, SAML Assertions used in IHE, HL7v3 messages) related with IHE.  

Standards IHE 

Open 
Source  

The service is open source.  

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

The service is using the Gazelle Schematron 
Validator for validation of documents. 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership IHE Europe LCM IHE Europe 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

M2-Impact on Competiveness 
and Innovation 

Evaluation 

Gazelle EVS is a very good example of the document validation service from eHealth domain. As it 
supports different types of content standards and even different formats (non-XML), it is a suitable 
candidate to form a generic service interface for a common document validation service.  

 

7.1.5.7  Gazelle Test Proxy 
  

Name Gazelle Test Proxy 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Component, SBB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

A component of Gazelle used to capture exchanged messages among system under tests during 
interoperability test executions.  

Standards IHE 

Open 
Source  

The component is open source.  
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Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership IHE Europe LCM IHE Europe 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B1-Awareness Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

The proxy is developed to capture specific types of messages; HL7v2, DICOM, web services and syslog 
messages. However, its approach can be useful to develop a generic component or specific proxy 
settings.  

 

7.1.5.8  CEN Global eBusiness Interoperability Testbed Specifications 
  

Name CEN Global eBusiness Interoperability Testbed Specifications 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Architecture Framework, ABB Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The long-term objective of GITB project (http://www.ebusiness-testbed.eu/) is to establish a shared and 

Global eBusiness Interoperability Test Bed (GITB) infrastructure to support conformance and 
interoperability testing of eBusiness Specifications and their implementation by software vendors and 
end-users. 
 

CEN GITB project has three phases; 

 Phase I: Feasibility Study (Finalized): Provides assessment of testing requirements from three 
use cases (Healthcare - HL7v3, Public Procurement PEPPOL, Automotive Industry – MOSS 
(Material Off-Shore Sourcing) and comparison to existing testing facilities and gap analysis.  

 Phase II: Conceptualization of the GITB framework and architecture (Finalized): Provides the 
analysis of alternative approaches, recommended architecture and process to implement 
the GITB. Assessment Public Procurement –CEN-BII and more. 

 Phase III: Realization (will start in late 2013): It will provide refinement and detailed 
specification of GITB Testing Framework. 

 
 
The general layout of the infrastructure provided as a result of Phase II is illustrated in the following 
figure. 
  

http://www.ebusiness-testbed.eu/
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Figure 54: GITB Testbed - 1 

The internal architecture is illustrated in the following figure. 

 

Figure 55: GITB Testbed - 2 

 

Standards CEN 

Open Source   

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 
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BB9 - TestBATN 

Ownership CEN LCM CEN 

In Use NA Technical 
Maturity 

NA 

Business 
Maturity 

NA Market 
Maturity 

NA 

Evaluation 

The objectives of the GITB project are intersecting with the one of the main objective of the WP6.4 
cluster; providing common building blocks that can be used as supplementary tools in conformance 
and interoperability test processes in any domain. In fact, both the CEN and EU commission strongly 
recommends a strong collaboration between these projects. Therefore, the result of the GITB Phase 
III, the refined specification of GITB, will be one of the most important bases for this cluster while 
developing the common building blocks. Therefore, some of the GITB building blocks identified in 
Phase II are already taken under the consideration in the cluster in the building block prioritization 
process.   

 

7.1.5.9  TestBATN 
  

Name TestBATN 

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Architecture Framework, SBB  Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

The GITB compliant open source implementation of a generic conformance and interoperability test 
framework 
(http://www.srdc.com.tr/home/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=69&Itemid=83&lang=en ).  
The TestBATN framework has the following features: 

 An XML based computer interpretable test language (TestBATN TDL) allowing dynamic set up 
and automated execution of test cases. 

 A Test Execution Model defining the meaning of the behavioral and operational semantics of 
each TDL instruction in an unambiguous way. 

 A set of interfaces (TestBATN Module Interfaces) which enables development and integration 
of pluggable modules supporting different protocols, formats or methodologies and to make 
these modules available in execution of the specific TestBATN TDL instructions. 

 A Web-based Test Control&Monitoring GUI enabling users to monitor and drive the 
execution of test cases. 

 

The framework provides a modular architecture as described in GITB to easily plug adaptors 
(messaging and communication adaptors, validation adaptors, scripting adaptors, data model 
adaptors) that takes part in the testing processes.  

 

The following figure illustrates the conformance testing setup; 

http://www.srdc.com.tr/home/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=69&Itemid=83&lang=en
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Figure 56: TestBATN Framework 

Standards  

Open Source  The test framework and its components are open source 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership SRDC Ltd. LCM SRDC Ltd. 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B4-Satisfaction Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

TestBATN framework is designed as generic high level testbed to reuse existing test tools and 
artifacts. Therefore it is in line with the objectives of GITB and e-SENS WP6.4 cluster. Furthermore, as 
a part of the GITB project, the vendor of the framework (also the leader of this cluster) is 
continuously aligning it with the GITB specifications. Therefore, it is a very strong candidate to use in 
e-SENS for test case scripting and make it a part of the e-SENS conformance and interoperability 
testing infrastructure.  

 

7.1.5.10 OASIS Test Assertion Markup Language and Model 
  

Name OASIS Test Assertion Markup Language and Model 
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Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Component, ABB  Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

A specification which defines markup for test assertions conforming to the model defined in the 
OASIS TAG TC Test Assertions Part 1, Test Assertions Model (TAM) (http://docs.oasis-

open.org/tag/taml/v1.0/testassertionmarkuplanguage-1.0.pdf). It uses XPath for the definition of rules in 
the assertions.  

Standards OASIS 

Open 
Source  

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

BB11 – Tamelizer is an engine to evaluate TAML assertions. 

Ownership OASIS LCM OASIS 

In Use NA Technical 
Maturity 

NA 

Business 
Maturity 

NA Market 
Maturity 

NA 

Evaluation 

The TAML provides another alternative to schematron for XML content validation. However, most of 
the domains prefer schematrons for defining business rules and restrictions on documents.  

7.1.5.11 Tamelizer 
  

Name Tamelizer  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Component, SBB  Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

TAMELizer is a general test engine for XML content testing. It can verify structural and semantic 
constraints (including arithmetic and date calculations), compatibility across documents, and other 
content profiles. However the focus is more on rules and constraints - within and across documents - 
than on expressing or enforcing document structure. TAMELizer leverages the expression power of 
XPath2.0 and of its libraries.  
 
The test assertions - or rules - are based on the OASIS TAML. 
 

Standards OASIS 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/tag/taml/v1.0/testassertionmarkuplanguage-1.0.pdf
http://docs.oasis-open.org/tag/taml/v1.0/testassertionmarkuplanguage-1.0.pdf
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Open 
Source  

The software is open source (https://code.google.com/p/tamelizer/). 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

BB22 - OASIS Test Assertion Markup Language and 
Model 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership Fujitsu America Inc. LCM Fujitsu America Inc. 

In Use Production Technical 
Maturity 

T5-Scalability 

Business 
Maturity 

B1-Awareness Market 
Maturity 

M1-Market Penetration 

Evaluation 

Tamelizer can be used as a component for content evaluations if some domain has the requirements 
to define the rules in TAML. 

 

7.1.5.12 OASIS Testing and Monitoring of Internet Exchanges 
(XTemp) 

  

Name OASIS Testing and Monitoring of Internet Exchanges (XTemp) 
  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Architecture Framework, ABB  Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

It is a specification (http://docs.oasis-open.org/tamie/xtemp/v1.0/xtemp-v1.0.pdf) of the XTemp language 
for event-driven analysis, testing and monitoring of business and application processes, as well as of 
transactions between business partners.  

Standards OASIS  

Open 
Source  

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

BB10 - OASIS Test Assertion Markup Language and 
Model 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

 

Ownership OASIS LCM OASIS 

In Use NA Technical NA 

https://code.google.com/p/tamelizer/
http://docs.oasis-open.org/tamie/xtemp/v1.0/xtemp-v1.0.pdf
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Maturity 

Business 
Maturity 

NA Market 
Maturity 

NA 

Evaluation 

The specification is restricted to high level XML messaging protocols. Furthermore, the open source 
implementation of the specification is stopped.  

 

Tamelizer can be used as a component for content evaluations if some domain has the requirements 
to define the rules in TAML. 

 

7.1.5.13 ETSI Testing and Test Control Notation v3 (TTCN-3) 
  

Name ETSI Testing and Test Control Notation v3 (TTCN-3) 
  

Relationship to ICT Strategies in EC/MS (WP3) 

 

Type Architecture Framework, ABB  Generic/ 
Specific 

Generic 

Architecture Framework / Component Specifications 

TTCN3 (http://www.ttcn-3.org) is a strongly typed test scripting language (C like programming 
language) used in conformance testing of telecommunication systems and a specification of test 
infrastructure interfaces that glue abstract test scripts with concrete communication environments. 
It is used for standards; WiMax, VoIP, IPv6, Digital Mobile Radio (DMR), 3GPP, etc.  

Standards ETSI 

Open 
Source  

 

Relationship and Couplings 

To other Generic-/Domain specific BB: 

 

To lower level Building Blocks/Components: 

 

Related Artifacts and Solution Building Blocks 

Mostly commercial compilers, IDE, and running environments exist for TTCN3. 

Ownership ETSI LCM ETSI 

In Use NA Technical 
Maturity 

NA 

Business 
Maturity 

NA Market 
Maturity 

NA 

Evaluation 

TTCN3 is very successful conformance and interoperability testing framework for telecommunication 
domain as it can handle complex testing operations at very low level communication protocols. 
However, as it provides a complete C like programming language for test scripting it is not much 
suitable for high level business collaboration testing as the development process is complex and 
reusability of existing testing software will be difficult.  

http://www.ttcn-3.org/
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7.2 Recommendations 
 

After the initial analysis and evaluation of the existing conformance and interoperability test assets 
from different domains and projects, five common building blocks are suggested to be prioritized for 
the WP6.4 Conformance Testing cluster. In addition to the evaluation criteria provided in the building 
block templates (in use, technical, market and business maturity, etc.) the followings are considered 
in this analysis: 

 WP6 objectives specifically; providing common generic building blocks that different 
domains can reuse. 

 “WP6.4 Conformance Testing” cluster objectives specifically;  
o enhancing the reusability of test assets and conformance and interoperability 

test processes among different domains, organizations, and initiatives,  
o providing a conformance testing infrastructure for e-SENS building blocks that 

will be proposed in WP6.1, WP6.2 and WP6.3.  
  

The proposed common building blocks are defined in conceptual level; the basic functionality, use 
case, architectural overview, and the existing building blocks that can be reused while constructing it.  

7.2.1 Content Validation Service Interface 
 

Validation of content items i.e. exchanged messages and documents based on a schema and a set of 
semantic rules is a common requirement for all interoperability specifications when it comes to 
conformance and interoperability testing regardless of the domain. Development of similar 
functionalities and testing capabilities repeatedly in different domains, organizations, and MSs is 
causing a lot of unnecessary work.  

 

This building block will provide two specifications in order to enhance reusability of document 
validation tools:  

 A generic API for implementing a compliant content validation component 

 A generic web service interface for content validation services   

These two will be related as they should use the same data model for input and output parameters.  

E.g.: *This is just an introductory example to illustrate the idea 

Content Validation Web Service Interface operations 

 validate 
o input: content-specificiation-id 
o input: content 
o output: test report (Common Document Validation Report) 

 

Interface for Content Validation Component 

 validate 
o input: schema (ex: schematron, XML schema, etc.) 
o input: content 
o input: list of configurations for component 
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o output: test report (Common Document Validation Report) 

 

The Content Validation Service Interface will foster the reusability of testing capabilities among 
organizations that are maintaining related specifications. For example, CEN-BII, UBL and Norwegian 
EHF are related specifications where the former is the specialization of the earlier. The Norwegian 
EHF project can utilize the document validation services (by service calls) of others in its testing 
framework without dealing with the development and maintenance of CEN-BII or UBL testing 
artifacts.  

 

The Content Validation Component API, on the other hand will foster the reusability of technical 
components that perform the validation based on a schematic test artifact (a schematron, OCL 
expression, XPATH expression, etc.) and produce a report in a common format. In this way, the 
schematron validator components developed in PEPPOL, and in epSOS (IHE Gazelle) can be shared by 
other domains by wrapping them into a common interface.  

 

Existing SBBs and ABBs as a base 

 BB8 - CEN Global eBusiness Interoperability Testbed Specifications: GITB project, Phase-II, 
describes a global interoperability test framework and such a building block is mentioned as 
one of the key components of the framework to reuse the testing capabilities among 
different domains and member states. The Phase III of the GITB project will develop a 
specification for this service and a collaborative effort will be helpful for both of the projects. 

 BB6 - Gazelle External Validation Service (EVS): The purpose of EVS is to offer to users and 
developers of applications in the field of Healthcare services to validate the messages and 
documents their systems produce or consume. Some of the document types that are 
validated with the service are HL7v2 messages, HL7v3 messages, CDA documents, DICOM 
documents, SAML assertions used in epSOS context, certificates used in epSOS, etc. In this 
respect, it will be a very good reference architecture for such a generic building block. 

 BB2- PEPPOL Document Validation Service: Like Gazelle EVS, it will be another reference 
architecture for this building block from eProcurement domain. 

 BB10 - OASIS Test Assertion Markup Language and Model: As it provides a model for 
content validation (test assertions), the specification will be another reference point for the 
building block. 

 

7.2.2 Test Asset Metadata and Classification 
 

In order to enhance the reusability of testing capabilities among different domains, SDOs and MSs, 
definition of a metadata scheme for test assets is a sine qua non requirement. For this metadata 
definition, a basic requirement is the classification of testing assets. This building block will define 
these to enable test asset developers to define their assets and publish into a registry like 
architecture to share them with others. 

E.g.:  

Test Asset Classification:  

 Test Artifact 
o Validation artifact (XML Schema, HL7v2 Message Profile, Schematron, OCL 

Expressions, etc) 
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o Sample Valid Content 
o Sample Invalid Content 
o Test case 
o Test suite 
o … 

 Testing Tools 
o Content Validation Component 
o … 

 Testing Services 
o Content Validation Service 
o … 

 Test bed 

 

Existing SBBs and ABBs as a base 

 BB8 - CEN Global eBusiness Interoperability Testbed Specifications: GITB Phase-II defines 
different type of test assets and some basic metadata for them. The Phase-III will provide a 
full specification for the metadata. 

 Asset Description Metadata Scheme (ADMS): The ADMS is developed within the scope of 
ISA program to define metadata for interoperability assets. The work is closely related to this 
building block and it can even be an extension to ADMS. 

7.2.3 Global Test Asset Registry/Repository (GTAR) 
 

Projects, SDOs, international or national initiatives working related with the interoperability 
standards and specifications generally need a conformance and interoperability testing framework. 
Most of this work depends on earlier standards and specifications and it is a strong possibility to have 
existing testing capabilities or artifacts maintained by the owners of the referenced standards. A 
Global Test Asset Registry may be very helpful to keep such organizations informed about what is 
available in terms of conformance and interoperability testing. The Test Asset Metadata and 
Classification building block will be the core component for the registry to define the semantics of 
the existing testing assets. 

  

This solution building block may be a Web portal with backend registry/repository architecture. The 
users of the portal (organizations, projects, etc.) publish their test assets and other users can search 
over all published assets to find an asset that they can reuse for their testing activities.  

 

E.g.:  

- Find content validation artifacts for XXX Document (XXX: “UBL Invoice 2.0 Document” or “IHE 
ED”, “epSOS Patient Summary Document”) 

- Find test case definitions related with “CEN BII Tender Notification (BII10)” 

 

Existing SBBs and ABBs as a base 

 BB8 - CEN Global eBusiness Interoperability Testbed Specifications: GITB project is also 
working on such a service and the Phase III will provide a specification for the building block. 
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7.2.4 Schematron Validation Tool 
 

This building block will be a software module conforming to Content Validation Component API and 
will perform schematron evaluations on XML based documents and produce structural test reports. 
The schematron validation components in Gazelle and PEPPOL will be reused for the development of 
this solution building block. 

  

Existing SBBs and ABBs as a base 

 BB1 - PEPPOL Validation Engine 

 BB4 - Gazelle Schematron Validator 

7.2.5 e-SENS Conformance and Interoperability Testbed 
 

The building block will provide a testbed for conformance and interoperability testing of building 
blocks that will be developed in e-SENS in WP6.1 (e-Delivery specifications), WP6.2 (document and 
process specifications), and WP6.3 (e-ID specifications) when such a testing is related. The testbed 
will provide a web based user interface for the management and monitoring of test executions. In 
this way, any organization who wants to implement a building block based on the interoperability 
specifications provided by e-SENS can test their systems for conformance.  

 

The building block will consist of the following sub-components;  

- Web interface (portal) for test monitoring and management with the integrated GTAR 
- GITB conformant test engine (for test scenario scripting and execution)  
- Messaging Adapters for e-SENS e-Delivery and e-ID building blocks  
- Content validation components  
- Conformance Testcases (scripts to run on test engine) for e-SENS building blocks  

 

Existing SBBs and ABBs as a base 

 BB 9 – TestBATN: TestBATN is a generic open source test engine for automated conformance 
and interoperability testing. It is being used in Turkey in industry to test the conformity of 
Hospital Information Systems (HIS) to the National Health Information System (NHIS) of 
Turkey based on HL7 v3 CDA. It has already demonstrated the ability to perform 
conformance and interoperability tests for IHE Profiles, HL7, PEPPOL Specs (GITB Webinar: 
Testing a Sender Access Point In PEPPOL Network CEN BII04 Profile), epSOS Specs. In the 
third phase of GITB project, it will be aligned with the GITB specifications for global 
interoperability test bed. In this respect, it will be good candidate to be the test engine for 
the e-SENS testbed.  

 BB5 – Gazelle Product Registry: It will be a reference architecture and methodology for the 
process of vendors registering their systems to the testbed by claiming conformance to some 
specification. 

 BB3 - Gazelle and BB7- Gazelle Test Proxy: The general architecture of the Gazelle testbed 
and its approach to conformance and interoperability testing will be a good example for e-
SENS testbed.  
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8 Conclusion  
 

This deliverable defines the architectural baseline for Building Block provision in the e-SENS project 
and is based on collecting of contributions from the EC Large Scale Projects, EC ICT solutions and 
Member State and Associated Countries implementations. It forms a significant repository of Building 
Blocks and methodologies that is the baseline for consolidation of High Level Building Blocks with 
focus on generic and cross-domain reusability. 

 

This baseline will be extended and elaborated to include additional Building Blocks and amended 
information for specific areas where applicable based on the results from consolidation and Building 
Block provision. 

 

The architectural baseline is also the offset for mapping of Pilot requirements with available solutions 
capabilities and functionality based on the WP5 Pilot requirements framework to verify applicability 
and use case support of existing and consolidated Solution Building Blocks and to identify gaps where 
further development is required. 

 

Furthermore, the architectural baseline provides a basis for selection of Building Blocks for 
assessment of maturity and sustainability with WP3 in order to verify maturity status and identify 
areas to improve maturity and sustainability for selected Building Blocks. 
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III. Glossary 

 

Architecture Framework: A conceptual structure used to develop, implement, and sustain an 
architecture (http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf9-doc/arch/chap03.html) 

 

Artifact: An architectural work product that describes an aspect of the architecture 
(http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf9-doc/arch/chap03.html) 

 

Building Block: Represents a (potentially re-usable) component of business, IT, or architectural 
capability that can be combined with other building blocks to deliver architectures and solutions. 

Building blocks can be defined at various levels of detail, depending on what stage of architecture 
development has been reached. For instance, at an early stage, a building block can simply consist of 
a name or an outline description. Later on, a building block may be decomposed into multiple 
supporting building blocks and may be accompanied by a full specification. Building blocks can relate 
to "architectures" or "solutions". (http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf9-
doc/arch/chap03.html, also see http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf9-
doc/arch/chap37.html) 

 

Foundation Architecture - Generic building blocks, their inter-relationships with other building 
blocks, combined with the principles and guidelines that provide a foundation on which more specific 
architectures can be built. http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf9-doc/arch/chap03.html  

 

Methodology: A defined, repeatable series of steps to address a particular type of problem, which 
typically centers on a defined process, but may also include definition of content. 
(http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf9-doc/arch/chap03.html) 

 

PoC – Artificial ICT setup. The objective is showing the technical feasibility of the Building block. (See 
also PoC, Test pilot, Production Pilot and Production.) 

 

Production – Real ICT setup, with Business impact, but in full scale environment. The objective is to 
support Business processes. (See also PoC, Test pilot, Production Pilot and Production.) 

 

Production Pilot – Real ICT setup, with Business impact, but in low scale environment. The objective 
is business testing the Building Block in real Business processes. (See also PoC, Test pilot, Production 
Pilot and Production.) 

 

Test Pilot – Real ICT setup, but with no Business impact. The objective is technical testing of the 
building Block. (See also PoC, Test pilot, Production Pilot and Production.) 
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